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ABSTRACT
A descriptive case study of the counseling component of
a

campus-based women's center revealed that eight staff mem-

bers had worked with an estimated five hundred women in one-

to-one helping relationships during the first year of the

center's operation.

As part of the center's goal of meeting

the unanswered needs of women to learn more about themselves,
a fairly comprehensive counseling and guidance service was

instituted first by two counselors.

As the center developed

and expanded various programs and the demand for counseling

increased, the service was augmented by five other staff

members who worked with women who had specialized concerns
around issues of divorce, birth control information, abortion, and other personal areas.

All the counselors followed basically the same approach
in counseling

— an

approach which stressed active listening

and counselor self-disclosure as the basic tools of counsel
ing,

both to establish and to maintain the relationship and

into her
to help the client reach some degree of insight

problem
problems and to formulate goals to resolve these

X

areas.

Each counselor emphasized the necessity of bringing

into the counseling session an awareness of the social condi-

tioning that all women have been subjected to; they used that

knowledge of stereotyped role expectations and the commonality of experiences as women to help the client free herself and establish her own expectations for herself, discover

her potentials, and begin the process of taking control of
her own life.

Referral services, on and off-campus, were employed as
a means of finding answers to specific educational and voca-

tional concerns of clients, as well as to meet other needs
for information and help.

A significant referral source

within the center itself was the Workshops, which were designed to meet specific needs of women for factual information, for esthetic expression, or exploratory experiences.

Another referral mechanism was the support group orientation
program which enabled women to decide whether or not they
wanted to participate in such

a group.

That the clients of the counseling service derived much

benefit from their sessions was revealed through the use of
a questionnaire sent to a random sampling.

As a group, they

appeared to mirror the economic, social, and educational

conditions of women in the 1970s.

The majority of the cli-

they
ents had seen a counselor two to three times and felt

probhad received some concrete help in resolving whatever

lem brought them in.

In addition, they cited other benefits

XI

of counseling sessions,

such as finding the experience it-

self helpful, supportive, and encouraging enough that
they

would come back, were they to need help with another problem.

As further evidence of the value of counseling to

them, many of the clients said they had recommended the

counseling service to friends.
The majority of the clients did not identify themselves
as feminists, but they expressed a general interest in the

women's movement.

Only a small percentage said they were

not at all interested in feminist activities.
It was concluded that the counseling component of the

women's center was successful in meeting the needs of women
for counseling and guidance services.

Moreover, the strong

feminist identity of the counselors had aided their work

through enlarging their understanding of women, and their
emphasis upon "equal-ness" in the helping relationship in-

creased their ability to establish a genuine, warm, open re-

lationship with clients and, in addition, helped them in
their intent to de-mystify the counseling process.
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INTRODUCTION, PURPOSE, AND PROCEDURES

Introduction
The re-birth of Feminism in the United States during the
late 1960's has evinced a much broader scope and range of

goals to be pursued than had the original feminist movement

which succeeded only in securing for women the right to vote.

Although the new group objectives have been rapidly promulgated nationwide, and much publicity in the media has been

given to some of the more strident voices and extremist behaviors, one development has occurred rather quietly and

without much public notice:

women's centers have been estab-

lished in communities large and small, and on a number of

college and university campuses.
Examples 1 of women's centers in institutions of higher

education are the Center for Continuing Education for Women,
University of Michigan; Minnesota Women's Center, University
of Minnesota; the Women's Center, University of Pennsylvania;

the Women's Center, Barnard College of Columbia University;
Comand Women's Research and Resource Center, Queensborough

munity College, New York.

Community-based centers are found

The names and locations of centers listed in this
paragraph were mentioned in news items about the various
a monthly
centers in a number of issues of The Spokeswoma n,
to news of
newsletter published in Chicago, which is devoted Nos.
5,
73),
(1972
special interest to women. See Vol. 3
2.
No.
(1973-74),
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and Vol. 4
T.

,
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in such cities ss Columbia, Missouri

(the Women' s Center)

;

Madison, Wisconsin (the Women's Center); Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia (Chicana Service Action Center)

;

Palisades, New York

(Rockland County Guidance Center for Women)

;

Austin, Texas

(Austin Women's Center); and Seattle, Washington (Save Our

Sisters (SOS)).

Some community-based centers were estab-

lished to provide specific services, such as vocational gui-

dance and job placement, or to serve a special clientele,
such as drug or alcohol addicts.

Examples of centers spe-

cializing in vocational counseling activities are Washington

Opportunities for Women, Washington,

D.

C.

,

which is support-

ed by the D. C. Manpower Administration; Advocates for Women,

San Francisco; and Flexible Careers, Chicago.

The Women's

Organization to "Mash" Alcoholism and Narcotics (WOMAN)
Detroit, works exclusively with women addicts, as does the

Office of Women's Affairs of the Illinois Drug Abuse Program,
in Chicago.

The Woman's Institute, Chicago, offers non-

sexist psychotherapy.

Community centers probably most often had their genesis
in a chance meeting of two or three friends who had begun to

question certain aspects of their lives and who felt a need
to share their experiences with others.

This original small

gathering usually grew rapidly, as friends invited other
meeting
friends, until the group became too large to continue

alternative
in one or another of the women's homes, and an
sought.
meeting place, open to all interested women, was

The
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impetus to find a large enough space, which could be transformed into the right kind of environment, resulted in the

establishment of a centrally-located center where women

might freely explore and identify their own heretofore unanswered needs and unexpressed concerns and find

a

method of

resolving such issues.

Immediately suitable headquarters were found, these
centers became involved in some or all of the following activities, with the goal of opening up new possibilities for
women:

1)

the provision of space and facilities for meetings

and/or social gatherings;
classes;
ing,

3)

2)

the sponsorship of workshops and

the establishment of a central location for buy-

borrowing, or reading feminist literature;

4)

the accep-

tance of the responsibility to act as a conduit between in-

dividual women and the national feminist movement; and

5)

the availability, without fee, of counseling services.

The latter activity, counseling, was in many cases the

first service to be provided by the center which was staffed
and administered solely by women.

The counselors were volun-

teers, giving what time they had free from other duties to

known
work with as many clients as they could, and little is

specifically about what their professional training for
counseling had been.

Although

a few of

these early counsel-

and some
ors were psychiatrically- trained social workers
guidance, many had
held graduate degrees in counseling and

little or no training.

to
As the center's activities began

4

develop, the counselors sought out educational opportunities
to learn about abortion and problem pregnancy counseling,

divorce advisement, vocational guidance, and so forth.
As was true of community-based women's centers, campus-

based centers also were concerned with providing a counseling

service of some kind.

The campus-based centers were some-

times under the aegis of the Dean of Women's or Dean of Students' Office or the Division of Continuing Education.

There

seems no particular reason why a center should have been es-

tablished through one administrative division rather than
another, but it would seem that many such centers were created concommitantly with the demand for women's studies cur-

ricula and sometimes out of the need for an independent base
for such a curriculum.

In other instances, the women's cen-

ter and the women's studies curriculum followed upon the

recommendation for their establishment in reports issuing
from a study of the status of women on a particular campus.
For instance, A Report on the Status of Women at the

University of British Columbia recommended the creation of

a

Women's Office, under the direction of the Dean of Women,

which would, as one of its primary responsibilities, oversee
the establishment of university-wide goals and timetables to

increase the representation of women at all levels of the
University.

2

Another important function

off

the Women's

Shelagh Day, A Report on the Status of Women at the
University of British Columbia, p. 84.
2

~.
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Office, recommended by the Report, was to provide counseling
and guidance services to campus and community women:

"We

recommend that the Women's Office be given funds to enlarge
their [the Dean of Women's Office] present counselling ser-

vices in order to develop programs which reach students not
only in university but also in high school and elementary
school to encourage women to be full participants in any vo-

cation or prof ession.

"

J

While there was a women's center on the campus of the

University of Calif ornia-Davis

university support.

,

it was not receiving much

A two-year study of the status of women

on the Davis campus culminated in a report which strongly

recommended
There is a need for a campus center which can be used
for counseling women and coordinating efforts to improve their status. These functions are currently
being performed by the Women's Center which serves
The Center coordinates
staff, faculty and students.
efforts to solve child care, health, housing, and
employment problems and brings women together to work
The Center provides a
for these and other goals.
place for women to go when they encounter problems,
need support, or want to air grievances.

There is no other organization on campus whose focus
For this reason, it is vital that the
is women.
Women's Center receive the University's support.
Purpose of The Study
higher educaWomen's centers are rapidly emerging on

writer that they
tion campuses, and it is the view of this
3T
4.

Davis:

cit ., p. 87.
Womgn^^UC_
Elizabeth Partridge, The Status of
Task Force, p. 35
A Condensation of the Report of the
Loc.
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P r ot»ably continue to proliferate for some time.

This

study was undertaken to provide a detailed description
of the

counseling component of a campus-based women's center as

a

first step in determining what is different about the counseling in such a setting.

Since in the first place

a

women's

center is a new kind of community resource agency, whether
located on a campus or in a town community, and since little
is known as yet about the scope and kind of counseling ser-

vice provided in such a setting, it was deemed worthwhile to
conduct such a study.
There were a number of questions for which answers were
sought in order to generate as detailed a description as possible.

These questions fell within the following general

areas:

1)

the counselors and their training;

of counseling;

3)

2)

the process

the clients who used the service; and

the physical setting and philosophical environment.

4)

The ra-

tionale for establishing a counseling component in a women's

center was to answer the needs of women to secure information
on educational and vocational opportunities open to them within or without the local community; obtain guidance in making

personal decisions regarding marriage and family, career, and
education; and discuss personal problems.

A by-product of the counseling service was that it began
to function as a feedback mechanism for the center as a

whole.

The counselors were able to alert the rest of the

staff to special needs and concerns of women for help in
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fighting job discrimination; for workshops devoted to practical topics like home carpentry or automobile care and maintenance; for the establishment of support and/or consciousness-

raising groups; for advocacy action to establish part-time

degree programs within the university; for the provision of
increased day-care facilities; for college preparatory courses
in basic skills, and so on.

The concern of this descriptive case study was to deter-

mine to what extent women's needs for counseling have been
met by a campus-based women's center and, from the perspective of the women receiving this particular service, how ef-

fective counseling had been.

It is hoped that the descrip-

tion that follows of the counseling process and of the report
by clients of their perception of having received some degree
of help with problems and concerns can be used to motivate

further

studies

of counseling in women's centers.

The specific women's center chosen for study is located
on a state university campus in New England and, at the re-

quest of the staff, is not specifically identified.
be referred to herein as The Women's Center.

It will

Further, all

names of persons, university offices and personnel, and

places have been fictionalized.
Brief History of The Women's Center

.

The Women's Center was

was
completing its first year of operation when the study

undertaken.

a
It opened with a small staff consisting of

paid
full-time, paid Center Coordinator; two half-time,

8

counselors; one half-time, paid administrative assistant; and

several volunteers who gave varying amounts of time to Center

activities each week.

Assigned a rather limited space--one

large room with a small adjoining room

— in

one of the older

university buildings, the Center quickly got its activities

underway with a series of evening workshops, scheduled to run
for eight weeks, and the beginnings of a counseling service.

Two staff members, both of whom held master's degrees in

counseling and guidance, were the official counselors, but
rather quickly, other staff, including the Coordinator of the
Center, found themselves being drawn into counseling

activities
The history of the Center actually began the previous

year when several women approached the Continuing Education

Department of the University with

a

proposal to offer to

women in the local community a counseling service one morning
per week and four workshops dealing with feminist issues,

starting with the spring semester.

Some of these women had

been instrumental in establishing a community women's center
in a nearby town, and they knew from their several years

experience with that center of the interest of local women
in the activities they proposed.

that
By the end of that spring semester, it was evident
for counselthere was indeed a demand for such workshops and

ing services.

During the summer, under the sponsorship of

9

Continuing Education, plans were drawn up and the initial
steps taken to create a women's center on the campus.

Thus

it began.
of the Study

.

The main focus of this study was

to create a detailed description of the counseling component
of The Women's Center.

No other activity of the Center was

studied, nor were any staff members involved other than the

eight women who were identified as the formal and informal

counseling staff.

Furthermore, in this descriptive case

study, no attempt was made to evaluate the professional com-

petence of the counselors, although the extent and kind of
training each had undergone before beginning work at the
Center was duly explored.

With respect to the clients served by counseling, infor-

mation regarding their social, economic and educational backgrounds and their individual assessment of the services each
had received was sought through use of a mail questionnaire.
In addition,

since the Center was campus-based, a fur-

ther aspect investigated was the effect of a campus environ-

ment on the counseling services as
Assumptions and Questions.

a whole.

In designing a study to provide

a description of counseling in a women's center,

the follow-

ing assumptions were made:
1)

Educational, vocational, and personal counseling are

being done in women's centers.

10

2)

Counseling is effective if the client perceives her-

self as having been satisfied by the help she believes
she

received.

A major concern of the author was to avoid an evaluation of the counseling services of the Center and yet obtain
some data from clients about their general perceptions of

what they derived from the helping relationship.

Therefore,

the second assumption above, stated as a criterion for as-

sessing counseling outcome, was viewed as perhaps the most

minimal statement which would be useful.

Criteria for meas-

uring counseling outcomes have been vigorously debated over
the years, with the subject still in controversy.

For ex-

ample, if the goal of counseling is to produce change of

some sort

— behavioral

or personality change for instance, or

even some change in the direction of the client's life that

results when important questions are answered or self-

understanding undergoes further development--then some method
must be established to determine first, whether or not change
has occurred and secondly, if it has occurred as a result of

counseling
As Tyler has written, "It may even be that Eysenck is

right and that no kind of therapy produces change that is

greater than that which time and the processes of nature

would ultimately have brought about by themselves.

The

therapist may make a contribution only to the extent that he
facilitates or speeds up this natural process.

The kind of

11

evaluation

X

should like to see would be designed to show

whether our therapeutic efforts do in fact accomplish this
facilitation, so that individuals find their way with less

suffering and wasted time with therapy than without.

And

if so, we need to know what aspects of the help we give con-

tribute most toward this end."^
Thus, while the second assumption above contains a de-

batable criterion, it was viewed as helpful in assessing the
clients' perception of the effectiveness to them of the coun-

seling contact.
The following questions were posed by the author in

gathering data which led to the composition of this descriptive case study of the counseling component of a women's

center
1.

Who on the Center staff has responsibility for counseling, and to what extent are these individuals
engaged in the activity?

2.

What is the individual's background, either by
training or experience, for this work?

3.

Does she view herself as a feminist, and if so, how
does her feminist orientation affect what she does
as a counselor?

4.

What kind of counseling is being done at the Center?

Leona E. Tyler, "Minimum Change Therapy," in Coun
seling and Psychotherapy, ed. by Ben N. Ard, Jr., p. 93.
5

~.
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5.

Does it basically consist of counseling and guidance
activities, or is it therapy?^

6.

What skills and techniques of counseling are beinq
used?

7.

Do the counselors view their work as "traditional
counseling,
or since the setting in which they work
is a women's center, do they call what they are
doing "feminist counseling?"

8.

If the latter, how do they define feminist counseling?

9.

Who are the clients of the counseling services?

10.

Are they students of the university, or is the
clientele largely non-student?

11.

Since there are other counseling facilities on campus, is there a need for such additional counseling
services in The Women's Center?

12.

If women go to a women's center for help with problems, do they do so because it is a women's center?
Because they identify themselves with the women's
movement to some extent?

It would perhaps be useful at this point to define the

terms feminist and women

'

s

use in subsequent chapters.

movement in order to clarify their
The two terms are used

inter-

changeably throughout to refer to the entire spectrum of different positions of advocacy, from conservative to radical,

To differentiate between "counseling and guidance"
and "therapy," the following definitions (taken from the
Random House Dictionary of the English Language) are sugthe activity of supplying
Counseling and Guidance
gested:
the judgment or conduct
directing
advice or instruction in
decisions or
educational
and
of another in making vocational
the treatin
help
in solving personal problems; therapeutic
treatthe
Therapy
ment of minor emotional disturbances.
order
in
ment of the psychologically or socially maladjusted
psychoto rehabilitate them into society through the use of
logical methods such as psychoanalysis.
6

~.

:

:
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to bring about political, social, economic, and
educational

reforms of the culture's institutions in order to end the

oppression of women.
To find the answers to the above questions which would

generate a detailed description of the counseling services
of a campus-based women's center, data were gathered from

eight staff members of The Women's Center and from a random
sampling of the clients of the two official counselors.

The

following section details the procedures followed in collecting that data.

Data Collection Procedures

Rationale

.

A descriptive study of the kind of helping ser-

vices offered under the rubric "counseling" has practical

applications in that an objective study to systematically
gather information can reveal the strengths of the activity
as well as discover any inadequacies in supplying the ser-

vices which should be emended.

In thus highlighting the

counseling component of The Women's Center, a service to the
Center is rendered by which the staff can be made aware of
the results of one of their efforts— counseling

— to

respond

to the concerns of women in their locality and thus help the

staff, through this feedback, to become more effective.

Secondly, a variation of the case study method was chosen for this investigation because it is particularly well-

suited for use in studies of a new or developing field such

14

as feminist counseling, as this service by a women's center

might be termed.

It is a descriptive method and thus has the

advantage of being able to view situations as

a whole.

"From

this... can come the insights which can furnish the hypotheses
for later, more detailed, quantitative study."

7

Further, since feminist counseling is a newly developing

variation of the helping professions, a wholistic description
of what it is and is not is more appropriate than detailed

statistical research on segments or aspects of the counseling
A basic step in studying any subject is to first

variation.

determine and describe what it is before going on to study
why it is as it is.
The interview technique to procure the data of the study

was chosen because the method, as Rummel asserts, "provides
an opportunity to determine facts which vary with particular

persons in particular circumstances.

It may be used to de-

termine opinions, attitudes, or trends of belief.'

^

It is

recognized that the individual in responding to questions put
own point
by the interviewer necessarily answers from her/his
of view.

"In this process," Rummel states, "there may be

attached
ambiguities and mis-interpretations of the meanings
by the one
by the researcher and the meanings understood

Methods
Katz, and L. Festinger, eds., Research
Sciences, p. 138.
_
in the Behavioral
arc
j~7
Francis Rummel/ An Introduction to Rese
§1
cedures in Education, p. 75.
T.

D.

,
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interviewed.

However, in the interview method, there is a

face-to-face situation in which apparent misunderstandings

may be cleared up at the time."
Procedures

.

9

In-depth interviews, recorded on tape, and a

series of informal conferences were held with Alma and
Barbara, who were the officially designated counselors on
the staff of The Women's Center.

The taped interviews in

each case (see Appendices A and B, pp. 123-168) were structured through the following questions:

Specialization, if any, by problem area at TWC?
Would you describe what basic counseling techniques
you use?

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

—

8.

9.

10.

11.

9

How would you characterize your philosophy of
counseling?
How much of the time of the session do you spend in
giving factual information?
What kind of referral services do you use, and how
do you determine when, or if, a client should be
referred; how do you determine which specific referral agent to suggest?
How is the counseling service of the Center publicized to the population you wish to serve?
How is the first contact with the client usually
made by appointment, or walk-in, both?
What is the average number of clients counseled
per week? How many women have used the counseling
service during this first year of operation?
What is your perception, or knowledge, of the range
of age, education, and economic status of the
clients?
Are clients either students or staff members of the
university, or are they from the local community
and/or surrounding communities?
What is the average number of times a particular
client is seen?

.

Ibid

.

,

p.

61
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12.

Is there a follow-up program in use?
describe.

13.

What is the time length of the session provided
the client?
What is the range or type of problems presented by
clients?
What interview facilities are available for counseling sessions? How appropriate are they?

14.

15.

If so,

please

16.

Is the quantity and type of resource materials on
hand adequate to needs of clients?

17.

In your view, what factors tend to limit your being
able to counsel effectively?

18.

In your view, what aspects of a women's center itself and its location on a university campus influence (negatively or positively) the effectiveness of the counseling services?

Informal conferences with Alma and Barbara were concerned

with the general aspects of their work not specifically covered in the initial taped interviews and with determining a
method, acceptable to each, of gathering needed data about

their clients.

This aspect of data collection will be dis-

cussed later in this section.
As the study got underway,

it was discovered that six

other staff members, both paid and volunteer, were engaged
to some extent in some kind of counseling activity.

They had

tasks,
been given such responsibility, in addition to other
in
because they had had previous experience and/or training

services
counseling and because the demand for counseling
services behad increased during the year as the Center's
Therefore, each of these six women were
came better known.
on tape, using
also interviewed, with their answers recorded
Barbara, and adding
some of the questions asked of Alma and
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those questions which dealt with each woman's specific focus
in counseling.

(See Appendices C through H, pp. 169-267.)

The Coordinator of The Women's Center, JoAnn, was included
for two reasons:

because she offered a kind of peer counsel-

ing to some clients, and because it was deemed advisable to

seek her view, as Coordinator, of the relationship of the

counseling services to the work of the Center as

a whole.

The eight taped interviews lasted from one to two
hours; a total of nearly twenty- two hours was spent in

gathering data from the counselors.

After the tapes were

transcribed, they were edited to delete minor irrelevant
phrases.

Furthermore, because the counselors wished to re-

main anonymous, those statements which too readily identified
the speaker were either removed or changed to insure anonymity.

(These latter deletions are indicated in the tape-

However, necessary fic—

scripts by a series of asterisks.)

tionalization did not distort the essential meaning of those
passages.

Following such editing, the information contained

in the eight tapescripts was organized within three main

categories:

the counselors, the relationship between what

femihappens in counseling sessions and the counselors' own

nist philosophy, and the counseling process.

Client Data Collection Procedures

.

Only two counselors, Alma

on the clients
and Barbara, kept any kind of written record

seen in counseling sessions during the year.

They each re-

name and address of
corded on a three-by-five index card the

17A

each woman they interviewed and made for each

a

very brief

note of the date or dates the client was seen and some mini-

mal information on her problem or concerns.

Occasionally,

another staff member did add a card to this file for a client

whom she talked with initially and subsequently referred to
either Alma or Barbara, but ordinarily, other counselors did
not keep such records.
Thus, in seeking data from clients of the counseling ser-

vices, only those people who had been seen by either Alma or

Barbara could be included.

The following procedure, designed

to protect the identity of clients, was used to select those

who were to be sent a one-page questionnaire by mail.

Client Questionnaire, see Appendix

I,

p.

(For

268.)

Of the total of 172 names in their file, Barbara and

Alma first removed the card of any client they had not actually worked with.

These were a few names placed in the file

by other staff but not those who had been referred.

Then

the two counselors pulled out several cards of women they

felt would not want to receive such a questionnaire at their

homes because it would cause some trouble.

These were clients

who had come to The Women's Center without the knowledge of
their husbands and who wished to keep that fact a secret from
them.

Several more cards were deleted because of

a lack of

address or because the individual had moved and left no for

warding address.

Twenty-seven names were thus eliminated

before the final selection was made.
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That left a total of 145 names from which a random

selection of 100 was to be made.

Alma and Barbara together

selected every other card from the file until they had drawn
out the required number.

The two counselors then addressed

and mailed out the envelopes which contained the question-

naire and a stamped self-addressed envelope for its return

directly to the Center.

At no time did the author have ac-

cess to either the card file or to the envelopes sent out.
Of the 100 questionnaires mailed, five were returned by

the Post Office marked undeliverable.

Over a period of four

weeks, sixty-three of the ninety-five, which apparently

reached their destination, were returned to TWC and subse-

quently delivered to the author.
The data derived from the questionnaire was handled as

follows to generate a profile of the clients.

A numerical

count was first made of the checked replies to each item.

The tabulation of the figures provided an indication of the
range of age, marital status, educational level attained, and

current income.

Other items permitted the generation of

statements regarding the clients' perception of aid received
of the
in counseling sessions, as well as some indication

clients' own involvement in feminist activities..

Finally, a

to
representative sampling of "free comments" was compiled
to the
indicate the flavor of the response of the clients

counseling experience they had undergone.
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The assessment of the clients' perception of the degree
of effectiveness of the counseling they had received was de-

termined by data from the questionnaire which indicated that
the client

a)

felt she either had found a solution for her

presenting problem, or had been helped through at least the
beginning stages of solving the problem, or had received no
help at all;

felt she was in some way significantly or not

b)

significantly helped by the contact; and

c)

reported that she

had recommended the counseling service of the Center to one

or more of her women friends.

Organization of the Dissertation
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows:

Chapter II

— Review

of Literature; Chapter III

of the Counselors; Chapter IV

Chapter V

— Profile

and Conclusions.

— The

— Profile

Process of Counseling;

of the Clients; and Chapter VI

— Summary

Complete verbatim transcripts of the taped

interviews with the eight counselors are contained in Appendices A through H.

I

CHAPTER

II
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CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
This review of literature follows the two major aspects
of the study itself:

counseling and feminism.

To provide a

background for the basis of the rationale underlying the establishment of a counseling component in a women's center,

a

brief historical sketch of the American women's movement is
presented, followed by a discussion of feminist ideology,

feminist attitudes toward women, and some major activities

which have sprung from feminists' concerns.

A synthesis of

counseling approaches is given as a framework from which to

view the counseling component studied.
Women began to answer Freud

'

s

question, "What do women

want?" long before he uttered it, and they are still offering answers, which efforts have resulted in a veritable moun-

tain of publicly and privately printed materials.

Those

thousands of words, written over a period of more than

a hun-

dred and forty years and containing the repeated arguments
womand concerns of generation after generation of American
in a letter writen, might be best summarized by a statement

spokeswomen for
ten in 1837 by Sarah Grimke, one of the early

women's rights.

It expressed both the basis for, and the

women to achieve
tenor of, the struggle, then and now, of
"But I ask no favors for my
full status as human beings:
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.All

X

ask of our brethern is, that they will take

fsst from off our necks and permit us to stand upright
on that ground which God designed us to occupy." 1

Historical Sketch

.

Much of the present-day criticism, con-

cerns, and concerted actions of feminists parallel that of

the nineteenth century awakening of women to the real condi-

tions of their lives in American society.

During the early

1830’s, as they became aware of the social and personal roles

they had been locked into, women began a fundamental examin-

ation of those roles and of their relationship to men.

They

began to define themselves as an oppressed group with the
origins of that oppression stemming from male-defined and

male-dominated social institutions and value-systems.
When the confrontation of women with their society
emerged in the early nineteenth century, the basic issues
and concerns were widely debated and the female leaders were

well known, but those many issues and concerns came down in

American history textbooks only in terms of suffrage.
One of the earliest efforts focused on increased op-

portunities for women in education.

Emma Willard and

Frances Wright were the prime advocates of education for
women, and partly through their work, Oberlin College opened,
in 1833, as a coeducational institution of higher education.
It was during this period that women's colleges were

Sarah M. Grimke, Letters on the Equalit y of the
Sexes and the Condition of Woman, p. 11.
l7
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established, Mount Holyoke (1837) having been the first all-

women's college opened in response to the educational needs
of women, followed by Vassar in 1865.

appeared:

Other women's colleges

Smith and Wellesley in 1875; Radcliffe, 1879; and

Bryn Mawr, 1885.
The political origins of the women's movement arose out
of the involvement of women in working toward the abolition

of slavery in the 1830'

Rebirth of Feminism,

s.

Hole and Levine, in their book

pointed out, "When women began working

in earnest for the abolition of slavery, they quickly

learned that they could not function as political equals

with their male abolitionist friends." 2
Women were not only sometimes barred from membership in
abolitionist groups, but they had to fight for the right to
speak in public.
sues,

They had early realized that the two is-

racism and sexism, were inextricably linked, but they

discovered they were not allowed to speak on sexism at abolitionist meetings.

Thus, the early leaders, Sarah and

Angelina Grimke, Lucy Stone, and Sojourner Truth, found themselves participating in abolitionist and women's rights meetings on alternate days of the week, for they had learned they

must keep the issues separated, if they wished to speak in
public at all.

2

p.

2

.

Judith Hole and Ellen Levine, Rebirth of Feminism

,
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The first women's rights convention was held in
1848,
in Seneca, New York, and marks the official beginning
of the

suffrage movement, but conference planners Lucretia Mott and

Elizabeth Cady Stanton had included sessions devoted to issues which included control of property and earnings, guard-

ianship of children, and rights to divorce.

From that year

until the Civil War, similar conferences were held every
year in eastern and midwestern cities.

During the Civil War and the years immediately following, public focus shifted away from suffrage for women to

questions revolving around anti-slavery laws and constitutional amendments.

By 1869, when the women's rights ques-

tion re-emerged, the movement split into two factions. 3
.

Susan

B.

Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton organized the

National Woman Suffrage Association to secure the voting

privilege as a means of achieving other rights.

Lucy Stone

and others established the American Woman's Suffrage Associa-

tion which focused solely on obtaining the vote because they
felt that that was a more respectable issue and thus more
The two factions co-existed for

acceptable to the public.

the next twenty years, but finally "respectability" won out,

and in 1890 the two associations merged with a focus on the

single issue of the vote.

3
4

.
.

Ibid
Ibid

.

,

.

,

p.
p.

10
12

4
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By the turn of the century, second generation women suf-

fragists had produced some new leaders, like Carrie Chapman
Catt, and some limited gains had been made.

states had given women the vote.

Several western

But no major strides for-

ward occurred until 1913 when Alice Paul organized

a small

radical group, first known as the Congressional Union and
later called the Woman's Party, to work more vigorously on
a federal constitutional amendment.

Such an amendment had

been introduced in every session of Congress from 1878 on,
and finally it was ratified in 1920.

Hole and Levine commented, "With the passage of the 19th

Amendment the majority of women activists as well as the public at large assumed that having gained the vote woman's

complete equality had been virtually obtained."

g

Therefore, having finally secured the vote, the women's

movement receded out of consciousness and remained dormant
for nearly forty years.

There was a recognition among some

women that having achieved the right to vote had not in fact
ended the discrimination against women, nor had it actually

raised the low status of women generally.

Thus, beginning

in 1923 and continuing to the present day, an equal rights

amendment was introduced in nearly every session of Congress
and,

from 1940 to 1960, it was also placed, in the political

platforms of both major political parties.
5^
6 .

Ibid
Ibid

.

,

.

,

p.
p.

13
14
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In the 60' s, the prevailing myth that women by nature

were supposed to be homemakers and mothers only was widely

believed but, in fact, because of the Depression, World War
II,

and later the development of labor-saving devices for

the home and the wide-spread use of contraceptives, many women had entered the labor market.

tuted one-third of the nation'

s

By the 60'

workers

,

s,

women consti-

and fifty-four per-

cent of them were married and thirty-three percent were
n

mothers.

However, as Dixon has pointed out, "Rather than

moving equally into all sectors of the occupational structure,
were being forced into the low-paying service, cler-

[women]

ical and semi-skilled categories.

In 1940, women had held

forty— five percent of all professional and technical posi
tions;

in 1967,

they held only thirty-seven percent.

The

proportion of women in service jobs meanwhile rose from fifty to fifty-five percent."

8

President
In 1961, President Kennedy established the

s

to Hole
Commission on the Status of Women which, according
fashioned many of
and Levine, helped create "the atmosphere,
engendered the momentum that has enabled many

the tools, and

head-on those basic asof today’s feminists to challenge
9
."
It was the first
sumptions and popular images of women

»

Ibid., p. 18.
in Up
Mar
lene Dixon, "Why Women's Liberation?
8
Adams and Mary
! ed. by Elsie
Louise Briscoe, p. 4217
Hole and Levine, o£. £it. P9.
7.

.

.

,
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body of the national government to examine the status of women, and one of the major assumptions challenged
was

that women bore the responsibility for homemaking and child
care.

As the women's movement re-emerged into the American

public consciousness, there was once again a re-examination
and re-evaluation of the social, economic, and political

role and status of women.

Educated, middle-class women were

in rebellion against what they viewed as the trivializing of

their lives and being forced into living vicariously through

their husbands and children; working women were in rebellion

against being kept in low-paying, menial jobs; and students
were in rebellion against being channelled into stereotyped
career choices.

In summary, working women, middle-class

married women, and students brought "very different kinds of
interests and objectives to women's liberation."

1^

Feminist Ideology
There does not seem to be one feminist ideology but

rather several, somewhat differing feminist ideologies.

That

is in part because there is no single unified feminist move-

ment.

There are literally thousands of groups of varying

sizes which identify themselves with feminist ideas and
ideals; these groups and associations can be generally clas-

sified under the three terms, conservative, moderate, and
10.

Dixon,

loc

.

cit

.
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radical.

There is perhaps the beginnings of

a

unifying tenet

in Dixon's observation, "All women suffer from economic
ex-

ploitation, from psychological deprivation, and from exploitative sexuality." 11

A more moderate version of the same idea was expressed
by Harrison:

"What the Women's Movement is basically about

is not who is going to do the dishes; our vision transcends

that of a world of paper plates taken out to the garbage by
men.

We want to be human beings, not envious children; we

want the human privilege of taking risks; we choose our entailment

m

our own necessities." 12

The language and theory of feminism has developed grad-

ually as women's issues were clarified.

Slowly, it has been

recognized that not all women are at the same level of awareness and willingness to become involved in the movement, that
the individual woman will change and grow at her own pace
and of her own accord.

Hole and Le.vine noted that "women who

had been involved in the civil rights movement tended to be-

come feminists more often and more quickly than women in the
One ex-

peace movement and new left political organizations.

planation frequently suggested is that witnessing another's
^
subjugation can make one more conscious of one

.

s

own.

»

13

Ibid
p. 422.
Barbara Harrison, "Midge Decter's 'Bible of the
Backlash,'" Ms. Magazine December, 1972, p. 33.
p. 115f.
Hole and Levine, op. cit
13.
11.
12.

.

,

.

,

.

,
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As women began once again to work toward acquiring equal
rights, they not only re-evaluated their roles in society but

also began to perceive how those roles had prevented them

from acquiring certain skills long enjoyed by men.
not, because of their isolation from each other,

Women had

learned to

work together, and they had to help each other learn that
they could do so.

It was recognized that women needed to be

encouraged and supported to grow in new directions.

Being

aware of the negative effects of power relationships, they at
first tried to deny entirely that leaders were necessary to
the success of their work, and in re— defining leadership,

they came to the realization that a distinction had to be

made between strong women and power-seeking individuals.
There was a growing recognition that "male support
should not necessarily be solicited since it would tend to

reinforce the traditional sex-role pattern of women needing
and seeking men's approval."

14

In some factions, there was

stronger injunctions against the male sex.

The

"

Redstockings

that women
Manifesto" read in part, "We also reject the idea
Women's
consent to or are to blame for their own oppression.
stupidity, or
submission is not the result of brainwashing,

pressure from men.
mental illness but of continual, daily
to change men.
do not need to change ourselves, but

Women _s
^litstockings Manifesto," in Voices from 1
Tanner, p.
Liberation, comp, and ed. by Leslie B.
15

*.

•

We
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One of the characteristics of the women's
movement in
general which has as yet prevented the
development of a single
unified feminist ideology, or for that matter
a single women s movement, has been, as Hole and Levine
expressed
it,

the enthusiasm and doggedness with which any and
every pre-

conceived notion, pattern of behavior, theory or analysis,
is questioned.

On the other hand, because of both the re-

jection of the traditional and the very nature of innovation
itself, there is a lack of direction, and often an inability
to clearly define goals, and plan and execute the actions

necessary to achieve them."
That part of the movement which has been concerned with
legislative, economic, and educational reforms to eliminate
sex discrimination in social institutions has tended to work

through traditional political and legal channels.

Hole and

Levine stated, "Women's rights groups are for the most part

organized on a national basis, and by and large are composed
of moderate and conservative feminists.

Some of the groups

deliberately avoid 'controversial' issues in an attempt to
reach as many women as possible."

17

Also characteristic of the movement, however, is the

diversity of thought representing almost every shade of
political opinion on women's issues, although there seems to
be a recognition among feminists that in essence "the core
16
17

.

Hole and Levine, op. cit

.

Ibid.

,

p.

ix.

.

p.

158.
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Of women's oppression
rests in the sex-role
segregation system... it is this system of
male-female differentiation
which
18
must be eliminated."

The political thrust of the
rebirth of feminism seems
to point toward an eventual
development of a fully-realized
ideology, and as Hole and Levine
have suggested, -'the uniqueness and newness of feminist
thought-questioning and confronting ideas, practices, and
assumptions never before analyzed in political terms— has
generated an enormous amount of
energy, creativity, and commitment
on the part of activist
19
women,-'
which has led toward the development
of new attitudes by women about themselves and
other women which may
form the basis for an emerging feminist
ideology.

Feminist Attitudes Toward Women
_

vir 9 inia Woolf, one of the earliest feminists
of the

modern period, described women as "looking-glasses
possessing
the magic and delicious power of reflecting the
figure of man
at twice its natural size." 20

She reasoned that men had to

insist upon the inferiority of women "for if they were not
inferior, they would cease to enlarge.
pi

That serves to ex-

in part the necessity that women so often are to men.

And it serves to explain how restless they are under her
criticism.
18
19.
20.

.

.

.

if she begins to tell the truth,

Ibid
p. 122
Ibid
p. 400.
Virginia Woolf, A Room of One's Own
.

,

.

,

the figure in

,

p.

35.
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the looking-glass shrinks;
his fitness for life is
diminished.
How is he to go on giving
judgment, civilizing natives, making laws, writing
books, dressing up and speech-

ifying at banquets, unless he can
see himself at breakfast
and at dinner at least twice the
size he really is?" 21

Women have tended to accept the male's
judgment of
their inferiority, feminists contend,
and this belief has
been a major obstacle in their attempts
to organize themselves into groups strong enough to combat
such judgment.

Because they have believed they are inferior,
they have also
tended to believe in the rightness of their
oppression. 22
Dixon pointed out that the "entire society is
geared to socialize women to believe in and adopt as immutable
necessity
their traditional and inferior role." 23
It is Dixon's view that "the institution of marriage

has been the chief vehicle for perpetuating the oppression
of women," and that it is "through the role of wife that the

subjugation of women is maintained." 24

Women have been so

occupationally limited that they have come to prefer the
drudgery of housework to that of the factory.

They have not

been permitted an independent social class, and it is in

a

relationship to a male that women have found whatever economic and social status they have enjoyed.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Ibid.
p. 36
Dixon, loc cit
Ibid.
Ibid.
p. 425.
.

.

,

p.

423

Dixon explained,
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"A woman is first defined by the man to whom she is attached,

but more particularly by the man she marries, and secondly
by the children she bears and rears

— hence

the anxiety over

sexual attractiveness, the frantic scramble for boyfriends
and husbands." 25

What the women's movement seems to have adopted as an

objective is the development of a "self-defined class of wo-

men based on equality among all.... It is within our power to
change the nature of the female class itself and to destroy
the premise on which our class was set up in the first

place

.

"

Changing the nature of the female class involves changing women's attitudes toward themselves, attitudes which

have developed from socially-imposed values to which they
have submitted as a result of pressure from men.

Freeman

noted that the minds of women were chained "long before
[women]

become functioning adults.

Most women have so thor-

oughly internalized the social definitions which tell them
that their only significant role is to serve men as wives
and raise the next generation of men and their servants that
no laws are necessary to enforce this."

Women have

Barbara Mehrhof, quoted in section entitled "Ob
Liberservations On Women by Women," in Voices from Women's
ation, comp, and ed. by Leslie B. Tanner, P-.104.
Cage, „
Jo Freeman, "The Building of the Gilded
27.
ed. by Anne
Notes from the Third Year: Women's Liberation
Koedt, p. 50.
26.

m
.

,
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received social reinforcements for proper behavior
and thus
have accepted and internalized the attitudes that
accompany
their roles.

attitudes can be changed, women must become
aware that they hold negative self-concepts, and thus the

hssrt of the women's movement has focused on bringing into

awareness the knowledge that women "are not inf erior--not
chicks

,

nor bunnies, nor guail, nor cows, nor bitches, nor

ass, nor meat.

..

[and they have come to know that]

their

lives are mutilated, because they see within themselves a

promise of creativity and personal integration.

Feeling the

contradiction between the essentially creative and selfactualizing human being within her and the cruel and degrading less-than-human role she is compelled to play, a woman

begins to perceive the falseness of what her society has
forced her to be.

And once she perceives this, she knows

that she must fight."

28

Since it is through the institution of marriage, and
the pressure to marry, that women have internalized negative

attitudes toward themselves, it is not surprising that, as

Dixon stated, "the most original and creative politics of
the women's movement have come from a direct confrontation

with the issue of marriage and sexuality."
"The cultural revolution

28.

Dixon, loc

.

— experimentation

cit., pp.

431-32.

Dixon continued,

with life-styles,
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communal living, collective child-rearing— have all come from
the rebellion against dehumanized sexual relationships,
the notion of women as sexual commodities, against
the constriction and spiritual strangulation inherent in the

role of wife."^
The movement thus has focused on bringing into aware-

ness among women the commonality of their experiences:

that

their social roles have been pre-determined by sex; that they
have a right to choose motherhood or reject it and that, in

order to make that choice, they have a right to birth-control

information and abortion.

The issue of child-care also stems

from the confrontation with the larger issue of marriage and
sexuality, and is based on a rejection of the traditional

view that child care is the woman's responsibility and only
hers.

Furthermore, feminists believe that educational assumptions and practices perpetuate the image and reinforce the
idea of woman as wife and mother and discourage her from

seeking other roles.

And yet, many women have been forced

to work outside the home.

Sacks,

in an exploration of the

social bases for sexual equality, pointed out that many married women who work "do so out of real economic needs.

Wives

whose husbands earned between three and five thousand dollars
were the highest percentage of working wives (39%) in the

29.

Ibid., p.

427
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labor force.

Those whose husbands earned between five and

seven thousand dollars ran a close second (38%).
However, women who are single heads of households are

held in low esteem; as Dunbar stated, "Even though 5.2 million families are headed by females in this country, they

gain no prestige from doing so.

In fact, the family without

a male head or support- is considered an inferior family.

A

woman supporting her family actually degrades the family in
terms of social status."

3

In efforts to change women's attitudes towards them-

selves and society's attitudes toward women, feminists have

engaged in a wide variety of activities; some of those major

activities will be discussed in the next section.
Feminist Activities

One of the most innovative approaches developed by feminists to change attitudes of women about themselves and to

raise up groups strong enough to engage in political activities was the consciousness-raising group.

Redstockings

,

a

militant, activist feminist organization founded by

Shulamith Firestone and Ellen Willis, has been credited with
recognizing that consciousness-raising could be used as both
an organizing and educational tool.

They were "the first

Karen Sacks, "Social Bases for Sexual Equality," in
Sisterhood is Powerful, ed. by Robin Morgan, p. 463.
Roxanne Dunbar, "Female Liberation As the Basis
31.
by
for Social Revolution," in Sisterhood is Powerful ed.
Robin Morgan, p. 489.
30"!

,

,
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group to clearly articulate its
function, purpose, and process, and to advocate its use." 32
In small group meetings, women
had begun to talk about

their individual experiences,
personal problems, and feelings.
In this sharing, they began to
move toward
the con-

clusion that their problems stemmed from
social causes and
probably had a political solution.
"This process of relating the personal to the political later
became the formalized intra-group method of discussion called
consciousness-

raising, an educational process used throughout
the country
in women

s

groups.

Moreover, since consciousness raising

works best with a limited number of women (seven to
fifteen)
the small group has become the most wide-spread organiza-

tional unit of the movement." 33

Writing of her own experience, Bunch-Weeks noted that

consciousness-raising "is not simply awakening to one’s condition.

It must also be the process of finding the courage

and confidence to move.

Central to this process, then, is

the development of a positive self-image for ourselves as

women.

..

groups can encourage each woman to develop a fuller

sense of herself, helping her to take the time and energy to

pursue her own identity and interests, and pushing her to

develop previously thwarted talents and abilities.
sharing and working together.
32.
33.

.

.women begin to see each other

Hole and Levine, op. cit
Ibid
p. 125f.
.

,

Through

.

,

p.

137.

,
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not as competitors or inferior companions but as
sisters in
a common struggle who can and must be loved and
trusted.

3 ^

Hole and Levine described the small group as "more than
just a structured innovation to overcome the physical isola-

tion of individual women.

The very process of consciousness

raising worked to overcome the psychological isolation of

women by the recognition that what had always been viewed as
an individual woman's 'neurotic' problem was in fact shared
in its different manifestations by other women." 35

Thus,

in raising the individual woman's consciousness

of herself as having had the same experiences as many other

women

— experiences

thus shown to be not uniquely her own

there was developed a class consciousness among women which
led to a recognition of the need for change, which in turn

meant that issues of concern to many woman had to be identified

.

The Congress to Unite Women, held in November 1969,

identified a number of these common concerns and formulated
the following demands to solve the issues thus raised:

nation-wide, free, twenty-four hours

a

day child care; wo-

men's studies programs in colleges and universities; high
school home economics, shop, and other vocational courses

"A Broom of One's Own:
Charlotte Bunch-Weeks,
Notes on the Women's Liberation Program," in The New Woman
ed. by Joanne Cooke, Charlotte Bunch-Weeks, and Robin Morgan,
3T.

,

p.

192.
35.

Hole and Levine, op. cit

.

,

p.

137f.
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open to both boys and girls; textbooks in history and literature

changed to represent fairly the achievements of women;

trade schools and unions open to women; and passage of the

Equal Rights Amendment. 3 6

Other groups of feminists were developing somewhat different programs of their own which fit their specific needs.
For example, OWL (Older Women's Liberation), in an article

published in Voices from Women's Liberation stated, "Having
shared the problems of housewives, of the poor, of the dependent, OWL is developing programs that will speak to all

Programs like:

our needs.

housewives bill of rights,

Transitional communes,
services."„

Pay for housewives, the

1)
2)

[and]

Divorce referral service,
4)

3)

Job training, employment

37

Other feminist activities, started by individuals, included the establishment of feminist theatres, all-women
rock bands, feminist bookstores, and the institution of legal
actions against employers who were discriminating against
women.

Groups of feminists have desegregated all-male res-

taurants and bars, created women's studies programs, made
studies on the status of women in professional associations,

and established feminist news and entertainment media.
"Women Unite for Revolution," in Voices from
Women's Liberation, comp, and ed. by Leslie B. Tanner, pp.
129-31.
„
"Why OWL (Older Women's Liberation) ? in Voices
37.
from Women's Liberation, comp, and ed. by Leslie B. Tanner,
36~!
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Other women have organized child-care centers,
co-op food
stores, and medical clinics.
Speak-outs on rape and abortion
have been sponsored by other feminists.
The following section discusses some of the
representative literature on counseling approaches.

Counseling

Counselors have traditionally functioned as agents for
the established system.

Persons who expressed attitudes or

behavior inconsistent with the prevailing norms were labeled

deviant or abnormal.

Banks and Martens noted, "most thera-

peutic approaches exclude an inquiry into and subsequent

modification of the environment of the client.

At best, the

strategies suggest that the client himself should somehow
act on the environment to effect desirable change; the re-

sources of the therapist are rarely, if ever, viewed as a

potential leverage for action."

In their view, if coun-

selors are to become more responsive to clients' needs, they

must become aware of the negative effects of society and its
institutions and begin to affect changes at the institutional
level.

Adams also expressed the view that counseling tends to
place the emphasis on adjusting the individual to society,
and stated, "counseling typically ignores one half of the

William Banks and Kathryn Martens, "Counseling:
3lT
profession," Personnel and Guidance Journal
reactionary
the
Vol 51, No. 7, 1973, p. 459.
.

,

relationship of the individual and the society.

Working

only to influence the individual has the effect of giving

implicit approval to the society." 39
There seems general agreement that regardless of the

counselor's approach to counseling, his/her role primarily
is that of a change agent.

Arbuckle expressed this emphasis

of counseling as one of affecting "change, change in atti-

tudes and change in behavior, however modest this might be.

The counselor might see himself as involved with the client
in a cognitive,

information sharing sort of relationship, or

in a more therapeutically centered relationship, but in both

cases, the goal would be change of the client."

40

If the aim of counseling is to affect change in the

client, the vehicle which creates the possibility of change

may be the relationship between counselor and client rather
than some specific technique.

Patterson asserted, "We will

realize soon, as has been the case with every other new

method or technique in psychiatry and psychotherapy, that it
is the basic human relationship which is curative, or facil-

itative of positive personality and behavior change, and that

Harold J. Adams, "The progressive heritage of
a view from the left," Personnel and Guidance
guidance:
Journal, Vol. 51, No. 8, 1973, p. 534.
Dugald S. Arbuckle, "Counseling Effectiveness and
40.
Vol. 15,
Related Issues," Journal of Counseling Psychology
JT.

,

No.

5,

1968, p.

430.

41

it is this factor,. .which is the effective factor
in tech-

niques of behavior modification." 41
-i-f

indeed, as some practitioners seem to believe/

the relationship is more important than techniques, then the

new training programs in paraprof essional and lay counseling
will be valuable in meeting the growing demand for counseling services.

Carkhuff concurred with this view in stating

that "the overwhelming preponderance of systematic evidence

available today indicates that the primary conditions of effective treatment are conditions which minimally trained

non-professional persons can provide." 42
Another view that techniques are a small part of counseling and that the humanness of the practitioner

— which

gives him/her the freedom to respond genuinely to the client
is more important was expressed by Dreyfus.

He maintained

that, "If the therapist avoids disclosing his feelings and

only responds to the patient as a sounding board, then will
not the patient learn to respond to the world in the same
way?

On the other hand, if the therapist responds to the

patient as a real human being and is able to allow his
feelings to be expressed, the patient is then able to

Patterson, "What is Counseling Psychology?"
Journal of Counseling Psychology, Vol. 16, No. 1, 1969, p.
41

28

~.

c.

H.

.

Carkhuff, "Training in the counseling and
therapeutic practices: Requiem or reveille," Journal of
Counseling Psychology Vol. 13, No. 4, 1966, p. 364.
42.

R.

H.

,

42

express and understand his own feel
inpist."

through the thera-

43

A study reported by Ivey, et al

.

,

on teaching attending

behavior to prepracticum students,
emphasized that "An important aspect of establishing a
relationship with the client
is being aware of, and responsive to,
the communications
of

that individual, and communicating this
attentiveness.

communication of attentiveness is seen as

a

The

potent reinforcer

in counselor-client interaction, as well as
playing an im-

portant role in the initial establishment of
ship.

a

relation-

"*444

Patterson, in his book Theories of Counseling and

Psychotherapy

,

included a synthesis of those theories which

seems to provide a clear description of the basic aspects of
the counseling process, regardless of specific approach
used.

The synthesis focused first on the aim of counseling:

"Different approaches to counseling vary in the specific nature and extent of behavior change toward which they are

directed, but all accept behavior change of some kind, in-

cluding changes in attitudes, feelings, perceptions, values,
45
or goals, as the objective of counseling."
43
Edward A. Dreyfus, "Humanness: A Therapeutic Variable," in Readings in Counseling and Psychotherapy ed. by
Daniel J. Delaney and Thomas J. Long, CRE-4B
44.
Allen E. Ivey, et al.
"Micrccounseling and Attendto
Approach
Frepract
An
Behavior:
ing
icum Counselor TrainPsyc
ling
hology, Vol. 15, No. 5, Part
ing," Journal of Counse
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,

,
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1968, p.
45.
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chotherapy,
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H. Patterson,
p. 7.

Theories of Counseling and Psy -
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In general, the process of counseling can be viewed as
a continuum which "varies from highly rational approaches

at one end to strongly affective approaches at the other end.
In the rational approaches the counseling process tends to

be planned, objective, and impersonal.

In the affective

approach it is considered as being warm, personal, and spontaneous
.

„

46

With respect to the goals and purposes of counseling,
"The rational therapies may emphasize the solution of problems, the making of decisions, or the learning of problem-

solving behavior.

The affective approaches may emphasize

self
the development of self-esteem, congruence between the

or self-concept and the ideal self,

self-acceptance, or the

...
achievement of a sense of meaning in lire.
.

„

47

use of the
A further commonality of approaches is the
is the major
private interview in which verbal interaction

component

48
.

Patterson pointed out, "it would appear that

a

necessary for the con
minimum of empathetic understanding is
49

and client.
tinuation of the interaction of the counselor
counseling reveal charMost, if not all, approaches to

such as the expression
acteristics common to all counselors,

concern for the client, a
of "a genuine interest in and

46.
47.
48.
49.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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.
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strong desire to help him, to influence or change him [and
an interest]

in being the agent of change" in the client. 50

And, regardless of approach used, Patterson stated,

"each therapist believes in or has confidence in the theory
and method which he uses.... It might be hypothesized that

success (or at least reports of success) bears a strong rela-

tionship to the degree of confidence the therapist has in
his approach.

The failure or inability of the therapist to

commit himself to an approach apparently limits his effec-

tiveness and makes of him a technician, or makes him

technique-oriented.

51

With respect to the clients' perception of the therapist and of the process of counseling, all approaches work

with clients "who are in need of help, recognize this need,
believe they can change, believe the counselor can help them
change, and engage in some activity in the attempt to
.

change.

„

52

Finally, Patterson again stressed the importance of the

relationship between the counselor and client:

'The evidence

seems to point to the establishment of a particular kind of

relationship as the crucial element in counseling or psychotherapy.

50
51.
52.
.

It is a relationship characterized not so much by

Ibid
Ibid.
p. 497
Ibid., p. 498.
.

,
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what techniques the therapist uses as by
what he is, not so
much by what he does as by the way that he
does it." 53
Therefore, despite approach, techniques, or
degree or
extent of training in counseling, the ability of
one indi-

vidual to establish a relationship with another human
being
seems to determine whether or not help can be given or
received.

The next section details some of the concerns of fem-

inists about the quality and character of the counseling re-

lationship when the client is female.

Feminist Concerns about Traditional Counseling
Strong criticisms of and concerns about traditional

counseling have begun to appear in volume in feminist literature.

As women began to discover through consciousness-

raising groups that other women had experienced similar problems and that maybe after all they were not "just crazy,"

feminists began to examine critically the concepts about wo-

men taught by psychology.

As Chesler described it, they

discovered that female unhappiness was treated as a problem
of individual pathology, that a woman's inability to adjust

to or be content with female roles was considered a deviation

53

.

Ibid.

,

p.

503
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from "natural" female psychology rather
than a criticism of
54
her own particular situation.

Psychotherapy and marriage isolated women from
each
other, each stressed an individual rather than
collective
solutions to women's unhappiness, and both controlled

and

oppressed women.

Chesler continued, "For most women the

psychotherapeutic encounter is just one more instance of an
unequal relationship, just one more opportunity to be re—

warded for expressing distress and to be 'helped' by being
(expertly) dominated." 55

Chesler asserted that for most women such a structure
cannot encourage independence.

She asked, "what a woman can

learn from a male therapist (however well-intentioned) whose

own values are sexist?

How free from the dictates of a sex-

ist society can a female as patient be with a male thera-

pist?"

55

She concluded, "women patients should see female

clinicians who are feminists."

Weisstein stated that the central assumption of psychology is that "human behavior rests primarily on an individual
and inner dynamic, perhaps fixed in infancy, perhaps fixed by

genitalia, perhaps simply arranged in a rather immovable cogBut this assumption is rapidly losing

nitive network.

Phyllis Chesler, "Patient and Patriarch: Women in
the Psychotherapeutic Relationship," in Women in Sexist Soci ety ed. by Vivian Gornick and Barbara K. Moran, p. 364.
Ibid
55
p. 373
54.
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.
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ground as personality psychologists fail again
and again to
find consistency in the assumed personalities
of their
sub-

jects... as the evidence demonstrates that what a
person does

and who he believes himself to be, will in general
be a

function of what people around him expect him to be, and

what the over— all situation in which he is acting implies
that he

is."^

She emphasized a need to look at the social context in

which individuals live, to study the expectation as to how
they will behave and of the authority figure who tells them

who they are and what they are supposed to do.

She con-

cluded that "one must understand social expectations about

women if one is going to characterize the behavior of
women

.

,.58

Another feminist, Joreen, commented that social sciences
claim to study people but in fact they tend to ignore the
female section of the population "except to discern ways in

which it differs from the male."

She continued, "In the

multitude of 'sex-difference' studies all that has been discovered is that:

1)

individual differences are greater than

sex differences; i.e., sex is just one of the multitude of

characteristics which define a human being and

2)

virtually

all ability differences do not appear until a child enters

Naomi Weisstein, "'Kinder, Kuche, Kirche' as Scientific Law: Psychology Constructs the Female," in Sisterhood
is Powerful, ed. by Robin Morgan, pp. 208-09.
ST.

58^
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school, and increase with age.

Even these seem to be more

strongly correlated with child-rearing practices and social

expectations than sex.” 59
A study by Broverman, et al.

of clinicians'

,

judgments

of mental health revealed the existence of a double standard
of health wherein "the general standard of health is actu-

ally applied only to men, while healthy women are perceived
as significantly less healthy by adult standards." 60

authors'

In the

judgment, what is perceived as healthy in the two

sexes seems to arise out of the clinicians' acceptance of an

adjustment notion of health which "places women in the conflictual position of having to decide whether to exhibit
those positive characteristics considered desirable for men
and adults, and thus have their 'femininity' questioned, that
is, be deviant in terms of being a woman; or to behave in

the prescribed feminine manner, accept second-class adult

status, and possibly live a lie to boot."

6

The authors concluded that in making these judgments,
the clinicians were merely reflecting the sex-role stereoHowever, in accepting the

types which exist in our society.

stereotypes, such clinicians "help to perpetuate the
Joreen, "The 51% Minority Group: A Statistical
Essay," in Sisterhood is Powerful ed by Robin Morgan,
pp. 44-5.
Inge K. Broverman, et ad.., "Sex-Role Stereotypes
60.
and Clinical Judgments of Mental Health," Journal of Con
sulting and Clinical Psychology Vol. 34, No. 1, 1970,
59~!
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stereotypes.

Therapists should be concerned about whether

the influence of the sex-role stereotypes on their profes-

sional activities acts to reinforce social and intrapsychic
conflict.

"

Freudian concepts about women have, in general, come
under increasing attack by feminists.

Millett expressed the

main feminist assessment of the effect of Freudian thought
on the lives of women as follows:

"The effect of Freud's

work, that of his followers, and still more that of his pop-

ularizers, was to rationalize the invidious relationship

between the sexes, to ratify traditional roles, and to validate temperamental differences."

63

Reacting to Freud's attribution of women's frustration
and hostilities to penis envy, Kennedy wrote, "One would

have thought that even the most pompous and fatuous of asses

would have gathered that women were less interested in
standing at urinals than in standing on an equal basis before the bar of justice!"

64

Feminists have been particularly derisive of Freud's
theory on female sexuality, especially the notion of the

double orgasm.

Weisstein pointed out, "It is remarkable

that only recently has Freud's classic theory.

62FT
63.
64.

Ibid.

.

.been tested

Kate Millett, Sexual Politics p. 178.
Florynce Kennedy, "Institutionalized Oppression
ed. by Robin
vs. the Female," in Sisterhood is Powerful
Morgan, p. 443.
,

,
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physiologically and found just plain wrong.

Now those who

claim that fifty years of psychoanalytic experience constitute evidence of the essential truth of Freud's theory
should ponder the robust health of the double orgasm.

Be-

fore Masters and Johnson did women believe they were having
two different kinds of orgasm?

Did their psychiatrists

coax them into reporting something that was not true?
so,

were other things they reported also not true?

If

Did psy-

chiatrists ever learn anything that conflicted with their
theories?

If clinical experience means anything,

surely we

should have been done with the double-orgasm myth long before Masters and Johnson."

65

Another feminist psychiatrist, Shainess, asserted that
Freud was apparently unable to distinguish between culturally derived and biologic substrates of feminine personality
and sexuality.

Further, male psychologists and therapists

have a self-serving perspective on women, and most theoretical concepts of female psychology have been evolved by men.

They have tended to interpret self-assertion and efforts at

self-mastery in women as a rejection of their femininity.
They have failed to recognize that a woman's attempts to
fulfill interests outside the home become an added burden
and are not simply an escape from the home.

She added,

"Freud considered women defective, since born without a

Naomi Weisstein, "Woman As Nigger," Voices from
Women's Liberation, comp, and ed. by Leslie B. Tanner, p. 298
65^
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penis, and felt that motherhood was a
compensation for this
deficiency.
He took the penis-envy complaints of his
pa-

tients quite literally, and also theorized that
women were
naturally passive, masochistic, and had weaker
superegos
than men.

"

Other feminists have considered the influence of education on the development of stereotypes of femininity, an in-

fluence ignored by psychologists in constructing their theories of female psychology.

Westervelt stated, "the effects

of interaction between psyches and societies on personality

and intellect are so potent that it is difficult to demonstrate the existence of ... inherent predispositions.
is regarded as 'femininity'

What

in our culture or any other cul-

ture appears to correlate far more closely with the charac-

teristics of such cultures than with physical attributes of

Stereotypes of femininity have social antecedents

females.

and social consequences and are therefore subject to change
7
with changing social circumstances." 6

Feminists who are professional counselors have made
suggestions as to how counselors can negate the influence of
sexism.

Hansen pointed out that counselors need to do

66"!
Images
Natalie Shainess, "A Psychiatrist's View:
of Woman Past and Present, Overt and Obscured," Sisterhood
is Powerful, ed. by Robin Morgan, pp. 235f.
Esther Manning Westervelt, "Femininity in American
67.
The Influence of Education," Journal of the National
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something to reduce the pressure on girls "to become one
thing and boys another;" to reduce the pressure on girls to
get married; to alter stereotypes reinforced by media; to

encourage boys and girls to challenge traditional assumptions about career patterns; to help students realize that

changing women's life patterns may necessitate different
work, family and leisure patterns for men; and to encourage

women to explore their own needs, drives, commitments, preferences, and potentials.

68

---

However, Hansen added, counselors "need first to ex-

amine [their] own attitudes for evidence of conscious and

J

unconscious sexism. „ 69
Finally, Berry emphasized that

"counselors con-

cerned about the changing expectations and aspirations for

women will also want to pay special attention to their own
acceptance or rejection of the myths that still surround the
role of women in certain segments of the work role... such

myths as
(b)

a

woman boss;

(c)

older women

women do not want to work for

(a)

women take more sick leave than men;

workers are unattractive and inefficient;

[and]

(d)

women

suffer unmentionable, vague diseases in middle life."
ii

70

Sunny Hansen, "We are furious (female) but we
can shape our own development," Personnel and Guidance
Journal, Vol. 51, No. 2, 1972, p. 89.
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You're older than I thought. But so am I,
and grateful that we've come to this:
a ragged truce, an affirmation in me
that your strength, your pushiness, your sharp
love,

—

your embroidery of lies all, all were survival
tools
as when, during our personal diaspora, you stood
in some far country blocks away,
burning poems I no longer sent you
like Yahrzeit candles in my name, unsure of me
at last
who sought a birthright elsewhere,
beyond the oasis of your curse,
even beyond that last mirage, your blessing.
Mother, in ways neither of us can ever understand,
I have come home
.

— Robin

Morgan

Copyright (c) 1972 by Robin Morgan
t e
*Excerpted from the poem, "Matrilineal Descent,
New
House,
Random
Morgan,
collection, Monster by Robin

m
,

,

York, 1972.
Used by permission of the author.
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CHAPTER

III

PROFILE OF THE COUNSELORS

Introduction

.

As important as any technique of or
philoso-

phical approach to counseling is the human being
who offers
to work with others in the helping relationship.
Who is the
counselor?

What training does she have?

What is her exper-

iental background, either in counseling or some other
kind
of work?

What life experiences infuse her understanding of

the people she would counsel?

Finally, since the subject of

this descriptive case study is specifically that of counseling within a setting created by an interest in, and identi-

fication with, the women’s movement, what is the counselor's
own personal involvement in feminist activities, goals,

values

— in

short,

is she a feminist and if so, how does that

framework influence what she does or does not do in a counseling relationship?
The following material attempts to create a profile of
the eight women at The Women's Center who shared the respon-

sibility for counseling and guidance activities, and it

furnishes some answers to the above questions.

The profile

of the women who constitute the counseling staff reveals

similarities and differences in personalities, strengths,
and experiences as women.

They represent a diversity in

life styles and living arrangements

— conventional

marriage

and family, single heads of households, and communal

54

arrangements with same sex and opposite
sex members.
Each
expresses a differing involvement in and
understanding of
the feminist movement.
It is only a profile because each
of
the eight is an individual who is in the
"process-ofbecoming," which process can be characterized
as a fluidity
in reaching out for new experiences, struggling
to reassess
prior experiences, and meeting the challenge to
"do something
right now in the present situation to promote the
growth of
potential, the development of a healthy, vigorous selfconcept, the creation of a new understanding and awareness
of what it means to be female, both for the woman who is

counseled and the woman who counsels.
It was a painful, conflicted, difficult and, at the same
time, a stimulating, exhilarating and joyful activity as

these women began, during the Fall semester, to create a

counseling service at The Women’s Center.

When the Center

first opened, the counseling duties were handled by two of-

ficial counselors.

As the Center as a whole began to develop,

other staff members found themselves, because of their prior

experience in counseling, being drawn into various types of

counseling interactions to some extent, handling those concerns they felt equipped to understand and referring other

potential clients to the official counselors or outside the
Center
During the next several months, other women began to

associate themselves with the Center as volunteers or, as in

55

one case, were added to the paid staff.

By the beginning of

the Spring semester, eight staff members were engaged for

some part of their working day in counseling activities of
Of these eight, five were paid, full- or part-

some kind.

time employees, and three were volunteer, unpaid, part-time
staff members.

The group of eight women, united in their common dedica-

tion to work toward the elimination of oppressive aspects of
the culture that have served to form women into a second-

class citizenry, are as persons quite different from one
another.

Their counseling skills, acquired through diverse

kinds of training and experience, vary as does their philosophy of counseling.

backgrounds

,

There are some similarities in their

but they each are highly individual in person-

ality and life-style:

taken together, they represent, in

Robin Morgan's words, "An exquisite diversity in unity.
That which brought them together and molded them into a
team,

infused their work in counseling with a seemingly

personal dedboundless energy and a strongly compassionate,
is the woication to the concerns and conditions of women,

men's movement, the feminist ideology.

That ideology iden-

characteristic
tifies them, provides the one major, common
the utilization of
each exhibits, creates a framework for
heated discussions
their energies, provokes the sometimes
Feminism: Synonyms
Robin Morgan, "Lesbianism and
Vol
1, Issue 3, p. 19.
terly,
or Contradictions?" Amazon Quar
17

.
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and arguments which formulate and carry forward the goals of
the Center, and results in a "togetherness" which is simul-

taneously nonrestrictive to individuals and non-inhibitory
to group efforts.

The material quoted below, and footnoted as "Appendix
A," and so forth, has been excerpted from the tapescripts of

interviews conducted with the counselors during the study;
the complete tapescripts are presented in the section fol-

lowing Chapter VI and have been designated Appendices A

through

H.

Personal and Counseling Background
of
As noted above, the eight counselors form a group

coundiverse personalities, backgrounds, and approaches to

seling.

Each has been given a fictitious name to distinguish

some personalizaone individual from another and allow for
Cat hAlma and Barbara are the official counselors;

tion.

involved
Ethel and Garnett are graduate students
Center or with so ~either in a practicum experience with the
n handle principally
special program; Dale Frieda and JoAn
Center and do issue-centerec
the administrative tasks of the

erine

,

,

,

counseling from time to time.
twenty- four to fifty; all
The women range in age from
been married, and of these
but two of the women are or have
sir
children who range in age from
more
or
one
have
all
six,
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to twenty two.

The husbands of four of the women are em-

ployed in academic fields.
Educationally, the eight counselors parallel their
clients:

one has not attended college; one has taken some

course work toward a bachelor's degree; six women hold an

undergraduate degree in fields such as humanities, arts, and
social sciences.

Two counselors have completed a master's

degree in counseling and guidance, and three are currently
enrolled in a master's program in the same field.
Two counselors had undergone relatively extensive training in abortion and problem pregnancy counseling through

such agencies as Planned Parenthood, a clergy consultation
service, and abortion clinics in New York, before affiliating with the Center.
Of the three graduate students who helped to augment the

counseling services of the Center, two were able to use the
Center as a practicum site.

The third student was involved

in one of the numerous special programs sponsored by the

Center
Several staff members had had some experience in counseling or related work before joining The Women's Center.
For instance. Dale worked as a housemother-counselor at a

private high school, which duty she described as, "kind of
like suicide patrol ... being available at night from nine to

about two, three in the morning, for kids who are wandering
around, taking overdoses of sleeping pills and other
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assorted drugs... a lot of disturbed children.

I

had no

training specifically for that, but they
hired me because
they thought I was available.
I mean, availability
in a

person is a kind of quality

I

think you need for that sort

of work.

Garnett

s

first contact with counseling activities oc-

curred as an undergraduate when she took part in

a

Behavior

Therapy Project at b********* state Hospital, a state mental
institution for patients sixteen years and older, where she

worked on a back ward for women.
resulted in the development of

a

That early experience has

vocational goal of becoming

a therapist some day.

Throughout her childhood, youth, and married life,
Ethel had been involved in community work, an experience she
thinks of as having often included a kind of informal counseling activity.

She characterized herself as having been a

"radical socialist ... radical communist," during her early
years, because her family was always involved in causes.

She recalled, "I was actually sent out as a youngster to work

with other youngsters to try to indoctrinate them into Marxism, or whatever,

so at a very early age,

I

was really deal-

ing with all kinds of groups of people, like ethnic groups,

Blacks,"

Later, Ethel was involved with a Neighborhood

Youth Corps in an ethnic neighborhood, working directly with
2.
3.
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young people.

She also helped to establish a community Head-

start Program in which she engaged in a kind of peer counseling activity

,

as she described it, with the mothers of the

children who were selected for the program.

This work often

involved helping the mothers solve home problems in order to
insure their children's continued attendance.

Alma described her previous informal counseling experience as,"a lot of things that were labeled something else
but seemed to be counseling ...

I

in the special programs,

volved]

always seemed to be [inlike programs for function-

al illiterates which emphasized tremendously that in order
to get anywhere with adults who have not learned to read as

children, you had to have a tremendous amount of patience
and empathy and positive reinforcement, and all that sort of

thing

4

.

Because she had done extensive work in counseling prior
to entering the university, Catherine views her enrollment

in a graduate degree program in Counseling and Guidance as a

method of legitimizing the knowledge she gained through practical experience, as well as an opportunity to expand and

deepen that knowledge.

She considers that her six years of

paid experience in one-to-one counseling permits her to call

herself a "professional counselor."
in
Prior to coming to New England, Catherine had worked
a

basically
midwest community primarily with adolescents, in
4.
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counseling activities.

Part of her duties involved develop-

ing vocational placements for Black high school age youth, as

well as helping them find sufficient motivation to stay in
their jobs.

She described herself as having been "busy doing my

liberal number at the time, and my white woman's burden was

really carrying me down, so

I

spent a lot of time working

with older kids toward the end of my time there, particularly kids who were very angry, who were bombing the shopping

centers in the town, and eventually about seven of my kids
got busted...

I

got them lawyers... it was like typical,

I

think, of a lot of young, kind of upper-middle-class, white

radicals who wanted to kind of help people grab the power,

except that

I

didn't realize at the time that there wasn't

any power to grab... but

I

thought there was, and

I

thought

I

was doing kind of what was the morally right thing to do as
well as the politically right thing....

„

5

In their counseling work at The Center, the staff has

tended to specialize in certain areas of concern to clients.

Barbara and Alma have particular expertise in educational
and vocational guidance.

Dale and Frieda have participated

in a number of guidance activities in the student dormitory

complexes that have centered on matters of birth control information.

5.

(As

Frieda remarked, "It's called an ounce of
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prevention.")

However, in general, whatever the level or de-

gree of counseling activity, all eight women talk with clients who have personal problems.

JoAnn's duties and responsibilities in the administration of the Center leave her little time for much involvement
in counseling activities, yet frequently she has been called

upon to talk with someone who absolutely refused to talk with
anyone else.

These were usually women who were undergoing

great stress in a home situation, who were about JoAnn's age,
had been married for ten years or more, had children, and

were finding, as they began to assert themselves at home,
that their efforts in that direction were not tolerated well
by either husband or children.

JoAnn found herself listen-

ing to them talk about their situations and, where it seemed

appropriate, sharing with them specific areas she had been
able to deal with successfully in her own life.

These contacts with women she did not at first perceive of as counseling interactions, but she has now come to

view them as certainly having been some kind of supportive,
helping relationship.

While she has enjoyed these kinds of

experiences with women who have sought her out specifically
and has tended to trust her own feelings about what it was

these women needed

— to

trust her ability to be supportive

situations are
she feels she has a fairly good sense of what

bey

aid

to one
her skills to handle and will refer those women

of the official counselors.
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Discussing her work at the Center, Barbara commented,
I

sometimes feel limited by my lack of experience in actual

counseling situations.

I

think I’ve been doing okay, and

I'm not underselling what we've been doing and how effective

we ve been, but

I

think that.

.

.particularly for the woman

who comes in and maybe really needs therapy...
been able to determine those situations, but

I

I

think I've

think that,

as in any counseling that you do, there's always that fear

that you haven't done enough or that you weren't aware
enough, or that you just weren't

actively

listening enough

to pick up what really that person was asking, and.

.

.whether

in fact that's actually been limiting what I've been doing,
I

really have no way of judging right now because

know.

I

don't

"

Part of this feeling of not being completely adequate to
the task they have assumed in working in a women's center,

the counselors believe, comes out of their experiences as
;:o Tnen

in the American culture, and whatever strength of pur-

pose they have in attempting to fulfill their duties they

directly attribute to the feminist movement.
As Catherine pointed out, "people like Barbara would

never have thought of considering themselves a counselor or

capable of counseling other women until the women's movement
came along and gave women a certain kind of level of confi-

dence in their own skills that just wasn't there before, and
6.
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really brought forth a lot of those
issues of competence and
motivation and skills and stuff like that...
I guess I see the
women's movement providing people who have.
.certain kinds
.

of professionally-oriented aspirations.

of support.

..

community.

7

.

.with a certain kind

the women's community here is a very supportive

For Dale, the origins of her interest in abortion
and

birth control counseling came not out of her currently
emerging commitment to the feminist movement, but as a result
of

her experiences during high school when many of her friends,

who had become pregnant, turned to her for counsel.
She recalled, "It started in high school for me, for
sure, with too many of my friends getting pregnant and get-

ting lousy, botched, bad abortions, being sterilized or

scarred psychologically by that.

Abortion's hard enough

even when it's legal and aseptic and there's supportive
counseling.

Certainly, being a back-room-of-the-grocery-

store procedure is bad enough to just destroy any woman, you
O

know... it's very hard to get over that."

Dale thus became interested in why abortion was not
legal, why no adequate birth control information and proce-

dures were available, and she began then, in a casual way, to

gather information on doctors who had done abortions on
friends and the friends had lived
7.
8.
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abortion counseling, as she described it:

when

I

"I think that's

started, carrying around those names and addresses

and phone numbers secretly, feeling underground and afraid
I'd be caught, but knowing that someone should carry that

information, you know, have the responsibility for that information.

9

Whatever their own particular issue-centered counseling
activity, the counselors generally expressed an interest in

attaining more knowledge of the psychology of women and more
training in counseling skills.

Several hope eventually to

become therapists, and although Freudian theory and philosophy is currently under attack by feminists, one counselor,
Ethel, expressed an interest in at least starting with

"Especially dealing with counseling women,

Freud:

want to... go back and learn as much as

I

I

really

can about Freud's

belief of what the feminist personality is, and how other

people have revised that belief.
I

The more

I

know, the more

feel I've got to come to my own beliefs about women, and

about people's behavior and personality and ego-strength,
and all that....

I

want to have a firmer foundation for my-

techself which is based on real knowledge of therapeutic

niques— transference, counter-transference— so that that
more ainvolves my having to go into therapy and knowing
by certain
bout myself... You know, my anxiety is aroused

9

I

~.
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kinds of women, by certain kinds of people

know about that, the more free
ity to work with

I

—well,

the more

I

will be from my own inabil-

them"^
Feminism and Counseling

Whatever the degree of training or the extensiveness of
counseling experience, all the counselors identified themselves as feminists to some degree, ranging from conservative
to radical positions of political advocacy.

Their philosophy

of counseling has also been influenced to some extent by the

way in which their feminist identification was evolving.

There is, first, the fact that their counseling work
takes place in a women's center which operates within a non-

hierarchial structure.

That structure requires that all

make them
staff members participate in making decisions and
of the work of
in consonance with all programs and aspects

the Center.
the feminist
This egalitarian structure comes out of

movement; as JoAnn explained:

"if we want equalness at the

because who’s going to
end, we've got to get there equally,
the end? And who's
give up the power, you know, there at
you don't do it along
going to learn how to live equally if
to us, and we see our own ofthe way? That's real important
within The Women's Center Work
fice structure, the structure
in intention, based on
shops, hopefully, and certainly
10.
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this.

.horizontal structure rather than some kind of verti-

.

cal one

and on this business of process, of continually let-

,

ting people whom you work with know what process you see happening, and certainly within the Workshops sharing with peo-

ple who are taking the Workshops what kind of process is intended.

So that that is really consonant with what you're

trying to do, as some kind of goal, and

I

see it as a real

important thread in the movement and in our Women's Center." 1

Alma's interest in the feminist movement and her decision to enter graduate training in counseling had occurred

about the same time, and in fact, each aspect reinforced the

Thinking back to the origin of the two interests

other.

feminism and counseling

— Alma

reflected, "the women's move-

ment gave me permission to think about myself in
I

haven t ... since
'

I

graduated from college.

..

a

way that

somehow, the

intervening years were spent playing out various roles such
as had been defined for me by the culture, and the women's

movement allowed me to get back in touch with myself.

So

that it's not surprising ... that counseling was the area that
I've found most attractive, you know, which not only allowed

me to think about myself but to think about helping other
women get in touch with themselves."

12

Ethel viewed herself as being in the process of becoming a feminist, of trying to understand the roles that women

11.
12.
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hcive

played, how much such roles are biologically or cultur—

all Y determined

,

and of trying to find ways of struggling

through the conflicts of being a wife, a mother, and being
anything else she might choose.

She believes there are ways

of working out such conflicts, and said, "It's a struggle,

but if a woman is clear in her mind that this is a right

that she has, just as a man has a right to develop as a hu-

man being and as an individual, she equally has

a right,

and

she does not have to be an adjunct to a man and fueled by

the man's energy.

So,

I

feel these things very strongly be-

cause of my own experience and my own awareness." 13

Barbara described herself as a feminist and, because
she works in a women's center, she thinks of herself as a

part of, and firmly committed to, the feminist movement.
She further defined feminists as "open to all kinds of lifestyles as being legitimate choices for people,

[they are]

political, and that they do not accept... the status quo,

they question all kinds of responses that people make in

their lives as to whether that's something that's been con-

ditioned into people."

14

Dale described herself as a "developing feminist," and
continued, "In my life, my priorities have changed a lot in
I'm very interested in women as people,

the last few years.

and I've always been, but
13.
14.
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politically, interested in women in a way that

derstand my interests before."

I

didn't un-

Counseling women, listening

to them, treating them seriously, evolved out of her developing feminism, and she found that her priorities were "defi-

nitely women.

..

helping women, being around women, being with

women, working with them, as people.

I

see us evolving and

developing in a way...! mean, I'm wild about the potential
strength of women, of communities of women

— they're

remark-

able people, absolutely remarkable."'*"^
For Frieda, one of the major values of the feminist

movement comes through sharing her own experiences with other women and helping them learn that they can understand and

help one another because they have all been through so many
She recognized that, "some people

of the same experiences.

would rather keep the pain if it means keeping their uniqueness... but there's a way in which you have to let go of a
lot of stuff and say,

'This is not just mine, this is some-

thing that has been laid on all of us, especially when we

don't want it any longer.

'

Of course, a lot of the people we

talk to are not in the movement and probably aren't going to
be,

kind of
but you do hope for... for being able to project a

affirmation that is going to lead to at least an enlightened
self-interest.

15.
16.

,,16
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Garnett expressed a strong sense of dedication
to feminist values feminist goals and concerns,
and continued involvement in the activities of a women's center.
,

She stated,

"it m akes sense for me to be working in a women's
center, or

getting referrals from a women's center, and at least
being
involved in the women's movement in some other way besides
just my counseling, whether that's teaching a course for wo-

men on the outside, or lobbying in the legislature, or writing about the feminist

[movement]

.

.

.in some kind of way that's

making changes on the outside, and at the same time, working
in a one-to-one relationship with women.

really important
a counselor."

— that

But

I

see that as

one is a political person as well as

17

As she developed into a feminist, Catherine found herself concerned not just with feminist issues but with more

global power issues, particularly those which infused inter-

personal relationships, and she now finds herself moving in
the direction of a separatist point of view, a radical fem-

inist point of view.

This view she expressed as follows:

"I'm not into human liberation, it just bores the shit out
of me, and that's not to say that

I

don't see it as a valu-

able thing to think about and to help people who are op-

pressed and help people deal with issues of power and sexuality, but I'm not interested in those issues for men.

17.
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don’t think

can really help any men with that;
they got to
take care of their own shit, women
need to take care of
theirs.
So I really am very much coming from
a separatist
I

point of view, in that sense." 18
In general, the counselors of The Women's
Center thought
it was important to live their feminism,
not just take some

kind of theoretical stand.

This gives them, they believe, a

special kind of perspective in counseling work but does
not
^® 9 ^te the need for thorough training in techniques and

skills.

As Barbara pointed out, "What the feminist can

bring to [the process of counseling] is a whole, very important area of awareness that has not ever really been dealt
with... that is, a woman's experience in our society.

A lot

of good therapy has legitimate elements in it which can help

people in some sort of mental or emotional distress ... but a
lot of it also has been based on studies which have been

taken from the norm of our culture, which is white male, and
has not taken into consideration the varying patterns of

those norms and the way in which they relate to women's ex-

perience .... Feminist counseling takes those basic parts of
therapy which are inherent in any process which entails one
•v

person helping another person with some psychological concern [and also brings to the process the] enormous range of

experience and awareness of what that means in terms of woI
i

men's lives.
18.

..

[but]

you can't just bring the range of
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experience and awareness of what it means to be

a

woman in

this culture without the other added tools which constitute

good basic [counseling.]" 19

Such an approach means, in addition, being involved in
other aspects of the work of a women's center as social

change agents, as advocates for issues of concern to women,
such as day-care facilities for working mothers, upgrading

vocational skills of welfare women to help them become free
of the need for outside financial assistance, helping women

select alternative life-styles that are congruent with their
own individual needs, and working for the passage of the

Equal Rights Amendment.
Summary

Ranging in age from twenty-four to fifty, their marital
status reflecting that of women generally (single, married,
separated)

,

and with a diversity also apprent in educational

levels attained, the eight women who provide counseling ser-

vices at The Women's Center have in common at least one
characteristic:

they are all active, dedicated, developing

They are warm, open, self-disclosing human be-

feminists.

ings who, with a number of other staff members, have created
an atmosphere at The Women's Center which is generally in-

viting, occasionally chaotic, at times peaceful, and always

interesting.
19.

It seems evidence of the rather restless,
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growing, seeking character of the Center, as it
struggles
to evolve its own personality, that the furniture
in the
large, all-purpose room is forever being rearranged.

How-

ever, the coffee pot is always on and always quickly located,
no matter where it stood the day before, and there is always

someone there to share the coffee and the conversation.

Not only are the counselors a diverse group of women,
but each one's approach to the process of counseling is

equally individual, very personal in philosophy, and rather

difficult to fit into any particular theory of counseling.

Although all eight of the counselors identified themselves
as feminists,

some of them frankly stated that they thought

of themselves as evolving feminists, and that they were

growing toward an understanding and an awareness of "what it

means to be born female."

They saw themselves generally in

the process of becoming, yet sufficiently far enough along
in their own consciousness-raising efforts to be clear about

the meaning of feminism in their own lives and of the im-

portance of not imposing their beliefs on their clients.
Thus, despite the differences, there is a common thread

that integrates their approaches and permits them to apply
at teast tentatively the term "feminist counseling" to what

they do in their one-to-one relationships.

describe this process of counseling.

Chapter IV will

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER

IV

THE PROCESS OF COUNSELING

Introduction

.

This chapter describes what the counselors of

The Women's Center do as they work with women seeking help in
an one-to-one relationship.

It is based totally on material

contained in the tapescripts of the interviews with the eight

women (see Appendices A through

H)

,

and all quoted material

has been taken from the indicated Appendix.

As nearly as

possible, their descriptive phrases were used in compiling
this account, although for purposes of clarity, some things

they did were categorized as "counselor behaviors" and others
as "guidance" or advisory activities.

An overall description of the counseling component of
The Women's Center would have to include the concept of gui-

dance services.

During the first few months of Center opera-

tion and before the counseling service became generally recog-

nized on-and-off campus, a fairly large proportion

reaching forty percent

— of

— sometimes

the official counselors'

spent in supplying information.

time was

Many of Alma's and Barbara's

first clients were women who simply stopped by to find out

what answers might be obtained to their questions about
educational programs or job opportunities.
Since there had been a strong desire among the staff
Center, there
to create an egalitarian structure for the

by whoever
was a tendency for specific tasks to be completed
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happened to be free to handle them.

Thus, no one person was

assigned to act as receptionist; the phone
was answered by
whoever was closest to the instrument and
had a hand free to
pick it up; no procedure for making an
appointment with a
counselor was established. Gradually, however,
as individuals
wished to return for a second or a third session
with Alma or

Barbara and as the counseling service became better
known,
the two counselors did begin to make appointments,
and their

open time to talk with those who just dropped in diminished

proportionally
As Alma and Barbara became less free to talk to visitors,

other staff began to get involved in on-the-spot counseling
sessions, and then they too began to set up appointments

occasionally with those individuals who specifically requested
to see them,

as often happened when a particular woman knew

some one or another of the staff from a previous association

and did not know that Alma and Barbara were the officially

designated counselors.
From the beginning, the intent of the Center was to offer

short-term counseling and guidance services.

Thus, most

clients were seen from one to three times, with only an occasional woman coming back for a fourth, or more, session.

Those in need of a long-term relationship were usually referred outside the Center.

In general, during the first year

of the Center's existence, some four to five hundred women

were seen for one or more counseling sessions by the eight
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staff members included in this
study.

(since only Alma and

Barbara kept records on clients,
the total number of clients
seen during the year could only be
estimated by the staff.)
As the counseling service developed
and as other staff
members became involved, individual
counselors began to handle
different kinds of problem areas. Because
of Dale's previous training and experience, women
seeking information on
abortion, birth control, or problems concerning
pregnancy
were referred to her; Frieda, who had previously
done some
of the birth control counseling, began to
talk with those

thinking about divorce or having problems with
alimony or
child support; vocational and educational questions were

referred to Alma and Barbara, although they also dealt with
personal problems.
As the year progressed, it was more often suggested that

people make an appointment to see a specific individual, but
any woman in a crisis situation was seen immediately by some

staff member.

Often when that happened, the counseling room,

the small room off the large area, was in use, and the staff

member would have to search for a private space to handle
the situation.

Frequently, an office, in the nearby Student

Development Department was available for such emergency use.
In general,

counseling sessions lasted one hour, but

occasionally when the client, for instance, had to be referred to another office on campus or to another referral source,
the counselor might spend only ten or twenty minutes with the
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individual.

The rest of the hour might then be
spent catch-

ing up on paper work.

Such catch-up time was usually rather

rare, and both Alma and Barbara (as well as
other staff

members)

found it necessary to do that part of their work

at home on weekends
i

With respect to specific counseling and guidance activities, the following areas will be discussed in the sections

that follow:

counselor behaviors, referral mechanisms,

availability of resource materials, effect of

a

campus setting

on the counseling service, and specific limitations that have

affected the counseling component during the year.
Counselor Behaviors
There are four counselor behaviors that significantly

characterize the work of the counselors in their one-to-one
relationships with women.

These are listening, self-

disclosure by the counselor, a pronounced disdain for "professional distance," and feminist attitudes about the con-

dition of women which are used consciously in an attempt to
raise an individual's awareness of herself and her societal
roles as these have bearing upon her problems.

Listening

.

The behavior of listening, described by Barbara

as "active listening," was stressed by most of the counselors.

Listening is the process of not only hearing what the client
is saying about what she thinks her problem is, but also

hearing the expression of feelings that are not completely
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articulated, identifying them, and then
"trying to give those
feelings some awareness intellectually and
experientially
As Barbara expressed it, active listening
enables the counselor to reinforce "positive, independent assertive
feelings
on the part of the woman by responding to them, by
drawing
.

attention to them, sort of pointing out that that's the
kind
of behavior tnat would help them to feel more comfortable

with themselves and to take control of their own lives, essentially.

Along with that is helping .. .women to find some

independent measure of self-esteem .... In the course of
counseling, Barbara pointed out, "I am on the alert for
things that say 'ah-ha, you did that all by yourself,
know, and that's a beginning."

1

you

2

Catherine, who spent the majority of her time with the

entire group of women in her special program, helping them

prepare for college course work, found it occasionally necessary to meet with individuals to deal with specific issues.
1. This definition derives from the combined statements
of several of the counselors.
It parallels rather closely
"Listening
the following definition given by Benjamin:
requires, first of all, that we not be preoccupied, for if
Secondly, listening involwe are, we cannot fully attend.
being
said, the tone used, the
the
things
are
way
ves hearing
In addition, listening
expressions and gestures employed.
includes the effort to hear what is not being said, what is
only hinted at, what is perhaps being held back, what lies
beneath or beyond the surface. We hear with our ears, but
we listen with our eyes and mind and heart and skin and guts
(Alfred Benjamin, The Helping Interview p. 47.)
as well."
,
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She viewed these as "being ones of worth...
that relate to
needing support and feeling kind of scared
about all this

business [of preparing to enter the university]
and wanting
to kind of talk out that thing."
Much of their
anxiety,

their need for reassurance, she found, was alleviated
by

simply listening in a supportive manner that encouraged
the

expression of such feelings.
Listening, as Dale defined it, is a way of taking women
seriously, and sometimes listening was the only help some

clients needed.

As she described it,

"The women who come in

need to touch somebody ... they want to talk.

They're not

always in trouble, but they need companionship, or they want

somebody to listen to them.... The most important thing is
taking women seriously as people ... listening is really important.

.

.you have to really be there when you're there, you

can't be fucking off, you can't be not listening because

sometimes a woman's dragged herself in there and has been on
her way for three months, and she finally comes in the door...

And most often, they don't... say anything right away.
don't come in and say, "'My God,

I

need help.'

Women

They come

in looking at literature, and twenty minutes later, they're

crying at your desk, you know, as if they just wanted to see
i.4
if they could maybe find somebody who they could talk to."

Thus listening, as a counseling tool, is really hearing
3.
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thoughts and feelings that underlie problem areas, giving

support and encouragement through that attentive listening,
and in effect, taking women seriously.

The counselor's verbal

and non-verbal responses reveal that she has heard, understands, and views the client's problem as important.

And

part of the verbal response is self-disclosure.

Counselor Self-Disclosure

.

When the counselor shares her

own similar life events with her client, not only has some

greater degree of warmth and intimacy been added to the
relationship, but the client also feels a strong measure of
relief and an end to isolation through discovering that she
is not the only one who has undergone that particular experi-

ence.

Barbara, who described self-disclosure by the coun-

selor as a very important technique, commented, "sharing my

own experiences and feelings when it's appropriate ... encourages trust, number one, gives the person a feeling of sharing
an equal relationship, and just being a role-model of sorts
for that person... not making a big issue out of that but just

by sort of sharing what I've gone through
a woman

— it

— my

de-mystifies that whole area."

experience as

5

The intent to de-mystify the counselor role and the

problem area has seemed to aid women in learning they can
talk to each other and that the other's understanding derives

from her own similar experience.
5.
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woman counselor uniquely knows where her
women clients are.
She said, "I was very aware of this when
we did the pregnancy
counseling because no matter how sympathetic the
clergyman
is, he is not,

And

I

after all, pregnant, and he's not likely to be.

felt some of the same strengths in talking to
people

when they were talking about contraception:
you have a lot of trouble with that method,
and

I

'Yes,
I

I

know

understand,

know a lot of other people who've said that, and I've

had it myself.

Discussing the importance of counseling in general, and
of the actions that lead to meaningful self— disclosure by
the counselor, JoAnn emphasized,

"You've got to get yourself

together people who can talk to other people in ways that
are going to be helpful, and that doesn't just mean sitting

over a cup of coffee, shooting the shit, not having any kind
of analysis of your own about the kinds of experiences women

are likely to go through, having not looked at your own life
in terms of what we call those 'limits of being born female,'

but having thought about all those things, and being willing
to deal with somebody's situation honestly and as helpfully

as possible, and to hang in there as long as your own situa-

tion allows you to."

7

Listening carefully and being willing to share one's
own experiences have been important techniques for the counselors in attempting to help their clients begin to change
6.
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their lives.

And although this much of feminist
counseling

in not unique

certainly all good counseling involves careful

listening and some degree of self-disclosure, 8 of
sharing
similar experiences

the third characteristic of this group

of women counseling women may very well be specific
to the

feminist approach.
S^-Onal distance

That is, their insistence that "profes-

is not only unnecessary but also may hinder

effective counseling.

Professional Distance
be termed
it,

.

"

The counselor behavior that might

professional distance,

'

as the counselors describe

is the view that the professional must maintain an objec-

tivity, a detachment, and be seen as someone who has the

answers, in order to understand clearly what the client's

problem really is.

Q

The preceding statements on counselor self-disclosure
the
material dealing with what the TWC counselors term
and
"professional distance" may be contrasted with the more conventional description of prescribed counselor behavior given
Among a number of aspects of what
by Shaffer and Shoben.
they see as the counselor's role in the relationship, they
mention that "...although he accepts the client as a person
in difficulty, and is warmly and genuinely interested in him,
the clinician gives of himself only insofar as it will help,
not please, the client .... The therapist certainly does not
become involved with him in informal, extraprofessional
ways .... Finally the therapist establishes the relationship
The clinician does not
in an essentially one-sided fashion.
share his own troubles or pleasures with his clients, nor
does he usually permit his own personal values or affairs to
(Laurance F. Shaffer and
intrude into the interviews."
of Psychotherapy,"
Aspects
"Common
Edward J. Shoben, Jr.,
ed. by
Psychotherapy
in Sources of Gain in Counseling and
8.

,

,

Bernard G. Berenson and Robert

R.

Carkhuff,

p.

68.)

Shaffer and Shoben 's viewpoint might in turn be contrasted with Rogers' view that " ••• the therapist should be,
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The counselors at The Women's Center seemed to feel that
they can be more effective in helping the client make signi-

ficant changes in her life if they do not remain completely
objective, if they involve themselves.

JoAnn perhaps expres-

sed most clearly the general attutude of the counselors when
she said,

"What it means for the women who come in is that.

.

they've got responsible, reliable, competent, even gifted in
some ways, people, women who, on the one hand, have excellent

training, but on the other hand, have had the same kinds of

experiences they've had, and who don't set themselves up on
some other sort of plateau of expertise and distance that you
see in a lot of professional counseling,

I

think, but who

really are willing to sit there and what we used to call
'grapple' with the real situation that a woman has found her-

self in and has come in to talk about."

9

Grappling with the real situation involves listening,
self-disclosure, a personal identification with the client,
and bringing to bear on the problem those insights into

a

[helping] relationship, a
within the confines of this
It means that within
person.
integrated
genuine,
congruent,
with his
the relationship he is freely and deeply himself,
actual experience accurately represented by his awareness
It is the opposite of presenting a facade,
of himself.
The
(Carl R. Rogers,
either knowingly or unknowingly."
Viewpoint,
Client-Centered
Conditions of Change from a
ed. by
Sources of Gain in Counseling and Psychother apy,
Rogers
75.)
p.
Bernard G. Berenson and Robert R. Carkhuff,
that
from
divergent
concept of counselor behavior is not too although it does
Center,
of the counselors of The Women's
suggested by the women.
openness
not imply the degree of

m

9.
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woman's situation that have been generated by
the women's
movement. The final counselor behavior to be
discussed in
this section is the attitudes toward women that
the counselors
of The Women's Center revealed.

Femi nist Attitudes About Women

.

Each of the women acting

in some kind of counselor role viewed herself as a feminist

to some degree.

Some felt they were still evolving as femin-

some strongly identified themselves as feminists.

ists;

ever their individual involvement in the wonen

'

s

What-

movement,

each counselor believed she had achieved considerable insight
into the effects of female role conditioning, and that her

major responsibility was to help her clients increase their
awareness of that conditioning and how it had caused them to
function.

For some of the counselors, their awareness of social

conditioning grew as they became involved in the women's
movement.

Alma's experience seemed representative of several

of the counselors:

"I really

developed my own program, with

women in mind, at the point where

I

was getting turned on

to myself as a woman and as a part of the women's movement,

so that

I

do think that

I

pay maybe more attention to the

effects that cultural conditioning, socialization, has had
on women, and use that more in counseling.

Those counselors who see themselves as active, political

feminists tend to view their counselor role primarily in
10.
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terms of social change agentry.

Garnett explained that aspect

by saying, "...being a feminist
means that I look at women's
issues and think about women's
potential in a way that I know
of alternatives for women... that
maybe other counselors aren't
rea ’*’^ aware
that I'm probably more nurturing
of those
’

alternatives, if a woman chooses to take
another alternative
in her life and make some changes.""^

Whatever the extent of the development of their
feminist
ideology, the counselors make a strong effort
to refrain from
any kind of indoctrination efforts with clients.
Each hopes,
however, that she can, in Frieda's words, "project

a

kind of

a ff^ rraa ti° n that is going to lead at least to an
enlightened

interes t,

but each also strives to stay aware of her

own attitudes to the extent that, as Garnett expressed it,

"...whether or not
hope I'm not doing.

I

put that on my clients is something
On the other hand, it does give me a

perspective that it doesn't give
.

who is not

a

I

feminist."

a man,

perhaps, or someone

12

One of the major feminist attitudes about women is that

women can be helped to recognized their own needs and can
reach a point of taking some sort of control of their own
lives; that they can approve for themselves whatever deci-

sions for their own behavior they have made.

Barbara saw

her role as a feminist counselor as "Helping women clarify
11.
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their goals in terms of
themselves, without needing
that
approval [of others], without
following the expectations,
the
sex-role expectations. Those
[kinds of helping behaviors]
aren't really that easily
defined as techniques of
counseling. .at least in any of
the theories that I ever
.

studied,

and yet

I

they work

find that they are techniques
that
." 13

I

use, and that

Listening, self -disclosure,
counselor closeness rather
than distance, and feminist
attitudes
toward!

women— all are

seen as techniques of counseling,
as used by The Women's
Center counselors, that work, theory
to the contrary at times.

Referrals

On and Off Campus.

When the Center first opened and only
the two official
counselors were seeing clients, there was
a need to refer
many of the women who sought either factual
information, longterm personal counseling, or who had problens
requiring specialized knowledge. As the staff grew and as they
began to

gather the quantity of data needed to handle

a large

variety

of educational or vocational queries, the counselors
started
a

What

s

What

book.

The material in this book grew rapidly

in volume as counseled clients and other visitors to the

Center began to report on their experiences with various

offices on campus or with professional personnel in the local

community or nearby towns.
13.
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Although more and more problem areas
could be dealt with
directly by Center personnel, there
were other areas that
continued to necessitate referral.

For instance, a client's

expressed interest in undergoing testing to
help her make
some educational or vocational decisions
was referred to the
University Counseling Center. Students who
needed infor-

mation on abortions were referred to a campus
church organization.

Undergraduates who wanted to design an individualized

program in women's studies were referred to an advisor in
the
Undergraduate Independent Study Program office who was known
to have feminist interests.

The nearby c******** Women's Center was an excellent

referral agency for townswomen because they could handle longterm personal counseling, abortion and problem pregnancy counseling, and Gay counseling.

Students with sexual identity

concerns were sometimes referred there or to Gay counselors
in the student women's centers in the dormitory complexes.
But, whatever the referral used, the primary guideline

for the use of any resource was that someone knew the person
or the office involved.

Reports came back to the counselors

on what happened, and several negative reports were enough
to stop using that particular source.

Garnett explained,

"...a lot of how we evaluate whether we're sending people to

someone good or not, be it any professional, be it
a doctor.,.

lot of that comes from word-of-mouth.

two women doctors at the Infirmary:

a lawyer,
,.

there are

I've had two reports
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from two women that they’ve had very sexist
comments from one
of the two doctors ,,, one woman was bleeding
from
an IUD, and

the doctor made all kinds of comments about,
how do you want
to make love with all that blood anyway,
which
just like,

£hew

.

.

.

I

[reports]

mean, really bad comments

.we just file those

away ... and if enough of the staff hears things like

that, then we know

[clients

..

that_.

that’s not the woman doctor to send

to],"^

A third major referral source is within the Center itself
the Center Workshops and the support group orientation program.

Alma quite often suggests that clients

’’join

support

groups where they can share what, up until now, has been considered just, you know, what individual women have considered

unique problems, problems unique to themselves, and things
that were their fault.” 15

With respect to the use of Center

programs, like the Workshops, as counseling tools, JoAnn
added,

"...given the kind of programming we’re able to do,

it's made better use of, because counselors can suggest it

specifically to women, knowing what we can offer that might
best meet the particular needs of that individual woman.

So

the counseling, you can see, is a kind of back-and-forth

between the individual and the programs of The Women's Center
to continue to help... to make sure that we’re doing what we

need to be doing for that individual, as she might reflect
14. Appendix G.
15. Appendix A.
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the needs of a larger group ... .Just because the counselors
are able to look maybe a little bit more effectively at what

they're doing, they can articulate what they've been seeing...
they can hear what somebody is saying and translate it into
a

suggestion to the Workshops coordinator of what maybe ought

to happen in the Workshops."

1

Therefore, counselors at the Center have, during their

first year, compiled a large number of dependable referral
sources, on and off campus, and within the Center itself.

And again, within the Center itself, a secondary kind of

referral resource are feminist publications.
Resource Materials

One important resource which has become increasingly

available is in the publications area.

room of the Center

— which

Located in the large

is utilized as an office-lounge-

informal counseling space-library

— the

publications shelves

contain the brochures, magazines, pamphlets, and mimeographed

materials which come in from all parts of the country in everincreasing abundance.

Some of the material is free for the

or
taking, with others costing from ten cents to a dollar

more.

Center's budget for such materials is severely
has dug down
restricted, and often an individual counselor

particular
into her own pocket to pay the cost of a
16.
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publication she wants her client to have.

But an individual

need not buy a pamphlet or magazine in
order to read it, and
some counselors see some value in keeping
on hand only one
copy of some of the material so that the
woman who wants to
read it must stay at the Center to do so—
in that amount of
time, she may begin to feel comfortable enough
within that

environment to return at a later date to talk about
her concerns
.

Thus, even the publications shelves have contributed

beneficially to the work of the counselors.

The following

section will discuss two other factors that affect, both

positively and negatively, the counseling work:

1)

a

women's

center as the setting within which counseling takes place;
and

2)

its location on a college campus rather than in a town

community.

Effect of Setting on Counseling
The fact that counseling takes place in a women's center
and that the center is campus-based affects the kinds of problems brought to the counselors and determines who will seek
help.

The campus setting draws women who want to begin or

continue their college educations, and it influences to some
extent the kinds of informal workshop-type courses that The

Women's Center offers.
As counselors talked with increasing numbers of women

who wanted to take credit courses but had to cope simultaneously,
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somehow, with family and/or work
responsibilities, the counSel ° rS tUrned t0 the
Center staff to involve the
Center as
a whole in trying to influence
university rules and regulations.
Barbara explained, -...out of
counseling, we can
identify those needs ... because so
many women who came for
counseling, who wanted to go to school,
said, ’Oh, I can’t
go full-time, I have kids, I have a
job, I have to work parttime.
We began to come up with all the
statistics that we
[counselors] could then collectively, with
other members of
’

The Women's Center, take to Central Administration
and say,
look, twenty-five women during September and
October came

looking for part-time study.
you did something?

So,

Don't you think it’s about time

out of the needs that people came to

counseling with, in turn, the Center as

a

whole can begin to

change things in the university." 17
The campus setting thus legitimized the Center as

a

place

that can help women find reasonable entry into the university

through Center workshops that perpare them for later college
credit courses or through modified part-time degree programs

made available to them through the Center's influence.

On the

other hand, the campus-based center tends not to attract

women who are not at all interested in further formal education.

As another aspect of the interrelationship of the Center
and the campus, the counseling component of the Center has
17. Appendix B.
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had a direct effect on the counseling and
guidance services
of the university itself,
Barbara described the efforts of
the counselors to influence counseling
services on campus:
‘•We

have been asked to be part of panel discussions
and group

discussions that bring together counselors from the advising
offices of various [academic] departments, from the dorms,
from the University Counseling Center,

Also, we’ve been

having more communication with the Psychology Department.

We’d like to do more of that, but

I

think we have ... that

'

probably where our largest impact is as a specific counseling
component in being able to point out to other services where
they may not be really meeting the needs of women, particularly,
you know, the Placement Service and in academic advising,

A women’s center as the setting in which counseling
occurs has had some negative impact in terms of certain kinds
of individuals who may be seeking counseling services.

Ac-

cording to the counselors, they do not reach those women who
are "turned off" just by the idea of a women's center.

As

Alma explained, "I do see people looking in, hesitating at the
door, and then deciding not to come in, and have had reports

from other people that this has happened."

19

Since a women’s

center tends to be viewed as a social change agency where

political activities are at the forefront, some potential
clients find such a place too risky, too threatening.
18. Appendix B,
19. Appendix A,
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the counseling clientele probably is not
truly representative
of women in general, although their major
concerns may be

similar or identical.

Another aspect of the problem is that the counseling
component of a women’s center may be seen as operating only from
a feminist point of view, when in actuality, the
counseling

focus is one of helping people find out who they are, what

they would like to be, without the counselor’s own values

being imposed on them.

As noted before, the counselors at

The Women’s Center do all they can to refrain from any kind
of feminist indoctrination of their clients, while at the

same time being open about their own feminist philosophy.

But,

it must be noted, if the image projected to the community even

appears to be one of radical feminism, whether true or not,
some women in need will not come in, nor would they be com-

fortable in such a setting if they perceived it as having
such an image.
However, despite some negative aspects associated with
the setting in which counseling takes place, there has been
a considerable number of women using the services at The

Women's Center.

In fact, the demand for counseling has grown

to the point where other current limitations have affected

the counselors’ ability to meet that demand.

tions will be discussed in the next section.

These limita-
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Limitations Af fecting Counseling

The major factors which have
curtailed The Women's
Center's counseling services
during the first year of operation have been lack of space,
lack of money, and lack of

personnel.

Financial restrictions have probably
been the
greatest limiting factor since they
have affected other
aspects

Although the counseling staff has
been augmented by
volunteers and through the assumption of
some counseling
duties by other Center personnel, the
Center has

need of more

full-time counselors, as well as more
highly-trained counselors.
The current staff cannot adequately handle
problems
requiring long-term, in-depth counseling. if
there were more
counselors on the staff and if the Center could remain
open
in the evenings and on weekends, they could more
easily meet
the needs of women who work during the day or who could
not

come in until their children were in bed,
But even if the money were available to increase the size
of the counseling staff, the current space available for such

use further restricts the number of counselors who can be
employed.

Until the Center is assigned larger quarters, no

more counselors can be utilized.
In terms of their ability to handle certain problem areas,

the counselors generally feel they need more training.

At

present they do feel adequate to do short-term vocational
and educational advisement and to handle some kinds of personal
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problems, but they see more and more need to help
clients who
are experiencing severe problems of confused social
and sexual
identity, who need help in learning how to take control
of

their own lives, who wish to explore the various power rela-

tionships they feel trapped in, or to learn how to deal with

themselves as persons.

Being limited by time and space inade-

quacies, and at times insufficient training, the counselors

cannot do as much as they want to do.
Lack of time and womanpower has also prevented the counselors from instituting a follow-up system to gather infor-

mation on the long-term effectiveness of their counseling
services, although some informal feedback has indicated rela-

tive success.
Summary
The counseling process as utilized by The Women's Center
staff includes active listening, self-disclosure by the counselor, and the establishment of a close, personal, equal

relationship with the client.

It has been basically short-

term counseling during the first year, with the emphasis on
a personal interaction between counselor and client which is

intended to help de-mystify the process.
It is the counselors' view that most traditional-setting

counselors have tended to deal in

a

condescending manner with

women clients and have failed to take into account those
aspects of the culture that have contributed,

if

not caused,
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the problems that women have
encountered because of "the
limits of being born female."
TWC counselors consciously
bring into the counseling session,
when appropriate in their
judgment, the conditioning aspects
of society that have imposed
sex-role expectations upon women.
When doing so, they share
with the client their own experiences
as women— in all their
roles as wife, mother, student or
employee.

Despite limitations caused by lack of money
and needed
personnel to handle the demand, some five
hundred women have
used the counseling services of The Women s
Center during
its first year of operation.
Information gained through the
*

use of a questionnaire sent to a random sampling
of these

clients has revealed not only something of the overall
effec-

tiveness of the counseling component, but also some of the

characteristics of the clients.

The next chapter will present

^ profile of the women who have used the counseling services

of The Women's Center,

I

CHAPTER

I
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CHAPTER

v

profile of the clients
-uiLroQuction

The counselors of The Women's
Center estimated that
about five hundred women had
utilized the counseling services between September and
mid-May.
Because only two of
the eight counselors, Alma and
Barbara, kept records on
clients, there was no way of
obtaining a more accurate figure; however, since these two
counselors together saw 172
women, and since the other counselors
thought that they each
talked with about five to fifteen women
per week, the estimate of five hundred would seem a fairly
accurate figure,
if not somewhat low.
-

To obtain from clients their perception
of the counsel-

ing help they received, a questionnaire
(see Appendix

I)

was

mailed to a random sampling of one hundred women
from among
those counseled by Alma and Barbara.
These two
counselors

were primarily the ones who dealt with educational and
vocational concerns, although they also worked with clients who

had personal problems other than those in the specific areas
of divorce, child custody, and birth control and abortion,

which were handled by other staff members.

However, since

it was not possible to include clients of other staff in the

I
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survey, it is important to stress
that the client characteristics discussed here apply only to
those women seen by Alma
and Barbara. While it might be assumed
that in certain as-

pects these women do not differ much from
those seen by the
other staff, it is not possible, given the
lack of data, to

make that assumption with confidence.
Of the one hundred questionnaires sent out
to Alma's

and Barbara's clients, five were returned by the Post
Office

marked undeliverable; over a period of four weeks, sixtythree replies were received, or a sixty-six percent return

from the mailing.

The data derived from the questionnaire

was organized under the following categories and will be dis-

cussed in that order:

Personal Background, Counseling Con-

tact, Client Perceptions of Counseling Effectiveness, Extent

of Client Involvement in the Women's Movement, and Comments
of Clients About Counseling.

Personal Background

Age and marital status

.

Table

1

shows the range of age and

marital status of the clients, as well as the number who had
children.

The age range of the clients was fairly wide, from

eighteen to fifty- two, although eighty- four percent of the
sample was between ages eighteen and thirty-five.

For the

two categories within this narrower range, forty-one percent

of the total sample was between eighteen and twenty-five, and

forty-three percent was between twenty-six and thirty-five.
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TABLE

1

AGE AND MARITAL STATUS
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As might be expected of the
age range of eighteen to
thirtyfive, the majority of the women
were, or had been married
In fact, only twenty-seven
percent of the total group, or
seventeen women, were not married,
and there were no unmarried women older than thirty-five
in the group, which is os
P
sibly a reflection of the social
pressure to marry that
women over thirty-five have felt in the
past.

Of the forty-six women who were
married, separated, or
divorced, a little over half, or twenty-five
of them, had a
total of fifty- four children.
Ten women had one child each,
nine had two children, and the others had
three to seven

children.

Sixteen of these twenty-five women were between

the ages of twenty-six to thirty-five.

Of the seven women

over thirty-five, all but one had three, or fewer, children.

Education

.

The educational history of the clients revealed

that only five of the sixty-three women had had no college

experience.

Twenty— eight women had completed some under-

graduate study, and twenty-six had

a

bachelor's degree.

Of

the twenty-six who had completed undergraduate school, twelve

had also taken some graduate work.

Four women held a master's

degree, and three of them had completed some study beyond the

master

'

Income

.

s

Respondents were asked to indicate their annual in-

come according to three broad categories:
10,000; and $10,000 and over.

In addition,

$0-3,000; $3,000-

they were asked

100
if that response reported their own income
or a combined

family income.

Twenty-nine, or forty-seven percent, indi-

cated an income of $0-3,000; eighteen, or thirty
percent,

indicated $3,000-10,000; and fourteen, or twenty-three percent, reported an income of $10,000 and over.

Sixty percent

of the women said the income was their own, thirty— four per-

cent reported it as a combined family income, and six percent

indicated it was the husband's income alone.

Although ten

women reported having a personal income in the $3,000-10,000
range, no woman had an income of her own over $10,000.

All

of the fourteen reports of income over $10,000 were either
the husband's or a combined family income.

Of the twenty-six women reporting their own income in
the $0-3,000 bracket, all but two had completed some college

study, eight held the bachelor's degree, and four had com-

pleted some graduate study.

Occupation

.

(see Table

2)

With respect to the determination of

a client's

status either as a student, housewife, or engaged in some paid

occupation outside her home, the questionnaire proved faulty.
Three designations were presented:

university staff/f acuity

.

housewife

,

student

,

and

Beneath these three labels appeared

the word occupation with a line after it for the use of the

respondent in filling in a job description.

Then came the

designations full-time and part-time which were intended to
apply to whatever occupation was listed but which apparently
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TABLE

2

INCOME AND EDUCATION

Income

$0-3,000
own
combined

$3-10,000
own
combined
over $10,000
own
combined
husband'

H.S.

Some
Col.

B A.
.

Some
Grad.

Beyond

M.A.

M.A.

Totals

2

16

4

4

0

0

26

1

0

1

1

0

0

3

1
0

4

3

2

10

3

2

0
0

0

3

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

2
0

1
1

1
0

0
3
0

10

1

3
2

0

0

1

1

0

0

2

5

28

14

12

1

3

63

0
4

no income

reported
Totals

1
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were seen by some clients as
being applicable to the house wife °r student category also.
Therefore, although some replies
could be clearly counted
under one of the three designations
originally intended, most
had to be considered as belonging
to a number of differently

combined categories.

The single and combined classifications,

with the number of women responding in
each, are as follows:
Housewife - 9
Student - 9
Student, full-time
Student, part-time

- 5
- 2

University staff, full-time
University staff, part-time

Housewife-student - 9
Housewife-student, full-time

-

2

1

-

1

Housewife-occupation (nurse) - 1
Housewife-occupation (waitress) part-time - 1
Housewife-occupation (teacher) part-time - 1
,

,

Housewife-student-occupation (nurse's aide) - 1
Housewife-student-occupation (leathercraf ts) - 1
Housewife-student-occupation (waitress) part-time
,

Occupation (nurse) -student

,

part-time

-

- 1

1

Of those writing in a job title but checking no other

classification, nine indicated full-time employment and five,
part-time.

Some of these titles were social worker, bank

employee, insurance clerk, theatre administrator, laboratory

technician, potter, family planner, and health aide.
One respondent circled the work housewife and wrote,

find this word offensive;

I

"I

know of no one married to a housel"
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She indicated as her occupation,

"Feminist, student in child

development and psychology, Domestic."
the category full-time nor part-time

She checked neither

.

While it was thus difficult to describe in general terms
the clients' working or non-working status, this questionnaire

item was evidence that the women in the sample were involved
in a variety of roles:

-

housewife, mother, student, as well

as working outside the home.

Residence

.

As might be anticipated, the largest proportion,

forty-four percent or twenty-eight women, of the sample lived
in the local community, Campustown, with the next largest

number, seven or eleven percent, residing in nearby b*******.
The remaining forty-five percent lived in twenty- five commu-

nities within a thirty-mile radius of the campus, and two of
these women lived in a neighboring state.

Counseling Contact
In answer to the question,

"How did you learn about the

Counseling Services of The Women's Center?" twenty-nine women
indicated that a friend had told them about it.

Many respon-

dents mentioned more than one source of information.

The

different sources listed, and the number of clients respond
ing

,

were as follows:

newspaper articles

—

eight; radio
-

one; television program - one; university bulletin

university office
letter

-

-

five; TWC brochure

-

one;

three; TWC news-

one; other college nearby - two; husband

-

two;
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other women's center
staff contacts

-

-

i-w#,.
two;

women’s organisation

.

-

one; TWC

three* TWr
TWC Workshop and/or
instructor
,

'

three; support group

-

O no

*

,

-

..
assumed there
would be a counsel-

ing service because of prior
P
or experience with a
women's center
one; just assumed TWC would
offor
°
f “ r counseling two; dropped
in to the Center and
discovered
reQ avai
availability of^ counseling five; and, don't really know •

™

l

i

-i

+-

one.

With regard to the initial
use of counseling services,
thirty-six percent of the clients
sought help with an educational problem, twenty-four
percent
had a personal problem,

and twenty-two percent had
vocational concerns. Some replies
indicated a combination of problem
categories as follows:
educational-personal, ten percent;
educational-vocational
fxve percent; and vocational-personal,
three percent.

Nearly fifty percent, or thirty-one, of the
clients saw
a counselor only once; twenty-six
percent, or sixteen,
came

in twice;

ten percent, or six, came back for a third
session;

and fourteen percent, or nine women, talked with
four or more times.

a

counselor

Many of those who had only one counseling

contact indicated they

hae.

been seeking answers to specific

questions and, having secured the information, did not need
to return.

Client Perceptions of Counseling Effectiveness
When asked, "Did you receive enough help to resolve the

problem?" fifty- two percent of the clients responded yes.

Of
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the thirty- five percent who answered
no to the question, four
clients qualified their answer by adding
either, "but I was
helped," or "but only I can solve the
problem." Eight clients
or thirteen percent, checked neither
yes or no, but four of
them wrote as a response, "partly," "don't
know yet," "still
ongoing/' or "I haven't really tried to resolve
it yet but
the counseling showed me where to begin."

Asked, "If you wanted help with another problem
(educational, personal, vocational) would you come back to
a TWC

counselor?

sixty-five percent of the clients responded yes,

thirty- two percent checked maybe, and only three percent, or
two clients, said no.

Eighty percent of the group said they

had recommended the counseling services to friends, and the
same percentage said that it had been important to them to be

able to talk with a woman counselor.

Thirty-five women, or

fifty-six percent, had had some experience with other counseling services and thus had some basis for comparison.
In an attempt to determine the more subjective aspects

of the clients' assessment of the value of counseling to them,

the question was asked:

"Whether or not you resolved the

problem you came in to discuss, what other benefits, if any,
did you get from the session?"

To this question, only six

clients did not respond, and two individuals who had answered
no to the question,

"Did you receive enough help to resolve

the problem?" wrote none to the question of other benefits
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of counseling.

Fifty-five of the clients, or nearly ninety

percent of the sample, wrote quite positive statements,
which
were categorized as follows:
Good to find understanding, sympathy, encouragement

Someone who cares, a place to go for help

Obtained factual information

-

-

10

-

4

A help to find a woman with similar experiences
-

24

9

Plain relief finding someone who listened

General support, pleasant

-

-

4

7

Although not all of the clients felt they had obtained
enough aid to resolve a specific problem, the great majority

apparently derived something of equal importance to them from
the counseling contact.

Clients

1

Involvement with the Women's Movement

In an attempt to determine if the clients had come to a

women's center for counseling because they viewed themselves
as feminists looking to other feminists for support and encou-

ragement, the questionnaire asked as a final question, "Do

you think of yourself as being involved in the women's movement?"

The replies to the categories listed were:
"Just getting interested"

all" - nine percent;

percent; "Occasionally involved"

"Actively involved"

-

-

-

"Not at

twenty-six

thirty-seven percent;

twenty-eight percent.

Thus, only

slightly more than one-quarter of the clients might be expected to call themselves feminists,

with the larger majority.
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sixty-three percent, expressing an interest
but not an active
involvement. When age and marital status
were reviewed in
relation to the above question, it was
determined that the
first two age groups

(eighteen to twenty-five and twenty-six

to thirty-five)

responded in about the same proportions, as
did the subgroups, "single" and "married."
(See Tables
3

and

4)

Comments of Clients about Counseling

A number of respondents added a comment on the back of
the questionnaire, and several of these are quoted below
to

indicate the generally positive reactions of women to the

counseling services they found at The Women's Center.
"Appreciated the warmth and empathy of Barbara who spoke

with me and referred me to m****** d****** for therapy
have been to many therapists
the understanding that
I

I

— all

men

— and

centers.

I

have never felt

experienced at The Women's Center

also like the atmosphere of the Center

tive to all women and

I

— People

are recep-

have not experienced this at other

Thank you."

"I have decided to wait furthering my education tem-

porarily, as

I

am not ready to move at this point.

I

do

appreciate what TWC is doing and hope that my decision has
not reflected any misgivings toward TWC.

Gratefully."

"Seeing women working together to help and encourage
one another in all areas of life, is a new and wonderful

experience for me.

Keep up the marvelous work!"
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TABLE

3

INVOLVEMENT IN WOMEN'S
MOVEMENT AND AGE

Response

18-25

26-35

36-50

Not at all

2

1

3

0

6

Just getting
involved

7

7

1

1

16

Occasionally
involved

8

11

3

1

23

Actively
involved

9

8

1

0

18

26

27

8

2

63

Totals

TABLE

Over 50

Totals

4

INVOLVEMENT IN WOMEN S MOVEMENT
AND MARITAL STATUS
'

Response

Single

Married

Divorced

Separated

Totals

Not at all

0

3

1

2

6

Just getting
involved

4

6

5

1

16

Occasionally
involved

6

11

5

1

23

Actively
involved

7

9

1

1

18

17

29

12

5

63

Totals
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"I Can def initely say that TWCtr.

force that is sorely needed.

is a good positive

With communities, institutions

and personal morale having dropped to the
depths that they
have it is fine to find an oasis in the desert.
I only hope

that more can benefit from the center as

have.

I

The human

element present here is mature and the competency of
the

women working at the center is unquestionably obvious."
"I've gone to the woman's center for personal help and

for help with employment.

At this point,

I

feel that no

what may happen to me, there is always one place where
I

can get help and advice and that's the nearest woman's

center.

I'm not really an active libber but

I

believe and

feel for a lot of the standards woman's centers can help

achieve.

I

happen to think it's the only sensible counseling

center on the whole campus, and believe me, I've seen a few
and boy, what a mess.

At least if the advice didn't solve

the problem, it helped me get through it better, and
told to return at any point at which

more help.
center

I

I

I

was

needed or would need

felt encouraged and secure at the woman's

.

"After having a disasterous session at the ********

counseling office, the Women's Center was welcome alternative

"
.

And, finally, a minority report:

"I found the atmo-

sphere of constant interruption distracting to both me but

more importantly to my counselor.

I

didn't feel

I

was
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really being listened to or that
anyone knew enough to help
me or was interested in pursuing
my problem— I have had good
reports about the counseling. Maybe
my problem was too remote,
though people there assured me it wasn't."
Summary
Data from the questionnaire mailed to a
random sampling
of the clients seen by Alma and Barbara
have revealed that

the women who came to the Center for counseling
are a diverse

group and not easily categorized.

They ranged in age from

eighteen to fifty-two, their marital status representing
that
of women generally.

Of those who had children, the average

number they had was two to three.

A significant proportion of these women resided close
enough to the university to have had fairly easy access to
the counseling services of The Women's Center.

They brought

slightly more educational concerns to counseling, but they
also sought help with personal and vocational problems.
Generally, the women in the sample felt they had derived

benefit from counseling, and if this was not always in
the form of a solution to the problem they came to the coun-

selor in search of, it was a genuine benefit and of importance
to them

Although most of the clients were not actively involved
in the women's movement, they were comfortable enough with

the atmosphere of a women's center, that was itself actively

Ill

involved in feminist concerns,
to return for counseling
should the need for such help
reoccur.

Jl

chapter
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CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary

A descriptive study of the counseling component of

a

campus-based women's center revealed that eight staff members had worked with an estimated five hundred women in a

counseling capacity during the first year of the Center's
operation.

As part of the Center's goal of meeting the un-

answered needs of women to learn more about themselves and
their potential roles in today's society, a fairly compre-

hensive counseling and guidance service was instituted by
two counselors working in the areas of educational and voca-

tional guidance, as well as in personal counseling.

Their

services were augmented by five other staff members who became involved in helping relationships with women who had

specialized concerns around issues of divorce, birth control
information, and abortion.

Counselors

.

Of the eight staff members involved in counsel-

ing, two held graduate degrees in counseling and guidance,

and three were enrolled in master's degree programs in the

same field.

Two women had been involved in short-term train-

ing workshops and programs in problem pregnancy and abortion

counseling before affiliating with the Center.

Two of the

graduate students had utilized the Center as a practicum
training site during the second semester.

Although the
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counseling staff tended to specialize in
various issueoriented helping relationships, each was
available

to those

occasional clients who just had a need to be
heard by
pathetic listener.

a sym-

No matter how the eight women might be classified
as

counselors, all primarily used the same approach in
helping

relationships.

Active listening and self-disclosure were

the basic tools of counseling, both to establish and main-

tain the relationship and to help the client reach some de-

gree of insight into her problems and to formulate goals to

resolve these problem areas.

Each counselor stressed the

need to bring into the counseling sessions an awareness of
the social conditioning that all women have been subjected
to,

and to use that knowledge of stereotyped role expecta-

tions and the commonality of experiences as women to help
the client free herself and establish her own expectations
for herself, discover her potentials, and begin the process
of taking control of her own life.

Using their own feminist philosophy as a general framework, the counselors strived to establish an equal relation-

ship with the client, to explore with the client the ramifi-

cations of that relationship while at the same time remaining consciously alert to the fact that the client was not

necessarily an advocate of the women's movement, and that it
was vital to start wherever the client was and help her work

toward her own goals.

While each counselor hoped that that
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would mean, at a minimum, an
enlightened self-interest for
the client, the counselors’
objective always was
to serve

their clients' needs.

Referral services were employed as
a means of finding
answers to specific educational and
vocational concerns of
clients, as well as other needs.
The staff had generated a
tested list of such referral sources,
and as nearly as possible, tended to use only those sources
that were known to
be oriented toward non-sexist attitudes
and approaches.
A

significant referral source within the Center
itself was the
Workshops, which were designed to meet specific
needs of wo-

men for factual information (principles of auto mechanics,
home carpentry), esthetic expression (writing, crafts, filmmaking)

,

01 exploratory experiences

preparatory courses)

.

(life— planning, college

Another referral mechanism was the

support group orientation program which enabled women to de-

cide whether or not they wanted to participate in such a

group
Clients

.

That the clients of the counseling service derived

much benefit from short-term sessions was revealed through
the use of a questionnaire sent to a random sampling of the

clients of two of the counselors.

Although these clients

may not be representative of the five hundred women seen
during the year by the total staff, as a group they appeared to mirror the economic, social, and educational con-

ditions of women in the 1970's.

They ranged in age from
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eighteen to fifty-two, their
marital status was single, married, separated and divorced,
and of those who were or had
been married, a majority had an
average of two to three
children.
Educationally, most of them had had
some college
level study, some held bachelor's
degrees, and a few with
the master's degree had also
completed further graduate
study.
None of the women had a personal
income over
$10,000, and most had an income of between
$3,000 and
$10,000.

Very few of the respondents to the questionnaire
labeled themselves "housewife only," and most of
them were engaged in studying and working, full or part-time,
as well
as being mothers.

They came to the Center .seeking help with

educational, vocational, and personal concerns, with no one
of these problem areas being more often presented than any

other.

The majority of the clients saw a counselor two to

three times and felt they had received some concrete help
in resolving whatever problem brought them in.

In addition,

they cited other benefits of the counseling^ sessions, such
as finding the experience itself helpful, supportive, and

encouraging enough that they would come back to

a

Center

counselor again, were they to need help with another problem.
As further evidence of the value of counseling to them, many
of the clients said they had recommended tJhe counseling ser-

vices to friends.
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The majority of the ciients
did not identify themselves
as feminists, but they
expressed a general interest
in the

women's movement.

Only a small percentage said
they were
not at all interested in feminist
activities.
Co unselors as Feminists

The counselors* own feminist
ori-

.

entation was of primary importance
to them.
thought it important to express in

All of them

their lives and in their

work their feminist perspective, but
all felt
sponsibility not to try to indoctrinate

a strong re-

their clients.

As feminists, they explored within
their own lives alternative life-styles in their roles as
wives, mothers, students, workers, community members, and they
believed in the
importance of their being engaged in political
activities,

such as supporting the passage of the Equal Rights
Amendment, fighting job discrimination through court actions,

trying to influence university rules that tended to prohibit the involvement of women as part-time students or staff

members, and trying to help women secure control over their

bodies through the establishment of abortion clinics and

self-examination programs.
Conclusions

A number of general and specific conclusions can be
drawn from the data generated by the study.
seem to be pertinent.

The following
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General.

The counseling component of
The Women's Center was
successful in meeting the needs of
women for counseling and
guidance services.
The counseling component, through
its diversified staff
was able to deal with the three
major problem areas: educational vocational, and personal.
,

Despite some inhibiting factors created
by the Center's
location on a university campus, the
counseling component
did answer the needs of non-student women
for help with various kinds of problems.

A fairly large number of women utilized the
counseling
services of the Center during its first year; i.e.,
the

eight counselors estimated that they worked with approxi-

mately five hundred women.
Since the counseling clientele was largely from outside the university community and thus basically ineligible
for university counseling services, the Center's counselors

have performed a community service not being offered else-

where on campus.

Although the great majority of the counseling clients
do not identify strongly with the women's movement, they

were not restrained by the idea of a women's center from
seeking help and thus were able to avail themselves of its

counseling services.
The clients by and large found it important to be able
to talk with a woman counselor.
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Therefore, the extent of the
utilization of the counseling services would tend to support
the assumption that women
can relate to each other successfully
within the helping relationship.
The following strengths seem to be
apparent in the
counseling component of The Women’s Center:
Co unselors

Their strong feminist identity has
aided their
work as counselors through enlarging their
understanding
:

of

the psychological condition of women.

They were able to

articulate their own feelings of inadequacy which
helped
make them aware of and understand similar feelings
in

clients; in turn, their ability to be open and self-

disclosing encouraged and helped the client to be open and
genuine also.
The broad diversity of personal characteristics of the

counselors

the age range, marital status, economic levels,

and personal life-styles

—makes

them excellent resource peo-

ple for women seeking counseling.

They have a strong interest in influencing the removal
of sex bias from other campus counseling services and a will-

ingness to serve as consultants to those services in helping

them to understand the special needs and concerns of women.

Counseling process

.

The emphasis upon "equal-ness" in the

helping relationship increased the counselors' ability to

establish a genuine, warm, open relationship with clients
and led to a de-mystification of the process.

There was a
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good resource file of referral
sources which had been proven
trustworthy and non-discriminatory.
The referral of clients
to resources within the Center
(i.e., the Workshops, the
support group orientation program)
broadened the counseling
services and made them more effective
in helping the clients
The basic inadequacies of the
counseling component were
as follows:
There was a marked insufficiency of
privacy for counseling sessions— space restrictions,
however, were not open
to change by the Center during its
first year.
There seemed to be some insufficiency in the
number of
counselor-hours available to meet the demand; primarily

this

was a result of lack of money, as well as interview
facilities,

since there were a number of counselors in the area

who were willing to serve, had the Center money to hire
them.

The lack of a follow-up program prevents the counselors

from obtaining adequate feedback on counseling results and

whether or not other client needs for counseling are being
met.

Implications of the Study

.

The present study represents a

first step in attempting to answer the question of what kind
of counseling is being done in women's centers.

It provides

only a broad general response which in turn has generated
an auxiliary question:

is the counseling component of the

center studied unique to that center, or is it similar to
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the counseling services offered in
other women's centers,
both community- and campus-based, in other
areas of the
country?

Studies of counseling in other women's centers
would
help to answer that question, since a number
of such explorations would make it possible to undertake a
comparison study to uncover possible- commonalities as well as
differences.
And, should a comparative study reveal that there
are a sign ifj- can t number of commonalities among the various
counsel-

ing components, it would then be possible to generate a more

precise definition of feminist counseling.
Further, if other studies replicated the findings of

this study and it was thus shown that feminist counseling
is a unique and viable approach to counseling, a subsequent

step would be to determine the implications for change in

traditional counselor training programs.

The present study

cannot, of course, speak to that question.

Another area to be explored, as suggested by the findings of this study, may be expressed by the following question:

to what extent does the setting in which counseling

occurs contribute to possible indoctrination of clients into the philosophy symbolized by the setting?

Even when

counselors employ every conscious means to refrain from imposing their feminist values on their clients, what influence does a feminist center itself exert in changing the

awareness of women in the direction of a feminist ideology?
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Additionally, how can counselors who are
feminists be certain that they are not subliminally indoctrinating
clients?
A related area of interest concerns the possible
con-

tradiction inherent in the fact that a feminist center

which expresses an advocacy model involving group
action is
engaged in providing one-to-one counseling services. Since
one of the major concerns of the women's movement is to make
the personal political

to develop the realization among wo-

men that their problems are not personal but are inherent
in being a woman

that women should not look inward but out-

ward to solve their problems by changing the culture's social

institutions

— then

by inference, the interpersonal cathartic

model of counseling should be abandoned in favor of a group
advocacy model to solve those problems because the interpersonal model does not lead to action.
On the other hand, counseling is internally expressive
of the feminist perspective in that the helping relationship

between counselor and client can be seen as a vehicle to
support the individual woman's attempts to stop conforming
to the sex-role expectations of the culture through encour-

aging and strengthening her efforts to take control of her
own life.

Whether, after counseling, that individual might

then involve herself in advocacy actions would not be a par-

ticular concern of the counselor.
Therefore, the question suggests itself, what is the

importance and potential contribution of one-to-one
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counseling to the goals and objectives of a women's
center
and/or to individual clients as compared to that of

the sup-

port group model?
Some other questions suggestive of further study might

include the following:

Does the experience and apparent

positive results of women who counsel women suggest that
there should be an increase in the number of female counselors and therapists?

If so, what changes in vocational and

educational guidance are necessary to bring about an increase in the number of women seeking to enter such training?

What knowledge and information can the counseling com-

ponent of women's centers contribute in support or illumination of issues such as abortion, alternative life and work
styles, child-care, lesbianism, egalitarian structures within families, communities,

states, the nation?

If the coun-

seling services of women's centers have been beneficial to
women, should not such services and centers be encouraged
for men?

In summary, the counseling component of The Women's

Center was seen to have offered a real and needed service
to women in the local and nearby communities

otherwise available to them on campus

— and

—a

service not

women do come to

other women for help in solving problems, gaining insight
into themselves, finding ways to develop their potentials,

and receiving support to follow planned goals and objectives.

APPENDIX A

Tapescript of Interview with Alma

X
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appendix a
Tapescript of Interview with
Alma
May 19--

Question: Some background questions f -!>-<=+u
s
^
irs t.
How old are you?
Alma: **********
Q:
Marital status?
***********
A:
Any children?
Q:
***********
A:
Q:
Before we go into these questions
[prepared list]
there
W
her Sh ° rt questions I want to ask
you,
just
'as
cart
of the data record, you know. How
many hours a week are you
Y
doing counseling at The Women's Center?
!
^PP^ imatel y 20-; I put in 20 hours a week and....
o.
So it
Q:
considered a half-time job
Y S lts 's a a f ” time j° b but about
,
three hours of that
oIrVh
M '^
^ ^
each Monday
is staff
meeting. Otherwise, I seem to be
booked up solid.
So you're spending about 16 hours, 16-17
Q:
hours, a week
a
Okay. Now, do you go in every day or
*y counseling?
F
what kind of a schedule are you on?
A:
I go in three days a week - Monday,
Wednesday, Friday...
some • • .oh, I go one morning a week to the
Women s Center where I have one client whom I've
counseled for about a year now.
Your only long term....
Q:
A:
Yes, that's the only one at the c******** Women's Center
that's the longest-term person I have.
Are you considered part of the staff then at c*********
Q:
Women s Center?
A:
Well, I'm still yes, I guess I am considered part of
the staff because officially I'm still doing a practicum
there, as part of my work in the Department of Guidance and
Counseling.
Does TWC count as a practicum, too?
Q:
A:
No, it's counted this semester as part of an internship.
I have a graduate assistantship
Are you getting internship credit, then?
Q:
A:
Yes, because, see, I'd done what's considered a practicum and an advanced practicum....
If you work there [TWC] next year, then you're just
Q:
regular staff?
A:
If I work there next year, it will be staff, right, and
the graduate assistantship will go to somebody else, and
then they will have to figure out whether they can get
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intern credits or not.
D ° Y ° U knOW yet Whether
Y°»'~ gonna
be there nex^year
A:
No.
come through? One other question.
. .it
occurred^
yo r
eaSY to talk to ' and 1 thin * this
is
brli;;
! into my mind: do
ght it
Y
people call you at
home?
Y
° ddasion 11 y---they do.
People that I'm counseling?
9
Yeh f^' happaned
^ occasionally.
Not
too much
n.
Do they refer other people to you?
Q.
A.
I used to get referrals at
home from the c******** Women's
Center when I first started doing my
practicing before
the number of people that I could handle,
rals at home and would almost do an initialI woild ge”ref!Skind of interview over the telephone. When one woman
called, who was very
depressed, once and, you know, I guess I did
what I consider
telephone counseling but then ended up referring
her to
#
M* * * * J)*
hscail^P
rln f
uecause 1T Pnnl
coulan
t i.n
take on any more people.
One woman ... and I make myself pretty available on the
theory
that if you do that then people will call if they really
need to and otherwise let you alone. Mostly because
somebody ... another professional whom I've talked to quite a bit
says that she's been one of the most available people that
she knows of, in the field, and that she rarely gets
bothered ... that people know that they can call her, and so
they do... you know, they call when they need to, realistically.
And the occasion that...uh, the... the same one, the
woman I see at the c******** Women's Center, the woman who
comes from B********** , called me on the occasion of her
first telling her husband that she was coming for counseling,
and he got very upset, and she needed support, and we just
talked on the telephone. Although sometimes I've called her,
say, to break an appointment, and we've done... you know,
she's just sorta caught me up on what's going on, and that's
a real supportive kind of thing.
She's involved in an almost
intolerable environmental situation. Her condition is just
not going to change substantially; it's mostly going to be
a supportive thing.
I had a question about your previous experience in counQ:
seling work;
you put down on the information sheet, "volunteer tutoring, counseling, student counselor companion at
B********** State Hospital," and your practicum at O********
Women's Center. I wonder if you could elaborate just a
little bit on what your previous experience in counseling was
before coming to The Woman's Center? In other words, has all
of this that you've put down here been since you've come to
Campus Town, or did you do some counseling elsewhere?
A;
I did a lot of things that were labeled something else
but seemed to be counseling .. .when I was doing practice
'

,
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teaching
when I was tutoring. I always seemed to be in
the
speciai programs like programs for functional
illiterates
m P hasized tremendously that in order to get
anywhere
f
with adults
who have not learned to read as children, you
had to have a tremendous amount of patience and
empathy
positive reinforcement, and all that sort of thing. Thatand
was the kind of program that I had worked in a lot as an
******* major, and I had worked with junior high kids
who
were having problems in their ******* classes, and... this is
all before we came here. Also, I was just generally
involved in community activities where somehow it seemed more
than just skills, you know, the teaching of English or whatever it was, that I was called on to do. It always seemed
much more like a counseling situation than just a cut-anddried information delivery situation. Then the first thing
that I did when we moved here was to get involved in one of
those vocational development programs and I worked for a
semester with no pay, I didn't even get anything back for
transportation and no credit!
No reward system at all!
Q:
A:
No reward system at all
As a counselor-companion to the
women who were taking .there was a team of students going
over from the university, teaching them rhetoric and basic
math skills, and so on, and then another team was going over
as counselors ... they were called counselors, as a matter of
fact, but we were really tutors, we were really a combination again of combining the two. The program that I worked
on at B********** State Hospital that was the Community
Mental Health course. Special Problems in Education, it was
then... oh, no, Special Problems was just listed in the
Psych Special Problems courses. That involved working more
it was called counselor-companion-directly with a patient
for a year.
It was part of the course work?
Q:
Yes.
A:
That clears it up, for I wasn't quite sure what you
Q:
meant by that. And then when you got into the master's program, you did your first practicum with c******** Women's
Center?
Yes.
A:
Now the... under "specialization, if any, by problem
Q:
area at TWC," you wrote down "personal counseling older
women," but you don't work just with older women?
I
No, I'm just more interested ... 'm not more interested,
A:
I just feel more affinities with older women who are discovering themselves as feminists or who are worried because
they don't think they are, or who are having a hard time of
it because they're older women.
When you say "older women," what age are you thinking
Q:
of?
Forty and over.
A:
,
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Ve
Y
OU
could be sixty? ****i***
^ii riqht^
ght
"would you
descrihP „ ha f u
y
use," yo u
*

tlSS;Si^',r1

e

n

^

•

qu

S

my age now
Under the question:

at d ° y ° U mSan by

'

term , "rela-

U
h
and-now relationship°be tween "the y
iient°aAd |ounselor
O:
Q

'

!n

Relationships out of the past?
Just interpersonal.
Q
th n
USS °° unse or self-disclosure as a
technique?
i
4
A
Yes.
?
I do it pretty naturally
now.
You feel comfortable doinq it 9
Q
A
Yes.
Q
then -don't buy the idea that the counselor
has
to maintain a professional distance'5

A

™

fl

*

r^
- •

.

A:
Q:

No.

All right, then, we'll go on to the first
question, the
first major one. How would you characterize
your *
philosophy
^ y
of counseling?
A:
(chuckling)
As evolving.
Q:
Mine is, too.
A:
Well... it's more that, though, because .. .you know, I
really developed my own program, with women in mind, at the
point when I was getting turned on to myself as a woman and
as a part of the women's movement, so that I do think that
I pay maybe more attention to the effects
that cultural conditioning , socialization, has had on women, and use that
niore in counseling maybe than somebody else, maybe not.
I
mean, that's one aspect of the counseling that I think of as
very important .. .putting people in touch with the similarities that they have with other women, the things they have in
common, and that I use this very often in a practical manner
by suggesting that people join support groups where they can
share what, up until now, has been considered just, you know,
what individual women have considered unique problems,
problems unique to themselves, and things that were their
fault.
I think pointing these things out either in a counseling
session or having them discover it in a support group is...
you know, as I said the other day at New College, probably
the first step of what happens in counseling anyway ... somebody will come to you with something that is troubling them,
not being able to put their finger on it, but in the first
couple of sessions, you start getting an awareness of what
this might be, and... just a general awareness about yourself
is raised... you start, you just start being more sensitive
to how you function as a person, just because you've made
this commitment to counseling, and all sorts of things start
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sort of fitting in.
Let me ask you something that comes
Q:
to mind.
Now, Y
you
did your master s in counseling here,
didn’t you?

Yeh

ou ve been in the Advanced Graduate
Studies Program
tliis i S your second year to be
in that, right?
So
you finished your master's approximately..
A:
No, just last spring.
This is my first'year
Q:
SPrin9? °h ' th±S iS Y ° Ur firSt Year [in the
AGS Program^?
A:
This is my second year altogether.
Q:
This is your second year here in the program.
Okay,
en or you, your getting involved in the
feminist movement
kind of coincided with your starting counseling
[training]
so you weren t already into some kind of
counseling theory,
and so on, before....
A:
Exactly
Well, it's very significant, I think, because
it s . . . for myself personally .. .but I have, somehow.
.the
women's movement gave me permission to think about myself in
a way that X haven t. .1 think X said this the other day
to
you... since I graduated from college and was in therapy...
and somehow, the intervening years were spent playing out
various roles such as had been defined for ine by the culture
and the women's movement allowed me to get back in touch with
myself. So that it's not surprising that it was in the area
of... that counseling was the area that I've found most
attractive, you know, which not only allowed me to think
about myself but to think about helping other women get in
touch with themselves.
Thinking too, that, because both the coining into counQ:
seling training and the women's movement occurred at the
same time for you, that very possibly there's been a different, a difference in the way that your philosophy as a
counselor has developed. I am sure that .. .thinking back to
mine, because I went through counselor training ten years
ago, I'm just beginning to get in touch with things where my
awareness ... I watched some dumb program last night on TV...
I couldn't believe how sexist it was.
And I... it suddenly
occurred to me, if I had seen that program three years ago,
I wouldn't have thought so.
That's right. And then you see how damaging that is to
A:
women. You know, that self-image we've all ingested, and
internalized, you know, and there are just so many things
that the culture builds in, so many disabilities, and, I've
just started realizing it. Well, I took two courses in the
psychology department before I got into this program, the
year, the second semester we were here *******************
********... and suddenly everything started coming together.
The notion that there is... you know, the whole adjustment
notion of counseling, that people who are deviant, like
Blacks and other minorities and women, have to be taught to
'
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adjust to the culture.
It just seemed to be such a damaaina
0
U "g ellng pe ° ple ' and was probably
making more 1p?obfh^° the person came in
lems than
with.
,^° t ? at l. yes ' lt has ver Y definitely affected my whole
(
so P hy that... that women... and the
P
other part of it is
“ ore help and support and encouragement
self-realize and -actualize and so on, than
men
becL = o t *} e domi lan t values
of the culture work against
fh
you Jknow, you can point this out intellectually.,
and my particular interest is in women,
in fact, who have
SOrt
turn ed on intellectually to the women's movement
.^\have made certain commitments but emotionally
and
programed as old-fashioned, traditional women, and are still
it's
really hard. These women just need a lot of
support and
encouragement, and they need to have places where any
gains
they make can be maximized because it's just so
easy to
backslide to the old habits.
your counseling philosophy definitely does not inQ*
c ude ad j us ting ... helping somebody adjust to the
culture
A.
No, no, absolutely not, because I see the culture as
very detrimental to individual women.
And practically everybody else.
Q:
A:
Yes, that's true.
But it's not as obvious to white
males, I guess, because by and large, they’re benefitting
from it, but they're "benefitting" in very destructive ways
to themselves and to the rest of us, and it's harder to see
that, I guess, when you are benefitting, accruing some kind
of profit.
But anyway, all of this [philosophy] is just
evolving, and of course, last weekend [the Feminist Counseling Workshop] was very confirming of some of the things...
that was what was so exciting.
But women have been brought up to think of themselves as
real freaks. There are so many double messages given to
women in our society that I think there is a sense in which
all women suffer from a kind of madness. It comes about in
exactly the same way that, if you believe in the double-bind
theory, of leading to schizophrenia, in exactly the same
way.
You are told to be bright, but don't be too bright; you
are told to be sexy but don't be loose; you are told to be
this but don't be that. You are constantly being told to
start and then to stop again, and so you really get to be
dissociated. That's what women in this society....
It's amazing to me the strength that women do have.
Q:
It's amazing how many women I've talked to recently who
A;
have actually been in mental institutions, too, for things
that sound like perfectly normal occurrences in the lives of
most women, and how many women start out by saying, "You're
going to think I'm crazy but..." and then they'll say something that just sounds very ordinary to me.
The thing that strikes me, too, that Pkyllis Chesler is
Q;
talking about in her book... that which we think of as a
masculine characteristic, if we see it in a woman, we tend to
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say, therefore, she is not
sane.

crazy^ ^kno^lr^aTiris!??. 136113 ^ 0 "
culine

^

anFreaUrfeminine^n^f ind^ut^ow

^

She must be
1

^^

5"

few are
S
With S ° me factual things. How
much 0 f°the" tim^of ?h
the session do you spend in giving
inforillation?
ner 126 33
the kinds of things^hat
$°
peop?f
come ini?h '
P
ard t0 seekin 9 information]?
AJust
nn» f th '?
blg f®?
thlngs now is information about
oettina^i^k “' re " ? y " ,getting int °
the university ..

^

r

generally?

School, jobs...?
UniV rS t?' m ° re than an y th iu9- And I
would say...
»iU
K ° ub
i tw cnty percent
"
bat '*- ab
of the time, maybe more? say,
anywhere between twenty and forty percent in
a
nd s ° me °5 these Statistics, we'll have.giveA intAr^
. .Barbara
and
I will
wT 1 n just have to go through and get
for you later.
Rl 9 ht *
We need to know the approximate number of
people
?u
^
F
that came in this year.
A:
And you 11 probably need a breakdown of how many
ha e c° me strictly for the kind of academic-vocational people
thing
^ how many for
and
the personal.
It seems to me
You've been keeping a record?
Q:
A:
Yes, we've been keeping records.
It seems to me I've
been seeing more people with personal problems lately than
I had initially.
Initially, people really seemed to be comfor information, and I think it's a good set-up to get
all kinds of people because you can just go for information
but also, if that asking about information leads to something
else, it's a safe environment to do it in.
Do you suppose the fact that more people now know about
Q:
TWC than before is why they are now coming with personal
problems? It just took some time for them to realize that
you are there and are available?
A:
Yes.
I predict that next year we'll really be booming.
How would you define professional counseling?
Q:
A:
The term professional counseling? I think, a professional counselor is somebody who has had some official training and has done a supervised internship or practicum. .. preferably had had some therapy herself or himself. Those are
the qualifications that I would want... I'd want somebody who
really had. ...I mean, a professional counselor, I think, really
has seen a number of people under good supervision, and that's
the most important thing, has personal qualities that make
people trust her and make people feel that she's sympathetic,
has a genuine interest in people, has worked out any hang-ups
that would interfere with her being able to have an equal
relationship with people, not needing to come on as authoritarian or direct people's lives in any way.
Q:
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I’m wondering " ho^you 'would
differentia?!

r?
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'

1
d°n t n W
1 mean
1 think --.I don’t know but
^ ?
l'thi?k that
?
006 ° f the dist inctions between
com,-"
seling
Py the "' callln g one a professional and one
a sort of ?h??f
half a professional" or part of
a professional
no Y
Q
0nS1 e ^° urself a Professional
coSnseSS
A
xen, °r?
?!h
? beginning
K
I m just
to, yeh
You would not call yourself a
Q
paraprofessional?
A
wouldn t call myself a paraprofessional
I think I
would hair
I fl st Parted.
I think during my first
f starting
v!?r when
w?Z? It was just
year,
to see
considered myself a paraprofessional. people, I would have
Q:
Your first year where?
rSt YGar in the master s program, during
my first
practicuni

^
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Which was at c******** Women's Center"5
Y
Ma Y be it does have something to do with a degree,
,
I don ®f’
t know.
I mean, it has a lot to do with
the confidence I feel in what I'm doing, but it also... but I
don't
think the distinction between being a professional and
nonprofessional necessarily has anything to do with what you
feel your competence is, as a counselor. For instance, I
feel that knowing where you are, knowing how far you can
go,
knowing what kinds of problems you can deal with, has a
great deal to do with being a professional. I know perfectly well that when certain kinds of people come in to me,
I refer them immediately
I know enough to know that, and I
that's being a professional. Some people might call
that being a paraprofessional. I don't know. I'm not too
clear on what a paraprofessional is, really.
Nobody seems to be.
Q:
A:
No... people who are... I guess we did talk about this once
in a little psychology conference that I went to, and it came
down to the fact that psychiatrists consider psychologists
paraprof essionals and psychologists consider Ed.D. counselors paraprof essionals and Ed.D. counselors consider master's
counselors paraprofessionals and they consider all those
people who went back and got themselves training on their
own, paraprofessionals.
That was just sort of a hierarchy
of effectiveness.
And not even so much what kind of training and experience they had, as what has become acceptable
in the culture, you know.
What credentials are accepted in
a certain kind of job.
That's a difficult question for me.
So, somebody who has really never had any course work in
Q:
counseling and guidance or counseling psychology, but who has
had a great deal of experience, say ten, fifteen years of
working with people and has gotten to know people through
Qt
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saying? Is

9 to what you're
?°f
that right
or is that'
9
th 1 a “^interpretation
of
what you're saying?
A:
That person would be a natural
1
I aon
don'tt think
thint
that person would be a Drofp«^n.i counselor—
,
A professional
really implies having had some
sort °
off ftraini
tralning program,
having done .. .having focused
?
0
all these natural
e
deVel ° Ping
^aracteristics^efsomf

^

qS.Utiefii^S'nLrS

^^^

p2r^d o rLme.
Q:
Okay, then that person you might
term a paraorofessi on^l
° r a ay counselor rather than
a
professional counselor^
?;
A;
The
person who has all the
erienCe

natural qualities????
W ° rking Wlth people but not actual

formal^training?
I don't know. .possibly
Can you just briefly characterize the
kind of referral
services you're using?
Web1 ' or students we refer to... well, for
testing, we
tL
5
********** Counseling Center,
refer to the
and I have referreda personal problem to... early on, I used D**** g*****
a lot in the ********** counseling Center
just
she
knew her way around the university much better because
than I did
so for anything of an academic or of a testing
nature and"
for some personal problems. I'll refer to her. She's
supposed to be getting released time for us anyway, from the
********** Counseling Center to work with us.
When you say testing .. .what kind of testing...?
Q:
A:
Well, you know, like taking the Strong or the Kuder just
to get some kind of notion of what direction they want to
move in vocationally.
You don't try to give those?
Q:
A:
I don't give those.
Barbara started giving the Holland
Self-Directed Test, and I'm thinking about maybe using that.
Okay, and then, I almost always, I always refer to somebody
I know.
I think I can just say that without exception.
But
I was thinking about, did you do any abortion counQ:
seling? Did you refer people who needed information on
abortions?
Well, I haven't done very much of that. I have, when I
A:
happened to answer .. .early on, I was answering the phone
more than I am now, I'm just really busy counseling now, so
early on, we were all pretty much sharing office duties, but
there were only about two or three of us there in the early
days, so that then I would do some referrals, but if it was
a student, I would just refer to the **************** Organization here on campus, and if it were a non-student, to the
A:
Q:

.
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f0r aborti °n referral.
Dale S
She s working in the **.**®,iis
9
1C and She reall knows all
the "ins and ours.
0outs
.ho now comes to TWC? y
And she
U.
S,
he S w ° rk n 9 with us two or
three days a week
0qo no,
t
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-
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S e
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n0t doin 9 abortion counseling,
no she just
°“ tel1
Where the *

S
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can go
n

mltion'wherf io go?

^

UnSeUng

SenSe; giVing them inf ° r '

1
S
Clinic °P en in College Station now
where atorH™f!' k
p ® rformed
1 just found out, and
M**J* C*°*« Shn do
does the abortion counseling on campus,
US ab ° Ut it:
So oka ^' for long-term pert
sonal counseling,
we refer to the c******** Women's cpnt-pr
lor
bSen see: n g
see as one of those counf?““®"
?V 1
-1 h Ve beer seein g three people this
year for longIt™ personalt counseling.
\
term
Also, 'cause I'm just terribly
interested
that, and I'm thinking that at some point,
-
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^^-fr*************************************^^^^^^^*^

************** that I will find somebody and get some good
supervision. . .get some training in how to do counseling or
^
therapy.
So basically, then, the clients you work with are people
Q:
who come in for very short-term, one, two or three times,
and anybody needing anything beyond that, you tend to refer—
or for testing or for abortion information.
A:
Right.
What about gay counseling? Do you attempt to do any of
Q:
J
that?
A:
No, I refer.
You refer for that.
Q:
A:
I refer.
One of my very first referrals was for that,
and .
also . we refer to TWC Workshop courses and we refer
to support group orientation.
For gay women?
Q:
A:
No, this is just going back to general referral methods.
Also, we have someone doing divorce counseling about two
hours a week, m***** m********* comes in on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays
Comes to the Center? Can you tell me briefly something
Q:
about her work?
A:
I don't, I'm not... I don't know that much about her.
I
first met her when she came to do a Family Law Workshop that
Frieda set up, early in the second semester. The idea was
to have a series of workshops that would be concerned with
various aspects of law that women needed to know before they
.
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rieaa was getting so many personal
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inquiries
rCe P5 oceedln 3 s and support and
alimony
and custody
c£/dr°
of children,
and so on, that I think she just
thought
in
frSe herself of some of that, that
it
would
oe
be
"a
a
good thing to have M***** who's a
student. .. she s also somebody ... she s got a lot of roles. . she's
beginning to discover herself as a feminist
Is she graduate student?
Q:
A:
* think she's going back to
finish up an undergraduate degree.
So, through Frieda, she began coming to
Q:
The Women's
Center. . .
A:
She started coming in regularly .. .you know,
she was fitting it
with her class schedule, because she lives in
S****, so that she was coming in two days, and she
joined
support group... she came to our support group orientation, a
which was, I don't know, around....
Since she, sort of officially, became associated with
Q.
the Center, is she then the person to whom you refer people
who want some kind of information about divorce proceedings?
A:
Yes, she even had a little appointment book that people
can sign up hours, and she has one there now, that people...
just a message that people should call her during the summer
and she'll come in.
I referred somebody to her recently.
I
have been billing it as a kind of... both to find out the
technical- legal information and as sort of a supportive thing
because she's a woman who's recently been through a divorce
herself, and that's what I tell people about it, that it's
not just cut-and-dried legal stuff.
So, it's not just that she's supplying information but
Q:
she's also being a supportive listener for people going
through that.
A.
Yeh, she's had the experience.
So, in a sense, you really are beginning to specialize a
Q:
bit on the kinds of things that you will work with.
A:
Yes.
I've just terminated with one person I was seeing,
and I'm about to terminate with another, and I've just picked
up somebody who came for personal counseling rather than
refer her to m****** just because I thought she'd be an
interesting person to work with and because she couldn't have
afforded to pay anything.
_ Kn „,
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Q:
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does not charge, is that
right?
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Q:
But you don't charge.
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d °n

iS c ° nsid -able
word-of-mouth publicizing?
alS °^ keepin track of who referred
people to
us
s on
ontr
l quite
our V?^f?^
little cards. And
a lot of it is by wordm
ly
m ° St the biggest part. Some people
P
see °hinas in th newspaper and other
people just know about
it because
e bhe y re on a mailing list and get women's
stuff or
f
ntinu1
Ed st uff.
I would guess
and this is sometMn°
thing we could check for you, too, and
it would be inter° d
We OU lt t0 do that that the biggest part is
?i
°u
Znt* of-mouch.
T5
word
Really
unlikely people, too. It's fun to
see who refers.
Well, the fact that people do tell their friends
Q:
about it
is a kind of unofficial approval of what you
are doing, that
you are helping. Now, on the client coming in. Does
she...
oh, one other question.
Are all of your clients so far,
have they been women only, or have you worked with any
men?
A:
I haven't worked with any men, I have talked
to men.
I
haven't worked with any men. I've mostly talked to men who
are interested in counseling men or running consciousness
groups for other men.
So, you really haven't had any clients who are men.
Q:
A:
No, I haven't really had any clients .. .no.
Okay, when the client comes in, can she walk in and see
Q:
a counselor, or does she have to make an appointment?
A:
Well, in the early days, she could walk in and see a
counselor; now it's advisable to have an appointment. We're
just about always booked; unless somebody cancels. We re
busy when we're there, and if somebody does cancel, it's a
good opportunity for us to catch up on our paper work. We
are keeping notes on each person, and we arte then putting
the data on to these little three-by-five cards that we
keep, and sometimes it's just a matter of weeks before we
can get caught up.
I spent all last weekend catching up on
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Appointment ^^Obviously^we^see
in— somebody does— like JoAnn o/oale
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somebody
And somebody else came in and
just needed
and have a shoulder to cry on.
But,
those
Are
just the only two that I can think
of that were real
vou
know, immediate... well, I can't
remember. .there AAs'oAe
woman who was really... I can't remember
whether shAhAd an
n
n0
0ne ° f the most * • -probably the most,
diAtuAbAd
turbed people
LAoi IT; ve seen, I referred to M******
i can't
remember whether she walked in or whether
she had an appoint
obvl °us she needed to talk to somebody
”cu 6
babl y was a walk-in 'cause I now rememp
d r that
thAt^hA
n
f?
the counseling
room was taken up and I had to
******************** office, and then I had
to move from
******* office to j********* office—
it was most embarrassing because she was really in a state where
she needed
help.
So, say three people, three crisis people.
Well,
maybe Barbara has had some.
This question you might not be able to know without
Q.
checking ycur cards, so we may have to skip it the average
number of clients counseled per week, and how many women
have used the counseling services? That information we'll
get later.
A:
I see an average of a dozen women a week in my
three
days there, but we need to check all those things.
What is your perception, or even knowledge at this
Q:
moment, of the range of age, education and economic status
of your clients?
A:
Well, the last time we checked and we will also have
to check this we were seeing mostly women between the ages
of twenty and forty, who had some college and who were, what
we put down, as "white, middle-class." And we can do a
better break down of the thing.
Do you normally get the age of people. .they will tell
Q:
you?
A:
Yes.
So, we can probably get a breakdown of numbers .. .under
Q:
eighteen, and so on.
Okay.
And this is another general
question. Are clients either students or staff members of
the university, or are they from the community of Campus
Town and the surrounding communities? Can you give a generalized breakdown of where these people come from?
A:
I'll have to check that, too.
I think they're mostly
from Campus Town community and surrounding communities.
.
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embers of the university?
I^m not sure about that th“
h
h° UghThat s something we'll
have to check through, too.'
*** aVerage ' h ° w
times is a particular client
seen?"
S
thre ° timeS ' maybe ‘
S ^' three as an
average probably^
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* C ° Uple of months later,
with another problL?
I
n
h d tha happen
There «as one woman I saw
very earlv who had
h H made
a
an a PPointment to see me aqain
and
She didn,t cancel
sh
e
just
forgot about i^and^ " e baen
meanin g to call her back, but
I hal'th d
al ,
Ca to k ecau se she's somebody
?
who was
makinn enmn k- 9 adecisions
about leaving her husband and
aoina h
sch ° o1 an ^ needed to discuss
alternatives
? a ?
And
1 did check with her for a
while.
This was again in ‘the
Y daYS Whe 1 *? ad the time to do that, and I would
^.
^l’
call bher periodically
and ask how things were going. Which
° f People wou l dn 't agree is very
professional, but
at fee s right to me.
And,
anyway,
most people
^
haJ!nM? come ?;
haven't
back.
On the other hand, a lot of people I've talked
to just
for some information, like I've talked to
several women
from here in the part-time master's program, who've
come
around just to get, you know, as a place to get situated,
know what s going on, to know where they... to ask for sug- to
gestions of places to do practicums, to ask about training
possibilities, and they're people who I keep in touch with
but they haye generally got involved with something here,
like Catherine is one and Ethel is another, who initially
came in just to talk about where they might fit in [at TWC]
It will be interesting when we get to the statistics to
Q:
fine what the total number of women is, because you don't
have too many "repeaters" so the total people you're reaching
will be interesting. This may be a useless question at the
moment: is there a follow-up program in use? You haven't
established a follow-up yet?
'
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A:
Q:

No.

What is the time length of the session that you give to
each client?
A:
I generally allow an hour for each session. .. there is
some variation, I mean, they don't always last an hour, it's
just that I always leave an hour per session.
I book people
at hour intervals.
Sometimes they last only twenty minutes
or so, but generally they go on pretty well for the full
hour.
Some people just take longer to warm up than other
people, and sometimes when I don't... when the person doesn't
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say immediately what their concern
is. I'll aet off th^
h

s'? *T

-- - afe

life-styles and therapies, and she
was interS
L
n
t eraPy ' rad Cal
situation!, an!
V ttta her°^ ?L r
j
that
I knew about that, ^nd
then
tnen, after fL^?
finally talking with her about
thirtv-five or
11
fc
What
1
really
came in for was
personal " and she talked
t^k
about this whole personal thing.
.
Part
Y n e ng
h ° Ur 1S m Y inexperience and partly
v it s
it's -jiicf •••!? fi
think
good to give people a sense that
,,
^
they
have an hour to do with what they want
to
Q:
That they're not rushed.
A:
Right.
I was just thinking of how...
how it might even
be a woman's fear that she's taking up
somebody else's time...
™ ai\y People say, "I'm sure you have better things
to do than talk
to me," and "I'm sure I'm taking up your
time.
And if I reassure her that I've set aside an hour,
then she can relax and really talk about what she
wants
to... the feeling is familiar to me.
I think of how I feel
in a doctor s office everybody knows doctors are very
busy,
and they're rushing around and bustling, and about half
the
time I forget what I... unless I write down what I've come to
ask about, which is very important and very serious, I'm
so thrown off by this whole hustle-bustle atmosphere that I
really walk out never having accomplished what I went in
for, and I think women are particularly sensitive to this,
that it's just a good idea to make sure they know they
have an hour, that I haven't scheduled anyone else.
Now what you've been saying: this refers to people who
Q:
have made an appointment, where you have allowed that time.
I'm wondering, for people who walk in that you might be
free, then, to talk with, do you very often end up, say,
talking with them for maybe just ten or fifteen minutes
because they've come in with some specific questions they
need some answers to and that's all, or has . . . in other words,
how frequently have you been seeing people just for a few
minutes?
A:
A whole lot, early on, and... some days when I came in
and didn't have appointments and didn't really want to see
people... I mean, I would just be deluged with people who had,
who wanted information, they wanted to know about courses in
the School of Ed or how to get in... I'm just thinking of one
particular day where everybody wanted to know about the
Department of Guidance and Counseling, how to get into the
School of Ed, whether I thought it was worth it, and I
would listen to what they had already done and make a suggestion about how they might go about trying to get into the
Ed School, and I don't particularly ... I mean, early on that
was all right, but now there's always so much for me to do,
so much follow-up, so many phone calls, so much paper work.
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procedure ’

° f r ® S * n %talking
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sort

alk ab° ut in staff
meeting is how. ^“mean^M***
R**f«*°
R
for
instance would...
somebody would come in anH
t
tQ thera initially,
and then she wou?d say'
“La's
a
cou
nselor,
why don't you
ask her about that ?
d°n 1
an appointment to see
Alml?” I thTT' UnleSS it,s y° u make
or something
a "isis,
g that's verv lrt
s °methln
can lead to s omething else
9 ver Y short
andT
d 1 think you should allow
that to happen
I’mLTad
question, because
it reminds me to bring up
inLtaf
n S
fL^t^
ff
meet
mg
Barbara and I
have been talkina a h™t t.
need
t°
r
certain
kinds of
procedures, and that’s one'tiiat t
f
nd
v
ery
annoying,
If I'm sitting at my desk trvVa
l
hl
<i0ne
somebody directs somebody 'over
'/nd
to me
”?v,
I'm not really concentraLng on
dorng a good job with the plrson Latever it is'LndL'm^'t
whoL direc^d
me
Q.
So,
the beginning when the Cpnfpr f 'v. cf ^
lfc
was possible to sle people who just
"P
might
d^op
TTot
minutes, but now that some of your
proceduresLave become a
Xe standardlzed and as people know
that you're
there and
d
n make a PP° lntmen ts
and as your schedule beqins
i-o
k v 5
U a e in 3 P ° sition of not being
P
ablfto
meet:
meet that
tha? kind
kLd A/n
e
of brief-session
need
0
Sh0l d be able tQ d ° that
we had more
sp
a ce°and
l U P so there was a kindandof ifreception
d ,L
were set
??“?®
m arra r>gement. the way that room is now thereroom®i
b° dbd f°°
S pe °? ld whose job that is, but
then they... there
k
k: nd of lntaka
really,
a
formal
kind of "feeling
f
oiit
what it is people want to talk about and directing
them
toward the person who can help.
We'll go on to the next question: What is your percepQ:
tion of the range or type of problems presented by
clients?
A:
Oh, wow!
There is some range. The most basic problem*
which seems to be at the bottom of a whole variety of things
you know, I mean, there may be a whole bunch of different
manifestations but the basic thing is just some kind of
identity crisis. I think that's the most common thing that
people come in with. Very often, it takes the form of a
divorce where the woman doesn't know who she's going to be
now that she's not going to be with this man any more. I've
had quite a few older women wonder what they were going to
do ... I mean, either within or without the marriage, whose
children have grown up and whose function as a wife and a
mother is no longer a total one, and they just have a lot of
time on their hands, wonder what to do next, wonder who they
are, and they want to start finding out who they are.
I
really think the problems are defined by their being women.
No matter what the initial presenting problem is, it always
comes down to something to do with being a woman in our
*:
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society.

^• so°^' f :
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What she can

s

^r “^“^
h

v,ss ^'

do^s^tSat^frelated t^tL^acf that^T'
m nY YearS and hasn't kept up
on other
skills^ Mostl^V?
skills.
5
Mostly She's done
volunteer stuff like
or
11
WU1 immedi ately lead her to
9
be lufioTay "!

^

m

want^ 9 ° lnt ° laW sch °o1 " ° r "I want
to do such and'such."
she can really decide on what kind
of, perhaps, job to look for or education
to go after
she
fir^-t- h^cto deal wi th herself as a person,
find'herself'as
a
person
So, by and large, most of what
you're gettina basical lv 1
Crises th
women are facing, that they have to'
solve^
Ql
S °me Way befo e they go on
to the other.
f
?
so, and in exactly the same sense
_1_,
that some
e
S h ve
n ldentlt Y crisis where they suddenly
rfal'?^
realize ?£
they ^don ,f
t have this structure, this family,
these
parents to be dependent upon any more, I think
women at cern
eS
ere S n ° P articul ar age when it need happen,
but ^?
this ~~S
sudden awareness that the dependency upon a role
whether it be as wife or mother or whatever role has
been'
prescribed by society, isn't enough, that they are going
to
have to make breaks, and strike out on their own and
become
<=

^
,

^i

independent.
So, this is as true of your younger clients as it is
of
the older?
A:
Yeh, a lot of... early on, we were seeing a lot of student wives who were getting separated from their husbands.
Sometimes it was because the student had made it through,
the husband had made it through and no longer felt he needed
the wife, but the wife in the meantime was left with a small
baby and some typing skills and maybe nothing else, no
identity of her own. No... nothing to go on, just a discarded, used-up object.
Did you have many young women, not yet married, coming
Q:
in with this [identity] kind of a problem?
A:
No, there it's another kind of woman's problem, and that
is, what can, how to make the best use of my college curriculum, what I'm doing in college, and how that relates to
me as an individual. And this came up quite a bit at New
College the other day when one woman was pointing out that
men have a very definite identity in terms of how they are
going to use what they're learning in college because they
have been taught that they were going to be professional
something-or-others they were going to be a something when
they grew up. Women mostly think of themselves as they're
going to be a mother, they're going to be a wife, they're
going to be an adjunct to somebody; they're not necessarily
Q:

,
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be a doctor or a lawyer or dentist
or an insurance

rs^sr-xt ^'

t^s

1

?
to make it be anything other than
a finishing school
i
Ythln9 ° ther than 3 COnSolation for changing
babies
diap4rs?
'

At S************* WP wprp +-u _
„
n WaS th
ifc W
ld mal' e US better wives^nd mothers,
and°thi°
n i'--- 1 °rtdon t think
reabl
that that has changed
tSo
f
men
S ° that the y° un ger women who come
in
?°a r° seem really to want
n, who are students,
to establish some
a goa1
to make their educations make sense.
I'm
-i
thinking about two in particular, one that I saw
very early
who needed to relate some experiences that she had in an
alternative teaching community to what she was doing, and
I
sent her up to the ******** Program. And one, more
recently,
who just felt like she was putting in time and not getting
anything out of her education, and she's the first person
who has been able to work out an Undergraduate Independent
Study Program in Women's Studies, and she's going to be
doing some work at The Women's Center as well.
So, again, it s ... there maybe, it's not so dramatically
a woman s problem, but the way in which we need to make
women aware of what may be the best way to use their college
years is probably more crucial than with men. Education for
women has been traditionally a place to spend four years and
look for a husband and get married and go on to something
else.
And we just can't afford that kind of waste, we know
we can't afford that. We really need to impress upon everyone students, educators, and the society, and everyone
that education is a continuing process, especially for women
if they're planning to marry and have children, so that
they don't have to have these big interruptions where it's
difficult for them to get back into whatever it was they
were doing
That makes being married and having children a
punishment rather than... if you have to be taken away from
things you've committed yourself to... rather than the contribution it should be to the society. So... I've forgotten
what the question was. I've a feeling I've....
"Types of problems." Let's talk for a minute about the
Q:
physical setting within which you are counseling. What
kinds of facilities do you have for your counseling sessions?
Well, we only have the one little room off the big room.
A:
It's not adequate simply because it's not terribly private,
and it's very often being used for other meetings, although
counseling gets the first priority. Also, if you ever, as I
do, tape, I always inevitably get JoAnn's laugh in the background of my tape. It's not terribly soundproof. I mean, I
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other room, it
gets picked up on mv taDes
u
t
that
doesn't have JoAnn's laugh in the
background?
at
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aUSe Y ° U Can neVer tel1 as 1 said
'
before,
somethin?'th?t
Ve
su P erficial might lead to something
els? and vo?
yo
hould certainly have the environment
where
th»*'-i =
remember a time when I did a
re?llv tfrrib^h- 5 because I thought
that two women, who
t
1 g outslde
were together, and I was pressed for
'
t?m? = a SpaC
1 sorta - • • they were sitting
?' w n
talking on
?he
he couch, and
when I came out, somebody said, "these two
women want to talk to you," so I thought they
'wanted to ?alk
to me together. One of them... so I asked
them to come in

^

\

V^
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together
One of them talked about rape, having been
raped, and
wanted some personal counseling, which was very
traumatic to
her having to relate not only to me but to this other
woman,
and this other woman was very shaken by this first
woman's
relating this rape, and she was just at a point in making
some decisions about life and marriage, and whether she
should give up her job at a nursing home and go back to
school to study. And had we had a better physical set-up,
that wouldn't have happened. This is all part of my feeling
that they were together ... and not having the right kind of
space or facilities.
In that case, it would have been nice
to have had another counselor and another room so they both
could have been seen then, but of course, that was also early
when people just walked in.
Are there any plans to get some more space so there can
Q:
be rooms designated strictly for counseling where you can get
the privacy?
A:
We have plans, yes, but whether we can get the space or
not, remains to be seen. All that depends on whether or not
our budget comes through. We just sent
R******* got the
blueprints for Gregory Hall... she found the newest occupant
of their rooming house, you know, where she's the
superintendent or whatever you call it, happens to work in
the blueprint office of the university, and she got a copy of
all the plans for Gregory, and we just busily planned out
how we would make use of the first two floors, and JoAnn sent
it down to D*** H***** in the Planning Office today.
To see if he'll do it, huh?
Q:
A:
Yes. We're apparently on a long waiting list, and people
need space, and we're not too optimistic.
Do you have enough resource materials on hand to find the
Q:
.
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Clients raise -’- in terms of publications° and so°?orthf
t
haVe nOUgh resources Plus contacts
now.
-!
?i^L
I'm rSal!v
lly
feelln
quite
secure about that, in the first
9
“*.5
m
month or so, I always had to apologize
that we were verv new
at this and I would have to call
back or foil*
a
time finding out the person to refer
to° or the source or^
Ut We Ve 9
Either we have' the
°? 3 prett *
ma?erIa?tt
““
We Can tel1 a per '
son how to find
opinion questions: In your
end to limit your being able to counsel view, what factors
effectively?
U talk±ng aboUt in The Women ’s Center
setting specif ically?
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Yes.
Right.
Well, the facilities, which we talked about
Being rushed, not having set aside that hour, as earlier.
I was talking about earlier.
Time limitations.
Q:
A:
Yes.
The two main factors are the f acilities . the proper
Q.
facilities for counseling, and the fact that you don't have
enough time.
A:
Right.
In your view, what aspects of a women's center itself
Q:
and its location on a university campus, influence, either
negatively or positively, the ef fectiveness
the overall
effectiveness of the counseling services of the Center?
A:
Let's see. The negative things first. I think we are
not reaching some people that we might reach just because
they're turned off by the whole idea of a women's center. I
do see people looking in, hesitating at the door, and then
deciding not to come in, and have had reports from other
people that this has happened. So, that's one of the disadvantages. On the other hand, I think it adds to the
variety of counseling services [on campus] that are available,
and we have had the most diverse range of people coming over
for counseling of one sort or another, for help in some sort
of difficulty.
A woman came over from the hotel--what is it, hotel,
restaurant and travel administration department ... at the
suggestion of somebody in Home Economics. You would think,
just... if you were thinking in a stereotypical way, that
people in Home Economics would be threatened by the notion of
a women's center, and this woman had suggested that the other
woman come over to talk about the possibility .. .how she could
work out a teaching assistantship for a woman who obviously
deserved it but was taking courses through Continuing Ed
where you're not supposed to be allowed to have a TA.
A woman who came in yesterday, another one, who had been
Q:
A:
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a secretary in **************
_n
an
older woman. ************
•
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u
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Un9er '- SeXy woman -’-«h°
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P
a
a “" nge "°
eboufdieorcir^id
she ^ft bo?h
th
w?th
th the
?h” sense that she had gained something
^
and had given something.
She said that she had talked with
some younger divorcees about how she
stuck out her own terr
9e
twenty-seven years and how lucky they
ih
h°d discovered early
were tha£
that they
had
on
going to hack it in their own marriages.that they weren't
The most traditional kinds of women come
in, as well as
peopie who have identified themselves with
the women's movement, so I think there are a lot of advantages,
in that
respect, to having it associated with the
university
Faculty wives from New College come. I'm just
trying to
think of really traditional types .. .people who've
come... you
could go
and say you just want to talk about the possif
ing back to sch ool, you know, I mean, in the same
2 4_?°
way that
the *********** Counseling Center can use wanting to
change your major, or not knowing what... not liking your
roommate, as the presenting problem, we can use any number
of things, so that we get more traditional women as well as
people who are already identified as feminists, coming in.
And that's a tremendous advantage, it really is. I think
there are more advantages than disadvantages to having it
associated with a university.
Okay.
Q:
One final question. How would you define the concepts "Feminist counselor" and "Feminist counseling"?
A:
There'll be long pauses in this! Okay. That is a good
question. Even if you do say so yourself! A feminist counselor has to be a feminist, that's clear to me. She has to
be somebody who's identified herself as a feminist, somebody
who feels that women have the right to explore and actualize
themselves, and to do whatever it is that they choose to
do... to be clear about what the choices are, not to have
to... live up to the expectations of... the society that has
produced them, which in general ... has obscured some of the
choices that made traditional roles the thing that women
automatically think of. So, a feminist counselor is somebody who is a feminist, knows that there are choices for
other women... and is very clear about where she stands in
regard to those choices, knows that... for herself ... she has
made choices, also knows it's very important not to impose
those choices on somebody else, so that feminist counseling
could be. ..quite traditional or it could be "way out." I
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think that ... feminist counseling .. .would always be aware
of
the needs of the woman being counseled, would not try
to
impose any sort of dogma on the person, would be a matter
letting ... the person become aware of the choices herself of
at
her own pace, would perhaps interpret things that have been
traditionally interpreted as intrapsychic things as instead
a process of socialization.
Uh...I think those would be the
basic things, but from there, it could take any direction,
you know, it could be asserting kind of... any mode of
therapy ... and it... there could be any number of different
kinds of interactions, but the important thing is that there
would be no imposition of the counselor's values on the
client. But I think that would be true of any good therapy
or any good counseling, so that I think that feminist counseling would have that in common any good counseling situation.
I think that very few people counseling now, that anyone would
respect, who would not take into consideration cultural factors that's not entirely true because we hear "horror
stories" everyday but I don't see how training programs now
can avoid cultural influences, nor for much longer will they
be able to be unaware of the different norms and I'm thinking of men and whether or not they could do feminist counseling ... insofar as the word "feminist" implies being a
woman, they couldn't, but insofar as they are in touch with
their own needs for women and their own kind of power relationships to women, and the need for women to be able to
explore all areas of experience, and also to be aware... of
the norms of our culture, which are masculine norms like in
that Broverman article about sex role stereotypes and clinical judgments then I think they could be... if they get all
those things. .then they could be considered to be doing
feminist counseling. But we would hope that eventually
feminist counseling and good counseling and good therapy
would all be the same thing.
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APPENDIX B

Tapescript of Interview with
Barbara
May 19--

Question: These first questions are
on background material.
How old are you?
************
Barbara:
Q:
Marital status?
*********
B:
Do you have children?
Q:
B:
****************
What was your undergraduate degree in?
Q
B:
********************************
Have
Q:
you done graduate work?
.

B:
Q:
B:
Q:
B:
Q:

Yes.

.

.

Are you doing any advanced graduate study now?
No, not formally.
Have you had any previous experience in counseling
work*?
No, none.
When did you start counseling at The Women's Center, and
are you a paid staff member?
B:
I started fairly early in the fall semester
[19--] when
the Center started its activities. Yes, I'm paid,
********
*********************************
Okay.
Q:
Have you a specialization, by problem area, at
the Center?
B:
Yes, to some extent basically, I do personal counseling.
Now, how many hours a week are you working at TWC?
Q:
B:
Let's see two and a half, almost three full days
twenty-four hours....
Twenty- four hours, and you're in three days of the week?
Q:
E:
Two and a half days, but generally ... like Monday, I'm
there until 2:30; Tuesday and Thursday; and almost always,
there's something on Wednesday or Friday a meeting, or
something that comes up, a workshop, discussion, so that I'm
apt to be in for another two or three hours.
And your schedule is sorta dovetailed with Alma's so that
Q:
there's one of you there every day of the week?
B:
Right.
And we're both there on Mondays and that's
usually at lunch, is our time on Mondays to communicate with
each other, and catch up on all that's been going on....
Every Monday morning is a staff meeting. Are there any
Q:
other times during the week when you have general meetings
with the rest of the staff?
B:
No.
Unless it's something unusual. We had a meeting
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An<^ this is a general
question: do people,
people your
vour
clients, ever call you at home?
B:
Occasionally. I've had that twice. One,
a real crisis
U 10n/ thG ° ther one is an ongoing
crisis
...
continual
and at Va lous P olnt s, she just
needs some extra support ' or
f
somebody to talk to, or be listened to when
she caUs
s g°
the to a description of the counseling
?'
echniques that you ? re utilizing, as you see
it.
° ka
*
that ® very much bound up with the second
??
ques^u
n:
Ho ™ Woald ^ ou characterize your philosophy
?
of coun-„
l
seling?
You know, thinking about those two questions,
I
found that I couldn't just define counseling
techniques
without expanding that a little bit into reasons why
or how
it seems to work as far as affecting counseling
itself, and
so, that gets into, you know, the philosophy of
counseling
That's okay.
Q:
B:
Maybe, starting with philosophy a little bit . .particularly in counseling with women, I believe that much of our
behavior is conditioned socially and culturally that's an
integral part of my philosophy of counseling that you have
to deal with that in helping people to come to some decisions
about changes that they want to make, and understanding, you
know, why they've come to this block in attempting to grow
as individuals.
Part of that philosophy also is that there
are no proven innate sex differences in people; there's
probably a broader range of sex differences within each sex
than across sex, and, you know, I find it very rare to
counsel women without coming up against the opposite feeling,
that there is a very definite feminine stereotyping that's
been at work in shaping most women's lives.
Okay, to talk a little bit about techniques ... number one,
is active listening.
The person comes in and begins to
state her problem. And it's interesting hew frequently,
even after you've gone all around in a great big circle,
what really turns out to be significant about the problem,
are the many and varied underlying factors. Often times,
the stated problem leads to being able to define behaviors
and attitudes that are creating that problen, that could
also be applied to lots of other situations in their lives.
But, that active listening at the very beginning, I think,
is critical to getting down to those feelings.
'
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relate to whatever they'r 4
now” whelhe^
it be a relationship that’s the
problem, a family that’s the
problem, a school situation that’s
the problSl or
e
that s the problem. Their perception a work
of how
r
those feelings
are related to present experience is
nrettv
important, so what I'm saying is that I.
..by actively
listening to the problem, and secondly,
identifying the
feelings that come through, and then trying
to givf those
SOm
wa ness intellectually and experientially
? to
f
f®
e gins -to get
the point where maybe we can start to work
on whatever the problem is.
The Women' s Center we really are just involved
short-term counseling so I try to stay in the present in
with
the problem, feelings, and perceptions of
experience as much
as we can and to move forward from that.
If there seem to
be things that prevent moving forward, then I would
go back
perhaps into other times in that person's life or experience
where they found themselves behaving the same way, in trying
to relate that problem behavior to other experiences in
their
past.
But the time limit really hinders doing that, and
I question, I guess, the value in therapy of
delving too far,
for too long, into past experience, unless it really is
blocking. .. that person from growing and being fulfilled.
You're not characterizing what you're doing as therapy,
Q:
though? Since it is short-term, it's basically counseling?
B:
It's basically counseling, but it certainly has that
therapeutic aspect.
Yeh, has a therapeutic effect.
Q:
B:
So, in terms of that effect, it would probably be more
accurate to say that.
That kind of leads into the next question of... and we're
Q:
not quite through with that, but how much. .people when they
come in and present you with a problem, how much of the time
is it simply a problem where they need some information so
that you end up helping them find the information or referring them to some place, or simply answering questions?
B:
That depends on the stated problem. Going back to the
beginning, if it has to do with just information needs, then
perhaps the whole hour could be spent in discussing, for
example, how you go about getting back into the university,
where you get financial aid, what sorts of programs are
available, what requirements do you need to get into them,
where you can find out about the Undergraduate Independent
Study Program, who would you see to set up a *************
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giving factual information.
Y ° U fl d that many people come in needing
that?
BM
K 2 happens
.
B
Yes.
What
is that...i would say. you could
9
Y dlvida fc !? e time in thirds.
One is that academic kind of area, dealing
with the university and with
coming to finish your degree or to begin
your degree
The
n
a
Cati ° nal one
.you kLw, a loltk might
sav° "I've
aot an
Ve g0t
a11 thls education and I've got this experW Can 1 assess tha t and how can I use it
to find a
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DO.
here again, that's a lot of factual information,
but
it s also personal and relates to what kind
of things she's
interested in. Particularly if it deals with a
thinking in terms of a characteristically male woman who's
occupation,
she may need a lot of support to really go out
and find that
kind of job. And then, the other third would be the
person
who comes in whose stated problem is of a much more personal
nature, a behavioral kind of thing. And then that's not
really information-giving at all.
That second group, the women who come in, looking for
Q.
some information about finding jobs... it occurs to me to
ask, do many women in that category coming in to talk about
possible job openings tend to ask about jobs that are
lower-skilled, tend to see themselves as not qualified for
certain things, and you spend some time helping them to
realize what their own skills are that may be on a higher
level than they thought?
B
Yes, very definitely.
They'll come, inquiring about
being a teacher-aide instead of a teacher. Sometimes, realistically, because they don't have the training and the
certification to be a teacher, and that's a poor example to
use because the whole field is so bad vocationally right
now.
Yes, that's very true.
Part of... many of those vocational sessions are raising somebody's goals, helping them
to raise their goals.
Is there anything more you want to say about your own
Q:
philosophy of counseling that we haven't covered?
B:
There's some more that goes along with the techniques
that's sort of... what I was describing before in using techniques was more directed at the personal counseling, the
person who has the behavioral problems. I find that... or
maybe it'll come in later on under kinds off problems.
While you're thinking of it now, you might as well go
Q:
into it.
B:
Okay, along with some more techniques. There's a kind
of identifiable factor in the majority of problems that
women come in with, and it reflects the conflicts in the
culture in general. The problem of trying to be a woman and
be an individual that's almost in every single case, whether
it be going back to school and how am I going to work out my
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family routine, still taking
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for three meals
a day and all the housecleaning
as well as trvina
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a " d n0t realizin<? th at some of
that
they
should be
abn^'
able
to g 1V e up and not feel guilty about
e
n
e VO ° a
onal counseling has similar inherent oarts ;;'^
to it, and the personal counseling

^

very definthe undergraduates, but with older
^.
women
tnn feeirng
f
too
the conflict between. .. like it's
their re spon-'
maintain their marital relationship, or
the^oy
gi
friend relationship, and they can't
possibly
f
think
° f themse lves as individuals
affiliation is intact, and their success is unless that
really geared
to maintaining that relationship. So I
would say that that
cuitura! conflict is probably throughout all
the
problems that come to us, that are presented to kinds of
us.
0n Wlth SGI
of he techniques, perhaps, that
S°-,
??
^
t find helpful
in counseling,
is a discussion of the reality
u
ral conditlonin g
*to talk about it... to not pretend
J -|-^Y
that
it s not there or hasn|t been a part of both our
And along with that is sharing my own experiences and lives.
feelings when it's appropriate ... in a way that encourages
trust, number one, gives the person a feeling of sharing an
equal relationship, and just being a role-model of sorts for
that person... not making a big issue out of that but just by
sort of sharing what I've gone through
my experience as a
woman-- it Je-mystifies that whole area and... you know, it's
like it's okay for that person to feel those conflicts, and
what it really helps them do is not blame themselves totally
for the situation that they're in. I think that's really
..f?
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^
lot
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important.
And along with that technique of trying to allow people
to feel that, you know, they aren't solely responsible for
the problem or the situation they're in, they're also not
solely responsible for changing that. You know, as an individual, sure, the onus of change for their own behavior is
on them, but to sorta help them not to take responsibility
for also changing everybody else around them, and women tend
to have to do that a lot. We use the support group a lot;
we'll get into that more when we're in the referral section,
but the support group as a follow-up to personal counseling
is really helpful... in that it encourages women to keep
making those changes in their lives.
Okay, another technique that's within the counseling
process is always to be aware of reinforcing positive, independent assertive feelings on the part of the woman by responding to them, you know, by drawing attention to them,
sorta pointing out that that's the kind of behavior that
would help them to feel more comfortable with themselves and
to be more healthy and to take control of their own lives,
just so inessentially. Along with that is helping ... it
some
find
to
women
credible. .. the problem of helping
'
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terms of themselves, without needing
^
approval,
without following the expectations, the sexroie expectations. Those aren't really
that easily defined
as techniques of counseling ... at least,
in any of
theories that I ever studied, and yet I find that the
they are
techniques that I use, and that they work.
And that's the important test, isn't it?
Q:
B:
Yes, well they're working we haven't been really
in
operation that long to really be able to say, as we may
be
able to a year or two years from now, that it has been
that
completely effective. But when you're limited to shortterm counseling, they have been really effective. Okay,
when eventually, we can get through some of these things and
come to the point where the person is ready to take some
kind of action, or take some sort of control, then sometimes
that becomes an information part of just exploring alternatives with the client, letting her take the initiative for
decision-making, but always again being on the lookout for
decisions that somehow are reverting back to those conditioned responses. But generally, I find that, by that time,
the woman's very much aware of herself and her reasons for
behaving, and she's able to say, "Oh, wait a minute, I know
why I'm saying that," and it's that ideal place, if all of
us could stay at it all the time, and we really don't.
But
I'd like to think that what we're doing is helping people
get to that point where they can be clear about making decisions in their lives, be clear about their motives, be clear
4-u^f
that
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their needs, making decisions with the best
possible
e
aWa neSSf identif y feelings, and then, knowing
•?
if” options,
f®
the .available
being able to make the decisions.
D °/° U
anything in terms of trying to teach them some
Kina of decision-making process?
B:
Well, that's what the counseling has been mostly
dealing
with, in one way or another. One of the women I
have been
counseling lately is a student ... she
s graduating, and she's
right in the middle of all those conflicts
about breaking
off an old relationship that she really doesn't see any
future in for herself, trying to explore what she's going to
do with her own life in terms of a career, but she s
she
hanging on to that relationship, she can't really come to
break it, and so... some of the things that we talk about and
that she's able to recognize very clearly is why she's holding on to it:
that it's scary to let go of it; particularly
if you're a woman in our society, it's really comfortable to
have some affiliation with a man; and that she's leaving
four years of undergraduate work behind and going into a
work situation that she's unsure about.
But I think that what we've been doing is clarifying
those issues to the point where, when she's up against decisions, she'll be able to say... at least put up a flag and
sorta look at her motives for making those decisions. For
example, if she's feeling uncomfortable about a decision or
about making a decision, you know, is it because of some
societal pressure that's sorta forcing her to say yes to
something that's really against her wanting to be an individual and yet at the same time needing to be accepted and
approved by that society. And on the other end of that is,
are you uncomfortable because you are afraid of success or
achieving in that particular decision? And if she can
identify where that uncomfortable feeling is coming from,
she'll be able to make a better decision. You know, we've
talked about those things enough that I think, hopefully,
she will be able to call that kind of information to mind
when she's faced with decisions or faced with uncomfortable
feelings, so in a sense, it is teaching decision-making.
Okay, let's go on to referral services.
Q:
Okay, again it sorta falls into similar categories. If
B:
we have academic, educational sorts of problems, we refer
within the university. If it's financial aid, we've had
meetings with the people in Financial Aids, and we know
enough about the processes and what they have available to
them to at least be able to give the woman some concrete
information so that she's not going on a wild-goose chase.
You know, we can tell if it's totally inappropriate for her
to try and get financial aid at all and save her the trip
and the worry and the expectation in going all the way over
there, usually at some inconvenience, particularly if she's
got kids and day care schedules, and all of that.
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try and do some of
that leg work ahead of time, which
is
taklng the initiative away from the
person.
l
reaSlng efflcienc * and
to those
particular p?obLms?
Vocationally...^ we really don't have any leads
on
lfl
^ obs that would interest that person, and
we
really
S
oo?5
seldom
do
right now because of the job situation, we have
been working on a resource file of people in
that
profession where we could refer women to, and from particular
there
they might find some way of getting involved. We
certainly
can t know everything there is to know about the work,
the
world of work in the C**********-b********** area, but we're
trying at least to get some people who do and who* will be
helpful to women we refer to them.
As far as the personal area is concerned, if it's someone who needs long-term therapy, we've been referring women
to the c******** Women's Center counselors, primarily. We
would like to expand that part of our referral system, but
now there just don't seem to be enough feminist therapists available in the Campus Town area.
Do you foresee any time when TWC might itself be able to
Q:
provide that kind of service?
B:
We would like to, but our priority is really short-term
because we can reach the most women in the shortest possible
time, and right now, with our resources and our budget,
that's probably the most effective way for us to work. If
it ever comes to the point where we would get funded for
extra counseling positions, certainly we would like to do
our own long-term therapy. Or at best, provide supervision
for people who can do it, you know, or who are involved in
expanding their own ability to do it. Another referral,
which is really effective, one that I've already mentioned,
is the support group.
Yes, I'd like to hear more about that.
Q:
B:
The support group is an on-going way of supporting women
who are re-defining their lives. It is just so important.
It's hard to change all by yourself, particularly if you
have accepted the role-definitions all of your life and
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twelve^omen'th^'w^t IT"’
form one group or two small groups,
the orientation we talk a lot about
support groups, what
they are, what they could do for you, and
what they can't do
for you.
Lately, we ve been having a support group that's
been
functioning for two or three years come to the orientation
and talk to the women there. And then, basically,
just let
them take the initiative to make some commitment to
start
doing that. Always with the option that, if they find
they
started a group and they get bogged down, or they need some
help, or they've come to some sort of blocking point where
people aren't really being open or trusting or sharing, that
we would provide someone to come to one of their meetings
and help them to identify what some of its problems are.
Another referral is our Women's Center Workshops. They
have been fantastic.
I just wish that they would be more
on-going, but last fall, I think I probably referred eight
or ten women to the Workshops, and again in January and
February, and even lately, I have two or three... a woman
just called this morning she's new to the area, she's come
from B-*****, she's depressed, she's very alone the depression, I think, in most women's lives comes from some of those
conflicts we were talking about, but also just not knowing
how to start to make friends, and any of the Workshops for
her is just perfect... to begin to meet other women and get
some support for maybe her need to get a job or change some
of the things that are causing that depression.
And depending upon the particular woman, there are...
like, we've offered a Life Planning Workshop, Taking Control
of Your Life this semester, we offered one called, "Women's
,
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it... -to see if we couldn't pull out a few
of those Worksho
and run them again, say starting the first of
June through
the middle of July, and I think if we advertised
them, we
t*7nn
rl
r* a
1
__
would
get 4-Vn^
the twelve
or fifteen that would
be necessary to
make up a Workshop. We hope
to expand those iiVwA
*
nextu year.
* cal
j
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Another one^ that
we would
like to see is in career
development. A group of women could collectively explore
the best way to assess their background and get encouragement
f or .doi.ng that, to translate some of the volunteer work
and
activities they have done into terns that an employer would
really see as positive to what he wants. And I can see having
that kind of a workshop run at least four times a year it
could be short, maybe it would be only four, five, or six
weeks, rather than eight, but could run more frequently. So,
that's another kind of group referral that we use and would
like to be able to use more.
It's more structured and it
meets specific interests more than a support group.
How is the counseling service of the Center publicized
Q:
to the population you serve?
DThat's a good question. I don't know initially how they
started publicizing that they were there. We got brochures
printed, and any time any one of us goes to do a panel or
discussion or something, we take a lot of The Women's Center
brochures with us. We had publicity in the student newspaper.
Anytime we offered workshops, they've been advertised in the
local newspapers, and I believe in the fall it was publicized that it was opening. And as we have had more women
come in and ask to be on our mailing list, then they of
course continue to have information about The Women's Center.
I don't think that we are as visible as we should be....
There's some word-of-mouth advertising going on?
Q:
B:
A lot of word-of-mouth. We really are getting a lot of
referrals from other women's centers, from the other offices
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on campus, from various department
advisinq offices or- fr-o™
f 3 woman goes there first
and they think that
r
r
Uld
elpful to her - 1 had a woman
carr
call tms
this morning
mornina who was referred
^
by her csvchothpr^nicf _
Campus Town who thought she could use
which was nice to find out because I The Women s Center
didn't realize that
that'we
we
were becoming that respected!
How
Q:
is the first contact with the
Y made’
By appointment, or walk-in, or both’ client usually
"
Both.
Would you say the majority make appointments
or....
s
ro hl y half and half.
if
the
^^to happen would be that people person walks
...what used
and we wouldn t be that busy... you know, back would walk in
in
and we would be able to sit right down and deal the fall,
with that,
but if they walk in now, they won't usually find
someone...
everyone s quite busy, but they can make an appointment
to
come in.
So, as your services have become better known, it
Q.
has
become more and more necessary for people to make appointments rather than to be able to walk in and find somebody
to talk to them.
What is the... this is a question that
probably we'll answer only after we can look at the statistics, as Alma was saying the other day... the average number
of clients counseled per week? Do you have any idea in your
own mind about how many people you see per week?
B:
Yes, I see an average of seven to ten.
Let's see, is
that accurate? Sure, three or four a day on Tuesday and
Thursday, which is a pretty full day. But, for example,
today I actually have five two this morning, a woman that
came in at 12:30 just for some information, and two more
this afternoon.
So it might even be closer to ten to twelve per week.
Q:
Do you have any sense, sort of generally, about how many
women have come in during this first year to use the coun-
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seling service?
By appointment, we have seen close to two hundred women,
and I think you could add easily another two or three hundred who have just come and have either talked to JoAnn,
Dale, or Frieda over either birth control, abortion counseling, divorce counseling....
So maybe around five to six hundred people have used the
Q:
counseling services this year?
B:
Yeh, at least.
We'll
get a better statistic on that later. What is your
Q:
perception, just in general terms, of the range of age, education, and economic status of the people you've been talking with?
B:
Okay, well in January, we did... based on the number of
people we have seen, we did sort of a statistical compiling
of that data, and it's pretty much held true since then,
B:
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undergraduate
which would be about
t
Gn in thGir late fifties
The
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majority
though, fall between say twenty-five
thouah
and forty
earlvthir
ties, probably, would be a good
median, but I^ould say
Y as
many late twenties and late thirties.
And most of them not students?
Q:
them stude nts, but not in the way you
°J students
°f
Y
as the undergraduate 18-to-22year-old. Many of them are taking courses
on a part-time
basis, many of them have taken courses and
want to come back
Ven lf the ^ are People who would be
re erred
?J
the Workshops
or take some of those Workshops,
f
J t nk
a le<? ltim ate student category.
I would say
_
most
of them,
some expanded definition, could be considered students, or would-be students.
Q:
But, in a formal sense, of students enrolled
full-time
for a degree. .
B:
In a formal sense of students enrolled full-time,
no.
Of the older women that you've been seeing, do many of
Q:
them have high school diplomas, or college degrees?
B:
Again, many of them have their high school diploma, and
they want to begin a college program, but the majority have
had some college. A lot have finished, but I would say the
majority are somewhere in the middle, with maybe one or two
of college, five to twenty years ago... while they've
been taking courses all along, they've never been able to
string them all together into one meaningful package, but I
would say the majority, however, have had some college.
I am aware that the people who come in range economically
Q:
from welfare clients on up... of the people you've seen, do
you have any sense of the general range of their economic
status?
B:
I would say the majority of the women are, as far as
themselves are concerned, you would have to say are below
economic. . .money is always an issue. Even if they're married
and their husbands are earning what you would consider a
middle or upper-class salary, by the time the household money,
and the kids, and everybody else gets their share, the woman
herself is still left without really any independent financial source from which she could... that she could use to go
to school, particularly if she's not getting support for
wanting to do that.
I think that this next question has been pretty generally,
Q:
in one sense, answered by the previous one, but we'll go into
it a bit.
Are your clients students or staff members of the
university, or from the community?
B:
I guess, roughly, half are students or staff members of
the university, and again, that student of the university
might include the older woman who is a student.
Either through Continuing Ed or part-time?
Q:
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I think you've already
answered
"Tho
average number of times a particular the next one
client is
Vn,,
three approximately. All right.
Now,
’you do
not at“th^
& f ° ll0W ' UP Pr
is thab true?°

Q:

Ln^
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Any plans to institute that maybe
next year?
Yeh, we haven t any specific plans
but
t q ^
b
a
defP d ;-- jUSt Lcause
”-k of tL:, „rhaventt
b ° gSt dOWn t0 do ^hing about
0®
it.
And getting underway takes
Q.
And
a lot of time.
Oh,
what is
the usual time length of the session
for the client?
B:
One hour.
ma Y in a Very brieE time like somebody
comina
?
minutes
or so... does that happen very
often?
-t-v,
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fairly often ' but th ut kind of information
ell, though, more and more, it's being
referred to Alma
or myself. Like this morning, there was a
question of a
woman who needed. some scholarship money— we have
all of $300
in our scholarship fund... but, you know, in
emergencies,
we ve been trying to help people out with twenty or
thirty
arS
that's what they needed. .oftentimes that is
u^
what they need. You know, JoAnn has been doing some of that,
or Frieda has, but now it's sort of being referred to us.
That sometimes would take more than ten minutes, but to
answer your question, yes, we do see quite a lot.
Now, the next question probably has a couple of parts to
Q:
it that aren't really indicated here. What is the range or
type of problems presented by the client? You already said,
basically, it's those three types vocational, academic, or
personal ... uh , is there anything further that you want to
say on that?
B:
Yes, part of what I said earlier, a lot of the type of
problem, no matter what its focus is, even if it's educational, vocational, or personal, still has those elements of conflict with the culture you know, trying to go to school and
be a student when you're also a wife and a mother, runs contrary to many people's expectations, and that causes conflict.
And the issue of guilt is fairly often a problem for many
women.
The af f iliation-versus-achievement is a conflict
that's... you know, you can still find it in each of those
three categories. If I go out and pursue that job that I
want, that achievement-oriented thing, you know, how much am
I giving up of my affiliation and relationship with somebody,
and that s ... again that reflects the culture.
Do you find very often with the people that you've been
Q:
working with that they come in and present a problem and...
...
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talked about before:
things, anxiety abou
under that
Q:
Let me rephrase

Yes
But see, what I'm trying to say is that, the behavior then, those feelings and behavior that she goes further into and you begin to identify, are still related to
that situational problem.
I guess I m wondering, Barbara, if sometimes
Q.
people only
come because they've succeeded in talking themselves into
saying, "My only problem is such-and-such, and I can go and
about that, but then when they find out that it's safe
to talk about these other things, then these things come
B:

.

out.

Yeh.. .or, I also like to think that we can be effective
enough or just aware enough, to know that there are other
things that work and help the person to talk about them and
deal with them.
For example, if they come in saying, "I
want to take such-and-such a course," and you get them all
the information that they need in order to go and do that,
and they still don't do it, but they hesitate, or they don't
follow through on that, then you know you ought to be able
to say, wait a minute, there's something else going on here.
Yeh, you get some clues as to something else.
Q:
B:
You begin to encourage that to be talked about.
Could we talk for a minute about the physical facilities
Q:
at the Center .. .what interview facilities do you have?
Where do you carry on your counseling?
B:
We have a counseling room.
A Counseling room?
Q:
B:
A counseling room, which is not very private .. .you know,
you can close the door, but that's about all. It looks right
out onto the entranceway coming into Gregory Hall, and so
almost anybody coming in and out can, if they really wanted
to, just look in the window and see who's being counseled.
It's not very satisfactory at all, and we can only counsel
B:
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one person at a time, so... and that room is also
used
other things small group meetings ... it s happened morefor
than
once that JoAnn or somebody will be having a meeting
there
and somebody will come in, in a sort of crisis situation,
or
somebody will come in with one of those stated problems that
you were talking about and dissolve in tears in a few minutes,
and then there you are with somebody obviously in need and
have no place to go to sit down where you can talk.
What do you do then?
Q:
B:
Well... in some cases what I've done, if Alma's not there,
is just use her corner and pull the screen across which
gives some illusion of privacy, but it's not really. Or,
sometimes if the meeting is about to break up, ask people
if they couldn't just get out because we want to use the
room.
Occasionally, one of the offices downstairs would be
empty, but we can just never count on that.
How do you think your clients perceive the facilities
Q:
as being private?
Do you think they are affected by this
semi-private situation?
B:
I've gotten the feeling that they aren't. It doesn't
appear to have any inhibiting effect on them. I don't know
why that is... I guess in a few cases .. .maybe with some older
women who expect more of a sort of professional-looking kind
of setup than they find, it might be a problem.
For them,
just... maybe because they feel uncomfortable. That has to do
a lot more with just coming to a place like The Women's
Center anyway and your expectation of getting knocked over
the head with the "women's lib" kind of thing.
This is another kind of factual question: is the quanQ:
tity and type of resource materials on hand adequate to the
needs of the clients that you're working with?
We've done a lot
B:
I would say it's adequate right now.
of starting to get a lot of information and stuff in our
files. We could just have a lot more of the same kind of
thing, a lot more copies about, more handouts for people.
Just .. .particularly articles and information, you know, on
birth control and that kind of thing for some people. Or...
articles that have been published that particularly apply to
I mean, there are
a woman's situation of being a student.
some excellent articles on the difficulties involved in being
an older woman in coming back to a university. We need some
If we could just have a whole stack of those there
help.
for the woman that never gets to sit down and really talk
about some of the things in that vein that bother her, she
at least could pick up something and read about it and feel
that she's not alone or that she's not the only one. We
just find, too, that when we do get some good things like
that, they disappear, and we get down to one, or our reference
copy, and there's just not enough staff for people to keep
So,
track of all of that and get it re-copied or order more.
it's adequate, but it sure could be better.
'
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Now, these next two questions
^
questions, and
you can go into as much detail
a
you want
view, what factors tend to 1-im-n-on if,?!!,™
In your
?
effectively in the current setting?^ being able t0 counsel
Q:
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hlve^ore ofScfs'^ce^o^at031S could
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basis just to tfik w;;i
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on an intake

W ° Uld rea1
Tf we'coulfget ' ^ome
feedb a k
SOme ° f the women who have come so
that we
onnf^ K 3 e t0 eSP ° nd t0
that in any Way that we could.
PerL
Personal ffactors... I sometimes feel limited
by my lack
f experience in actual counseling
situations.
I think I've
been doing okay, and I'm not underselling
what we've been
doing and how effective we've been, but I
think
ticularly for the woman who comes in and maybe that... parreally needs
erapy. ,.l think I've been able to determine
those situations, but I think that, as in any counseling
that you do,
there s always that fear that you haven't done enough
or that
you weren t aware enough, or that you just weren't
actively
listening enough to pick up what really that person was asking, and. . .whether in fact that's actually been limiting
what
ve been doing, I really have no way of judging right now
because I don't know. We don't have the follow-up, we
^ hcicl the f eedback . . . but that, along with maybe doing
some further studying , might make my counseling more effective .
There was another category. Well, okay, that other category is again "out there" the environment. It's really hard
counseling women in a lot of these areas that we've talked
about, and particularly the vocational area. The reality
factor is there, and the options are limited. It's hard to
go through a counseling process with someone and have them
come to that great feeling of finally feeling a sense of
themselves as individuals and then being limited by the environment .
For myself, anyway, I think it
a real double-bind to be
doing counseling without also working on those factors that
are creating the problems in the first place.
I feel a real
commitment to try and affect counseling, counselor training
programs, guidance programs in schools, elementary [school]
counselors. One thing we are planning to do next week is
have a meeting with people who have been interested in the
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whole vocational issue, and... one thing
that I would like to
1
W°^ sho s for employers
Too many women
?
are limited ? 1
by the sltu
ational factor— they need to
haVG
e talent to work, psychologically
it would
in a11 the wa ^ s that we value work,
that
same
thina^^i
thing applies to women, but when the job
says eiqht to five
also got to be a mother tLt s
tysTcAlT’
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that. . . can you think of something else
that... I ve talked about the physical, I've
about my
own percsonai ways in which I might feel that talked
I might be
limited
my effectiveness, but I think one of those major
ones is that... you know, the world out there, the
attitudes
in it, the double standard. .. it all needs to be
worked on at
the same time, and if I can't go and work on it myself
cause! am more involved in counseling, I feel a great beresponsibility to try and communicate to other people the needs
that I can see out of counseling that maybe somebody else
then can go and do some of that work in the community.
Now, the other side of that coin is the next question.
Q:
I think we'll get at... you know, we've been talking first
about the limitations; now, in your view, what aspects of a
women's center itself and it's location on a university campus influence, in one way or another, positively or negatively, the effectiveness of the counseling services offered?
B:
Well, just being a part of the university, is great. It
gives a validity to women, women's issues; it provides a
focus from which we can offer workshops, with course credit,
dealing with women; and since we do value still in our culture, degrees and education, in a sense, that legitimizes
in a lot of people's minds The Women's Center.
That's important and it's something to be valued, and therefore, they
come to us especially with academic concerns— whereas
they may not go, for example, to the c******** Women's
Center.
It's that whole prestige factor, you know, that
really does exist in people's perceptions. Of course, it is
also effective in that we have been able to influence the
university structure .. .we 've been able to get the Admissions
Office, for example, to grant part-time, degree-seeking
status to women, which is something that they had never done
before or had even considered before.
Now, when you say that, is that a function of the counQ:
seling component of the Center and not just the Center itself?
It's both, because in the sense that... as I was just
B:
saying, out of counseling, we can identify these needs that
the Center as a whole has been able to work on, but it's
because so many women who came for counseling who wanted to
go to school, said, "Oh, I can't go full-time, I have kids,
We began to come
I have a job, I have to work part-time."
up with all the statistics that we [counselors] could then
r. •l
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take

to^entral^dministration^n^sa,^" iook

during September and October came'lookinq
for
Don't you think

*'
it's about time
of the needs that people come to you did Something' So out
counseling witi}? in ?urn '
the Center as a whole can begin to
change things in the
d ° ing 311 that as a counselor,
butl'm^art o^it?'
It comes out of your work as a
Q.
counselor?
:
Zt comes out of my work as a counselor.
Just identifying areas on campus where sexism is
rampant, you know, different departments, where women are really
having a hard
tim e --staf f women, for example, who have
not been given that
er Y hey re supposed to have to take one
course a semesou know, that’s a problem that might come up in
?
counseling; then we can say to other people at the
Center, let’s
do something about this. There have been a lot
of ways
which that has been happening, and I just can’t remember in
them you d need to talk to JoAnn. The need to get
some
financial aid is another one.
Trying to influence existing counseling. . .the other
counseling services on campus, is probably one where we’re
directly involved. We have been asked to be part of panel
discussions and group discussions that bring together counselors from the advising offices of various departments,
from the dorms, from the ********** Counseling Center. Also,
we’ve been having more communication with the Psychology
Department. We'd like to do a lot more of that, but I think
that we have ... that s probably where our largest impact is as
a specific counseling component in being able to point out
to other services where they may not be really meeting the
needs of women, particularly, you know, the Placement Service
and in academic advising.
In terms of it being a women's center and therefore linked
Q:
to the feminist movement, has this been a "plus" factor in
people coming into the Center for counseling?
B;
I think that for the people who come to the Center for
counseling, for the majority, it is a plus factor because to
date, the only women who actually have come to us for counseling have already begun to think about those things in
their own lives, or they have been elsewhere they have been
to Mental Health or some other traditional counseling that's
been available and have not been helped. And so when they
come to us, what we offer in fact is what they've been looking for, what they need, and it is a plus factor. We're
not getting, you know, that many ... traditional or community
women... we don't get the woman who hasn't really begun to
feel the effects of oppression in her own life.
You're getting the woman who is beginning to be aware in
Q;
some way or other.
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Bi
eS '^ AS ° ne examP le the woman
»
you see
,J
anH n
p,
pushing
the baby carriage, with three kids in the a “d

rrecting her.
I am sure, sooner or
later she will,
will
and
she may come to us at that point
Q:
As another aspect of this question—
at least I think of
it as an aspect-do you... let me
go ahead anl ask Jhe quesUS
lnk 1 now the answer, that's
why I'm
-^
hesitatino
vou
ng—
do
you
consider
yourself, number one, to be a
i
iSmt
nUml er two ' a feminist counselor;
?
number three, if
fo have
hafre’ you in
so,
your own mind begun to think out a kind
of
tentative definition of what it means, what
is
meant by feminist counselor?
B:
That's really difficult, as you know.
I think of
myself as a feminist, and I think of myself Yes,
as a counselor.
h e danger in saying that you're a feminist
counselor is
a * ’ *y ou might begin to impose that value
structure, or
that awareness, on other people, and I would hate
to think
that I would really ever do that as a counselor.
You know,
someone comes in to The Women's Center and it really
doesn't happen too frequently because we are considered part
of the women's movement but if someone comes in and really
wants to get married and have kids, I hope that I would be
able to deal with that person as an individual without imposing a lot of things on her.
I would certainly make an attempt to sort of open up some questions that maybe she
hadn't thought about, but, you know, I wouldn't
You wouldn't assume that just because she came to a
Q:
women's center, that therefore....
B:
...she buys all....
...buys all the values.
Q:
B:
...all my feminism.
But on the other hand, you are not saying that, as a
Q:
feminist, that means somehow you deny the validity of marriage and family....
B:
Exactly .. .especially if the individual is clear about
her decisions and goals.
Which is unfortunately one of the things that gets into
Q:
the media as one of the things of the feminist movement. I
know you're doing a lot of thinking about feminism, feminist
counseling, counseling, and so on... can you at this point
after a year's experience working in a women's center, begin
to at least state what these feminist values are?
B:
Yeh, I've already talked about them a little bit. The
idea that behavior is not innately masculine or feminine;
that, in fact, most people have both "masculine" and "feminine" characteristics and I use those words in quotation
marks because I don't like to think of aggressiveness, assertiveness, and all that, as masculine, and yet just for the
•
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ritY
onversat i°n I will. But, my assumption
that ^?
all people ^
have all those facets to them as
people
but a lot of them have been conditioned
out of you if you're
r
ss ® rtiveness has been conditioned
out, your
ability to ?h
abili?v\n
^ of yourself as an
think
individual has beeA con'
Y ° U rSaUy arS eXpected to... conform to a lot
of roles.
Pa t of
feminist value system is that people have
Fv
^
Ut
that s so wra PPed up in your attitude and
^
thT
ls _so wra PP ed U P in the cultural
conditioning
that the idea of free choice is almost a
joke, and most
people don t really... are not really capable of
free
ut.to the extent that you can clarify your motives choice.
and behaviors and reasons for making decisions, that choice
becomes more free, and therefore valid for you.
So, again, when you're dealing with women, it's
to decondition all that conditioning so at least that choice,
when it s made, might be made without all those other things
that have been laid on top of it. The whole area of sexual1 ty is very important, and it has to come in there.
You
know, it's okay if you don t choose what's been chosen for
you heterosexual marriage. If you choose to live your
life in some other relationships, that's okay.
People ought to be able to shed some of the guilt that
they have... maybe begin to get involved ... to the extent that
I can help them to do that
and it's still tied up in that
original thesis means that people come to the point where
they can make choices for themselves. But that's still tied
up in cultural stereotyping. It's just not that simplistic.
But, you know, it's always there, in the back of my head. So
that's certainly a part of what I bring as a feminist to
counseling. But I generally try and make that clear, particularly if it's a problem for the person there, and make
it clear that it's my thinking and my value.
And therefore, if a client is adverse to the "feminist
Q:
movement," however she may see that, she has a choice. She
can either continue to talk with you or she can go elsewhere.
B:
Sure.
But interestingly enough, I have not ever had anyone say, "I don't want to continue to talk to you I'm going
elsewhere."
And that may be a function of the fact that they know
Q:
when they come in that it is a women's center. Is there anything further that we didn't cover that you want to talk about
in terms of your work at the Center at this time?
I can't think of anything.
B:
Okay. One final question that overhaps the last one:
Q:
How would you define the concepts "Feminist counselor" and
"Feminist counseling"?
Well, okay, the concept of feminist counselor, at this
B:
point, I would describe as, number one, a person who is
firmly committed to the feminist movement, is open to all
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aS being legitimate choices
for

people '
a d that they do not acc ept
any— as people—
?
iho really don't
they
accept the status quo, they question
111
k n
° f res P° nses that people make in
their lives as to
i ?u
Whe
that S S °methin 9
been condluoned Lto people
?
sensitive, they
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hav?
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listen well, they don’t always
^ways the most Lthey ...

P ?5 SOnal agenda is not

norland thing to them.
portant
But sometimes is?
Q:
B
Sure
How?
Q:

.
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361156 th3t 311 pe ° ple ha ve...at
durin^A^
during their life experience, they have concerns some time
own that 3 ust take priority, but even if that's of their
the
women that I would identify as feminist counselors case,
would be
aware of that and maybe say to the other person
involved.
Gee, I really can't deal with you or listen to
you right
now because I really got this problem that's mine," you
know, instead of playing the games that a lot of people
play
and say... oh, I don't know, just shut out the other person
without being aware that they're shutting them out, but at
least trying to make that clear that at that particular
point they have to deal with something that's within themselves or within their own experience, and they just... it's
not that they don t care about the other person or that
they re not interested, but that there are some times when
you just have to take care of your own house so that you can
better go on about doing the work that you're committed to.
But it's not... but that's a very open kind of communication.
Does that come under the term, "sharing" that Ruth was
Q:
talking about?
B:
Right. Sure.
This is people whom I'd identify as feminist counselors, and this is separate from the counseling
process. This is just people at The Women's Center who are
counselors and people on the staff. The way that I could
identify them maybe as feminist counselors would be in some
of these ways... that as people... the way that they act as
people, just all the time... and I think the way that you are
all the time certainly affects the way that you might do
counseling
You said earlier, "who are political." I have some difQ:
ficulty understanding what people mean by that.
B:
Political in the sense that we challenge most
Okay.
social institutions and structures, schools, churches, any
kind of organization the Boy Scouts, the Girl Scouts, the
YMCA we challenge political structures because almost automatically they're based on sexism. That's the underlying
principle, is that... and attitudes, that's also political.
Challenging cultural attitudes that say it's okay for boys
to have Little League teams and girls to have... it's just
'
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rt
to ha ve some sort of organized
9 r
±ecti
lectios°
c s._ That
That-r
s a j;
cultural attitude that people aet in-athled ln hem and the carry with
Y
them forever until somebody says, !; wait a minute,
why shouldn't the girls
have a
9
team, too? They like to play ball «
U
S the a1;titude that you
have, the basic underlvin^
.
and assumptions that people make,
and the
social'
???*
al and
and institutional structures. . .1 mean,
there
are
things here for example at the university
that are just
0
VSry structure that a re discriminating,
and
t
that is "™
my interpretation
of political— not to accept those
things, and where we can’t, to challenge
them.
There s probably some other things that I
could add to
that... ways
which I might pick out one person out of
twenty whom I would identify as a feminist
counselor.
I
would certainly have to do it on the basis of some
interaction with that person.
I just couldn't look at people and
say.
Ah.
But, for me, because I generally ... it generally
takes me a longer time to be able to know or get to
know
people, I find I'm constantly learning new things about them,
and I can never just make an assessment and then live with
that.
I guess it keeps changing.
But, in talking with
people, it's just the way they present attitudes, just the
way they're willing to listen to me, that's one very easy
way for me to identify people who really are committed to
feminists. That they really can listen and that they
care about listening.
Are you saying that a non-feminist doesn't listen?
Q:
B:
In my experience, most people who do not listen to me
when I'm saying something to them are also not feminists.
So you see that as a very strong characteristic of a
Q:
feminist; that this is a person who listens and listens and
listens ....
B:
Yes.
And takes an interest in what you're saying, and
it can be whether you come in and talk about the weather,
or talk about your kids, or talk about a problem, or talk
about what you have to do that day, or talk about some plans
that are being made... just in any area. Or if I'm expressing an opinion about something.
That listening, I think
is... and the response that follows the listening, is an identifiable, for me, any way, an identifiable factor.
Can a man be a feminist counselor, then?
Q:
B;
Sure, I think so, but I don't know very many... in fact,
I don't know any... but I have faith that they may, at some
point, come to that. And I... I know a lot of people who
listen to me, you know, they apparently are listening but
then in their response, it's obvious to me that they've just
been waiting to put their own agenda in the conversation, so
it's the person who can listen and also respond to what I've
been saying, in taking me into consideration. And that's
just a very. . .that s one of the easy, for me anyway, clearer
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ways in which I could identify feminist counselors. There
are lots of other ways, you know, the way they express attitudes, what their attitudes are. Those things take a little
bit longer to become clear. Would you like me to go on to
the next question, or did I talk long enough?
Yeh, that seems to be a fairly clear statement of your
Q:
concept of a feminist counselor, so now maybe you want to
talk a bit about your concept of feminist counseling, the
process
B:
Okay. The process reflects a lot of that definition
that in the process of feminist counseling, that listening
with care and I think that has to be reiterated over and
over.
It's talked about in all kinds of counseling theory,
in all kinds of definitions of counseling, but it's kind of
hard to really be. ..people don't always follow through on
it, or even if they think they are, sometimes the care is
missing, and that's part of really looking at the counseling
process and we've talked about this a lot as sort of an
equal relationship, which does not mean that there are not
different degrees of knowledge or skill.
I mean, it would be silly for me to pretend in the counseling relationship that I really don't have some skill or
some ways in which maybe I can help the person who's come
for counseling. The way I look at it... okay, there's also
differences in levels of experience, levels of education, so
it's not that it's equal in that sense. My feeling of equality in a counseling relationship is that there is an equal
respect for each other as people, regardless of the different
levels of experience or education, but there's an equality of
respect in that if I really have that feeling for the person
who's sitting there, then I can really respond to her as a
person on an equal level with myself, because somehow that
respect is important to me. It's the same way in which I
have respect for myself, I can have that for the other person, without denying her any of her own individualism or
myself any of mine.
Because so much of what I said prior to this deals with
that political framework, in the counseling process at least
I will use that political reference when it's appropriate.
So many women who come for counseling have assumed all the
guilt and all the responsibility for their weakness, or their
problem, or whatever the issue is, and just being able to
have some sort of a general conversation with them about
some of the things that they've been, you know, that they've
been conditioned to in their growing up, and that that re—
lates to all women's experience, serves to really take a -Ot
someof that guilt off that person, and for many women it s
s
thing they haven't thought about before, they think it
wrong
radically
really
just them, that there's something
with them.
sepa^__e
Beyond that, however, I think it s important to
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ou fc what is culturally conditioned
and what's inherent in
that individual's experience as an
individual which is conUt n9 to hatever is blocking them
from
Y
CT
row i
grow,
or continuing to function, or solving continuing to
that problem in
1119 fo
ard
But it,s important to use that politirnW
tical framework and in doing that I
often share my own
experience, and that I find is very helpful.
I also think
f ° r feminist counseling not
to
exclude the
ftrl
thGre 1S SUCh a thln<? as g°o d therapy for
individuals^
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Given by a non-feminist male?
Well, no.
What do you mean by "good therapy"?
Well, there is... I think there is.
I haven't heard of
it existing in a whole lot of places, but there
is good
therapy. We have definitions on it, we have textbooks
on
it.
A good therapist has a lot of tools and a lot of ways
in which she can help people clarify the issues in
their
lives and better be able to make decisions based on that
ci ar if ication better eliminate guilt, better be motivated
foE their own selves, better to have higher self-esteems,
higher self-concepts.
That's all part of good therapy, but what the feminist
can bring to it, I think, is a whole, very important area of
awareness that has not ever really been dealt with in therapy, and tnat is, a woman's experience in our society.
A
lot of gooi therapy has legitimate elements in it which can
help people in some sort of mental or emotional distress...
but a lot of it also has been based on studies which have
been taken from the norm of our culture, which is white
male , and has not taken into consideration the varying patterns of those norms and the way in which they relate to
women's experience.
I'm saying that feminist counseling has to take those
basic parts of therapy which are inherent in any process
which entails one person helping another person with some
psychological concern but also can bring that enormous range
of experience and awareness of what that means in terms of
women's lives... but that you can't just bring the range of
experience and awareness of what it means to be a woman in
this culture without the other added tools which constitute
good basic therapy.
1
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APPENDIX C

Tapescript of Interview with Catherine
May 19

Question: The first questions are factual, about
you, and
if at any time, as a matter of fact, you don't
want to answer any of these questions, just say, I'd rather not
answer
that.

Catherine: Fine.
Q:
Okay, how old are you?
********
Q
Q:
Marital status?
;

(laughter)
know some of them, but, you know, for the record.
********
you really feel... is that something that's
important to your data?
Only... you see, one part of the dissertation will deQ:
scribe who the counselors are, who is doing it. Actually,
there's quite a nice diversity of people within the Center
doing it they run from around twenty-five on up to forty,
forty-five in age; some people are single, some married,
some separated, and some divorced; and it just shows the
diversity of the Center.
Okay, I can understand that.
*******
Q
*******
C
C:
Q:
C:

I

—

[personal material deleted]

Q:

C:
Q:

What was your undergraduate major?
**********
And you are now in a master's degree program in counsel-

ing.

Right.
Before you entered the master's program here, had you
had any courses in counseling and guidance? Any training?
Well, I had done a lot of undergraduate course work in
C:
the social sciences, but they were much more clinicallyoriented than what you might call counseling and guidance
courses, so if you really mean pure counseling and guidance,
no, never had it.
Any kind of what might be labelled a counseling course
Q:
or a course to prepare you for counseling?

C:
Q:
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No, I can't really say that I had,
because most of the
courses; were all kinda intellectual,
abstract, theoretical
C:

1Ca COUr es
You know, personality, learning,
motivah
^
abnormal
stuff like that. So, no formal course
work.
Do you... at this point, would you describe
Q:
yourself as
a professional counselor, a
paraprofessional counselor orL
a peer counselor?
C.
I would describe myself as a
professional.
Q:
Professional. Okay, and what is your definition
of a
professional counselor?
C
We
1
uess the reason I've come to that term is
|.,
?
i'!'
that
f ini shmg as an undergraduate, the
work I've done in
^
the last six years has been pretty much in
one-to-one situations... in professional one-to-one situations. But
it's
skill that certainly develops ... the subtleties of which a
develop over a period of time. But, I guess, by professional,
I mean I got paid for it, that's one thing.
It was something that was a developed skill, not something I merely
acquired by breathing.
to me, it implies a certain level of seriousness and purpose, taking the work fairly seriously, and it
generally was not on a peer level, it was generally with
people who were older or younger than I, but not people who
were my contemporaries. So, that kinda excludes the peer
kind of counseling framework. And also I see... peer counseling implies for me much more of a mutual quality and
mutual framework than the distance of the professional relationship in which. . .there' s not quite that kind of sharing
involved.
Really, if someone is coming to me, saying, you
know, I have something that I really need to deal with, I
need to come... and want... I might self-disclose at some
point, but that's not really the point of the relationship.
That's kinda, I guess, what my thoughts are.
Okay, what would be your definition of paraprofessional
Q:
counseling then, to contrast between peer counseling and
*

tion

'

r

.

,

professional?
I guess I would see someone in a paraprofessional situaC:
tion being someone who has. ..who's kinda in on-the-job training, in a sense.
I mean, someone who has not very developed
skills, who is kinda learning while doing, and I think very
often people learn while they do something, but people start
from different places at different times, and I'm certainly
not in the same place where I was when I began doing one-toone work and groups several years ago. So, I haven't... I
guess for me, a paraprofessional situation sometimes has a
kinda negative quality about it because it implies a person
...it's often a rubric that's used to kind of dismiss people's
skills, I think, in a situation like here, at State U, you
know, people kind of condescendingly refer to people doing
paraprofessional work. So... I think, in the broader scheme
of things, it always implies, whether in a condescending way
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or not, a limited amount of skills. And I
think that it
also kind of has economic implications. One
generally
doesn t get paid very much for doing paraprofessional
work
Q:
Sometimes not paid at all?
C:
Yeh, evidently .. .yeh.
I don't know too much about it
having not been in a situation where... in B*****, i
guess^e
were doing paraprofessional work, but they were mostly
community people who were coming to do skill development in
interviewing techniques and some basic group kinds of skills,
and they were called paraprof essionals because they were
coming with no real base of skills but to develop a base, you
know, a basic set of skills.
So I see it as one of a training situation, I guess, and I don't see it in a condescending way , though I do see that it does imply a certain lack
of training and skills, and it implies that one hasn't spent
much time in a given area of learning how to do whatever it
is one is trying to do; it's a kind of beginning phase, I
guess. And I think one could easily go beyond that without
much trouble.
One could move from paraprofessional work and, with the
Q;
experience of a job, move finally to becoming a professional

counselor?
C:
Oh, yeh, I definitely see that.
I mean, I'm very committed to that whole notion, as a matter of fact, that there
really has to be a certain quality of mobility about all
kinds of occupational roles, that people can move in and out
of whenever and with whatever speed they're comfortable.
This next question deals with your previous experience
Q;
before coming here and being involved at TWC. And you've
already spoken a little bit about that, but I'm wondering if
you'd go into a little more detail about the kind of counseling experience, the kind of counseling work that you were
doing before coming here.
For the year and a half after I finished as a undergradC:
uate, I worked in a community in ******** doing... what my
job description was... as a community organizer and youth
worker kind of role, and I worked primarily with young adolescents some were high school students and some were dropouts; about seventy-five percent of them were Black, kids
between the ages of maybe thirteen and twenty- two, and...
it's very hard to really... in a real, kind of clear way,
explain what I did there. I was kind of... it was a very working class community that I was in, it had a very large poor
population and a lot of very angry Black people. .. that was
in, like '67, '68, where a kind of levels of awareness of
Black consciousness were just, just beginning to kind of
have an impact on people. And people who weren't immediately
attached to a university, or a kind of sophisticated environment, weren't even into "Afros" and stuff at that time.
So part of my role, as I saw it, which is not necessarily as people I was working with saw it, was to develop
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levels of awareness and kind of get into a
whole Black-pride
thing.
I was initially hired to help
high school students
and drop-outs find meaningful employment, as
a means of
kind of getting off the streets and getting into
something
productive, and kinda doing counseling and group work
related to how to use your time productively and how
to become
a mature, confident, dependable person, how to
get into
your work, how to find a job that you really can like,
how
to get along with people there.
And at the same time,
develop a kind of awareness on the part of people who' are
supervisors as to the issues that seventeen-year-old Black
kids were having to deal with. So, it was kind of a two-way
street, initially .. .develop kind of vocational placements
for kids that were meaningful, and help the kids have the
motivation to put forth so that they could keep the job, and
also help people who were supervisors really develop a
level of a kind of sensitivity that they weren't into before
then.
It grew from that to a kind of advocacy position over a
period of time in which I became like the "town young white
radical" who was always going to be there when people got in
trouble, and I was busy doing my liberal number at the time,
and my white woman's burden was really carrying me down, so
I spent a lot of time working with older kids toward the end
of my time there, particularly kids who were very angry, who
were bombing the shopping centers in the town, and eventually
about seven of my kids got busted. I went through a very
laborious trial procedure, and I got them lawyers... I mean
it was like... it was like typical, I think, of a lot of
young, kind of upper-middle-class, white radicals who wanted
to kind of help people grab the power, except that I didn't
realize at the time that there wasn't any power to grab, and
...but I thought there was, and I thought I was doing kind
of what was the morally right thing to do, as well as the
politically right thing to do, which was to really work with
these people in a way that helped them take what was theirs.
So, while I wasn't telling people to bomb buildings, on the
other hand I was supporting them when they got in trouble.
That involved one-to-one work and group work in counseling, and it involved a lot of kind of community relating,
and there was... such a confused job position. I also did
things like I wrote proposals, and I did k.ind of business
bullshit like that. The thing that was more important to me
was my work with young adults, and also I eventually began
to get into relating with older people, with parents of kids
I was working with which was a real eye-opening experience
for me, seeing some of the real pain and feelings of people
who were in a totally different place from my own, you know,
I was really getting into sharing.
It was a very profound experience for me which I left
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eventually just because it became
plugged in there that I could havetime to leave * T wac 30
iust
arS
and I felt I needed to get out
o? the midwelt anl ? Y ?
needed to move more kind of off to
my own
thll-s whln°T
moved to
So I was there for fourths
workiL
with a community mental health and
education
program
I
was initially hired as a supervising
counselor to develop
really somethin g that began as a
Y Wa
consequence’
of the work
v of
* a couple
of different groups of people
Sna
U
r 0 te Pr0p0S 1S and g0t the ori
inal
money,
g
and*
then
thp woman
wnm
?
the
who was hired
as director and I really got things
ng nd de el ped the whole program
?°^ a_? K Y ?
from the "git-go"
from the beginning— I was initially
responsible for supervising counseling and just developing the
whole counseling
g
component at the agency.
This was a private agency that got set up?
Q:
ThlS
an agency funded initially by money from
the
nL° f Educa tion in Washington, so, no, it
was a community
public agency f though it was not attached to any
institution.
It wasn t
we didn't have any political ties with a univers °r
the city's political structure. We were an
independent agency, not beholden really to anybody.
So, your first job, your initial job, with them was
Q.
in
charge of the counseling aspects?
C:
Right.
And that kind of grew from a global point of...
being hired to develop and supervise the counseling, to a
more kind of general position in which Nancy, the woman who
was the director, and I did a lot of program development and
proposal writing and planning of the agency over a period of
about a year and a half ... community relations and all that
stuff.
Anytime you begin a program like that, in the first
place, people aren't gonna just fall in off the street for
your services anyway. You have to develop your capability,
and you have to develop your reputation in the community.
There's just a whole lot of groundwork to do to begin with,
so as a function of the groundwork and the newness of everything, I did a lot of everything to begin with, with my
main focus being on developing the counseling program.
f
So, there was program development, planning, and all that
business, and there was counseling and supervision and development of that part of the program and training of staff and
hiring the people, and counseling of people coming in.
Mostly at that time, our interest was in high school students
initially, but I moved really... I feel that I was significant
in moving the emphasis from just being on high school students to being on adults, particularly adults who were encountering learning .. .problems with learning situations.
People who were (for example) wanting to go to college but
hadn't gotten a GED and didn't know how to go about getting
a high school diploma, didn't have the necessary skills or
any place to go in order to develop the skills. Or the
’
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Ust to go down there to the state
diploma office
a
diPl0 " a ° ffi ° e '
q
d make -range^n^
to^akf?hei? oid test!
It’s such a scary thing for so many
people, but I was
personally concerned with moving the emphasis
of the program
away from adolescents to a more kind of
general adolescents
an young adults and adults kind of
framework, and that's
Where thin 9 s are there now. The program kind
7
of
-I
breaks down into two main areas: one is an
instruction area
where people are given excellent theory and
instruction
preparation for doing high school diplomas and getting in
into
college; and a counseling component where people are
given
individual one-to-one support for whatever' issues they may
be facing in their lives.
Were any of the adults that you worked with, when it
Q.
began to move away from the emphasis on adolescents, were any
of these adults parents of the adolescents, so that you got
some involvement with sort of a family situation?
C.
Some, but not to the degree that had been the case in
********,
In ********, it had been very much the case, but
there it was kind of an overlap between the work I did with
some young adults and some parents. In b*****, it was
the community was much more a closed community, I found, or
maybe that I just was a different person by the time I got
there, but my experience of the community was that it was
harder to develop those kinds of relationships there, so
there were few family-type things going on, there were some,
but they were few, and they were mostly things that came up
in relation to kind of crisis situations more than just a
matter of course, so to speak.
I'm trying to decide whether the next question should
Q:
deal with some of your basic philosophy of counseling at
this point, or whether we should first get into what you're
doing... I may not be understanding completely what you're
doing at The Women's Center, so maybe we better talk first
about that, and if it seems to be applicable, we can come
back. Would you tell me about what it is that you do at
The Women's Center.
Okay. What I'm doing there is.. .the work is an outgrowth
C:
of a proposal that I submitted to the ********* Office in
the fall, suggesting that the university had a responsibility
to women who were poor that they were not meeting... in other
words, suggesting that women who were poor, who were single
heads-of-households had a right to higher education, and
that innovative institutions like State U had not dealt with
those women yet, and I thought that they should deal with
that kind of inequity. And I suggested that I would like to
help them deal with it, for a fee.
I hope you set a high fee!
Q:
I didn't set a fee, but they just... they came to
Well,
C:
me with a couple of thousand dollars and said, here's some
^
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° f v agne idea in my mind about how
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as going to do
this, feasibility study is what generally
it
C
ed ' hat 1 w°nld...I'm not into kind of lifting
in
?i|'
1
my little room and doing a research and design
number and
coming out two months later with a package and
saying, this
is how you should do... I was much more into
the notion of
getting some women from the community involved in working
with me to produce given materials which would operationally
kind of outline how they could become students here, and how
their need, what their needs were, and how they may be met,
and how they had to be met in order for them to be able to be
free to be students.
So, the first thing was to find those women, and I
didn't, having not lived here, you know, I didn't know the
community very well, and so I sent out a release, a press
release, through the university newsbureau, asking women who
were interested in higher education but who felt that they
had been, for economic reasons, not able to pursue that
interest, they should get in touch with me.
It was a little
lengthier than that, but that was the gist of it. So, I
got about forty responses from women from like c***********
**** up to F******* City, and I wrote everybody, and I asked
people to come to a couple of meetings, and we then began to
meet weekly as a group, the end of January, and we have been
meeting, as a group, weekly ever since.
Have all forty of them attended?
Q:
Well, things have .. .people have kind of de-selected themC:
selves at this point, to the point that there are now eighteen women in the group.
But you did start with the forty who responded. Now....
Q:
Right. Not all forty came to the initial meeting, but I
C:
was in touch with all forty women. Some people, I think...
you know, there are various reasons why people don't get
here, and I knew that the way I was approaching the recruitment was a very highly selective way, that some people
wouldn't even have the ego strength to respond to the [press]
release with a call or a letter, much less come here to a
meeting. It's such a threatening place for people; it's so
Q:
C:
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3
37 ' W Ve been meetin 9 now for months, and
durHn „ fhi.bbat tln e ' we have been developing
what we thought the
?
group s needs were, as well as developing
the group which
G
k 3 little time ' in de veloping
of trust
t?ust and
and° awareness among people in the sort of' levels
group.
Do you meet as an entire group on a
Q:
regular schedule
like once a week?
[She nods in answer.]
So you meet the
entire group of eighteen women once a week"5

^”

K

.

Right.

Arid then do
I meet with

you meet with them separately?
them individually when there seems to be a
reason for it. Ethel came to me in the winter and said she
had time, as part of her practicum, to do some one-to-one
work with women in my group; would I have use for her?
Which I did. At the time I was very enthusiastic. She's
been doing some of the one— to— one work with people who reallv
needed stronger support.
People from your group.
Q:
C;
Right. And... so now we're kinda at the stage where we
have submitted a series of formal documents to the Special
Programs Office, asking for an amount of money to support
the women financially while they're students here, as well
as a certain amount to support program costs, some salary
for me, and office maintenance, and some money to pay somebody to do some adult education, adult basic education.
But, of course, none of that money is going to come through,
SO • • •
You're sure... or do you just think maybe they won't fund
Q:
it?
C:
I'm pretty sure. I think what's going to happen is
they're going to expect TWC to pick up my salary as part of
a TA-ship, but of course... I think that was the plan... but
of course, the fact that I'm not a full-time student in the
master's program means that I'm not eligible for the money,
so there's currently a crisis about that... that I'm not in
a full-time program.
Why doesn't that office give you a....
Q:
I guess, that, you know... I guess... I don't know...
C;
guess they get a lot of people asking for things like that,
and you know me well enough to sense that I wouldn't ask for
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Possible.
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mi.
C:
They will be admitted within the
next couple of weeks
WO“ en ln the group are going to be
Dust came from a meeting with Admissions.. admitted. I
heY WllX b8 admitted to an undergraduate
degree program’

Right, as full-time students.
As freshmen?
Q:
C:
Well, there are women in the group who will
be
ferring who have... a couple... one woman has already transan
Associate degree, and four or five of them have already
done
some sizable work at a community college. So, then,
admission is a guarantee; the money is the problem, the
financial
support that would cover tuition and cover program costs
y
That is the problem
Would they be able to start if the university gave them
Q.
at least tuition? So, if you could get that much at least,
then the women could start?
C:
Right.
This summer what we're doing is working together
two days a week,
the group
and I; one day will be on
just merely development of academic skills .. .people are doing
reading and papers and some oral presentations, so that will
take up one day, that will be Tuesdays. Wednesdays, we're
going to do group things, personal growth kinds of things,
and maybe some life planning things and some awareness stuff.
So it will be a busy summer.
Will Ethel, or somebody else, be working with you to do
Q:
the one-to-one counseling, or will you pick that up now?
Ethel has indicated that she wants to continue doing that,
C:
and I'm a little unclear as to how I feel about that. I have
encouraged her to go ahead and continue to do the one-to-one
work.
I think she's pretty interested in it, and she's indicated she has time this summer to explore it.
How much, during the last few months, how much of your
Q;
time with this group has been spent in counseling activities,
one-to-one counseling?
My time?
C:
Yeh, your own time.
Q:
C:

[
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would guess, maybe.. .only a small amount,
maybe three
h ° Urs
week
That means, that with just a few
alS TX f Ve made a point of sitting
down and having
in9S f ° r a reason You know, so some
one-to-one
kinds of conversations for a reason other
than just
Pe ° Ple haS
been °n 3 continuin 9 once2-week bills.
On a regular schedule, you mean"5
Yeh.
C:
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No.

How many times... with thinking of a particular individu
in *"he program that you might have done some counseling
with, or that you did do some counseling with during this
P ast semester, how many times would you say you talked oneto-one with such an individual. .on the average, how many
times before you resolved whatever it was that you were
working on?
C:
I would say that there was nothing that was any kind of
long-term issue, and so that probably, the person I've seen
the most, with the most consistency, and been in touch with,
I've maybe talked with individually eight times.
Eight times?
Q:
C:
Yeh. Mostly people are more down toward the other end
of the scale, people I've maybe met with two or three times.
Two or three as probably an average for most people
Q:
you've worked with. So it's basically short-term, two or
three times, working on a specific problem, and that's it.
Right.
C:
Could you say in general terms, without going into any
Q:
specific examples of the people you've worked with, because
I'm not delving into that, when you have done the one-toone counseling, how would you characterize the kind of problems the women have brought to talk about?
I guess mostly I see the issues coming up being ones of
C:
worth, sort of almost issues that people are bringing up
that relate to needing support and feeling kind of scared
about all this business and wanting to kind of talk out that
The other things that have been issues, I suppose,
thing.
have been mostly group kinds of issues that individuals
have brought up. There are power things happening in the
group, and there are conflicts and various other things
going on.
Interrelationships of the people in the group?
Q:
Right. And various people at different times want to
C:
sit down and talk some of that stuff over. My sense of things
is that... well, you know, being in the position. .even though
I work pretty hard to kind of de-mystify myself, being in
the position of the initiator of the group, or the convenor,
or whatever you want to call it, is a real loaded role, and
people tend to kind of flock to that person for various
reasons. One is that I think they see me... some people see
.
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me as being the seat of wisdom and power, so people
come
sometimes for reasons of just reassurance, that they
think
that I've the answers, and if I'm reassuring, then
it's all
going to be okay, so it's like an anxiety thing.
Do
u feel uncomfortable being put into such a role of
9 wise y°
one who has all the answers"?
C:
Yeh, I think politically it's just not where I am.
There are times when I feel less strong than other times,
and so, if people put me in that role, sometimes I think* I
fall into it because if I'm feeling weak, you know, it kind
of bolsters my ego sometimes, but as a general rule, I work
vsry hard to kind of deny, discourage those fantasies and
to really be as revealing of myself as I feel is appropriate
in the situation.
Have some of the women come to you to talk about family
Q:
problems, you know, concerns about their children, or their
ex-husbands?
No, I have discouraged ... I really have discouraged their
C:
bringing up with me any issues other than things that pretty
much relate to the work we're doing immediately.
The project itself.
Q:
C:
Right.
So that Ethel would be the person who would have
dealt with those other things.
Then, in a sense, the kind of problems you're helping
Q:
them resolve when they do come to you, tend to be educational. . .might be classified as educational problems ... rather
than personal. But that's not true either because you said
they were, they wanted to talk about interrelationships in
the group, so that's really personal.
Yeh, I guess I don't see them as being very educational
C:
so much as they are. . .they 've been, just kind of... they' re
anxiety- type problems. They're problems about how something
is scary and I'm going to make it better, though it's not on
a conscious level, I don't think, for most people. .it s just
like... it's just the kind of situation where people seek me
out, sorta after meetings and stuff, to kind of try to get
in their two cents' worth it's that version of the thing,
to touch base.
Would you say that, primarily, the... what you're saying
Q:
is that the primary counseling technique or tool that you're
using with them is listening supportive kinds of listening?
It's certainly not an intervention kind of techYes.
C:
nique, and it is primarily a listening technique. With some
people, I've been, you know, in some way, directive with
some suggestions about things that have been bothering them,
particularly as related to the group. Urging people to bring
things up, for example, if they're upset about something
that someone in the group is doing, kind of encouraging an
openness that became... I think that's gotta be more productive than sitting around, brooding on a particular issue.
s
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So, while it's listening sometimes, other times
it's
portive but yet with some rather concrete suggestions suppre-

senting them alternatives.
Have you found any need to use referral services,
Q:
as a
result of your work with the group?
C:
I referred some people to things like
the Women's Center
Workshops because I thought it would be a real good vehicle
for expression, but other than that, I have made... and to
lawyers— I've made some referrals to paralegal assistance.
Other than that, no.
One other question about the women that you're working
Q:
You said all of them are unless I misunderstood you
•
all of them are single heads-of-households?
C:
Right.
So, they're women living without men who are raising
Q:
children all of them have children?
C:
Right.
What is the range of age of these women from what to
Q:
what?
Twenty- two to forty-eight.
C:
All right. And some of them have had high school educaQ:
tions and do have a diploma; some of them have had some
college. None of them have a college degree, is that right?
Right.
C:
Are all of them, all of these women on welfare now?
Q:
Yeh.
C:
Do they live in Campus Town and surrounding communities,
Q:
or do they all come basically from one town?
They live in areas running from about fifteen miles
C:
south of here to maybe ten miles or so north, so they live
in a fairly wide, fairly distributed, geographical area.
The largest cluster of people is from c****** S*****-*.
From c****** S******....
Q:
Right.
C:
Now,
I would like to come back to a general question
Q:
about your own philosophy of counseling and whatever that
might mean to you. Maybe, in a way, what 3 really want to
ask is, how do you view the people that yon counsel, what is
your own particular philosophical approach to working with
other people— or any aspect of those three questions.
Well, I guess that my thoughts on one-to-one work have
C:
not altered radically in the last year or so. I still see
myself pretty much in the same... kind of in the same position, and that is that, particularly relative to the women
I'm working with who are older than I am for the most part,
people who do not have the kind of formal education that I
have, people whose levels of awareness are in a different
place than I am... I guess I see my role as being primarily
role
that of a mover almost, and that... I take a more active
with them than I would with say somebody coming to me for
'
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what could be described as a kind of a traditional counseling relationship.
With the women I'm working with, we've evolved, over a
period of time, an openness of communication, the sharing of
insights and feelings, that I think probably in one-to-one
counseling relationships is not necessarily appropriate. In
one-to-one relationships, I guess it's always been my thought
...I saw myself as... a feedback mechanism, 1 suppose, in a
lot of ways ... someone who could give insight to people on a
fairly regular basis, who could be more objective, I'd say,
than the person immediately embroiled in seme crisis of one
kind or another.
Of course, my own feminist leanings influence my style
considerably because I am not at all interested in working
with men. I'm interested in issues of power as people see
them and feel them, and I think it's too complicated for me
to work professionally in a professional relationship with a
male. There is just too many things to work on and to hassle out before you can really get down and do your work.
With women, I think, those power issues can be more easily
brought up.
I've found that to be particularly true in the group
that I'm working with. The conflicts that have come up, the
power conflicts and the rivalries and the antagonisms and
stuff, are pretty easily brought out into the open, and feelings get expressed pretty readily. And I encourage that
atmosphere. I don't see any point in having an oppressive
pall over everything that happens. And I see my role in that
I guess, somewhat as a model of openness, and if that
group/
means some days I'm vulnerable, that means I'm vulnerable,
and if that means other days I'm remote, that means I'm
I don't come in other than trying to somehow express
remote.
who I am
So, I guess, what I'm saying is I probably am making the
distinction between one-to-one counseling and how I would
approach that, and the work I've been doing with this group,
which is a much looser kind of work, partly because it is a
group, for the most part, it has a looseness about it that
relationship,
I think probably wouldn't exist in a one-to-one
time.
except after a considerable period of
re
is working with this group, which means, you know, you
Q:
maintaining
are
not doing long-term counseling with them, you
to time
a long-term relationship with them, and from time
you will do some one-to-one counseling. .has this experience
influenced in any way your philosophy of counseling, your
much
approach to counseling, or has your approach pretty
stayed the same?
„ _
it to some
influenced
it's
that
sure
I'm
think...
I
C:
things
.. .that is to
by
deqree I'm very easily influenced
not influmay
they
say, I assimilate a lot of things, and
an impact.
have
do
ence me to a considerable degree but they
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m

not
as I said in the beginning,
that I
2 °' t think
l my own thoughts
don
on the nature of change relationoughts or “Y approach has changed
radicaliv °I think"^
thlnk that 1 m a more flexible
and more loose
l
p erson than I was a year ago, and that some of that
has to do
with the group of women I've been working
with, that I've
gotten some substantial feedback from them
of a positive
nature, and it s just been one of many
factors kind of affecting my own personal style, but so much
more of that has to
do, I think, with just my own knowledge
in developing awareness of my own worth and of my own power. We
really all each
have our power and our power base, and it's
just a question
of what we do with it, it's not that someone
has more or less
tnan I do.
It's taken me a long time to get to that.
I feel like I could go on for hours
talking about how
I approach, in personal relationships
and one-to-one professional relationships, because it's such a complex topic,
but I guess I'm buying, I feel that I can buy into most of
the humanist tradition, but that in some ways, my experience
The Women s Center this year has led me to has led me
and I 'm sure other people— to feel that my concern for
people in training is much more conservative than that of
other people on the staff. I've had very strong feelings all
along that people who were doing one-to-one therapeutic
change-agent work with other people have got to have strong
training and really know what the fuck they're doing.
I've expressed this concern any number of times over the
course of the year because I was concerned that I just saw
the office serving as a referral source, and I thought that
was just crazy, that working with women in a change model,
a one-to-one model, was extremely important, using kinda
a feminist model, and that people there were underselling
themselves to think that they didn't have the capability...
or if they didn't have the capability, then by God they
should go get it. Because, referring women here and there,
to the Mental Health Center, and to various other counseling
services in the area, I just thought was insane. You know,
why send somebody off to work with a male psychiatrist who
could much more readily benefit from the kind of supportive
atmosphere that she might find in a one-to-one change relationship based on a feminist model.
Just as an aside, a woman called me this morning from
the state mental hospital in b********** she's in an incentive program there of some kind which is just a prerelease program. She's working with women who are just
about to be released from being institutionalized, and she
was talking to me about would there be some interest in
getting some groups going for women who were coming out of
the hospital, and I said, absolutely, that there would be.
And she said a lot of these women are divorced, or women in
* • *
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the process of being divorced, and they are women whose husbands literally drove them crazy. And for a mental health
professional to say that to me, especially somebody from
that hospital, it just blew my mind, because I really believe
that's right on.
And I'm not saying that as someone who sits around and
broods over how bad men are, what fuckers they are, because
that's just not where I'm coming from, but I do really believe that until people resolve the power issues in interpersonal relationships, that there's very little hope for
That woman from B**********
any real meaningful exchange.
was just... she really understood, I thought, that there
were some real serious problems in our culture between males
and females in marital relationships, as well as other things.
That leads me into one of the really important questions
Q:
I wonder if you would talk a little bit about
for this.
your involvement in the feminist movement and how you see
that affecting what you do as a counselor in a women's center.
For instance, how and when did you first get interested in
the women s movement?
Well, I guess that interest has been around for a long...
C:
for years... I would guess that shortly after I moved to
3 ***** it was really beginning to develop, and that was like
'69... '68, '69 and I guess it's... it's my own. .. something
that's partly predicted by my own sense of comfort in relating with women which is not the same kind of comfort that
It's much more difficult for me
I had in relating with men.
men.
with
to relate interpersonally
And so it began as something in that direction and just
a question of my own interests and kind of predilections.
Then it became kind of policitized over a period of time on
account of my own developing awareness of myself as a woman.
my own feelings
I am sure it was considerably influenced by
of oppression relative to my sexuality in trying to make
decisions about Lesbian relationships and feeling conflicted
relate to
about that, feeling uncertain as to how I wanted to
think
men, and feeling kind of all the confusion that I
sexually
experiment
to
young adults feel when they're trying
it
So
interests.
and determine their own priorities and
exacerbated
were
came partly... I think my feminist interests
a lot of perby my own frustration with trying to resolve
sexual identity.
sonal issues of sexual identity, my own
significant
Then, of course, there were a couple of movement at t
women s
friends who were also exploring the
a little sooner than
even
same time that I was, or either
York, who was a very
I
One friend in particular, in New
first
influential anthropologist. .. she and I
entitle
, itlca^entities
political
are
people
of years ago to talk about how
political
have
and
^nd interrelationships are political people rea y
g
until
and
power kinds of overtones,
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d e al with ttose issues, there's just no
chance for meaningful
1
h
S
there w ? s a11 that happening to me kind
of at °
one
time ' °h meanwhile my own commitment
ne tme
to workina
h POOr P e °Pj- e was still very strong and
was kind of being
acted upon while I was in B*****-.
To sum all that up, I found over a period of
became an older woman, in trying to grow up and years, as
determine
really who I was, that there were just some directions
had more meaning for me, more and more kinda productive that
than
others, and the feminist direction has certainly afforded
me a lot of pleasure, as well as a lot of provocative
thinking and being with people.
And an opportunity to grow.
Q:
C:
Yeh, very definitely.
Really a chance to kinda sit back
and try to place into perspective all the varying things that
had happened over a period of years to me and look at them
from merely the point of view of being a woman, which I
hadn't done much of until that time, I hadn't used that as
a rule for kind of interpreting events in my life... or I had
used it very little. It was really a question, I suppose,
of productive work on my part, and comfort, and the opening
up of a lot of new issues for me, and continued prompting
me in that direction.
The occasional reinforcement of friends, a few old
friends at that time, I didn't have any friends who were
f eministically inclined
I had friends who were supportive of
my interests but not particularly radical feminists. I had
my friend in New York, as I mentioned, and she was like the
only person at that time who was moving in as radical a
direction as I was, and she was not and is not just concerned
with feminist issues but more kind of global power things,
and that's where I was. Also, she was very much a radical
feminist and is now.
I'm not into human liberation, it just bores the shit
out of me, and that's not to say that I don't see it as a
valuable thing to think about and to help people who are
oppressed and help people deal with issues of power and
sexuality .. .their own sexuality, but I'm not interested in
I don't think I can really help any
those issues for men.
got
to take care of their own shit,
they
that;
with
men
So I really am very much
of theirs.
care
women need to take
That
in that sense.
view,
coming from a separatist point of
people
most
because
changes me from a lot of people here,
here. . .particularly feminists, are not coming from that
place at all. Even people who are kind of at the underground Lesbian Feminists here are not really coming from a
separatist point of view, and while I can understand that,
it's not the place... I don't share that level of concern.
Would you then characterize yourself as a radical
Q:
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No, ***********************.
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***************** Feminist?
Yeh.
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considering themselves a counselor or never^hav^thought
capable of counLllng other women until the women's
movement came along and
gave women a certain kind of level of
confidence in their
k 1
th t USt wasn,t there before, and
really brought
fo?th s tnf ff (-hh S lsaues of competence
and
motivation
Ind
?
f
?
fkin. and stuff
skills
like
that.
nd 1 9 u ess I see the women's movement
providing people
Mv ?
who
have certain aspirations, certain kinds of
prof essionaHy-oriented aspirations... see the
women's moveProviding people with a certain kind of support. Yes
we ve been fucked over for a while, and now it
is time to
take responsibility for yourself and stop sitting
around
feeling sorry, just go do something. You know,
go grab
whatever that is that you want and run with it, make the
best
of it, and so I see the women's movement primarily
as a kind
of supportive mechanism for people who want to explore alternatives for themselves. And a good supportive mechanism...
the women s community here is a very supportive community.
Could you define what, to you, the terms'Feminist counQ:
selor and Feminist counseling' means?
C:
I thought about that some before that feminist counseling workshop, and I guess what I thought was, anybody who is
a.
good... that is, in my opinion, anybody who is a good change
agent, in a one-to-one interpersonal kind of way, or in a
group model, is a feminist because, regardless of whether
it is a male or a female, I think people who are change
agents should not operate from levels on which there are
sex stereotypes and value judgments made about behaviors and
attitudes and feelings that are kinda sex-role identified,
so that what I got to, in thinking about all that, was that
anybody who was good could be called a feminist because that
person wouldn't be coming from a place where there were a
lot of unresolved feelings about power, let's say, or where
that person was operating from a point of view in which he
or she would define mental health from a point in which it
was using a male model as a healthy person.
How in the Broverman work... are you familiar with that?
Well, these people did a study in which they found that most
mental health professionals when giving, when asked to define "healthy male," "healthy female," and "healthy adult,"
there was very strong significant correlation between their
definitions of healthy adult and healthy male. So, healthy
women are something unto themselves, but generally when you
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ta lk ahoiit a healthy person, women are
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for him- or herself, issues about power,
issues about sexualS abOU
s xual stereotypes, issues
about mental
^
^ ? s a mature
health models,
what
person. .. things like that; do
have clitoral orgasms or vaginal
bullshit like that. So, then you come down to,orgasms, and
most
people in the psychiatric profession have those well,
old models
of mental health operating for themselves. They
back like with Freud in terms of what's a healthy reallv are
a
mature adult, and they are also still very plugged person
into sexrole stereotypes; what's expected of men, what's
expected of
women, and I think only the more politically aware people
the psychiatric profession have dealt with that stuff,
and I would call them feminist counselors or feminist
therapists, if they have resolved those issues for themselves.
But my own feeling is that women should work with women
in terms of change... as change agents, because I think that
so few men can resolve those power problems in that dyad,
in that one-to-one relationship, so few men can do it and
even if they can manage to do it and de-mystify themselves
to their patients, very few women can come into that situation and accept that, particularly if it's a woman who is in
some kind of crisis and is really falling back into old behaviors and maybe going into some kind of passive mode of
interaction, so women go in there and depend on daddy to give
you all the answers and to tell you how sick you are and
point a finger.
So my thought is ... summation
any good change agent is
a feminist change agent.
And that implies certain things,
certain resolutions of certain issues that are kinda choking our society, and they involve things like power, and sex
roles, and definitions of mental health, and expectations,
that are tied up to sexuality. But I think that so few
people can really accomplish that, so few professionals, particularly the males, that I think people who really want a
significant one-to-one relationship are going to have to
look elsewhere, not at the psychiatric profession for help.
So I see the development of feminist centers like The
Women's Center as being critical mechanisms for support of
women who are trying to effect change in their lives. And
I see people as counselors in areas like that who should,
at some point, develop a pretty strong level of expertise,
a pretty high level of expertise, get over being afraid of
helping people make changes in their lives. That is something I've sometimes quietly pushed and sometimes aggressively pushed within the office this year. You know, people
have got to get over being afraid, afraid of their own power;
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they ve got to be able to give it
ud and t-hor io.ua.
afra±d ° f ' h ° W much effect they
can have on somebody
else^
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as far as
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thought and awareness, and I would certainly, level of
I have no
interest in putting people like that down,
it's just that
they're
a different mode.
The women in your project are... to what extent
Q:
are they
themselves feminists? Do you have any idea?
C:
I think that they're feminists in the
sense that they
are women who have taken control of their lives and
have for
years. They are not as dependent as many married women
on
the male-dominated power structure. They are dependent on
it in many ways, but they are not as dependent as a married
woman who has just kinda passively gone through her life
and who is just kinda letting things happen to her. It
would be interesting if some woman were to develop a scale
for measuring feminism, and I wonder what kind of items
somebody would want to look for in something like that,
whether you would want to look at things like competence and
feelings of control over your life... maybe things like feelings of autonomy and independence, certain levels of kinda
interpersonal things; I don't know. I haven't read anything
in the literature of anybody doing a scale like that, but
it would certainly be interesting.
I wonder if such a scale would match in any way the same
Q:
kind of progression in the concept of self-actualization, and
it might, it might parallel it almost completely.
Yeh, I would think so.
C:
That would be an interesting
thing to look into.
Take Maslow's "sixteen characteristics" and see how they
Q;
apply to a number of women who claim to be feminists.
And then measure, you know, getting a control group toC:
gether... of which there would be thousands of women! All
kinds of control groups!
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APPENDIX D

Tapescript of Interview with Dale
May

19-

Question: Okay, we'll start with personal data. Uh,
acre'5
*********,
Dale:
And your marital status?
Q:
D:
*****************************
Do you have any children?
Q:
D:
*******************
Now, uh, your formal education?
Q:
D:
Well, I went through grade school, high school, and
college.
I have a Bachelor of ***************************
Doesn t seem exactly relevant to the work I do, but there
'

^

it is
***************
Q:
D:
Uh-huh.
Have
Q:
you done any graduate study?
D:
No, I haven't.
I've been considering it, though.
Have you had any formal training in counseling?
Q:
D:
Well, I went through a month of training with b********
Family Planning Services, which is specifically abortion
and birth-control counseling, but I have no other formal
training, other than sitting in with friends, and other
than being asked for advice all the time, which I can't
give; I have no formal counseling training at all, other
t

than in abortion and birth-control stuff.
Would you classify yourself as a paraprofessional
counselor?
D:
I would, yes.
How
many hours do you work at The Women's Center?
Q:
work
D:
I
two days a week, eight hours those two days.
Since... I'm hired for fifteen hours a week and I put in
probably thirty.
And you are getting paid?
Q:
I'm getting paid for fifteen hours a week» ********
D:
You didn't have to tell me that.
Q:
D:
But you should know, anyway.
The next question deals with your experience before
Q:
coming to The Women's Center, in counseling or working with
women in some areas. Could you detail that?
I have been working for a year at the w******* Regional
D:
Clinic as an abortion and birth-control counselor and as a
physician's assistant to Dr. w ****, who is the physician
So what I do is counseling in areas of birth control
there.

Q:
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women come in and want things or want
advice..
Wait a minute, I don't want you to get
9
into what you
are
Y
doing right now; what you have done.
Wh t 1 haVS d ° ne; that s what I have been
doing.
P*
^
For bhe year K
before
I came here, I have bera
counseling
there
with women; we ve been running women's
clinics, selfexammation clinics, in partners, you know, pairs
come in
and examine one another. That's on off-hours
on Sunday.
And I have been doing that counseling and working
as a
p ysician s assistant for a year, so I do speculum examination no diagnostic exam, but I do slides. I take
and slides for gonorrhea, "trie," yeast. You know, smears
I set
things up for the doctor sometimes. He does the diagnosis
and the prescribing. He does most of the examining,
but
he s been training me as an assistant to do those slides
that work, and I do that any moment seens available.
Some women always say immediately, "Are you a doctor?" *and
they're the wrong women for me to try to work with.
That's what I do; a lot of abortion counseling. That's
what I've been doing, the year previous to coming here. I
had also been living with a man for about four years before
I came to The Women's Center, and when I left him, I came
to the Center for support it was a smart place to go.
That's the work with women, formally. Before that, I worked
as a housemother-counselor at a school; kinda like suicide
patrol was what it ended up being. .being available at night
from nine to about two, three in the morning, for kids who
are wandering around, taking overdoses of sleeping pills
and other assorted drugs.
Teenagers?
Q;
D;
Yes.
It's a private high school, expensive, a lot of
disturbed children. I still had no training specifically
for that, but they hired me because they thought I was available.
I mean, availability in a person is a kind of quality
I think you need for that sorta work.
Training certainly
helps, and I haven't got enough of it.
You're very modest.
Q;
I haven't though, I need more.
D;
Okay, now, your specific specialization at The Women's
Q:
Center is to do abortion counseling, right?
Well, I'm hired there... you really want all the details,
D:
about my job? I'm hired there as temporary office help,
and when I came... I mean, that's the title that I have
through the university, part-time temporary office help,
which would obstensibly mean filing and typing and that kind
of stuff, which I did the first week I was there, a lot of.
And still do. We all do type and file and do publicity
and stuff.
The Women's Center is a funny place; it's non-hierarchical
There isn't really a boss, and if you don't
in reality.
to get on the ball right away and find out
yourself
motivate
:
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what needs doing, you stand around
some women who work there never do like
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between them and the women's film for speakers
co-op.
1
because 1 m an abortion counselor,
,,
a
lot of offthe-cuff pregnancy and abortion counseling.
We
qet
all
tha tim
mY firSt Cal1 this m °rning as I ^alked^n calls
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a?
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30
r: up the phone and said, "The
and picked
Women's Center " was
a woman who said, "I'm fourteen days
after the first day of
1
1
.^course this morning, using wKhdraSal
rawal. Wha^d
What d you think my chances are of pregnancy?"
S ld
About
P ercent /" and she fell off the phone,
a
^d
v
Y ° U rG klddin g/ right?" And I said, "No,
I'm
f
t k dding; you know
really, it's ovulation time...."
^
m?
+
T
happens, and there are other women in the Center
v
who
don t feel competent to answer those kinds of
questions,
so I m lucky I have the training.
Specifically, we've had some problems in the past with
a duplication of efforts, is what ************************
wants to call it, in that they specialize a lot in abortion
and birth-control counseling, and we don't. Our priorities
are really different. We see returning women ... returning
women who have... in their thirties and forties, who have
been having children and are out in the community and who
sre coming back, a lot of them.
It's a big priority for
us... faculty wives, staff women, staff women's consciousnessraising procedures by way of film and invitations to lectures, and we try to get them involved or get them comfortable in the Center. We do a lot of printing of information
that we make available, on rape and abortion, women's rights,
and we do all kinds of work.
It's just incredible what can happen any day. You never
know what you'll come in to. It depends a lot on your motivation and your connections. If I hear that there's an ACLU
women's rights project going on, I'll take it upon myself to
write to them for a docket... you know. . and. . it s like
that you motivate yourself, you work in a lot of different
areas
One week, I'm doing publicity for six speakers and four
films, which just means you're learning to use the ditto
machine, learning to use the supplies, learning to use
equipment around campus, finding out who people are. And
another week, it'll be just a whole week of pregnancy counseling:
one woman after another will walk in the door,
•
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and Frieda's done a lot of that in the past and, I think,
would like to do some other things now, so I've been doing
a lot of that kind of counseling.
Lately, when Alma and
Barbara have had clients that have, aside from vocational
placement problems, pregnancy problems, they've been calling
me back into the counseling room to do that section of the
counseling.
So I'm trying to teach them, you know, everything that
I know and make available stuff that I know.
I have a big
binder of my own with all that information I leave on my
desk that's available to all the women there. And we're
putting together a "what's what" book so that anybody on
the phone, any volunteer, can flip to medical information,
for example, and recommend four clinics or recommend six
doctors, and we're trying to get that in... that reliable
kind of doctors we can trust, lawyers we can trust. We do
all kinds of different stuff for women who come in in
trouble, needing anything, divorce counseling we try and
line people up with people we think they could talk to
women who come in looking for sponsors for programs, women
who come in needing day care. We just have our fingers in
so many pies, it's unbelievable.
So, in a sense, there's no true specialization...?
Q:
It's not like that, no, not really.
D:
But, each of you will have a certain area that perhaps
Q:
you're the one who knows more about that than anybody else?
Sure... sure, or where you feel most competent.
D:
And you're beginning to share all that with others so
Q:
that they can pick up that competency, too.
We try, yes. We may as well spread the information
D:
around to everybody, I figure. .. sure. .sure. .1 wouldn't
want to hide it.
Okay, my next question is one that may or may not apply
Q:
By
in any way, so if it doesn't, we'll just ignore it.
kind of
any
have
you
do
this time, based on your experience,
question
that
does
Or
informal philosophy of counseling?
,,
even make sense to you?
specifically,
it,
about
thought
hadn't
I
sense.
makes
It
D:
"Informal
in English, you know, in words, in my head.
developing
philosophy" .. .1 think that, I would say I'm a
feminists,
feminist most of the women I know are developing
perfected
none of us are anywhere where we'd say we were
a lot
changed
have
priorities
feminists. In my life, my
I'm very interested in women as
in the last few years.
ca Y
myself s
P®°J;*i
people, and I've always been, but I find
didn
I
that
a way
politically, interested in women
that I thin
mean,
I
before.
interests
understand my
important now--from
very important politically, it|s very ...it s hwd for me
now and forever. "Informal philosophy draft in
^
P
g
p
can
to think of some neat statement I
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°° n,t ^ink of it that way, just in
Q
terms of how do you
see counseling, how do you see yourself
as a counselor
how do you see the people who might come
to you... or if you
"
an
3 ® thS W ° rd
counse li n g" in a helping relatiSnsh?
tionship,
how ado you see yourself, how do you see the
person
P
who comes to you for help... in that sense.
D:
Okay, I see myself as being qualified because
I have
some what I think is pretty heavy life
experience.
I’ve
been married a few times, been in lots of different
kinds
of relationships, lived collectively, nuclearly,
numbers of
times.
The women who come in need to touch somebody, first
of all; they want to talk.
They're not always in trouble,
but they need companionship, or they want somebody to listen
to them.
X think being available is very important.
The
rc^Q^t important thing is taking women seriously
as people.
That's incredibly important.
I mean, I've been in therapy situations where I
realized
that I wasn't being taken seriously as anything other than
a twenty- five or thirty dollar an hour patient.
And I
didn't...! felt in therapy and in counseling, for years,
not ... that those therapists I was seeing were not recognizing me as a woman with problems peculiar to being female...
a lot of times, you know, the kind of conditioning that is
peculiarly female.
I think I have some understanding of that conditioning,
and. .. informally how I see myself--as an available listener
with a lot of sympathy for women and some developing
strength. I know, it's very hard to give advice because, you
know, how it is in life, you can't really give advice to
people, but listening is really important and treating
them seriously is very important. The women who come in
are heavyweights, they're real people. .. it s not. .with incredible kinds of problems, which all too often are repetitive of other, of the same kinds of problems other women
have.
So often, it's the same stuff, over and over and
over again. Why they feel alienated, or overworked, or
underpaid, or having kinds of struggles that they can't
It's too much. .there s a common thread
find solutions to.
that you begin to see emerging about how women are treated
and about how they feel about themselves.
My priorities in life at this moment are definitely
women. .. helping women, being around women, being with women,
working with them, as people. I see us evolving and developing in a way . . . I mean, I'm wild about the potential strength
of women, of communities of women they're remarkable people,
absolutely remarkable.
And I've spent many of my years being very focused
toward men, of course .. .men s approval, and husbands, and
the father of my child, you know, in whatever way... being a
man's woman, a kind of... my mother sorta raised me to be
like that. You know, in other words, not be silly and frilly
'-
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so that you can be involved in serious
conversations
men#
And
dld that for ¥ ears ' and I'm bored by with
_
their
n ^
needs.
I really
no longer feel that I that I primarily
am interested in meeting their needs as
men or gaining
;L
aPPrOVal, Which is ver Y interesting.
It's very new
for me
,

That's not a very succinct statement. I think
it's.
thought about it more or wrote some things down
it
^
would
be more succinct, but I'm very excited by women
who
C0
1
that they. ..it's hard, it's strenuous
^- Ve ? Y excited
and difficult,
and you have to really be there when you're
there, you can't be fucking off, you can't be not
listening
because sometimes a woman's dragged herself in there and
has been on her way for three months, and she finally
comes
in the door, and you've got to say hello when she
comes
in you don t dare let a person walk in and maybe escape
without having made contact because it's up to you to see
those women come in. And most often, they don't say anything right away. Women don't come in and say, "My God, I
need help." They come in looking at literature, and twenty
minutes later, they're crying at your desk, you know, as if
they just wanted to see if they could maybe find somebody
who they could talk to.
For any number of reasons .. .medical advice, a lawyer
who's fucking them in a divorce case and they're getting the
bad end of the deal, or a husband who's beating them, or
grad school that they can't get in to, or ways they're being
pushed around by the administration, or being discouraged
about coming back to school. Those women need help and support, absolutely. And most of them feel they have a concrete block in their heads, and they've been out of the
academic milieu for so long, or they've been out of some
kind of young life or flow of things for so long, that they
can't cope any more. It's not true. It's true they feel
that way, but they're no less adequate than anyone else.
I think that we're there to give support to those women
who need us, who need that support. I can't think of anywhere else you could go and walk in, unless you... we do a
lot of referral, of course, we refer a lot of women into
therapy, or clinical psychology, therapy, you know, or into
the ********** Counseling Center or to the mental health
division. We refer women places when we think they need
long-term, professional, consistent care, or help, but...
and into support groups and into personal counseling with
M****** and c******** and other women who do that. But...
we're a liaison between the women and those connections that
they find it difficult to make. You can't just flip through
the phone book when you're desperate and find "personal
counselor," and then a lot of women don't know what that
means, anyway. So, I think we work as a place for those
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^

“* brin * the kids *" d J«t
see^what s°going T.
And I' m developing a stronger feminist
sense all the
lthoug at hese counseling collective
meetings I've
f
^ S ° me
6 ^
eed - in from People about what fem'!
I'
inist counseling
is, you f
know and I think that in my best
trust m ^ self intuitively to be a relatively
decent
feminist counselor, meaning something very
important about
566
6
relationshi P as a very important
person
I think, personally, that I'm beginning
to develop some
real sexist attitudes about men, and I begin to see
women
emerging as the strongest, most physiologically and psychoogically strongest, most highly burdened, and also most
capable, and intelligent and intuitive and flexible and
elastic, you know. .. remarkable women, remarkable. And, I'm
more and more in love with women as a kind of race, in gen—
era i/ 3-11 the time. They're just astounding.
And... and as women, we have so little self-confidence,
so little confidence in the professional world and so few...
so few stepping stones to getting into places we want to go,
when you're having to compete with men. The men are just
more practiced at it. They were pointed that direction
young, and they knew that that's what they would have to do,
and the women have been deflected into child-bearing and
other things for years. So many of them come in... I mean, I
love my daughter, and I wish I had one or two more children,
and I think it's very important to mother, to parent, but
there's so many other things to do, you know, so many of us
aren't set... we can't stay home and do just parenting because we're interested in other things community interests
and development of our friends as people, and in community
work and stuff, that it's, uh, very new, you know, and very
tender ground and we're all intuitively feeling our way
through. .you know, finding out what the needs are.
That's why we keep a log, to see if... for us, it's so
amazing to see the variety of calls, the needs that come in
over that phone. It just ranges violently from fourteen to
ninety sometimes, you know, women who are having, being discriminated against for credit, or being discriminated against
because it's one or two women trying to rent an apartment
or... you know, just any number of things--f acuity people who
are not getting tenure and who need our support, in that we
can organize women to go to the hearings and be supportive
It's just small efforts that in the overof those women.
It's tiny
all, I think, will appear to be magnificent.
stuff to begin with, and it's very frustrating and difficult.
And everybody's learning, and everybody's about as good
as everyone else, you know, and we're all supportive and
buoying each other up a lot because it's exhausting work,
You
as you know, being a counselor, it's exhausting work.
1
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get very involved, and I think none of us
sional distance— none of us have any kind have any profesof
gives us a kind of professional distance in training9 that
any way.
We
all get really super-involved, and that's
exhausting, of
S °' f ° r the W ° men Wh ° are doin< the
work and for the
?
women who are coming in, being counseled,
and being involved,
it s equally morale-building and sustaining,
and it's good
stuff, good meaty stuff.
I really like it.
That's a short
personal philosophy .. .1 don't know... it's not...
How did you, how did you get started doing counseling
Q:
particularly abortion counseling? Did this coincide
in your
life with your awareness of the feminist movement;
did it
start before you became aware of the feminist movement?
What are the origins of your involvement?
D.
I think, I think for me specifically the
origins began
in high school when friends of mine began getting
pregnant
and would ask me, would tell me what was happening, you know,
would say, I'm pregnant, and I have to get an abortion."
And you know in those days, it's the fifties still, an abortion was definitely illegal, a dangerous procedure, and always cost five or six hundred dollars.
I lived in ************* then— a friend of mine died,
when I was a junior in high school, from a bad abortion/
She came to school and collapsed in the bathroom and died
about twenty minutes later of, I think, of peritonitis. She
had, uh...her uterus had been cut open, it had been scarred
by a bad D and C, which was... she had described to me that
morning. .. sickly .. .we' d been nursing her through coffee...
and all bad things ... coffee and tuna sandwiches and stuff
all day, and she died in school. It was a big scandal, but
...I mean, that's when I first realized, although my mother
has feminist leanings and was always a mover for legalized
abortion, and other related areas... you know, better divorce
proceedings, and stuff, uh, she always had sympathy for
prostitutes
It started in high school for me, for sure, with too
many of my friends getting pregnant and getting lousy,
botched, bad abortions, being sterilized or scarred psychologically by that. Abortion's hard enough even when it's
Cerlegal and aseptic and there's supportive counselors.
tainly, being a back-room-of-the-grocery-store procedure is
bad enough to just destroy any woman, you know... it's very
hard to get over that. They were all treated badly. I
wasn't having intercourse at that point... I mean, it was
enough to keep me away from men for a while, but I started
getting very interested then in why abortion wasn't legal
and why this kind of thing ... there was certainly no decent
birth-control then in the fifties it was a diaphram or
It
nothing, condoms, there was no foam or pills yet at al_.
loving
were
who
friends
was just obvious to me that my
women involved in what seemed to be loving relationships with
‘
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one man shouldn't be so brutalized
thatseemed like responsible women who by that
were old*ennnah + h
e
d
th * Y h * d n °
pregnancy
reanv *
W
re d ° ing an y thin 9 from douching
'
Y
with
!
shaken
n un^hnfH
?
b ° t le s of coke to self-styled
^
abortions you
lfnm with knitting
^
know,
needles and stuff.
Too many incidents in my teenage
years— and I became
tSr tea th6n in needs for soma reform.
.yoi^know, I
tu
tl W ° me
ere di crirainat ed against unbearably.
I
thouaht T?
thought
w
e V
it was
awful;
you fknow from the guts that it’s not
n °t that we should all be promiscuous
and not
?
nav
pay the price,
but you have to understand that as a
female
who can get pregnant so easily, the whole
concept of "paying
Pr Ce 13 a r6a 1 man S conce Pt, it's a real
social-orde?
enL
i
concept,
you vknow, keep everybody in line, not allow for
individual expression and freedom. It's not that
I'm a
free- love advocate particularly, and I'm not
crazy about
promiscuous people either— I think it's a little selfdestructive and takes an awful lot of time and energy,
but
•••I think it happened to me around fifteen or
sixteen in
boarding school, for instance, friends of mine were dropping
out because they were pregnant, and in the fifties what
you
did was get married by shotgun, or, if you were lucky
enough
to be upper-middle class, you had an expensive abortion
somewhere but were pulled out of school for a year and everybody
knew of course that you'd had an abortion.
It just was such a heavy kind of social pressure on
women, and I was a woman, so I began to identify very strongly* you know, with those kinds of needs, thinking for myself
that I would be in that position, sooner or later, although
I certainly didn't get into abortion counseling then
not
for years, except in a casual way, in that the grapevine
through a high school or college will have it that certain
doctors in a city are available, that are decent, that are
reputable, and/or where to go, so I carried in my purse,
from the time I was about sixteen, lists of doctors who had
done abortions on friends and friends had lived: that was
the best recommendation you could give then, and that's kind
of off-the-cuff abortion counseling.
I just worked at the phone company for a while, and
women were always getting pregnant ... and something. .people
have just come to me for years, you know, asking... I don't
know why, because I guess I'm available. .1 say yes, I'm
not particularly cold, so that I just happened to be involved, as are so many other women, as a friend; someone
coming to you, saying, "Look, I'm pregnant, I don't know
what to do, I'm desperate." In my college experience, I
had two friends, both of whom took... one drank bottles and
bottles of paregoric and went into a coma, trying to induce
an abortion; and another woman took ergotrate for... I don't
know how she got it, a friend who'd worked in a drugstore...
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you know

that kind of milieu T'm cut-q
,
° Ut ° f the
same. ..you know, it's the
sara4 thing
all those years,
women took drugstore things
f?
llver Pills and bottles
and bottles of stuff
a
d down on beds
P
and
took motorcycle rides with^the? k
J
f;
riends-until you're
Y
stunned by the rSificSiona nJ
e nant when
she doesn't want the child.
?
it's pretty hard
3
33
9
’
k
and l0USy birth control.
Tthink°th

fo/aJlT

»

.

names
e

^

^

T";

sS
ft
d

a

d

i

d be

but kno^ng^tha^someone
cSrv
3
thai
;
3 information,
you know, have the responsibility
i
I"'information. There were alwavs at
for that
e
S 3
S ° mehow who
9 ot pregnant when
they didn-r
1 w fnt
b to
A***
and
really got their boy friends to
h
UP and 11 kl dS ° f things they'd go through—
get
hit in fL
h
u
the stomach,
go horseback
riding, and drinkinq qin
e
an What Ver combination of atrocious
,
things^hey
y
Y
could dn
?
do fto fh
themselves
to lose the baby
Q:
Whatever the current folk way
Whatever the current folklore i;*, for sure.
Some of it
?!
is pretty awful and destructive, and
that was always a
shocker. When Gypsy died, I was really struck
with the need
for some reforms, but at sixteen I wasn't
particularly articulate, and I had a strong social, a sense of social
injustice very strongly, figuring that's a Sagittarian attribute anyway from birth, but I didn't know what to do
or
where to turn. My mother was very helpful, just in kind of
cooling me out... saying that it was... you know, that she
agreed, that she had sympathy for women, that it was a problem
of thousands of years and telling me about different ways
women had tried to avoid being pregnant. She gave me books
cn folklore and herbal medicine and stuff— —just things she
would pick out she wasn't particularly interested herself,
but she was very supportive of my efforts to learn in those
directions
I mean, I was into herb teas as abortives and stuff for
years we'd try anything. When you're seventeen and your
best friend was pregnant, you'd try just about anything,
short of a wire hanger up her vagina, which I knew from too
many newspaper headlines would kill someone. I was also
raised in the fifties when a lot of women were dying of an
embolism in the bathtub; somehow, once or twice a year, some
young woman would be found dead, in her apartment, from a
self-induced abortion. And if that doesn't drive a point
home I guess to some people, the point it drives home is,
well, she got what she deserved because she shouldn't have
been doing it, she wasn't married.
I think
I never of course felt that way, being female.
most women don't really feel that way. Their conditioning
might lead them to spout that stuff, but when they get older
'
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and have kids and feel that they've somehow justified their
biological destiny by having children and suffering through
that at times, but I think most women really don't feel that
way; they understand the dangers of getting caught with an
unwanted pregnancy and they also understand how vulnerable
they are in a loving relationship, that they want to share
themselves in any way that they can be available, and lovemaking is a normal a normal ... lovemaking it's normal, you
know, a natural thing to do.
So that's when I started getting interested, I think.
Now, on your schedule of coming into the Center, working
Q:
in the Center, and speaking only in terms of women you
counsel with, not women that you work with in terms of doing
things like filing, that sort of thing, how many women do
you think that you see each week on an average?
D:
I'd guess, five to twenty, yeh, that kind of range, and
then another maybe five to ten calls on the phone where you're
really talking long about stuff--women who won't come in, who
are afraid to come in, or who can't get in.
So in that respect, you will differ a bit from Alma and
Q:
Barbara because you will do some of it by phone.
D:
For sure, like this woman who called in this morning and
asked about being pregnant with withdrawal. We managed to
refer her to a local medical clinic where a doctor, in fact,
prescribed diethylstilbestrol
since she's less than
seventy- two hours from conception, but we talked for maybe
an hour about her options, you know, but she wouldn't come
If
in.
I asked her if she could come in, and she said no.
they want to do problem pregnancy counseling, you can't very
well say, well, I'm sorry, I won't talk to you on the phone;
otherwise you leave her holding the bag.
And that makes sense in terms of the kind of things
Q:
those people want to talk about.
Sure, it ranges violently, depending .. .you know, the
D:
range can be extremely .. .many many women in one week, and
not so many women the next week, since it's an informal
counseling situation, and I don't book clients there; at the
clinic, I see a steady, different number, but at The Women's
Center, it's depending upon what you are doing for the week
...you will be more or less available. Lots of women.
Who refers these women to you, or if they are not reQ:
ferred, how do they learn that you are someone they can talk
to about abortion counseling or pregnancy counseling?
Well, very often, a friend of theirs who's been in before
D:
and has been counseled, and also very often a woman will come
office
in the office with problems that another woman in the
feels I could deal with better than she can at the moment,
doesn t
or she doesn't have time, or it's an area that she
one
to
forth
and
back
feel competent in, and we'll refer
about
know
to
wants
and
Sure, if a woman comes in
another.
my
not
s
It
jobs, I always refer her to Alma and Barbara.
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d'

ln tUrn refer to me for pregnancy
and abor22?
dif
f ic ult y
some kinds of peer counseling, sometimes.
AS f r
the ab rtion and the pregnancy counseling
?
are
?
concerned,
do you think that most women learn about
it
ther W °men ° r haS there been an kind of
9
publicity
Y
about it?
D:
No, we have no publicity at the Center on
abortion and
lrbb c ntrol; that s really supposed to be taken
?
care of
K
by CWC
the main.
Do you, as part of your counseling services,
Q:
sometimes
go with a woman when she goes to see a doctor about an
abortion, or some problem with pregnancy, or go to a clinic
and so forth?
D:
Hm, I do, sometimes, go with a client.
Yes, if I would
hope that someone else would be supportive for her, a friend,
or a husband or a lover, but if there's no one and she's
really floundering, yes, I do.
Now, these... I have a few questions I want to ask you in
Q:
terms of you and the feminist movement. There may be a
little duplication because some of the things that you have
already mentioned are partial answers to these questions,
but just to make sure we get a full statement on it: when
did you first become involved yourself with the feminist
movement? Can you pinpoint it?
D:
Well, with an organized feminist movement, my first work
is here, at The Women's Center.
I think probably my previous
work in abortion and birth control counseling comes from a
feminist ideology, from the feeling that it's important to
do that work with women.
So I've been dabbling in work with
women for years, but not calling myself a feminist. Also,
the terminology is very new. I knew that I was interested
in working with women, but there was no formal structure for
that until very recently.
I did some work in B******* while I was at school, in
helping organize day care, helping organize alternative
schools. Those were women's issues for sure, seeing as how
women were essentially responsible for the children and
their schooling.
I think that it's still like that, but I
would hope it's changing, that both parents... I see in
alternative school setups now that I've been working with,
that men are taking more of a hand all the time in those
responsibilities of child-rearing and education.
But I guess, formally, I never began thinking of myself
as a feminist until I began doing abortion and birth control
counseling, and really formally when I got to The Women's
Center, and I was working in a milieu of feminists. At the
clinic, all the women there are not feminists, they wouldn't
identify themselves as feminists, but here it's very obvious
that it's feminist work. It gives you a slot for what you've
been feeling for so long and the kinds of work you've been
To
It gives you a coverall, a kind of an umbrella.
doing.
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say,
I m a feminist," means you're
involved with the kinds
of issues that are priorities for feminists,
which are
varied and many, but they're fairly specific. I
mean
they're different I mean, different people say them
different ways, but the issues are obvious and relevant.
I
think, probably formally, here, just this year.
It's about
time, too.
Then, at this point, you do consider yourself a
Q:
feminist 7
D:
Oh, for sure.
No question. Yeh. Budding, and struggling, and learning; certainly not full-fledged I have a
wa-Y to 90, but without doubt, I would describe myself as a
feminist, yes, for sure.
Now, again, this is, I think, this question you've
Q:
answered in part in some of the other things, and it may be
completely redundant, so if it is, we'll skip it. In what
way has the feminist movement affected your involvement in
counseling activities with women?
D:
That's a complicated question. In what way has the
movement affected my involvement? You know, knowing about
the movement and working with other women in the movement
strengthens and supports one's inherent feminist notions,
and with that support and that strength, you 're... you feel
more confident in how you're counseling and what your views
are about women.
To know that you are working in a community of women who see women's needs as a priority, makes it
very clear for you, again. In some other milieu, you might
feel like a freak, being a feminist counselor, thinking that
women's needs are of primary importance at this point. But
the movement helps a lot ... solidify your own feelings, and
clarify your vision of what's necessary. The movement's
very supportive, and probably a lot of other words I'm not
thinking of immediately. The movement's been very supportive to me in my development as a woman. Without the movement, I would be floundering much more than I do any longer.
I mean, I'm in a period of not floundering so much.
Would you be doing abortion and birth control counseling
Q;
if you weren't... if the movement were not a part of your
life?
Well, I was doing abortion and birth control counseling
D:
before I knew that there was a movement of women. But
because I had those feelings about women's needs, being a
woman, that that would have had to be done. I suppose I
could say that I have been a feminist for some years. When
I realized I couldn't get into metal-working shop in high
school because I was a girl, I probably had my first feminist
I mean, my first, kind of searing feeling
stab-in-the-belly
of being discriminated against for being female, which my
mother was very supportive about and very sympathetic to.
I mean, there are inklings of feminist consciousness in
a lot of our backgrounds; a lot of women in the movement
have multiple kinds of similar experiences in being
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obviously discriminated against, or in being, you know,
in
being stuck in stereotyped role-playing stuff, like
mother
cook, housewife, and not being encouraged by their
husbands
brothers, fathers, parents, to go into careers or to be
taken
seriously.
ift art school, in the late fifties and
early sixties,
my teachers and I was a pretty reasonably good painter^ I
was working really hard and very critical of my own work,
but my teachers would say, "You know, you're damn good for
a woman, but we know you won't stick at this because you're
gonna get married and have kids, and all women give this
up, and it's really a rare woman who keeps painting." And
that infuriated me, just infuriated me, and it infuriated
me most when I got pregnant and gave up painting and realized
they were right. The struggles of raising a child and worrying about them eating lead paint, and having the hours to
work in a studio I just didn't have the time. I couldn't
arrange my life so I could keep working. My energy was going
into raising that child and doing laundry and housework and
trying to scrape together money enough for food.
They were right and that was really infuriating to me.
That's when I became concerned with the issue of day care
for the first time in my life, realizing that if I had
access to day care one or two days a week, I could in fact
be painting.
I would have the time, a block of time.
My
daughter was never a nap-taker, and she was a light sleeper.
By the time she fell asleep at ten or eleven and got up at
six, I didn't have the energy to work, so that was a lackof-energy problem for me, and also I had no access to day
care.
I hadn't even heard of day care much, up to that
point.
It wasn't really a relevant issue until I had a
child.
So, the movement... I mean, and then I thought, oh, day
care, and I was victim to other people's ideas about day
care, those kinds of arguments that American women would
give up their children to government-controlled agencies,
and what was happening to women as parents they didn't
want to be mothers any more. You know, that kind of old
Freudian line about, "my God, what do women want? "...you
mean, "you're not satisfied with taking care of those noble
duties at home?" We're all victim to those kinds of arguments. When I hear someone with a strong argument talk
about day care being the ruination of American children, or
women who say they wouldn't have their children in those
centers, I'm victimized, I'm pressured by those kinds of
arguments. I think, my God, if I was really a good mother,
lot of
I wouldn't think in terms of day care, and I had a
daughter
conflict with that. That resolved itself by my
never having been in day care, ever. I never found day care
conif I had, I might have put her in, but I did have some
flicts
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OW ' my WOmen friends with children mostly
have their
S
day cara part of the week and I'm very
supportive
of those women because I know when they
say, "Oh... " vou
know, they victimize themselves by saying,
"It's
masturbatory and narcissistic of me to put my kid selfish and
in day
days a week if 1 were really a good mother,
I
would be there seven days a week all the time."
And
they're
W
n
W
YOU knOW are screa™ing at the end of eight hours
;:*
J
with the kids.
I mean, they're less patient and
giving
less good quality time to the children, so that,
from that
learning experience, myself... I mean, part of the women's
movement function would be to be supportive in those areas
to understand the need for that relief time from the
parent
^^ d f^orn the child, for the woman to do some things for
herself to. feel better, about herself as a person.
And. in fact, how that works is, the quality of time
spent with the child is much better quality time, much less
pushing the kid away from the apron strings and saying, "Get
out of the kitchen, Johnny." You know. It's better for
everybody, the way I see it, in my experience. With women
I see now, it's just better for them, to have those options.
And the kids love it. I don't know a single child, in my
limited experience, my limited circle of friends, not one
child that's responding badly to day care. And there are
plenty of people around who like to say it will show later;
you know, just wait until they're fifteen and start talking
to you, and you know... and mothers know that, they know...
they say, they all have jokes among themselves "Just wait'll
the kid's sixteen, and I'll find out I didn't do anything
right after all, no matter what I did."
But, it's important to support a woman in that, and all
women, I think, essentially find it easy to feel guilty
about giving their child up to anybody... I mean, a babysitter once a week is okay but three days a week, my God...
you know, what 're you supposed to be home doing then, what
is it you're asking for, if you're not doing that, so yes,
my experience....
I've kinda forgotten the question. .something about the
movement, affecting my life and affecting my counseling.
The movement affects everything that I do every day; absolutely affects my life very strongly. But also I realize
that I'm living in this tiny little isolated community of
Campus Town which I think, from another view, is one of the
more active feminist, little clusters in the country. I
mean, people who come from other places say, everything's
happening in Campus Town. From the inside, it doesn't look
that way, it's such a battle to get anything accomplished,
but the movement's certainly in clusters. It's around
universities, it's around educated women most of the time.
I'd like to see more contact with Third World Women and
welfare women and ghetto women, and courses and day care,
'
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and things for them to make their lives
classes that are free that they can take better .you know,
in weav ing, or silkuality or

I think day care is a wonderful thing
and kids benefit
from it and parents benefit from it, and... I'd
just... I'd
like to see the movement filter down, and I am sure
it will
filter down to every level of consciousness in the
country
so that women can benefit.
I think women will benefit and
are benefit ting by the movement.
I think people are maybe
general looking at women a little more seriously, a little
more seriously.
.1 know that wherever I go, if I get involved in conversation, and I often do with men or women, they say immediately to me, "You're not one of those women's libbers, are
you?" And, uh, I try not to come on too strong.
I don't
want to alienate people because I want, you know, if they
want to talk, I want some conversation. And people tend to
alienate you by saying things like, oh, "Have you burned
bras?" or "How many bras have you...", you know, stupid,
irrelevant, but something about the media image of what they
think feminism is, you know.
And I think the work's very important, and I hope it will
filter down to the world and help make everything better for
women and children and men, because men have to benefit by
women suffering less. They have to benefit by more equality,
and I really believe that the quality of the humanism in a
nation depends a lot on the status of its women. I think
women are very important contributors in the community as
child-raisers and any kind of workers. They're wonderful
people
And you know, I think it’s good work. I think it'll be
a time before people accept and realize that it's doing good
for everybody.
Certainly now there's a lot of misunderstanding about feminists being man-haters, and I think a lot of
what we're saying is, that women are finding it too difficult
to talk among themselves with men in the room, so that we
continue to ask the men to do for themselves for a while
longer, you know, to get into their own support groups and
their own rape conferences, and their own whatever is analogous to the women's activities, and let the women get it
together and compare experiences and strengthen one another.
And that's gotta be beneficial to their men and to the world.
You know, a little more confidence and chutzpah. Right?
Right. Now, one final question. How would you define
Q:
the concepts, "Feminist counselor" and "Feminist counseling"?
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D:

Gee, it's hard for me to think of a
separation between
feminist counseling and feminist counselor
other than what
the feminist counselor. .how she lives
or how she feels
F minist counseling— I've been thinking
a
, ?
lot about it lately...
I think that...l begin to define
feminist counseling in terms of what it isn't
more than what
1S
ec use 1 dldn 't have a specific idea at first,
alIt
J
though ^
I thought
in some way it was kind of advocacy and
understanding toward a woman's plight in this society,
you will. In my experience with traditional therapy, if
I have
found that. .traditional kinds of therapists tend
to focus
on the negative, tend to say: okay, after a year of
counseling, we decided you're a paranoid-schizophrenic, you
know, and in some way, work on pulling you out of the morass
and keep you individualized, keep you alone in an alone
therapy situation without input from a community, without
a conscious kind of community input to the woman.
For example, a woman will go into therapy for years and
come out to a feminist counselor and say, "Gee, I've been
in therapy for seven years, and I'm paranoid-schizophrenic
with all these..." and she's got terminology down, and she's
been told forever what her weak points are, and what she has
to work on.
I think a good therapist
i.e., a feminist
counselor will turn around to that woman and say, "Okay,
tell me about your strong points." I mean, I think it's a
different approach; I think there's a little more emphasis
on the strong on the strength of the woman and her particular skills, not always her weakness in not being able to
cope with a situation that might even be impossible.
The most important thing about feminist counseling, I
think, is feeding back to that individual woman who has been
alienated and alone, isolated in a household with kids, who
will come to you and say things like, "I don't understand
what's wrong with me this year; I love my children and my
husband, but I feel so trapped," or "I feel so resentful,"
or "I feel that I'm not fulfilling anything in my life."
To be able to tell that woman, "Gee, every woman that comes
to me says that." You know, so often that's a concept that
they've never heard of... they haven't compared notes with
other women... they don't realize that so many other women
are feeling isolated and that it's futile, that they love
their children but why are they so resentful or getting shorttempered, or that they'd like to be doing some other stuff,
and it takes everything they can do to get a baby-sitter to
get out to a hobby class once a week.
I think in feminist counseling, almost, you're giving
your individual clients a sense of commonality of female
problems. In this society, now, the way we work heterosexual marriage, children, being isolated in the household
I mean, a few social events like a tea party once a week or
a coffee hour, is a start in some direction, but so often
.
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they don t talk to anyone. They talk to their
husbands
"
?" e a ? d Say ' Hone y- 1 feel so aliented or
»
“a®?
he doesn t want to even hear the language,
?° ® d '
and
he doesn t want to know about it.
"What's the matter—
you ve got wall-to-wall carpets, and you've got
the washing
m achin e
What do you need, a new car...." First of all
giving them a sense of their problems being social
problems
as women, not just individual psychotic,
regressive, adolescent... you know, they just come in, thinking in a
haunted
way about themselves.
Feminist counseling provides a broad base of experience
of talking to other women and comparing notes, which immediately begins to relax a woman to think, wow, this isn't
just my individual problem. They can begin to see it in
of a political sense, although you almost don't dare
even say 'political" because that's too scary, but you can
say "common," and then you can begin to encourage her maybe
to move into a support group with other women and to begin
to compare notes. Even that's exhilarating, that can be done
for a year in a support group without it ever getting boring,
or two years, where they find again and again that they're
having the same problems: "I'm having trouble achieving
orgasm; I know how to do it, but I can't get the information
across to my husband." Even if they all understand that
they're not deformed, women who come in and say, "I think my
clitoris is in the wrong place; I've never been able to have
any orgasm with a man, but I can do it by myself" to say to
her that almost every other woman you've ever talked to, who
begins to talk about sexuality, says, "I think there's something wrong with me," to share with her that you know that
other women internalize that your own experience, to say,
"Gee, I was married three times, I had the same problems
it took me years to learn that it wasn't my frigid nonfunctioning, it's not orgasmic dysfunctioning , it's lack of
communication between you and your husband, or you and your
partner," that already is a relief, and if that's not feminist, I don't know what is.
That's definitely a feminist approach to start comparing women's experiences and to show to that woman in so many
instances that it's the same for everybody. Now that's no
solution to the problem, but it's already a relaxing of the
woman coming in, thinking that she's crazy, or different, or
so alien that she's the only person with this kind of prob.
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And then, feminist counselor, or feminist counseling
still, I think probably it's good therapy, probably it's
individualized therapy. Instead of saying to her, which
I'm afraid some counselors do, to try and get her to resolve
certain things so that she can still function effectively as
a mother and a wife, and get her feedback from her family...
not to encourage her to separate from the nuclear unit, but
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to think of herself as a person separate from
that, and to
develop herself as a person in order that
a better Person and a more fulfilled
person—
u .nn
,
she
11 also
be a better mother, a more interesting wife,
a
more available person, a more exciting person to
her children.
If she can be encouraged to develop herself,
take
courses, get involved with other women, she discovers
who
she herself is more, and she doesn't feel so trapped
and so
helpless. That's something about how I begin to think
about
feminist counseling.
The feminist counselors' collective has been trying to
define feminist counseling now for two months, and there's
terrific resistance in the group to a definition, and everybody's got a really different point of view, so it's very
interesting to see the process, the kinds of discussions
that are going on between these women who all consider themselves feminist counselors, who come from twenty different
places, you know... from humanist, from feminist, from radical
Lesbian, from any number of places, but I think first of all
that's very important.
The feminist counselor I'm not sure about, except that I
think, ideally, she's struggling with alternatives, and she's
struggling with a life experience that most often, I would
like to think, hasn't been satisfactory I mean, she's struggled with the nuclear relationship with a man, and she's
struggled with feeling isolated, she's had many of the experiences that the clients who 're coming in to her have had
already, and she's growing and changing, and trying new
things, and adopting new ways of relating and getting to
know herself, and she can encourage that in the client.
The feminist counselors I see that I think are very good
at what they do are women who live in unusual situations a
lot of the time in collectives, in multiple marriages, with
real hard-work-relationships with other people, they're open
to change, they're open I think I favor very much women
who've had, for instance, Lesbian experiences. I tend to be
dubious about [a counselor without such experience] counseling a woman with a lot of feelings about whether she might
possibly be a Lesbian if she's talking to a woman counselor
who's never considered that she might be available to another woman in a loving way, who's distrustful of that, or
who thinks that it's perverse... I mean, I think that a good
feminist counselor has a lot of understanding of women's
needs and feelings, and she can sympathize and listen.
I would hope she's a woman in progress, a woman in development, a woman in growth, and I would hope that the
counselor is being supported by a supportive group of women
I think the feminist counselors that
in growth and change.
trying out
I know are truly remarkable, strong gutsy women,
in
children
a lot of stuff, trying very hard to raise their
other ways, trying for democratic households, trying for
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inte r c hang e of love and feelings and sharing
their feelinas
th ng
3,1,3 3re not livin
such a restrained, alien9
S°^ , i ?' W3y
It,S sma11 £a“ ilies that don’t seem to
’
share outside very much... real personal
stuff.
thSSe definitions - I'm still in progress,
and
d X think 1 11 be ln progress for a long
^
time,
just begun to get a few visions of what feminist but I've
means. I m not sure I|ll hold on to those, but counseling
I've been
haying lots of discussions with other women, and
we're all.
well, confused as to how to define that what's
different
about feminist counseling? I think simply it puts the
focus
on the woman as a person, and not so much even the woman
as
a cog
the wheel of the nuclear family but really encouraging her, the person. You would hope that with her strength,
the whole unit that she chooses to love in would be strengthened.
X hope that s not as vague as I think it might be.
I've
been working hard on that whole concept for a long time...
for a while, a few months, actually, it's not such a long
time, but there are a lot of disagreements in the feminist
counseling area, among those women, about what it is and
what it means ... there are feminist counselors around who
don't think they should play up the word "feminist" but
should play up the word "counselor," and they disagree radically, say, with my point of view about encouraging the woman
separately instead of in toto you know, they think that...
or there are some women who disagree with that, that you
would extract the woman... you have to see her in her situation, but you have to be able to encourage her as an individual, for sure, and, I think, in therapy a woman very often
is not encouraged to think of herself as a strong, positive
individual. . .you know, her aggressiveness, her bitchiness is
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not encouraged.
I mean, a complaint so often of women in therapy is that
their husbands are calling them aggressive or castrating. I
think in ordinary therapy in ordinary, what I consider kinda
poor, ordinary, par-for-the-course therapy that so many of
us have been through for years aggressiveness and bitchiness
are not, they're not encouraged traits. Any therapist will
ask you to play down the aggressiveness and play down your
needs in the family situation, and bitchiness that's the
worst threat any husband can say of his wife, "she's a bitch,"
or "she's castrating," meaning, "she's competing with me in
some way." But I don't see it that way, I don't see that
she has to be secondary to her husband. Okay, that's an
answer to the question; I could go on for an hour, but that's
an answer, right?
Oh, I almost forgot when did you start working at
Yeh.
Q:
The Women's Center?
About January first this year.
D:
Can you estimate the total number of women you've
Q:

—
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counseled, in person and by phone?
Well, I'd guess about two hundred, about.

D:

APPENDIX E

Tapescript of Interview with Ethel

APPENDIX E
Tapescript of Interview with Ethel
May 19--

Question: How old are you?
Ethel: ********
And your marital status?
Q:
************
E:
Do you have any children?
Q:
*********
E:
Do you have an undergraduate degree?
Q:
E:
**************
You were accepted into the Department of Guidance
Q:
Counseling as a special graduate student, and now you and
are a
regular master's candidate in counselinq?
E:
Right.
Did you have any previous experience in counseling work?
Q:
inf ormally
in the sense that I...
guess ever
since I was about ten, I've been involved in I community work,
working with people, because of my background.
What is your background?
Q:
E:
Well, it's a radical socialist background. .. radical
communist ... and my family's always been involved in causes,
and I was actually sent out as a youngster to work with
other youngsters to try to indoctrinate them into Marxism,
or whatever, so at a very early age, I was really dealing
with all kinds of groups of people, like ethnic groups,
Blacks. And I can remember experiences of being down in the
Black ghetto, talking to little Black kids I'm ten and
they're ten. That wasn't exactly counseling, but it was
talking to them, and then, my whole life, up to the time I
was eighteen, was involved in this movement, and sorta organizing and infiltrating....
I didn't know it began so young.
Q:
E:
Yes, it did, and so I was involved with people in a kind
of interpersonal relationship, and then later on in my life,
as I got married, I was always... for instance, I was involved with the Youth Corps, the Neighborhood Youth Corps,
in an ethnic neighborhood, where I lived, where I would work
with the kids, and I was involved with a Headstart Program
where I would deal with mothers.
Did you work with Headstart as a counselor, or teacherQ:
aide, or what?
E:
I was a volunteer; I helped start the program, and that
was one of the first programs in my community for Headstart.
We had to encourage the mothers to bring their children, we
.
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had to interview them, we had to pick who was
going to come
in because we had a limited budget, and so
I had to do
™ as counseling of a sort as I had to find out who
wanted
to have their kids in, what their problems were
at home, if
they could get their kids to school everyday, if
they
help getting them there, if they were working ... that needed
was
kind of counseling, but not....
Would you call that peer counseling, perhaps?
Q:
E:
Yes, maybe so.
Okay.
Q:
Now, what is your status, or your relationship to
The Women's Center?
E:
Well, I'm doing a practicum there, so I'm not a paid
staff member.
Beginning when?
Q:
E:
October, unofficially, sort of, where I saw one woman
who came to The Women's Center, and she was referred to me,
and I saw her on an on-going basis weekly thereafter, and
then, after that, I got involved in Catherine's project with
the welfare mothers, and I continued to see individual
women who were referred to me from the Center, plus this
group of about twenty women. That group started... my involvement started with that group around January.
So, it's been second semester that you've officially
Q:
done a practicum at The Women's Center?
E:
Yeh, right.
Okay. Now... this semester during your practicum, have
Q:
you been involved only with Catherine's group, or have you
worked with other women?
E:
No, I've worked with individual women who are not in the
group whom I've seen on a weekly basis. Actually, two...
two women I have seen regularly, and then the rest of them
are the women who are connected with Catherine's group.
So most of the people you've been working with have been
Q:
part of her group. All right. And are you doing personal,
vocational, or educational counseling with these women?
With these women, I started doing what I would call voE:
cational and academic counseling. In other words, finding
out what was here at the university for them, what would be
practical choices for them, what did they want to do, what
kind of studying did they want to do; and so I did some
research on my own into what was available in the university.
And I did that sort of counseling ... as we got all those
kinds of questions, we got into personal counseling. And
there were four women of this group of twenty who wanted to
see me, personal problems, so I continue io see these four
women. And the others would come to me sporadically when
something would come up.
Now, is that work finished for the semester?
I see.
Q:
No, I'm still coming in one day a week, Wednesdays,
No.
E:
today's the day, and I see them.
Now, how long will that continue?
Q:

^
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E:

I'm hoping that it will
for the
t-h
summer, except
for three weeks in June whencontinue
T m
come in either all day Wednesday
1 plan to
* TU6Sday and
n efday. J'm not sure at
this 'point
Throughout the summer’
Yeh.
r ight.
How would you descrih^
i__
c°unselrng
techniques that you use in your
counseling?
E.
I think they vary for
%r
the sitnaf-inn
<

•

Wf

,

•

what the woman is

.

4.

«*

like^htHh

might be

so it s a more pragmatic sort of
,
thing.
In the
d CaSe ' where she comes with real
issues
of
personality
S°K
u
and behavioral problems and acting-out
and that sort of
1 kn° M ° f therapeutic techniques.

Se

In

olLr w£d!?.r

Such as what?
I try to stay... one thing, to try
to stay with one
speoific instance of poor interpersonal relationships,
somelsn t working for her, and rather than going
globally over the whole range of a woman's problems,
we try
to examine what she does, or what somebody else does
to her
a specific situation, and get as much out of that
event,
or that occurrence, to try to give us both some knowledge of
how she is operating, of what she's doing in her life.
For examining a very, very specific detail, for instance
with one woman I'm counseling at the Center today, it's what
she's doing in terms of a lover that has just left her but
hasn t really left she still sees him like once a week so
today we talked really about his last visit to her, what
happened, and how she felt during this whole evening, and
what that brought about in her. We're trying to find out
why she saw him, why she did certain things, even though, at
the same time, she was having a lot of misgivings about it,
what there is... I don't know the answers, but in looking at
this one particular interaction, I feel we can learn something about her rather than going into all the problems of
her life, which are many, relating to her children. .. so I
don't know what you'd call that as a technique. .. it s a....
How would you characterize your own philosophy of counQ:
seling, or describe it?
E:
I very much feel that people do move towards health,
that they have things that block them from it which are bad
relationships from their childhood, and that, if these can
be examined and brought out to the light of day and looked
Q:
Ej
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at and new perceptions seen about
what happened there so th PV
se ®
re ® lear1
they can then change their perspec^
t
t° P eo P le in their present lives,
so that
that°Mhat°th
wh at they re doing in their
present lives are influenced by these bad relationships which
have distorted
r
Ce
f el that pe ° ple Want t0 move aw
from that,
trom
that ^nH°?h*
J
and they really do,
if they can talk, and if thev
XPl ° re behavior; the Y want to grow, and they
want to
bloom

r

^

^

S °' 1 trust people, and I trust that
people are healthier
..
than they suspect they are, and that they can
be counted on
to be more than a willing participant.
So, I see my role
as a counselor as almost like ... together we're kind
of involved in an education process of re-educating, or reparenting, or something— bad parenting, bad... bad experiences which, if they can be looked at and examined, can
be
turned away and... I guess I believe in people striving for
health. They don't want to be hampered, and I can help them
to come to some test or feeling of confidence that they can
it, that they're fearful, that they've never experienced
the ability to make choices, and their own strengths. So,
in a way, it's trying to show people that they are strong,
or that they can be strong, and I do feel that people are,
that they're not fragile.
I'm in the process of working out my own ideas and
theories; I'm not at all formulated. Also, I very much veer
toward wanting to have a strong grounding in real psychoanalytic thought, myself. I feel that I have to understand
personality development, and I want to understand what
Freud's contributions were, and what all the people who came
after Freud... how they changed his interpretation. Especially dealing with counseling women, I really want to start,
sort of... you know, go back and learn as much as I can about
Freud's beliefs of what the feminine personality is, and
how other people have revised that belief. The more I
know, the more I feel I've got to come to my own beliefs
about women, and about people's behavior and personality and
ego-strength, and all of that.
So, I see myself seeking at this point to get maybe a
more traditional background for counseling; in other words,
I have gotten hooked onto it, and I really like it, but I
want to have a firmer foundation for myself which is based
on real knowledge of therapeutic techniques transference,
counter-transference so that that involves my having to go
into therapy and knowing more about myself, so that I can
understand when something in the client is producing something in me which makes it difficult for me to work with
that person. You know, my anxiety is aroused by certain
kinds of women, by certain kinds of people well, the more
I know about that, the more free I will be from my own inability to work with them.
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Now, in your work with the women in
this group, or just
r Wlth W °men in counselin
9 sessions? how
much Sf the
n? th 6 S6SS1 ° n d ° ° U
SpSnd in ^ving
Y
factual information?**^
e 3 i " n n g> wit h this particular
group of women,
almost ££»
h ^
fc
t 1 j
was spent in talking about factual
?
info™
=t
formation,
about what they were actually coming to the
un^ersity f ° r
they had a high degree Qf anxi
and confusion about not knowing why they
were here.
They saw an ad in the paper saying they could
possibly get
into the university and get their tuition paid and
be admitted, and so they came. They answered the ad, and they
went to some meetings, but they didn't know why they were
here, or what they could hope to get.
So, I felt that che more they knew about the university,
and how it functioned, and what was available here, and
where they could pursue further information, the better they
would feel. So I tried to open up a lot of doors for them
and give them names of deans, and names of schools, and
names of programs, telephone numbers, explain the programs
to them, and let them think about it, and then kind of decide what they were going to explore further. That was the
initial thing. The women who came of themselves to The
Women's Center with problems that they wanted to discuss,
there was no... I would say there was very little factual
information given to them.
Do you use referral services, and if so, what kind?
Q:
Let me give you the total question, because there' re several
parts to it.
I am interested in knowing if you've been
using any kind of referral services and what kind; how you
determine when or if the woman should be referred; and how
you determine which specific referral agent to suggest?
E:
Are you talking in terms of further psychiatric help or
therapy help?
Whatever. Under what conditions .. .when do you refer,
Q:
to whom, and why, and how do you determine it?
E:
I can't think of any instance when I referred, except as
I say, I referred these women to particular deans for
further information. I referred many of them to l******
B**** , who's working in Academic Advisement, so that they
could talk to her. She knew more about those programs. But
the women with whom I've counseled on personal problems, I
have not referred them to any place.
Now, in working with these women, are you seeing them by
Q:
appointment, or how, specifically, do you set up your counseling sessions with the individuals?
Very specifically, because I was available Tuesdays
E:
and I had to fit them into slots, so we
Wednesdays,
and
would make actual appointments.
You would make appointments.
Q:
Yes.
E:
Q:

S
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You didn't have time to be able to
Wh ° mlght d6Cide ShS nSedS to
-d talk to™ you
today?
1 h
e d° ne thab in the sense that
if a woman.
?^
T'rn
a ™ eetin
g Wlth this group of women, and I don't*
have
an appointment with a woman, and
she'll say, "I really need
to see you," so several times I have
scheduled that for
e seen the others with whom I've
had
T
P
bbey ve simply had to wait around until, appointments
say four o'clock
°' 1 haVS be * n
The
^men'frCenter where people A1S
have come in for counseling, and
r
1 Ve couns eled individual
women who come
u ? ?'
tn ° n a on e-shot
basis.
I've just happened to be there.
Who are outside that program.
Q:

^^

™d

L

_

Yeh.
Okay. How many women do you counsel each week?
Totally? Women in the program plus the others 7
Yes.
No more than six.
Six per week.
Yeh, unless they would be one-shot people coming in for
an hour at a time, and I'm not really counting them.
I'd
say the most I've seen in any one week is six.
And it may vary once in a while with somebody who walks
Q.
in who is not part of the program, who happens to find you
free while you're there?
E:
Of course, this isn't to say that there isn't a lot of
informal counseling because I do attend Catherine's meetings,
her general business meetings with the women, and after the
meetings are over. I'll stand around and talk, generally,
to a group of women, or I might talk to the whole group
while we're sitting there, and this would be more in terms
of how the group is moving, and how they can get money, and
maybe suggestions about publicity, so this is not exactly
counseling, but it is counseling in the sense of helping
them move, resolve problems of the group.
So, because of the program, you've continued to see
Q:
various women throughout the whole semester, so it's not a
thing of somebody comes for a couple of times and disappears?
E:
That's right. This has been a more cohesive program or
group than many others.
In the individual counseling sessions with the women,
Q:
how much time do you spend with them? Is it a full hour, or
less?
E:
It's been at least an hour. Often it goes to an hour
and a quarter, sometimes to an hour and a half, but it's
always at least an hour.
Could you
At least an hour and not less than an hour.
Q:
that
problems
say, in general, what is the range or type of
they're bringing to these sessions with you?
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A g ea deal of it: is i ac k Of self-worth. .which
then
^.
means, ^feeling
themselves demeaned in their relationships
W t men ', demeaned ° r used .feelings of not being
ofi their lives and wanting to be more in charge... in charqe
and feelings of general confusion about where they're
qoina in life*
With all of that, there are also areas of degrees of
helplessness, powerlessness. Also, problems relating to
sex:
a great deal of the counseling relates to their
relationships with men and wanting to change the way they relate
sexually.
What interview facilities are available to you for your
Q.
counseling sessions at the Center?
^
used rooms at the Student Union a great deal where
I reserved them a week in advance when I knew that
I was
gonna have a series of sessions. So I reserved from ten
o'clock to one, and that was always available.
You met with your women more often away from The Women's
Q:
Center. . .
E:
In the beginning, I was meeting away from The Women's
Center because we didn't know that there was a room upstairs,
or for some reason, I didn't know, and then we discovered
there was a room on the second floor which I have been
using since March, maybe.
So you now are....
Q:
E:
Now I'm at the Center. But I would say from November
through March, I did the counseling at the Student Union.
Is the quantity and type of resource materials on hand
Q:
in the Center adequate to your needs in working with the
clients?
E:
Well, I got... as far as career counseling and academic
counseling, I picked up my information from the university
at large I just went around and got it.
That was not availThat
able to me at the Center.
I went after that myself.
was a specific kind of information having to do with courses,
schools, and what they offered.
Do you make use of what the Center has on hand over
Q:
there in the written materials?
E:
No, just only for my own personal information, but I
haven't really used it in counseling. I don't find I need
.

^

* •
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it.
Now, this is a kind of general question, Ethel.
Q:

In your
time,
setting,
the physical
view, what factors any kind:
to
able
being
and so forth what factors tend to limit your

—

—

counsel effectively?
I have often thought and said to Catherine, if only I
could have an office some place where women knew that I was
here Tuesdays and Wednesdays from ten to three, say, I think
many more, then, would have come to me, but I have not
found it possible to schedule all of them who wanted to see
have
I perceive that some of them were shy and would
me.
it
pursue
not
sought me out, had there been time, but I did
E:
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myself because there simply wasn't time

e

CO " dtf

side of it the

^° ^"^
r1
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r

g°°^ blcaul4 on^he^ther
often

The Women

1

s °Center '

^

has^one
1

really^a^'hindr ance
need
Y

fOUnd the la ° k ° f a room

6

^

^re's

»«

£acilties f ° r the demand that
?hey're get?ing ?
h
eally d °' Yeh
Because 1 have a feeling that of
tb^Ql t^f
r twenty women, many more would
have come to
f d they kl own that 1 was there and
available,
?
and they
U ^?
d ^ aVe called and made an appointment
because they find
?? i
it difficult to come up from c****** s******
the transportation is hard and if they come up for a meeting,
that's
a convenient time for them to come, and
they're willinq to
stay around for the rest of the day, but I can only
fit in
so many.
Anything else? For instance, you're sort of, you're
Q*
practically now completed with your master's in counseling.
Have you gained enough skills and techniques and knowledge
during this year, or are you still...?
E:
Oh!
No, definitely not, absolutely not!
No... I feel I
have enough skills and techniques, and I don't think it's
only as a result of this year. That would be ridiculous.
****************************, I have CQUnseled them all
their lives, and. .you know... I do... I have been relating to
people all my life, and I think having had a sort of long
life allows you to have a certain wisdom and insight into
people's psychological motivations and behavior, so I can't
really separate that from the actual skills. I've learned
certain techniques, and I have learned certain skills this
year, there's no doubt, but I'm pursuing my own, other
avenues for getting further training because I don't feel
that I, by any means, have enough training. But I think I
do have enough, and I feel competent to take a job, say, in
a private school where I would counsel students who would
come in and talk to me about problems.
As a professional counselor? You would now at this
Q:
point classify yourself as a professional counselor?
E:
I think I would, yes.
I don't think I would classify
myself as a professional therapist by any means, but that
is what I would like to grow toward eventually, and I see
myself working toward it in the steps that I am now taking.
In your view, what aspects of a women's center
Okay.
Q:
itself and its location on a university campus influence,
either negatively or positively, the effectiveness of the
*

^

,

.
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counseling services offered by the
center?
1
basic
if
the
image that the women's
^'
cente/is^bS
** 13 able to P ro 3 ect into the
population at large if
5^2
the image is one of radical feminism,
I have a feeling that
th u der 9 rad uates or the young
women who have not
?
thnii v,?
£
fei inism
but who have a vague idea about
women'ss lib,
women
lib mi
aht not? come, so that their
might
[a center's]
C
V
S
Uld
limit6d there because the actual
ffct
1-r 13
counseling from only a feminist point
of view.

f

'

^ tw

^

'

that would be absolutely self-defeating, and
that this c ^ter is open for people to come
and find out who
they are, what they d like to be, and what
they're doing,
and what they don't like to do, and that we really...
I feel
I have a responsibility not to impose
my own heightened
awareness or values on a woman who isn't at that point
I
would not hide what my values are, but at the same time, if
a woman comes and says she wants to get married and
she
wsnts to have babies, and she's ambivalent about continuing
her education, I would try to find out where the ambivalence
comes from is that true, or is this something she's feeling
pressure from her parents about, or is it really what she
wants, but I would not say, "oh, you can't just have babies,"
and, you know, I feel that that's very important.
And I suspect that the whole population of young women
have not come to The Women's Center because maybe they
think they're going to have to move in a direction that
they're not ready to move in. I don't know, but my experience has been that the women who do come there, come because they have been maybe disaffected by traditional kinds
of counseling, maybe at Psychological Services one woman
specifically told me that she went to... she said he was a
psychiatrist ... at Mental Health, and she was struggling with
whether she should give her children to her former husband
and let him keep them for a year or two while she finishes
her education. She has a lot of conflict, but he, his point
of view was, "Why are you getting a career? You already
have a career, you're a mother, and what do you need this
other career for?", so... I only have her words to go by,
and I don't know if that's exactly what he told her, or if
that's what she heard.
The fact is, that it was enough for her to leave and
come to The Women's Center, so she suspected that at the
Center, she would find somebody who would be sympathetic to
her dilemma which is true, I am sympathetic to that dilemma, so we're trying, you know, that's one of the things
that she's working on. And she's able to say to me, sometimes I can't stand those kids, I hate the repetition of
housework, I hate having to take care of them, but she knows
that I'm not going to be aghast, and I'm not going to say,
"Oh, how can you say such a thing, that's a terrible

—
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had^em.

Y ° U kn °W ' 1 understand those
feelings; we've all

tha

S
-1 d ° n,t know if tha t's an
answer to your
rt :; S ° n ® thing
and the.-, of course the facili,
16
ln
of having places for women to
sit an^talv
d counseling rooms, and I think
it would be
Meafif

a

,

we Hon

could have little cuiay-holes places where
available ... like at the ********** Counseling Center, a number of counselors
were there, on an ongoing basis. I'm not that familiar vith the
other activiles that go on at the Center because that's
been my function there, and I haven't had time tc really look
into
other things, but I suspect that it's not comfortable the
in
many ways.
The demand for services is larger than there are faciliQ:
to take care of those services?
E:
I ve seen it happen in counseling; I don't know
about
other areas really. I can't speak about other areas, but...
well, for instance, Catherine's project, where she has these
women coming in, and now she's going to be doing a summer
program with them in reading skills, and writing, and it's
not comfortable. . .1 mean, it would be good if there were
more space so they could all meet in groups and have their
discussions, and separate groups could be going on at the
same time with a couple of people.
It's very cramped.
Now, this is a two-part question.
Q:
Do you see yourself
as a feminist, and if so, how does this affect your method
or approach to counseling?
E:
I think I'm in the process of growing as a feminist.
I've been in a support group myself before I came to the
university and for the last couple of years, and I've become
more and more interested in the roles that women play, and
whether they are comfortable with them, and whether they are
biologically determined. And I have pretty much concluded
for myself that it has nothing to do with biology, and it
really has to do with conditioning in society. So I'm convinced of that, and I feel that in that sense it makes me a
feminist counselor because I feel that any young woman, or
any woman, is only hampered to the extent that she herself
won't allow herself to do anything she wants to do because
of what's in her mind, and also of course the social difficulties of fulfilling what she wants to fulfill that's
something else. But supposing she wants to do something,
then that's the first battle, but I think it's a big battle,
for her to conceive that she could possibly be a lawyer, or
she could possibly be an engineer, or whatever it is she
wants to be.
So that's one area where I'm clear. Women can be whatever they feel they can be, barring certain physical difficulties. And in terms of the conflict between being a
mother, a wife... I feel that it doesn't have to be such a

thev'r^?f
ney re really

,
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conflict;, that: these things. . .that
there are ways of
It,S 3 StrU
9
but if a woman is clear
in her mind
In
min7that’th
that this is a right that she has,
just as a
man has a right to develop as a human
being and as an indid"a
She q " ally has a ri ? ht ' and »he does not
hive lo
a
UnC ?
a man and fueled
the
man
s
energy.
So,
T%IIi
I
feel fw
these things very strongly because of my own
exper-

?^,

S

.7
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ience and my own awareness.
Then, -too, I feel she has to control, she
has to take
t ^° 1 °? her 1:L e •
1 feel that very strongly.
She should
l
n
°^ f? P f nC? ? n an Y bod Y else to guide her, to be depended on,
and that it s equally bad... for a woman who's
married.
equally bad for the man for the woman to be this kind .. it s
of a
dependent, clinging creature. So, if that's what a feminist counselor is, I feel very strongly about that.
The other area of being a feminist counselor is this
whole thing of de-mystifying the whole relationship between
the counselor and the client, of sharing ... the levels of
sharing that Ruth talked about... that I should be as open,
in some ways, to share my own experience and myself as a
human being... in other words, the more of a genuine human
b ^iug X can be with the person I'm counseling, the more they
can be themselves, but I don't see that as specifically a
feminist point of view. I think that would be true for any
counselor, any therapist. If they are seen as aloof, distant, I think their effectiveness is limited, because they
don't teach what a genuine human relationship can be. And
I see it as a kind of teaching process, that both people
are learning at the same time how to be human together.
You wouldn't describe yourself as a radical feminist
Q:
then.
E:
I really don't know what that is.
I mean, radical in a
sense that I am tolerant and accepting of all alternatives
styles of life. .Lesbian, single woman... I mean, I feel like
I don't have any judgments or values about that.
I feel
that each woman has to make a choice for herself. So, if
that's a radical feminist... I really don't know... I have
been a Marxist in my life, I have been a Communist, I have
gone through so many revolutionary movements that I am a
little leery of the term "radical" in that sense, because
What I am much more inI have seen it mislead people.
volved in, and interested in, is each human being developing
himself and not fitting into a collective, or into a style
So that I
of life, which is imposed from the outside.
to
a certain kind
conforming
means
feminist
radical
see... if
If it
feminist.
radical
of life style, then, no, I am not a
strong
and
being
means deciding what your life style will be
enough to say, "This is what I want to do, this is the way
I want to live," and getting support from your counselor,
then, okay.
For you, then, would you say... what you just said about
Q:

^
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ideology
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for you, is a feminist

th ?t' s a good therapeutic
ideology.
So' at this point, you really
So,
are not goinq to out am/
labels on yourself as being a feminist,
or having..
E.
I m interested in exploring
further
That's whv*T'™
very interested in this feminist
coun^eiorlgroup
that's
forming because I want to explore
further what that means
I don t like to put labels on
myself, and I don't like to*
°r
myself in any way, and I ?ee^ that £°
pendent spirit an
person, and
not part of a conforming group. - So ifindependent
I feel that, if I
on t agree with the radical feminists,
I want to be able
say that.
And I jvant it to be very democratic, that
there s room for every kind. But I say that
of learning what kind of a counselor I want in the process
to be.
I
think it's too soon to say.
That's the end of my questions.
Q:
OQ.

^ “^
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appendix f
Tapescript of Interview with
Frieda
May 19

Question:
These first questions are on
personal data.
How
old are you?
***********
Frieda:
Marital status?
Q
**************
F
Do you have children?
Q
**************
F
Q:
Have you done any previous work in
counseling of any kind?
I have done problem pregnancy
counseling.
Did you receive. .did you... how did you
Q.
learn to do that?
re
U
lf_t U9ht 0 did Y ° U get SOme trainin
9 somewhere?
F? Uh,
F.
uh° those
fhn
off us who ^ ve been doing this kind of
around the area have had some help from a pregnancy work
counseling service, from a clergy consultation
service, from other
people who had been doing it. People from clinics
York City came and talked to us— all kinds of stuff.in New
Planned
Parenthood did a couple of short courses. Scratched around
for it.
How did you get interested in doing that?
Q:
F:
I was in the women's movement starting four
years ago,
and we had started meeting at a friend's house and eventually
got so large we had to use a church basement, and on and on,
until we started a women's center.
Q:
Were many.
faculty wives involved in the movement?
Yeh.
Well, they were some of its standbys ... especially
in the beginning, because they had time, they could afford
to donate it.
That's why it's a middle-class movement.
People who are. .were either willing to live on welfare, or
who were educated enough to see certain general social
things reflected in their individual personal lives.
And women who probably had had enough experiences and
Q:
enough contact with the outer world to begin to realize how
dulling just staying at home and doing housework is.
F:
Well, there aren't any jobs in this area.
That was a
great deal of it. Another large part of what was happening
was that younger women who had taught or worked in other
places, came with their husbands with the assurance that they
could easily find a job around here, and they didn't. They
were people who were used to being out and swinging their
energy around, and there was no place for it to go, at least
not professionally for them, and some of them are still essentially unemployed and still working in the movement.
Did you help set up The Women's Center?
Q:
.
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F:

Well, it was...T**** e****** work^rf
t
S ** rC

^l£LK

™*g

,
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3 COn ‘

i
the
5
c£tS
11 ’
able in the area, and'shfwent
J^at^he^n
"
yl
Said
giVe me a desk “d I’ll giie vou
a conIfn,Hn
nuing ed program," and essentially
did that
She
worked
11
Uke $3 00 ° 3 * ear and started ke Semen's
Centerf^k ?h° P ^' ” hlch
^tew from four courses to more than
thirtv a? 1?
semester
But she was the one who
first^emSn
^
S
first
demonstrated
to people that there was a clientele
for
6
hops
She did things with day care attached
so
that it
it°wS^
was possible for young mothers to get
out
for
mornn ‘pl^ sses
for instance, and she did
?
and Literature," which really appealed courses like "Women
to women.
Since
then, with more publicity, we've gotten a
wider
variety
of
people--a lot of staff women who work here
at the university,
women who live in the community— and it
r
Z-* of «el£ar<
a kind
entering wedge for somebody who wants to take is
courses, to think about going back to school, to
do it very
nt
° r 1 assume there are people who take courses
and
2?
then decide they don't want standard academic credentials;
they want to keep doing what they want to do.
It seems to have been a kind of counseling tool, too.
Q:
F:
It got to be a counseling tool very early on. As soon
as T**** sort of indicated that she was going to do this,
and got a telephone, people started calling her constantly.
It was really opening the flood-gates; there were people
out there who wanted some kind of help, and they felt the
university didn't offer it in the flavor they wanted. And
they turned out often to be women who, whatever their ability, didn't have much confidence in their right to go ahead
and do what they wanted to do, and/or in that ability, or
in the possibility of coming out on the other side.
It's fascinating the way it can be used as a counseling
Q:
tool.
A woman who comes in who doesn't know where she's
going or the slightest way of getting there, and a workshop
experience turns out to be a beginning way to open up.

^

'

'
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Right.
It's just fascinating.
It's sort of like bibliotherapy
that was developed a couple of years ago. Somebody came up
with the idea that if you set up a series of books that
could be read, you know, that deal with some kind of situation that relates to the client's problem, that this leads
to... has therapeutic results, and it looks like the Workshops are doing the same thing.
Both of them consist of a kind of validation. Yes, you
F:
have a problem; since you have it, you probably know more
about it than other people, so "objective information" reinforces what you already know from the inside.
F:
Q:
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Q:
F:

Were you involved with T**** -in <=o+- --:r,^
No. At the time, I was
interested I
4

wa^involved^in

settLg^p^e^

1

^

the

^

Workshops?

^""caSse

Yeh.
Without money.
Then, how did you get from *************************

I

to
The Women s Center?
F:
I was looking for a job.
I wanted a job long
before it
ecessary for me to have one******i***************i*
**L?
.

1

had been doing ********************************i^**2***° rk

I

had talked to people in Continuing Ed,
they decided to hire

[personal material deleted]

So now you are full-time at the Center.
getting paid?

Q:
F:
Q:

And are you

Yeh.

Now what is your... with the Center, because it’s so
fluid and flexible, it's so hard to ask, "What's your job?"
because no one ... everybody does so many different things.".,
but how would you describe the job that you're assigned to
be doing, or the job that you're...?
F:
At this time of year, I'm responsible for a lot of administrative detail work which I can't get done because the
phone rings constantly, and there 're not enough people to
answer the phones, and there' s. .given the way things are
set up, there aren't very many people to whom you can turn
over things and have them come back right so that you can
go on working.
It's a higgledy-piggledy business, but it
struggles along.
It's a crisis time of year [now] and there
are lots of phone calls about people in varying states of....
Basically, then, you are assigned to do the administraQ:
tive detail work of the Center, but much of the time you are
spending answering the phone and every other thing....
F:
Sweeping the f loor. .going to meetings.
Let's focus on what we might call the counseling aspects
Q:
of your job.
You talk with people by phone; does that turn
into a kind of mini-counseling session?
F:
It depends.
Often, it's simple reassurance plus relevant phone numbers.
I talk to people about legal matters
.

.
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about contra-

ception because I've dealt with^hat^fo? 1
*
done talks in the dorm" and stuf?
Is
s lilt
rt of the
pregnancy counselincr
?
9 it'q called an ounce of
prevention.
And I i u
1 * f. P e °P le
various kinds of crisis
situation*?
"th
situations.
I have to move out of
another minute, where am I going to here T ran'f C
go?"' Well 1 call all
6
h0
Xtra
--Upturns
out ?rEe pL
?
1 think two
or three times, she's come
h
'L
through with space for somebody who was
hard up.
a
Udent "5° 5" hard Up because the Bursar's I talked
Office
was nnt 901119 bo forgive her for
$75.00 in back fees, and
Zhl h a a P roblem “d was a
full scholarship student and
mh® a„
d
rld W man needed some money, so I had to
call and
J?°
? Aids please
e 1 Financial
to get the Bursar's Office off
her back, and get someone to write a check
out of our
scholarship fund for $75.00, and then they surely...
and
finally the word got through that they would have
the money
as soon as the university's check got through.
So, as far as the telephone contacts .. .by and
Q:
large,
people call up, in some kind of crisis situation, and
they
need some definite factual kind of information, or suggestions as to what they can do. So part of that then is
really spent in providing information that is of critical
importance at the moment. Do you get women who'll call and
...like. Dale was saying that sometimes a woman will call
talk on the phone about something that's bothering her,
but she wouldn't come in and do it in person. Do you get
some of that kind of telephone contact?
F:
Not so much, I think. I often get crisis kinds of calls
from people who have had other kinds of contact with the
Center they've taken a course that we've offered and then
when it turns out that their husbands have filed for divorce
in another state, and they're on welfare, and the poverty
lawyer who's been assigned to them isn't doing anything
about the case in this state--people like that call and
spill the whole story, and then I'll do what I can to
straighten it out, help with very basic information, telling
them where to call and urging them to call immediately instead of fretting about it any longer.
Do you think they do?
Q:
F:
For the most part, they do, yes. One woman I was really
worried about I was afraid she was going to sort of let
matters go and not get any kind of child support, and she
absolutely has to have it, and she did. She was able to
call the lawyer at home, as I suggested she do. Sometimes,
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just getting it done is difficult, and
the sooner the
better,
some of these situations.
th Y aSk f ° r yOU by name or when
you identify
u
recognize
you
as
somebody
„ho
has this information ?
F:
Sometimes. You see I've been in the area
for
many
years, and I know a lot of people, and
very frequently, people will call and... and/or come
in and just talk
forever.
I spent all winter talking to
a woman about how
she and her husband weren't getting along,
and then she
stopped coming , and I saw them at lunch together,
was obviously trying to work it out, and that was and she
fine, too.
I uust listened to whatever she said,
when we saw each other
casually, and she came in and told me about her
housing
problems which go back... but sometimes people call, and
they
don t know me, but it's obvious that they have...
that they
just have to tell someone. And it may be that they
prefer
not to know me.
Q:
Sometimes it's easier to talk to a perfect stranger
sort of thing?
F.
Yeh.
Sometimes, I... one person called to make an appointment with one of the regular counselors, and she said she
didn't want that counselor because she lived next door, and
the next week I had a woman who lived in the neighborhood
with another counselor, so we switch off so we don't have
people counseling women who live in the same neighborhood
they're in.
It's funny.
Right.
Q:
Thinking of yourself as a counselor and you
are, that's what you're doing would you say that one of
your strengths that is helpful to people is your ability to
listen to them?
F:
My ability to listen and, very often, knowing where
they are.
I was very aware of this when we did the pregnancy counseling because no matter how sympathetic the
clergyman is, he is not, after all, pregnant, and he's not
likely to be. And I felt some of the same strengths in
talking to people when they were talking about contraception:
"Yeh, I know you have a lot of trouble with that method, I
understand, and I know a lot of other people who've said
that, and I've had it myself."
The divorce thing seems to be pretty much the same stuff.
You begin to hear certain patterns of behavior which is very
interesting for what it tells you about .. .well about the
behavior of people under stress and also about general male
behavior. You wouldn't believe it, but almost invariably,
the woman says. . .they 've decided to split... "I'm bad off,
but he's really bad off because he has nobody he can talk
to." And if she doesn't say that, I say, "Does he have any
friends that he can talk to?" if she seems worried about
him, and she says, "No, there's no one."
part of your ability to
So, what you're saying then is:
Q:
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listen well is because you've aonp
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WS Ve b Sn thrOUgh these
experiences’?
F^Riaht^q
?
Right.
Some people
would rather keep the pain if if
R kee P in
their uniqueness . but there's a ? way
in which
vnn
h
^
you have to let go of a lot of stuff
and say, "This is not
just
0 , this is something that has been
laid on all of
us, especially when we don't want it
any lonqer " of
course a lot of the people we talk to are
ment and probably aren't going to be, but not in the moveyou do hope for
for being able to project a kind of affirmation
that is
going to lead to at least an enlightened
self-interest.
You don t see it as too terribly important
Q:
whether or
not a woman actually is in the movement, do you?
S
e P eo P le just are never going to get there.
I hope
that ??
they re going to.be sympathetic to what we're doing,
and... that they're going to eventually have more sympathy
9^" other people in the same situation, to see
their situations as a kind of class action, but I don't expect all
of
them to end up participating in a literal class action.
Very few do. You get very discouraged with things like,
like, well, pregnancy counseling because so few of them seem
to make anything out of it.
I don't mean that everybody has
to be radicalized, although a lot of people are by an experience like that, and sometimes radicalized in an angry way,
sometimes in very positive ways. Once a woman... I really
begged her not to go to New York alone, she drove her little
sports car down there, and she drove it back afterwards, and
she had a very hard time.
She said that the process itself
was a very, very painful one....
The abortion?
Q:
The abortion, yes... but that coming home, the memory of
F:
the pain faded, that she was very conscious of remembering
snatches of conversation and the feelings expressed by
other women who were in the group that was with her they'd
had group counseling and she felt that there was something
really extraordinary in having gone through that, that unpleasant experience, together, that there was a kind of
solidarity, and I assume she still finds a kind of connection with other women because of that experience.
That she might not have found had she not gone through
Q:
the experience?
Right. Well... one of the things we talked about in the
F:
group of counselors was "preparation." Nobody told me what
was happening when my daughter had her tonsils out, and it
was horrible, you know, I had no idea it was going to be
that bad. I stayed with her because I had insisted. The
doctor didn't offer me any option, but when I did, he said
'
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right 311,3 n°body told me before hand what
was
going to happen.
One of the counselors said her mother had had
a breast
removed.
She went into the hospital, and they said.
"We'll
AS a matter of fact, while she was out, they
bl ° P sy, it was malignant, and when she woke up,
Zu
u J
they had
gone through with the whole procedure and removed
r b eaS ^’
And that s a fairly heavy thing to wake up and
^ f
rind
has happened.
We talked a lot about. .what kind of treatment patients
get and came to the conclusion that little as we feel that
abortion is a good thing, sometimes it's just the least bad
of the alternatives, but it's one of the few places where
you get prepared, and where you have somebody who understands what it feels* like. A lot of the counselors in
a kortion clinics in New York City are hired because of two
qualifications: they have a B.A. or B.S. of some kind, any
kind, and have had an abortion. They are people who understand what it feels like, and they are people who also
understand the technical process of what's happening and
what kind of equipment is used, and you get all that information as you go along. And you also get it in an atmosphere that says, "This is perfectly all right, people do
it everyday, here are these people all around you who are
going through it, they have made the same decision with the
same anguish perhaps as you have," and it's all saying it's
okay and that it's going to be safe and that you're going
to know what's happening to you.
Half the time, your experiences with medicine men, you don't know what the hell
is going on.
Thinking now only in terms of that part of your work
Q:
that does seem to involve doing some kind of counseling with
women, do you have any idea about how many women you do some
kind of counseling with per week? Could you estimate...?
F:
Oh, boy.
A lot of times, somebody calls, calls me at
home and says, "I need to store my furniture", or "I need
to borrow a car," and it isn't really that that they're
calling for. Yeh, two or three people a day.
That includes both people who walk in and want to talk
Q:
to you, and people who talk to you on the phone?
Right. And people I know vaguely call me at home.
F:
Do you get many calls at home?
Q:
One
or two a week, not a lot. It isn't often strictly
F:
counseling. Someone will call about setting up a meeting,
or about the women's political caucus, and will end up talkIt goes back and forth,
ing about some kind of difficulty.
Sometimes I talk to people, and they say, "You look
too.
terrible," and I say, "Yes, I had a bad night, I'm worried
about..." particularly dealing with other people who are
doing the same kind of stuff I am, pretty much.
'
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F.
Well

for the first time we have real
,
resources
All
aVe
°P eratin 9 out °f our back pockets for a lonq
tfme and there is still that
time,
sort of "back-fence communitv"
Y
situation where somebody needs a room and
we offer a room
dS SOmething and We knOW somebodywho
y
IT'
!end Tt °r 9
a ive , away.
The Free Store is perpetuated
P
'
even though we no longer have a place
for ours.
Do you sense much of a "generation
Q:
gap" problem?
0
,an
hiS ±S P rinci P all Y in one group that
meets°at‘t^
meets
K ^ is not composed
at the rf’;
Center but
entirely of Center
v< r y lar ge, forty or fifty,
and I feel that
the attitudes of! the older people tend to
be very different
from those of the younger ones in the group.
Is that so much a function of age or a
Q:
function of one
...an individual woman's awareness, level of
awareness
through the women's movement?
F.
Hard knowing. Sometimes the movement doesn't hit
people in certain ways where they're already settled into
the patterns that are appropriate to their age, sex,
and
condition of previous servitude.
What I am thinking of... there's that wonderful woman
Q:
who s .. .what , seventy or eighty years old, who's been a
feminist for years, and she comes every so often to talk
with various groups. Now, I can't imagine that she would
huve any difficulty talking to a twenty— two— year-old woman
who is really turned on to the movement, who considers herself a radical feminist perhaps.
F:
Yeh, but the... that may be true.
One of the problems
is that when the older person is that much older, it removes
kinds of competition, and the hostility is kind of
pulled out from under you, so I think a woman that age might
have ideas that would really offend certain radical life
styles, but that people don't confront her because she is
so much older.
There's a lot of dissension in the movement,
and it's more likely to be connected with I'll say lifestyle, rather than class because I don't think women really
belong to classes, rather than age.
Life-style seems to generate conflict more than the age
Q:

^

'

differences?
Yeh.
I don't... I say life-style rather than class
F:
because I don't think women belong to economic classes.
Hmmm, yeh, you could be very rich if you're married to
Q:
a rich man, and the next day if he skips out, you're on
welfare.
Right.
The Cinderella Syndrome.
F:
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So, to some extent, you would.
.with a certain nercentage of women, you might carry on a .
short-term counseling
9
relafionslup with them, and with others
thing. Would you say that fifty percent it's a one-shot
of the women that
0
een Wor ln 9 with this year fall into one
category
n 4-£
or another,
or ^
does it break down even that way?
F:
No, I think most of the people I talk to
are in search
f certain kinds of information, and you
can help by the
services that are available, or the people to go
to... or
in some way or other, how to get around it...
and then you
don b see them again because their needs are for
information
rather than counseling, and the counseling is only
incidental
and of the hour.
Q:
So, it would be a very small number of women that
miqht
come back?
F:
Maybe ten percent come back with some real thing that
you have to work out, either externally or internally.
Now, this is a question I'd like to get your view on:
Q:
wh^t aspects of a women's center itself and its location on
a -university campus influences, either negatively or positively, the effectiveness of the counseling services offered
by the center? That is, in the total picture, all of the
women who are offered some kind of counseling services, how
do you see what you're doing being effected, one way or
another, by the fact that you're in a women's center and
that the women's center is on a university campus?
F:
That's just about impossible. Everybody is one way or
another in the education racket. They're on the campus,
and they tend to come back more, I think, in a women's
center that is a community effort. You may get people who
come in just for one thing to use the Free Store, to get
advice from a welfare counselor, and they won't volunteer
to run the Free Store, and they won't volunteer to be welfare counselors, but they use the services and then go. I
Q:
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think people are more likelv to keen ret-nr-n
S
hSre SimPly because it,s c l° se and
it's
drop in?
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would do as opposed to what we do! A
lotTf'cnV. inT"^'
way we are able to be effective in areas
where we ought
not be necessary at all, and that is in
dealing with various
bricks in the bureaucracy about being so hard,
spending a
lot of time upping our own credibility
because people finally
Y
have to admit that you're there and you're not
as bad as
you might be, if you keep going to see them.
And since we
°f
universit Y/ it does give us a chance to
be heard by various offices that are sort of
... constitutionally hostile to students .. .all those offices
that students
have to go through. It's harder with... well, it's
different,
anyway, with faculty members who may or may not go
along with
what we re trying to do, who may not be influenced in
the
direction of humanity by our requests and by our advocacy
for groups of students or for individual students.
We do press for kind of general aims of the movement
through the university, and I suppose being here it makes
it easier maternity-paternity leave, part-time status for
students, part-time workers, particularly women who are
part-time, and at this particular university, some kind of
1— time status for students that doesn't cost them an arm
and a leg, which would mean some kind of subsidy for continuing education or for the part-time student who would
pay the same fees as the regular full-time, young, subsidized undergraduate pays I mean subsidized both by his
parents and by the state they're mostly boys. I guess in
a way we have a lot more leeway in what we advocate and how
we advocate it because all of the university is pretty
tight; I think that in general it's more easy to influence
it than a business, for instance.
Are you finding it easier to get financial support for
Q:
your efforts?
F:
Well, I've never had financial support before. Yeah,
we've been pretty successful this year. It isn't as much
money as we need. About all we asked for was enough money
to support the things we've been running as volunteer programs. There are a lot of people who work there who've
never been paid. Other people who work there do a lot of
overtime for which they're not paid. But, yeah, there does
Certainly
seem to be some recognition of what we're doing.
nobody can deny that our clientele has been very large. I
don't mean just potential, but the number of people who come
through for counseling, or to take courses, or to teach
courses, or to form caucases and committees, are enormous.
Do you have any kind of rough estimate of how many
Q:
women have been involved, one way or another, with the
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management?
There are a lot of things that are kind of taken into
the women's movement— the notion of more democratically
operated bureaucracies; recruiting from within: actually
sending around a notice, actually interviewing people in a
department for jobs that would be promotions for them, rather
than bringing someone in from the outside invariably. The
reason for that. ..the reason we're aware of that is that we
notice how many competent women there are who are secretaries, and who are secretaries for life, no matter what
their talents may be. They're just buried... and indeed, the
university administration is eighty-five percent male
white male, as a matter of fact and the staff and the
student-body and the faculty are predominately male, fewer
women in the graduate school than men, and very few women
professors in the whole outfit. So you make a noise about
that, in this committee or that, and I don't know how many
people we reach with that noise.
Somebody said to me the other day that she thought the
Q:
women's movement on this campus was fairly moderate. What's
your reaction to that?
I think that... one of the things that means is that...
F:
even if we haven't got what we wanted, people have come to
accept that what we ask for is reasonable. I don't know
whether it's moderate or not I don't think the Radical
Women's Caucus would like that! I don't know how the Third
World Women's group would feel about it... there are different kinds of groups. We seem for the most part to get
along, I think we respect each other's autonomy.
Women have been put in this box for so long, they have
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who can take the children to the doctor because
the doctor
is not in after nine to five hours and the doctor
does not
want to work on Saturdays and Sundays.
^ think that all of us are getting more
and more aware
that you have to have a variety of alternatives, that
the
world isn't set up for men, doesn't even work for all the
men, and that it certainly has been very painful for us
women to fit ourselves into it. We've had to... we've had
to give up a lot in order simply to exist, and at this
point we're very much aware of the other groups and individuals who similarly have been defined as mis— fits simply
because they are not WASP males... that is, very young
people, very old people, people of different races, people
with different kinds of ethnic orientations and... women.
So that we really want to see a lot of variety in the
women's movement all cats aren't gray at night, all cats
aren't gray in the classroom, and if there’s a women's
studies program, it has to take into account the fact that
the experience of Black American women is very different
from the experience of white American women.
So, I don't really think the movement is moderate, I
think it is disparate I think that's a good thing that the
only danger we have from it is that somebody will say, well,
there's this women's center, we don't need another one. I
think there need to be a lot of places. I think that the
very fact that women have been denied places where they can
take initiative means that they need women’s centers in all
the residential complexes so that those undergraduate women
have a chance to put something together, a chance that
isn't going to be available to them very readily outside
they're going to have to make it up out of whole cloth.
I don't know whether the movement is moderate or not.
I think there are a lot of people with different goals and
different methods, and I can't see really cutting any of
I think people have to come out of where they
those off.
are, and I can't really .. .having had goals and methods
imposed on me, I certainly can't impose them on Third World
Women, or women in different schools, or different dorms,
or young women, or old women, or staff women, or faculty
women. I think they've got different problems, and they
have to unite around those issues. I think we all have
something in common, and that is the stuff that has been
laid on us.
-4-
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APPENDIX G

Tapescript of Interview with Garnett
May 19

Question: The first questions I want to ask you cover personal data. How old are you?
Garnett: ***********
And your marital status?
Q:
*************
G:
And you have no Children?
Q:
G:
No children.
What was your undergraduate major?
Q:
*****************
G:
Q : What area in ....
********************************************************
G:
**********************************
And you were preparing to *****************************
Q:
Yeh, I did ***************************** for a year.
G:
Do you, at this point, have a master's degree?
Q:
G:
Yes I've finished it now.
You're finishing now. Okay, and in what field is your
Q:
master's?
Humanistic education.
G:
Are you planning any further study?
Q:
It's in the works.
I'm not sure. I'm either thinking
G:
about doing an interdepartmental Ph.D. between Education,
Pysch, Business, Organizational Development, so that I can
do like Clinical Counseling, Psych, and Organizational
Development, or I'm just going to work next year and then
apply for an MSW for next spring, to go into an MSW program, so I am planning....
MSW is Social Work?
Q:
Social work, yeh.
G:
Have you had any formal training in counseling?
Q:
Well, I have had counseling courges in the Department
G:
of Guidance and Counseling, so that I'm doing the practicum, which I was doing this spring; so, like, I don't know
if that's formal or informal, but that's the training.
formal, in the sense of regular
That's what I meant:
Q:
class work, courses....
Yeh, I have had class work, and I had two supervisors,
G:
and I'll continue to have supervisors. Like, I'd like to
get referrals from The Women's Center and continue work, so
I'll do that with two supervisors probably a Clinical
Psychologist in town, and M****** D****** who'll supervise
Either it'll be both or one or the other. And I worked
me.
t
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in a Behavior Therapy Project, when
I was an t--'- rgraduate
at B***«**** State Hospital for a year,
which
rsal
interesting.
********
B
Q:
state Hospital?
G:
B ******** state Hospital which is a
state --r.tal institution in

b**********
For children or adults?
Adults.
I think they don't take... they
take,
intakes
foir thirty days, wha.t*d you. cull it
for observe tic n, I
think, at about age sixteen but I don't think
-Ss.
younger than that. I worked on a back ward, a ey go
omen's ward,
Okay, now when did you begin your associatic:
Q:
with The
Women's Center, the practicum that you're doir.~ r.ov?
G:
The practicum started in January.
I'd beer. working
there all fall but not counseling, so I started counseling
in a practicum on site there in Januarv~“Janua’~; through
May
This second semester.
Q:
G:
Right.
So the first semester, you were doing something at the
Q:
Center, but it wasn't counseling.
G:
No, it wasn't counseling.
Oh, I did one or two abortion
counselings that just came in, that were kind of off-thecuff, but were just really necessary because there wasn't
somebody else around, but that was it. Mostly I did kinds
of office work, I taught a Workshop course, and I did a lot
of sort of nitty-gritty administrative phone-calling, various
things like that. Just business kinds of stuff.
So, the second semester started your practicum. .. do you
Q:
consider yourself ... as a practicum student, do you consider
yourself a pre-professional counselor or a professional
counselor? How would you describe yourself?
Well, as a practicum. .. I consider myself as a student,
G:
you know, learning counselor, but Alma and Barbara said
that they would continue to get referrals for me as long as
I was being supervised, ***********************************
***********************************************************
********.. .i 'm getting a lot of feedback that I'm a good
counselor.
I don't know whether that makes you professional
or not, but it's a good counselor, and so I feel like as
long as I have some supervision, that's okay. I do think I
need more training, just because... if I ever want to do it
really in private practice, I think I have to have some more
credentials, so I guess that would be pre-professional.
Who was supervising your practicum?
Q:
M****** d****** and C******** T****-*. C********, who
G:
counsels at... she's working at an agency now, but she also
did work at the f******* City Women's Center, and M*******
who counsels at the c******** Women's Center, and she's a
MSW, they're both MSW's.
Q:
G:

. .
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y° u were enrolled in the regular
the Department of Guidance and Counseling?practice course in
G:
Yeh, right.
In your practicum experience at The Women's
Q:
Center, did
^- en<^
to specialize, at all, in one kind of problem
rather than another, like personal counseling or
vocational
or educational?
G:
Mine was personal, long-term, two clients, and I'm
seeing them, so I'd just say long-term personal. One still
of
the women I was counseling had some vocational kinds of
decisions to make, but it wasn't primarily that at all.
And these two people have come in, what, weekly during
Q:
the whole semester?
G:
Weekly, and one of them came in bi-weekly for a while,
and then we cut it back to one week, one day a week.
So, you've done this with two people.
Q:
Have you done any
short-term one, two, or three sessions with others?
G:
Yeh, I've done a few, not too many, sort of intake to
see what people wanted, and then... those were mostly women
sort of in crisis, thinking about getting a divorce, wanting
to leave their husbands, and their husbands were going...
they were afraid they... if he caught up with them, he was
going to hit them... I mean, that kind of crisis stuff, and
a little abortion counseling which is also crisis stuff.
So... there's been a few of those, not a great deal.
How many days a week have you been at the Center doing
Q:
counseling this semester?
G:
About three.
Three days a week?
Q:
G:
I've been there everyday, but not doing counseling. I'm
there part-time about every day.
Do you have some kind of assistantship with them?
Q:
No.
You're a volunteer ... unpaid.
Volunteer, unpaid.
Now, on the days that you've been there, three days a
week, doing counseling, can you estimate the number of women
you miqht have seen in the week, kind of an average?
Average would be two, I'd say... two or three.
G:
Per day or per week?
Per week.
You might see just one person while you were there?
Yeh, I might just see one person when I'm there, for
counseling. This summer, I'm going to be substituting for
Alma and Barbara, and then I'll probably be seeing a lot
more women, particularly in August, and that'll be more
vocational, I have a feeling women who want to go back to
school... so I'll probably be seeing a larger number...
because I would like to see more than just two.
You'll be spending more time there this summer?
Q:
Yeh. . .probably every day.
G:
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w° u ^.y°" oharacterize your
philosophy of counselino ?t
tlmS y ° U are keg inning to
develop Tphitosophy?'
G:
Well, I guess I'd characterize
it as feminist counselg, as a real... sort of a definition of
the way I look at
H

^

U
two-- j ust f or^yself ^1 can^t^-I^an rea11 -^ se P^ r
people and say I think this person
feminist counselor, but for me that
goes together
Ld ^
ly real definitive thing I think
that's
different'ahont°h
about being a feminist counselor and
,
being
a
r Il r counselor" is that being a
feminist means that I
,„
look
at women s issues and think about
women's potential in
a way that I know of alternatives for
women whc/come in
that maybe other counselors aren't really
aware of, that
I m probably more nurturing of
those alternatives, if a
woman chooses to take another alternative in
her life and
make some changes.
Maybe that speaks specifically to... doesn't speak
specifically to vocational, it really speaks to everything
you know, to women changing their lives... and the other
aspect I see for myself as a feminist counselor and how
offsets me, is that I see a feminist who does counseling as also being a change agent.
In other words, that
whi-ls I m counseling that woman, it makes sense for me
to
be working in a women's center, or getting referrals from
a women s center, and at least being involved in the women's
movement in some other way besides just my counseling,
whether that's teaching a course for women on the outside,
or lobbying in the legislature, or writing about the feminist... in some kind of way that's making change on the
outside, and at the same time, working in a one-to-one relationship with women. But I see that as really important
that one is a political person as well as a counselor.
What do you mean by political person?
Q:
G:
Well, that, for instance, I would act out my feminism
in my life, and it's not just kind of a theoretical, philosophical ... in other words, I could take a theoretical stand
about counseling that says I'll be non-directive, which is
not necessarily political. It has some theory behind it
about a person's integrity and letting the person evolve,
and various things like that, or I can be Freudian and say
I want to go back to the original trauma and deal with the
person's development in a Freudian sense, and that doesn't
necessarily make me political. But I think to be an active
feminist one is political.
Now, whether or not I put that on my clients is something I hope I'm not doing. On the other hand, it does give
'
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me a perspective that it doesn't
aiv P ^
perhaps, or
someone who is not a feminist
qn t
e
that
a feminist
?®
counselor is supposed to be workfn^
or
g
instance,
another
example that's easier for me ns
"‘f
is a feminist, on
olherTa^
to figure out how welfare mothers
can get into school
worrying about the money and
financial^tuf? on this ctSpus
h P
h
CUentS deCide tether or nol IT^o
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what She does^hefshe'I
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and that
9
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Do you keep records on the clients
Q:
you work with?
ones
not...thac s o ne Q f t he
tQ learn and 1 think I need someone
to hllo
th hatP rne
For sample... do you want more about
,
this o
Yeh, I'd like you to go into it.
Q:
G:
For example, ! started to tape one of my clients,
and
the funny thing is that I'm more uncomfortable
with tape
then she is, she's all right with it. I'm not
uncomfortable for what I'll say, it's just that I don't like
havinq
to worry about whether to turn the tape I'm usually
so
involved I don't want to bother with that, is one thing.
other client, I felt out when she came in not to put
tape on, and she sat down with me and said she'd been to
mental health and the guy had taped her all the time, and
then he said he couldn't help her, so they sent her to
another shrink over there. When she went to the second
shrink, he'd known everything about her, so she assumed he
had heard the tapes, and she was very upset. So it was a
good thing I just smelled out not to put tapes on with
her.
She wouldn't even talk if I had taped her, so that
was one of the reasons I wasn't using tape, although I
think I'm going to go back to it, if I take on new clients,
so I'll have a better record at least for my own learning
of what I'm doing.
But in terms of keeping data on a client, one of the
women who was in the practicum transcribed all her tapes
pretty well she went down sentence for sentence and would
have a long written thing out of her tapes, so I gather she
wanted to use the tape, and in some ways, I think that's a
really good thing to do, although I didn't do it, and I'm
just not sure that that's the proper way to do it, or, at
times... I sit down at the end, and I just pick out the
major things we talked about and the sense I had of the
client and... for instance, if there was a dream, if there
was. ..or if there was something about our counseling
relationship well, whatever I saw as the major two or three
themes that came out, I write about those, trying to put
as many quotes down as I remember, and then my own kind of
,
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analysis of what was really qoincr on h^hinri fka*j
that
What
I think we ought to continue
with.
I d°
t feel like it’s comprehensive,
and I don't know
I h
I j
t have enough training or someone
to say to
at s
comprehensive enough; you ought to have me
word for
d
r s °meone who says, "That’s great,
'
just
doinq
5?
the
Ih
themes." I've never really checked that
out.
I think that
su P er vision was lax enough that I never
asked
d theY
V6r elther said Y ou must have tapes or
you
mu=£'v,
?? good written
must
have a really
record.
I mean, that was
never a part of it, and I felt I missed
something there
I m not sure.
I m just not sure about that.
Do you... the cards that you do make for
Q:
the women you
se e, have you added those cards to the
cards that Barbara
and Alma are keeping, or is that. . .that s
separate, that's
,
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Some of them are, and some of them aren't. Like,
if I
see a person, a one-shot, like a woman who wanted
a divorce
or something like that, that goes in as a woman who
came
in '
^ one— time ... the two clients I see. I'd never put
a
card in... I'm not sure whether they... Alma knows one of
them, and she may've put a card in, and I've never done
that formally; I mean, I will do it. It goes into that
pool, but I keep separate files of my own on those two particular clients.
I'm trying to determine whether those client cards are
Q:
just ones that have been kept by Barbara and Alma or if all
of you add to that.
I think J*** probably adds to it, and I know that
G:
Barbara and Alma do. I don't know if the other people do.
I mean, I don't know... like the woman who came in for abortion counseling, I didn't put her in because I guess at the
time I thought it was almost more information-sharing, even
though it was kind of crisis counseling. It wasn't...
don't think I did put a card in, and perhaps I should have,
I don't know.
Like, this summer, for instance, I will put
a card in on everybody who comes in.
If they're coming in
for an hour, I will put a card in.
So that people who will be there in the fall could
Q:
follow up?
Yes, right.
G;
Looking now at individual counseling sessions that
Q;
you've had with your clients, how much of the time of the
session do you spend in giving factual information?
Do you mean in any one session or...?
G:
In general.
Do you spend... how much of your time is
Q:
spent in giving out information rather than listening or...?
In my two clients that are long-term, not much time
G:
giving information. The one who has vocational decisions
to make, she'll come and talk about her alternatives, and
G:
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two years ago, and her doctor
prescribed l tranquillW t d
" t0p takinq it when she
ca^e to see
mf'
ghe
^h : she
Z° didn't need
e ?o?h
el t that
*
it
and
it
made
her uncomfortable 5to feel that she had to take
them. We went throuqh
of changes about that.
She stopped and then she had
eCk Pai S
it: Was ri< ht around her
?
"comps" and I
wa^n'? SUre u
11
meant
We talked more about it, and
Ih!Mi
f one and
she did say she took
it went away
So, we'd talked and hemmed and hawed
/and she'd stop
taking them while she was seeing me, and I
told
was not a doctor, I could not prescribe or say her that I
really...
had called a pharmacist, I wanted to know what
the pill was
all about anyway, but I said that there was no
way I could
either say that was a good thing for her to take or a bad
thing, and I asked her to go see a medical doctor, and
she
did, at the Infirmary.
And the Infirmary doctor told her that
he could not prescribe a tranquilizer because he felt that
tranquilizers were really in the psychiatrist's domain. So
he called Mental Health, and she went to Mental Health and
back to the man that she didn't like who apologized to her
pro... well, what happened was that she went over to the
Infirmary and told the Infirmary doctor what had happened
earlier at Mental Health, when he said he would not prescribe them, and he got very upset that she had been treated
so badly there, and he called Mental Health and raised a big
ruckus, a big ruckus, and the guy got on the phone for
Mental Health and apologized profusely and said, "Please
come and see me."
So then she was in a quandary:
should she see him... she
told him that she did not want to see him, that she had what
she considered to be a very good counseling relationship at
The Women's Center and was not about to come and see him,
but she wanted to know about the pill. So he said she ought
to come and just see him once a month, it was fine, he didn't
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want t° see her, she could stay with me, but just
to
tor the pills, and I thought that was fine. So, thatmoniin a
sense, she was referred two places from that
The other one, who needed a little bit of information
about her vocational. .actually a major choice, this
or
that... I happened to know who the head of the Undergraduate
Independent Study Program is, so I told her who to go to.
^
told people sometimes who to go to in the departmental
advising office because I know the counselors there. There
are a couple who are good.
There's a feminist man over
t-here who s counseling .. .there s a very good Black woman who's
a counselor there who's a feminist, and so I have sent people
sometimes there and told them to see specific people who I
know would be helpful. So those are really the only... now,
the other kind of referral is of f-the-cuf f
the divorce
referrals I tend to steer people to H**** o*****. ...
Who is H**** o*****?
Q:
He is a lawyer in Campus Town. And then a lot of the
G:
kinds of referrals. .you know, what do we base them on, has
always been an issue... a lot... at this point, a lot of how
we evaluate whether we're sending people to someone good or
not, be it any professional, be it a lawyer, a doctor...
lot of that comes from word-of-mouth. A woman will come in
...there are two women doctors at the Infirmary: I've had
two reports from two women that they've had very sexist comments from one of the women doctors ... one woman was bleeding
from an IUD, and the doctor made all kinds of comments
about, how do you want to make love with all that blood anyway, which just like, phew ... I mean, really kinds of bad
comments, and that sometimes, we just file those away, and
we get a pool, and if enough of the staff hears things like
that, then we know that that's not the woman doctor to send
...and then we've gotten good things about the other one,
and we'll send them there, or to M*** who's in town here.
Another woman doctor?
Q:
She's a woman doctor, right. I think she's probably
G:
getting overloaded at this point, we're sending a lot of
wom^r there, but she's good, she's very straight-forward,
you know. So a lot of the referrals come just by hearing
from other people, who I trust, who are on the staff, who
have the kinds of right questions to ask when they go to a
professional person... it depends on the source.
Could you estimate how many women you have seen, counQ:
seled with this past semester?
In round numbers, I'd say about ten.
G:
What is your perception of the range of age, education,
Q:
and economic status of the women that you've been working
with, clients?
say wno
At this point, I've been seeing women I would
G*
This summer, that will proare under forty, all of them.
I woul
bably change. This past semester .. .under forty,
.
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From high school diploma to master s degree, X would
say, so in that range.
What's the lowest range of age?
Q:
G:
The lowest. . .nineteen.
So, nineteen to forty, and high school through master's.
Q:
And economic. . .do you know anything about their economic
1

status?
Yeh. Well, sort of... I would say, lower middle-class to
upper middle-class .. .1 've not... let me make sure of that...
oh, I've seen a couple of welfare women, too, so that goes
lower.
So, say, from welfare to upper middle-class.
Have your clients been students or staff members of the
Q:
university, or have they been from Campus Town or surrounding communities?
My two long-term clients are students one undergraduate
G:
and one graduate; the others are from the community and
either trying to get into school, or in a program at school
some way or other, so they're kind of both.
Are you using any... of course, you've got two long-term
Q:
people and then just a few of those once or twice... are you
using any kind of follow-up with your clients, or has
that. . .
A couple of them, I have... say, the woman who's getting
G;
One woman who
a divorce, I would check with her for a while.
program
here,
into
a
was really looking for a job, or to get
saw
I
I followed up with her for a few weeks, even though
her once, just to check out... when I heard about a job, I
called her, and I really kept in touch with her until she
said she was doing okay. So... I've done that in a couple of
cases
Kind of informal follow-up of what's been happening.
Q;
I'm not sure what formal is like, if it's written, but
G:
it wasn't written, it was phone calls.
No, I don't mean in that sense, but, I mean, not a partiQ;
cular system, but kind of where you sensed there was a need
And you've done so.
to follow up on it.
I had more information than I had when
where
Or
Right.
G:
I saw the client, or something.
What interview facilities have you been able to use at
Q:
large
the Center? Have you used that small room off the
one?
Yes , I use the small one. Sometimes I've used E*******
G;
H*******'s office in **-**#*******., but I use an office
there, in Gregory Hall.
appoint
Assigned to it by an appointment, set up by an
Q:
ment?
If a woman comes in
I set it up by appointment.
Right.
Gs
sort of an
who didn't have an appointment, who needs
if it looks like
cuff... I' 11 Start in the large room, and off ice... but if
r paii v needs to be alone, we'll go in an
for that counknoia client's aiming iA, I'll schedule her
seling room.
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counselors to schedule that room
°5
actuallv four,
e
...actually,
for sure, I mean m*****'s there one morn
e
S
9
hat ’j. four ' tight there. One c??In?
°
?
at nLh?
? ”
?ht ffo 3 l0
g tlme becaus ® it just seemed to be the
mo=t
most convenzent.-it was okay for her,
because she could stay
school., and 1 saw her like at 7:30
at night, which I
lfk?
like...
I would like to be able to use
the facilities at
night, but that's not always easy for a client.
So that one room... if e**** h******* denied
givinq her
f
C€ up ' 11 d real ly keen up a creek,
and
she's
just always
\
?
left it open and been very helpful. So we really
need
three or four counseling rooms, I think, even for that about
woman
who j us t comes in off the street who wants to cry
because
she flunked a test... I mean, just whatever it is, we
need
more room. So, that's one piece of it, I think, that's
really been somewhat limiting.
Perhaps if we had more full-time counselors ... if there
was more money, and we had more full-time counselors, I'm
sure we'd have the market.
I'm sure that there are women
who would hang in there for a longer time
because maybe if
we had more counselors, there 'd be more people to choose
from, they could match up more. .. consistently with who they
wanted... so that's one other thing, is maybe more... we really
need money to finance more counselors, is one.
I guess not being there full-time means I can only see
people sometime if I were say employed there full-time, I
could take on a rash more clients than I have... so that's
still that money problem, I guess. I also think it might
be helpful, for example, and I don't know what would facilitate that unless it's the money issue again, would be being
open at night, for what about those women who work, who
would really maybe want some counseling, and they could get
off one right a week to come out and do that. So, if we
were open at night, and also if we were open on Saturday...
I mean, a lot of times I go in and work on Saturday or
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if mi U
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be 9 °° dn ° formalize that so women
thought
y
that the facilities
f*nii?£were open on Saturday
Knew that it was available.
Q:
that s something I'd like to talk
at our
our*^ retreat
re treat- tt^’
this summer, and see if that's an on-Mnn about
option,
whether that's a good idea!
Q:
Extending the hours of operation.
G:
Yeh ' I,( really like to see that... we talked
?
about that
some... the idea,
that's sort of flexible, flex time, that
tha SOme people work better at night, some
work better ^from like seven to twelve in the morning, people
and
some people work better around dinner time to ten
o'clock
at night, and maybe that ought to be something we
should
start facilitating.
For some people that's easier, maybe it's
easier for them to come when their kids are in bed, you
know.
I mean, I don't know.
X m trying to think if I've covered everything
that
limits . . sometimes I think constricted. . .that whole money
"^rng.,.1 have a f eeling . . for instance, there are times
when I would like to give a woman an article, and I'm doing
...a lot of things I do out of my own pocket, like if an
article costs sixty cents to zerox, you know... I am careful
and protective about the Center's money in the sense that I
don't want to get fifty copies of an article that I think
good if I hope twenty will do it, because it's going to cost
twice as much or something. .. it might be nice to get more
free supplies so that, for instance, if a woman was coming
in and says, "I think I might want to be a Social Worker,
I'm fifty years old, and I have a master's in English," or
whatever, so that I can hand her a few catalogs and think,
vveii , if she doesn't return them, it isn't the end of the
world. Maybe it's nice, on the one. hand, though, that she
has to stay there and deal with them there, and there are
people around her. Maybe that's good for her, I'm not sure,
but that kind of being able to just give out supplies that
I fancy rich agencies can do, which would be sort of a nice
thing, I think. Maybe being able to do testing, if that's
necessary. I don't like it much, but I have a feeling for
some women it's kind of enlightening to see what their
interests are.
And right now, you have to refer people for such testing?
Q:
Yeh, I think we can administer the Strong, some of us
G:
know how to do that, but I think we get that done over at the
*
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;
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U
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la?e ffi?
i f ^ies
who are just dynamite— one s in
f
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Cincinnati, I ">ean they're floating
atound
and°?
ta
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1
ld love 11 lf we could get a woman
or two
Sho ^ "
fi
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Y fe it competent who are older, to really deal
wi!h
men ' 1 baVe a feelin 9 that for some women...
altoo^h
although hV°
it s a very funny thing... I have been
told by some
* you know,
that they would see a client and say,
b
lgh f ° r h r by and lar g e t this a young
woman, that
f
„, refer
th
*
hey
to me, ?
but I had an older woman, who's one of my
favorite women who works in the Center, who's about...
I'd
say she's in her middle fifties, I really don't
know exactly
...in a sense, it's judging by her husband's age
because
she s very young seeming ... any way, she said that
she has
client she really wants to get... to refer to me, and she a
said
she did, who's her age, just because she thinks that woman
would really relate to me. So I've a feeling that age really
doesn't matter, it depends on the person.
I don't think it does.
Q:
G:
I don't think it does, but it seems that I've been
pigeon-holed a bit into counseling young women, it sounds
like ... that s one of the feelings I have, but we'll see what
happens this summer.
This is another opinion question, and opens up a number
Q:
°f different things.
In your view, what aspects of a women's
center itself and its location on a university campus, influence either negatively or positively, the effectiveness of
the counseling services?
Because of the fact that it's a women's center and is on
G:
a campus?
I think it probably says that we deal with more
of some kinds of problems than of others. That we see more
vocational people because we're on an academic campus where
we essentially train people vocationally. That we will see
a lot of women, more women, maybe, who are interested in
vocational changes than we would I would imagine we would
I
if we were a community resource center, as for example.
that's
a
maybe
think we don't see too many drug problems
function because we see women, and maybe that's because
,
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so that's one problem we don't
deal with

deaunVwiS^
th
coming in and wanting counseling
”?men
see^s
in ^h^n" and
a that
9
9
probably influences them, or i? t hev've
th t ® because they want to make
change or why
would the?
t0 thls P lace ' thi ® particular
place.
I
1
a as ° onve, tion al an
atmosphere
as
say
going
?
to
s a and Family
® Children s Aid
Service Dprhan<; t a/~in'+- i,_
maybe that|s really projection, but.!.
that
more political, and it's probably riskier. we're seen as^'
Maybe a limitation would be that we don't
maybe are more locked into what they're doing, see women who
if they're
suburban housewives, or
1 guess my assumption is that, if
women take the risk to come there, because
it's kind of an
unknown, if they're not much in the. .. they re
already beginning to make changes or look at things differently,
or else
they wouldn t come there.
It would be too threatening.
think we do miss some of those women who have a
feeling something is wrong and don't really know what
it is
and don't necessarily associate it with women in
general,
women s problems, and may go... and it may be working around
that and not really dealing with it as it affects women.
and what are the commonalities ... if you go to Children's Aid
and Family Service, you may have a very good counseling situation, but they may not deal with you as a woman and what's
unique about your life as a woman... so that maybe we're getting not a random sample at all, maybe we're really getting
£ very close sample of women who are already thinking in
terms of the women's movement, whether to get involved, to
find out what's going on... so that may limit our sample
some.
It may also help because I think the woman who does take
the risk and comes there is exposed to an awful lot of new
ideas and support in a way that she probably doesn't have
access to and doesn't have access to elsewhere. In some
ways, I wish... I don't know whether .. .what the counseling is
like at the c******** Women's Center... I would love to see
a women's center just sort of set up in a town somewhere and
see what kind of counseling was done there and what kinds of
problems that would be different. My sense is that they
wouldn't be too much different, but maybe we would reach a
different population. .people who do not have access to a
university. Theoretically, we're supposed to have... be the
"In Door" for women who don't have access elsewhere; we are
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reall Y thought that much about
...
think that ^it's that we're getting a lot of that. I don't
students, a?
least in the counseling.
I don't see us as having a
erance of... well, or if we do, they're women coming preponback
to school part-time, Continuing Ed, but I
don't think we see
a preponderance of undergraduates, really.
There are other
facilities for undergraduates, you know, in the North Quad,
and the South Quad Women's Center, I imagine, so it's
spread
^
out some
Okay. One final question. How would you define the
Q.
concepts "Feminist counselor" and "Feminist counseling"?
G:
Okay, I think there's a difference, I think that's why
you asked. I think feminist counselor. .. I would have a much
more personal definition, and feminist counseling ... let me
say first about feminist counselor, me as a feminist counselor.
I think that means, for me to be a feminist counselor
that I have to integrate my counseling knowledge and my counseling expertise with my feminism: my feminist ideology, my
feminist feelings, my feminist understanding. One way I do
that is by working in a women's center which takes action
on feminist issues across the board, so that I'm involved in
changing the oppression of women into the satisfaction of
women, whether it be in jobs, or... getting a law passed, you
-
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with feminism.
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woman wants to move in with other
woman with her kid instead
^
5 al ° ne W1 h hSr kid 1 ma y have access to
know
of
soni^h
u
some other women who
are doing that that
from, in a way that if I were counseling she can visit lparn
in my home and not
a feminist, I wouldn't know.
So, in a sense, I have access to
information of different
rimen S that
workin<?' to
up alternatives for
^
women, and
a sense, being supportive which is
something
arn Ut ° f thG f em ist movement not out
of
counseling,
rppi’?
?
really
I mean, counseling is to be
nurturing and supportive,
hut.. .there seems to be a different quality about
it and a
oiff er snt kind of solidarity between oppressed people,
whether they're women or Black or Chicano, or whatever.
So that
those things have to go on simultaneously, that I can't counsel in a vaccuum, and I have to be sort of congruent in my
own life and the only way to do that is to do both. Counseling is sometimes intellectual for me, I learn a lot from
s emotional, and it makes me feel good, like I'm
helping. On the other hand, I also have to do these other
things too. So, a feminist counselor has a feminist perspective.
Let me go on to feminist counseling and see if maybe I
want to come back. Okay. I guess I see feminist counseling
ascertaining specifically to the needs of women. Now, I
think one can be a feminist counselor and counsel men...
think that's true. I can counsel men from my perspective,
which happens to be feminist perspective, and I may even be
effective, will probably be effective, but... well, the thing
about knowing alternatives for women, and in counseling...
particularly in counseling, taking a look at it historically
how women have been counseled and what women's developmental
needs are, which may be different from what male developmental needs are, what level women are at in their development for example, I think the idea of working with women
in groups is one that I'm working toward, not because I don't
'
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dua l codnseiing, but one
the things' that rLarned
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05 and I,ye done a
lot of thinking about^ is
done for a womln whele sh4 the kin^of
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chair,
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1
had a client who said she had
poured her guts out fn ^‘fh
W
S
d the therapist n«v«r said
anything?"
anl I said °weir ^
9
hack
l
sSS
o
V
e
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fo^Ae?^

So

^r2dl^? L^

c" s ^rer t hIf sh^?d

passive, and that she would take a
lot of initiative it
think that that is something we need
to nurture in
a
g SOme nitia " ive
-me
power and sSme lelpon
sISiIi;?
lbility for
fo? themselves,
th
i
because that is something that one
r
en
learn it when they were growing
tt and i'thVlk
up,
I think counsels need to
teach that. You know!
what does taking responsibility for myself
mean in every1 "® 7“ lea nl " g
n my Personal life, in my academic life
'
5
H? my job, and
i
in
what does
that look like? One can do
theoretically, one can do that very Gestalt, and it that
fits
theoretically, but it also fits politically, I think.
The thing I was saying about groups, which I didn't
get
to, was that, instead of having the woman be
passive and the
patient and have the counselor counsel and be very active
and do everything, that putting a woman in a group may
mean
that she learns to function in a group, takes some responsibility for herself, is able to say what things are imporher, is able to stand behind her ideas and opinions
and her own growth in a way that women going to male counselors, I think, have been put forever into that old bag of
either father or husband telling them what to do. I think
that's too easy, and that that's not the most growthful
thing for a woman.
Maybe that's one of the reasons that I see feminist
counseling as women counseling women. I guess I do have
some feelings that it's harder even if a man is a feminist
counselor and is very concerned about the woman taking
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man and he's counseling a woman. 1 aon't nave mucn good
theoretical base for that because I already said I could
counsel men, I shouldn't say men can't counsel women, I
suppose, but
the client.

I

do have some feelings about it.
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is a feminist man and
be working on

^tufflnd^
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think a woman
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0n t th±nk that S healthfu^or
that th r are S °me W °men who
men counselorss a*“ 1t
wouldf ?t 5discourage that. I doneed
wouldn
t-hinV +-u a+
s P r0 F- r for
some women at certain times in
their
56
;irst
time they need counseling, they
few years a woman might be more need ^ man' "^a* m ? Y ^’ ln a
And I think thosl are some helpful or a”f
casSf but“ ?hfnk“oS
ing W °me implles a ver different
Y
kind of th V -~
thet tb
u
that
the woman has
to do more work, feels like
she's*-- 'a
e<3 ua
level.
I do think there's a lot- n-F
ShS may make me int ° her mother?
or f.;"silter, or her lover, or something
like that, but there' - a in-tmore basis for working that through,
and me not being the
definitive man telling her what to do.
That's very poUtino somet hing grounded in theory as it
is political
^
*
*
'
and that's okay with me.
That's just a gut feeling and I don't
have a lot
6
rea 1 9 ?° d article b y Kasten— do you know oaboui
her? ?.?
1
i it for you— if s
I 11
get
called something like "The
Masculine Mystique," and it's all about Maslow
men counselmg women, and she was a doctoral candidate, and
apparently
in psychology, and she said, ''I realized that
I was not a
master nor a doctor," and she got out and talked about
why
women need to counsel women. And one of the things
she
talks about is that relationship where the woman is
passive
and the man is telling her what to do, and feeling like
that's really a bad thing.
So, I think groups is one way of working in feminist
counseling getting women to relate in groups and be competent and be facilitative of their own growth and being helpfnl for each other.
And I think that's very political.
This supportive, support group thing ... women feel that they
have something to give to each other, and maybe feminist
counseling can just be a facilitator for that some of the
time.
That's one way of doing it it's just really showing
women that they can really help each other over the hurdles.
I guess one of the other things I would say is that
feminist counseling deals in a hell of a lot of anger. I
think that... I was trying to think what's really feminism
about the counseling, and I have a feeling one of the things
is anger, and I think it would be bad if feminist counselors
laid anger. .their own political anger... on their clients.
I don't think that's proper to do.
However, I think than
happens to be one of the counseling issues that's hard for
I
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everybody -for men and for women beranc?p
*1
tha t nobody wants to deal
that usually we turn it in, and with angL properl^sc
we cry because
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do it in my own house— I Iivp wit-Vn 4-2
C °me int ° the kitchen^nd’Sll'
start hollerina
I
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ever the political situation is at that
time if some one of
our friends didn't get hired, and it's a
And in a sense, having to learn to do thatpolitical issSe?
myself, I can
ha ^d issue that is, and I think that
that's maybe
one
t
1 Y radlCal things that feminist
counseling
may
f
want to get to i
before
even other counseling does. That that
IS really an energy-giving emotion.
A very good example is a woman that I counseled
very down about a relationship with a man and, well, who's
you've
seen it— the whole thing of talking about it, and her
getting lower and lower and her energy, and she wasn't voice
breathing much, and the whole air was hardly coming out, and
we went out... well, actually this was one of my house-mates,
and so we went out in the car, and we were driving. And we
decided we would scream and get some of that out, and she
screamed at this particular person that she was mad at— and
just, like, driving along and screaming at the top of her
lungs out the window, and me encouraging her all the way, and
just screaming, and I mean screaming .well, of course, it
turned into a laughing and that was good, but her energy
changed ... like she came home, chock full of energy, ready to
do things, busy, busy, and before she would have just really
gone into bed and pulled her sleeping bag over her head.
I think there are times when that's valid and times when
it's okay to really get into being hurt and upset and frustrated and all those things, but that seems to be one way of
dealing with it that we have never even tried out to see what
it does.
And there are times... I don't think one substitutes
anger for everything, but I think that there are times when
it would really be nice to be able to get it out— at the
person, at the right time, or alone in kind at the right time.
When I deal with a client about taking responsibility
for herself, which I think is very political, very feminist,
as well as being Gestalt, or whatever, it's also... we automatically deal with anger because when she starts seeing
that she's not taking responsibility for herself, there is
anger, and there's anger at herself, some. But then you
can't stop and just turn it inside and destroy yourself,
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because it isn't all you.
We talk about conditioning and
learning, and a woman
will say to me, I want to be able to
love this woman but t
kn
°
W
it,S just conditioning,
bur/c^t'^and^
d
haf %t0 “}*
h
deal? Wlth her --*so she's angry
u
about conditioning, which
I think it's okay to be,
and we
have to really recognize that that
conditioning is really
heavy, it s not just out there in society,
it's in here because we learned it, damn it, and it's
there, and then how
to deal with that. And that produces
some anger
Women see themselves as limited, and that
anger
you know. Why am I limited in what I can do, produces
and why am I
...why don t I know when I go in to buy tires the
guy might
S
me
with a hole in it, and I won't even know because
u.
nobody told me how to deal with that, how to look, how
to be
sure I was getting a good deal on things that were
particularly male. How to fill out my god-damn income tax form,
and, you know... I mean. .that
s just ridiculous ... talk about
...it s as insane as all this god-damn remedial for Third
World people, which is really valid, I mean, the whole Headstart kind of thing... I mean, like women really need that.
Women need to know how to buy a battery, how to buy the right
size tires, how to fill out their income tax, or how to
balance their god— damn checkbook, you know... which gas goes
in which car, and a multitude of other things... I mean, how
to even... you know, which screwdriver to use, and how to
make tiny repairs at home, and the kind of real livingsurvival skills that everybody needs, and women did not get
those.
Once you tune a woman into... she's flunking math this
year, she's been here three years, and that's the one thing
that's holding her back, and if she gets in touch with the
fact that maybe her teacher thought she was cute all the
time she was in high school and gave her A's, when he should
have been giving her D's because she wasn't learning anything... that gets very aggravating.
I think that can really
get channeled now it's nice when it gets channeled into the
women's movement, and that happens. We make a lot of feminists out of that... you know, that happens. I get...
think I'm on a tangent, so I guess I'll stop. I don't know
whether I said what I wanted to say, so I'll stop.
'
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appendix h
Tapescript of Interview with
JoAnn
May 19--

questions

would like to
1 perso, al ^uestions, and this is to form a
th P ersona l? characteristics of all the people inpicture'orth^
r* l
Center.
How old are you?
********
JoAnn:
Q:
Your marital status’
******
J:
Q:
Do you have children?
******
J:

asrthat'arfjust^ersonafau

Q:
J:

?

*******LI°

:
,

Ur under 9 ra <3uate major?

a e y° u had an Y previous
experience,

? Y

Center?^'
J:

1

°f.

^
.

in anv kind of
COUnselin<? activities, before The
Women's

Counseling?

Well, at C******* Women's Center
I seemed
ot of what you might call counseling,
though
I
r
t0 ° al1
that P articularl Y^ because I don't
consider ™
mv-elf
y ° elf a counselor at all.
People. .. some people
Son?^
d ]USt n 1St Up ° n talkin to
rather than one of the
9
£ J T
ii ? Ve cal
ed/ counselors
and so we would have
conviJnn nS ° Ver andi ° Ver about certain
problems, but...
and that s one way to define counseling,
but I'm certainly
J
not a trained counselor in any way.
Now, this next section deals with what you,
Q:
yourself
are doing at The Women's Center, and we don't
need to know
anything of what you're doing over at c******* Women's
Center, just concentrate at this point on TWC. What is
your
o a

^

,

specific responsibility?
J:
Well, sort of hold stuff together, I think, that's about
m Y real responsibility, and to be the... I'm kind of the
public person over there, in a way. I'm the one that has
to be the go-between between The Women's Center and the
Administration— primarily that, I would say. Officially,
I'm supposed to be Director of Continuing Education for
Women and Coordinator of The Women's Center.
That's your official title? Coordinator of The Women's
Q:
Center ... Director of Continuing Education for Women?
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me; 1 d° n,t like the
0 ? People address me
as
Director of The Women's'center’™
I mean, I thought
t0 be
of mysetf
Ed f r
women, since that's what I was
hired as
?
f
e
ral Pe ° Ple Wh ° WOrked at ™e
's ce^t™
enT:er
That
?hlt°Ls
th way I sort of thouaht nf if'women
was the
rT
i-v,
tb
beginning,
but it evolved to the point that I
?
th
in a sense... not just in a
* Coordinator,
sense
3 *" ° f
the Center, and so maybe »h t
ih nk of 1,
J
a 1
h
°f
?he
°etters f
answeril?9 letters from people on
'
the
outside *
™ tfh
^le
P erson f I m the contact person for the
,
outside
world, essentially.
It's reailv aii i+you know, and I call meetings of the
staff
£ 3 st 2ry
rry to
to'
coordinate stuff.

title^Director'^at all^and^

^

^
Is'D^ector^V^"

L
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^
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Then, in your role as Coordinator of
you play xn making decisions, or is the TWC, what part do
are the
decisions made by the staff as a whole, decision?:.
or do you have to
assume some of that kind of responsibility?
W *} ere r it,s Possible, we try to make
decisions
toaJh^'
together.
Sometimes .. .well there are certain areas of
work
where each of us makes her own decisions pretty
much, with
the possibility of checking out what we're
doing with
people. But, for example, when I'm working on tryinq other
money for the budget, I have to make some pretty fast, to qet
onthe-spot decisions, about whether to negotiate on a certain
point with the person I'm talking to in Central Administration, whether to compromise on something, you know.
I've
usually talked about it a lot with the staff so I know how
people would feel. I don't ever feel like I'm working out on
a limb, ever, without that context of the other people, but
sometimes I have to make a decision just finally by myself,
that's true for people who do counseling, for people who
work on any of the Women's Center Workshops.
I mean, finally, if an area is mainly your responsibility,
there's a point at which you make a decision which you don't
then... you haven't in the last minute and a half, checked out
with somebody. But, by and large, we try to do stuff as a
staff, we really think it's important to do that, and... I've
never had the sense that if I wanted to do something and the
rest of the staff didn't, that I had any right, on the one
hand, or any authority, on the other, to do it. I feel like
we really do help one another see what it is we need to do
and to keep one another accountable. That's very important.
So, in a sense, the various activities of the Center
Q:
the Workshops, the counseling services, other things you're
into do to some extent, operate autonomously, each section
making some of its own decisions but all working as a coordinated whole?
Yes, they're definable entities, yes. The person who
J:
Q:
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coordinates the Workshops is
^
the one who coordinates the a diff^r^nt- k
9 fr ° m
counseling
and”tL
the P r °grams
themselves are different D roar amc
o'
they -re... they act in some
wlys iAdepeAdentlv^h^" 3 ?'
3
consonance with the other programs,
in
And” a11
??
An<
^*
the people who are decision-makers I would sav
?
and that re ^lly
ln
includes
everybody who works there work
ntext where
decisions are finally^
??
b^ndividu^lfbu?
YS
this reference to the whole. I
would sav that
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Cenlerll.^uiryou^halLtSL^?^^

iniSt
of the°f eminist°m 0 vement?
eS * right *
'
For su re, the whole business
of
eaalitarTan <l rU U
COmeS right ° Ut of the feminist
movemini aSd ?hItt ' of oourse,
^on
came out of a lot of other kind*
,?
d-1

instance^wh^have

oTthe

“SL““£iutAr ?

°r

That's one kind of a context that I would
put feminism
d
'" 1
f ° r 35 l0ng as 1 hav ^ been
involved
anyway, Zt+TlZ
with the women's movement in this area,
we've
talked
strongly in favor of equality based on a
kind
of
diversity, and we really have, at least for
the last, I would
re ® Y rS bSen Uite ex P licit stout our
means being
!w
?
our end, ir. the
sense that
we must use egalitarian means if
our end, which is equality, right. .that s kind
of a basic
tenet of the feminist movement, or any human
liberation movement, as far as I know, that if we want equalness
at the
end, we gotta get there equally, cause, who’s
gonna give up
the power, you know, there at the end? And who’s gonna
learn how to live equally if you don’t do it along the way?
That s real important to us, and we see our own office
st^i-icture
the structure within the Women's Center Workshops, hopefully, and certainly in intention, based on this
...very much this horizontal structure rather than some kind
of vertical one, and on this business of process, of continually letting people whom you work with know what process
you see happening, and certainly within the Workshop sharing
with people who are taking the Workshops what kind of process is intended. So that that is really consonant with
what you're trying to do, as some kind of goal, and I see it
as a real important thread in the movement and in our Women's
Center, and certainly it was in the c******-** Women's Center
as well.
That's where I learned it, since working over
there, I would say.
I wonder if, just briefly, you would describe what role
Q:
you played personally in organizing and setting up The
Women's Center on this campus? You don't need to go into a
lot of detail.
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Ke the ground, I think,
t out of the c**********
think was a really unique institu-

Women s Center, which I
tion in this area.
te Women's Center, then... let'
|

of people who had been students and teachers
of the Workshops. Then, we had the several women who had been
doinq
counseling for women on Friday mornings the spring semester
l as *- y ear »
Then we had the rooms in Gregory Hall, which
had just been granted, almost by fluke, as it turns out—
really almost by accident we got those rooms— and some furniture and me... there was just me.
So, my job was to go through a whole lot of material
which was really very much uncategorized, begin to meet a
lot of people who had heard of Continuing Education for Women
but weren't quite sure what that might mean for them, and tc
work with E**** H ******* and D**-** g***** who had been able
to get a teaching assistantship for someone to coordinate
counseling at The Women's Center, which wasn't then The
Women's Center even, it was... nobody knew what it was going
...I think somebody called it Lifelong Learning Center for
Women, or something like that, which I didn't like.
Alma was the person who was hired, and I was very glad
about it and had recommended her myself because she had been
the first treasurer at c******** Women's Center, strangely
enough, three years ago, and had gone back to school and was
exactly the kind of woman who needed to be in that position
to talk to older women coming back and stuff, so Alma started
about the middle or so of September.
Then, gradually, through volunteers, friends who starter
coming in, ****** was hired to be there half-time, and then
eventually we got her there full-time. We were able to turn
I was able to
a volunteer counselor into a paying position.
get some money for secretarial, which really became work
that... the same kind of work I do... we pretty much all do
our own secretarial work. So my job, it seems to me, was
to provide that kind of stable center which would allow
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wanted
ToZTttk
a focus kind of... that's
9
really all
it* Trio?
t
from °t he r work I've done in tL
seA^of^t
htngt^L
9h
al
thiS ° th6r 9°°d, talented energy
to get
t arr T hat' 3 the Way 1 see a lot
of m Y own function
r think that
^ was true
°n
*
at The Women's Center.
;
d St U
le a * ong tim e over what to call
it and how
tn
5 2?ine the
de
Potential functions, and I think that
f
txx
h
flaV ° r ° f the P lace
Certainly" the
aoals that
tLt IT worked°/ out in the
goals
beginning and so on people
who agreed with those are the ones who
hung around, in a
sense, so that I know that you have a
certain influence in
the direction something takes, but you
know it didn't take
but a little encouragement for most people
to
on in and take off on their own work. That's really come
the way I see
my work in the beginning.
It's changed a good bit over the year, so that
become is someone who has tried to make more solid what it's
the position of The Women's Center within the university
in terms of
the structure but primarily money and jobs for people.
Also,
getting positions of influence on different kinds of committees, and stuff like that, you know, but, in a sense, legitimizing something which has always been considered illegitimate on a university campus.
I think we've been successful doing that pretty
much
this year, not so that we feel like we have to be "good
girls," thank goodness, but so that we feel like we do have
access to an awful lot of resources now that we didn't have
back in September, I think, and a kind of reliability.
People know that we're going, when we start a program, we're
gonna finish it, for example, and that the kinds of things
we're saying women need are indeed a lot of the things many
women are saying they need, and that we are able to get some
things together, needs and programs. So I think we have a
kind of credibility that we didn't have then.
In general, looking back over the year, are you fairly
Q:
satisfied with the progress you have made this year?
J:
Yeh, I'm just now beginning to slow down enough to see
where the differences are from the beginning 'til now, the
beginning of The Women's Center in September. I think it's
really kind of remarkable how much we were able to do with
the number of people we had, you know, which just goes again
to show, to prove what I meant about energy. There was
just so much energy there and so many good ideas and willingness to work on the stuff, and I am pleased about how
seriously we've been taken by Central Administration. I'm
pleased about that because, God damn, we ought to be.
Now, I would like you to take a look at the counseling
Q:
services of the Center. These next questions deal with
In general, how do you see the work of the counselors
that.
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as part of the work of
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core of the Center *
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how that would... how you would
reSly bS„
t""
women needed things to happen, for
one thing' if ^u didn'
a counseling service, and I
don't see how you could
expect women to feel that you care
about them when thev
come in, if you haven't provided
5
some way thev can talfc
~
0 dy
0ne t0 0ne
ia
then P-^P?'set
a'group
basis.
basls
I
i°meL
; we just
mean, if
ourselves up without a conn
V
We d be
any
i? -ems to me?
?ha^ould te?l G p11 ®' oka ^' wel1agency
here's
some courses you
Y
g ?
can takP
take and good
luck, we hope that's what you need
But, we get a lot of information from
the counselors
the y re the ones who hear where
*
people are*
really hurting, where the real limits are
for women—
concretely. ..I don't mean in any abstraction at
really where people are unable any more to move all, just
in some
A d what
mean s for the women who come in is
?
that they really
... they 've got responsible, reliable,
petent evon gifted in some ways, people, women who, comon the
one hand, have excellent training, but on the
other hand,
have had the same kinds of experiences they've had, and
who
don t set themselves up on some other sort of plateau of
expertise and distance that you see in a lot of professional
counseling, X think, but who really are willing to sit there
and, what we used to call "grapple" with the real situation
that a woman has found herself in and has come in to talk
about.
I was writing a letter about this the other day to a
fellow who wants to start "meeting the needs of women" in
his community, you know, somewhere in Nebraska, and he didn't
mention counseling. He wanted to know about courses, and I
wrote him and said, you know, you got to start there; you
have got to start with counseling, and it doesn't... I don't
think the professional training is the most important. I
can imagine a peer counseling program that could be extremely
effective, and I'd really like to see us get into that,
eventually. You know, once we have a good core of people
who can help train peer counselors I do think you have to
have some training, but it doesn't have to be graduate work,
I think, for a lot of people.
You've got to get yourself together people who can talk
to other people in ways that are going to be helpful, and
that doesn't just mean sitting over a cup of coffee, shooting
the shit, not having any kind of analysis of your own about
the kinds of experiences women are likely to go through,
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J-evel, and it s the counseling
and the counseling on the vocational on the personal level '
and educational level
that finally is where people can
begin to change their
S
The ther st nff that we do, which
is terribly important ’fhh ad
H°
vocacy, the lobbying, the courses we
offer— are
nf
that bUt without that counseling
part I Sink
V a S ° rt ° f hollown ess in our
middle,
That^s
th£ way It *feel? about it.
inat s the
I think you've already given a
Q:
partial answer to this
question, but let me ask it, and there may
be some
her things you want to add. How important
in the overall
task of a women s center which apparently is
to meet and
serve to some degree the explicit and implicit
needs of
women in whatever area those may lie, such as
educational,
vocational and personal— how important is the counseling
service of the center? I really think you've answered
that.
J:
Yeh, to be explicit, it's real important. But, to kind
of reiterate a couple a things, then, it helps to identify
those explicit and implicit needs. In other words, the program takes off from what we learn through the counseling a
lot of times, and then, also, given the kind of programing
we re able to do, it's made better use of, because counselors
can suggest it specifically to women, knowing what we can
offer that which might best meet the particular needs of that
individual woman. So, the counseling, you can see, is a kind
of back— and— forth between the individual and the programs of
The Women's Center to continue to help... to make sure that
we're doing what we need to be doing for that individual, as
she might reflect the needs of a larger group.
Yeh, it's kind of an actor and re-actor, both.
Q:
J:
A lot, yeh. And I don't mean to say that only the formaltype counselors do that. I think a lot of the informal counseling that I even do, talking to women who come in, helps
to identify some of the needs, and also, then, if I talk to
a woman and hear her particular story, I can say, "Well,
look, we've got such-and-such that I think sounds like something you'd really respond to, or that might really answer
some of the things you've been asking." So, in a sense, we
all, as we talk to people who come in, act as counselors,
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that more formal area that does it
the best
T»e 4 because the
^
Just
counselors are able to look maybe a
little’
7 St Whdt the ^' re doin 9/ they can articulate^ha^th^^^i
late.what they ve been seeing and learning
better, because
y re trained to do that, than I can in some ways. They
Y
can hear what somebody is saying and translate
it into a
suggestion to the Workshops coordinator of what
maybe ouqht
^
to happen in the Workshops a little better
than I can.
To what extent, do you think, The Women's
Q:
Center has
been able to meet the demand of women for counseling
services?
J:
I think we've done well on vocational
and educational
counseling.
I'm glad that we've added M****** D****** for
next year to do personal counseling because at C**********
Women's Center it's just gotten too crowded. There aren't
enough counselors in the area now for personal counseling
on
a l°n g _ tcrm basis.
She's going to be doing training of more
of those kinds of counselors, as well as doing some of
that
herself.
I think we haven't met the need of women for
certain
kinds of group counseling, but we're change. .we' ve altered
our... well, we've been able to add yet another woman for
next year, on a half-time basis, who's going to work with
groups, and who's gonna work especially with groups that are
kind of between support groups and group therapy, a kind of
support group with a facilitator. That's a need we keep
hearing from women who get into support groups .. .here we are,
three ... three and a half years after the women's movement is
started in our area, and the women who are now getting into
support groups seem to have somewhat more pressing needs
than the women who got into support groups three and a
half years ago. At least, it seems to me that way.
These are women who held out against the women's movement for all that time, and who weren't probably already
involved in any kind of radical politics, which is how a
lot of us got into the women's movement right in the very
beginning, I think. It appealed to certain habits we already had politically but primarily met our needs as women
for the first time.
But these women who are just now getting into support
groups, who are, say, forty, have really been... they had
to get to the point where they hurt real bad before they got
into a support group, and it seems to me that they need
more than a very un-structured, or at least it's hard to
leaderless, with
see what the structure is support group:
nobody in it who has any skills, any group skills. They
really need somebody who does have group skills and who can
meet with them for maybe five or six weeks, helping them see
what happens in their group, helping them gain some skills
as to how to work as a group, begin to... there's certain
techniques you can use for helping people be honest about
what they're feeling in a group, to begin to break down some
-
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mlybe the
?
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° 90t ln ' ln the ver Y beginning.
So, I
f lmr f
see that function
as one we haven't been able to
perform
P
but which we are going to be able
to perform?
here ar other kinds of counseling—
like abortion
?
u -_ +.?
welf re right s— that I still think
we should
n
riot
Jt do
do'at
at The Women f s Center because they're
done,
they're
very adequately done at all the other
women's ce e
n he
communities around here, and they're quite
accessible lo
ra ther see us get a really
’
{?•
birth control counselor in the Infirmary effective abortionwhere every woman
who goes over there has access to her, and
I'd rather see us
n g eS int ° maki
sure that happens, than making
sure°tha?
1 w^ i
a counselor of our own.
By and large, I've
been pleased with the counseling that's gone on.
. .thrilled,
in fact, but only in that area of groups,
I would say, and
the long-term personal counseling, did we need
to change,
and we were able to do that.
Now this gets into some of that kind of peer counsel—
Q.
mg, you could call it that, that you've been doing.
I've
been told that quite often you yourself seem to provide some
kind of counseling to women who drop in. How would you
describe what you do in these circumstances? I assume that
somebody has not made an appointment with you but has come
in and there's nobody else to talk to.
J:
Right, that's usually right. Yes, that's right, or else
somebody has told them to come see me, and they won't see
anybody else, even if I suggest it. Sometimes that's happened
••.you know how that'll happen. In the beginning, there were
several women that I would say I counseled on a very regular
basis, mainly because they just would drop in to see me, and
I was sort of the only person there, they already knew me,
and they just got in the habit of coming by, almost every
day, for sometimes a couple of hours. Mainly, they would
just talk, that was mainly it. They usually were women who
were going through a whole lot of shit at home, that was
mainly the situation, or they were trying. . .and/or and
usually "and"... they were trying to figure out what they
wanted to do in school. They had decided that they wanted to
go back to school.
Most of these were women... the three I can think of, were
women about my age, who had been married for ten years or
more, had children, and who were beginning to assert themselves at home, to be more explicit about their own needs,
and that wasn't working out real well with their husbands
and/or children. And they decided they wanted to come back
to school, and that was part of their problem with their
families, is that they had decided to come back to school.
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th eref° re they weren't available all the time, and
so on.
These women would come in and just talk, quite intimately, really, about their own situations, and
sometimes...
I mean, I really never thought of it
as counseling for a
long time.
It was kind of like your friends dropped by, maybe you didn't really know them so well, but you become
friends, and they talk to you about their situations and,
where it seems appropriate, you talk to them about your
own, where you've had common problems.
That's usually it.
r
s a specific area that you've been able to deal with
?
in your own life, successfully, sometimes it's helpful to
pass on how you think you did that.
To use a really, sort of practical example, in our
family, we changed the whole structure of who did the work
around the house; that's been changed for some three years
now. . . completely, I mean, so that it really was no longer
my house, I never felt like I had to say thank you to anybody for doing any of the work because it was our work, and
we had certain things we had to do. Well, there - were very
specific ways we went about doing that, making that change,
which, as I have explained them to other women, and they've
picked up on them, have helped them, too. So, in that sense,
it's a sharing our own experience with somebody else whose
situation is kind of similar. Or, I'll talk about what it
was like when I went back to school, *******************, and
you know there are a lot of funny stories and a lot of sad
stories, but they help. They make somebody feel, or know,
that she's not the only person who's ever had to do that and
that, for sure, you can live over it, and not only that, it
can be great fun.
So, in that sense, I would say mainly a
listening and then a sharing of my own experience, or sometimes experiences of other people that seem a propos
I can't remember ever feeling the need even to be covertly critical of the person who's talking to me. I figure
she gets enough of that at home, and even if sometimes it
sounds like she hasn't really thought something out very
well, or some of her solutions maybe aren't the ones I would
myself make, still they're hers, and so usually ... sometimes
I would indicate that maybe there was another... I could see
another way of looking at something, but usually I felt like
what she really needed more than anything was to feel like
somebody could affirm what she herself had decided to do
and how she was handling stuff, particularly if she felt
at all good about it. Then I would feel, and show the feelI would say that is
ing of being very supportive of her.
generally what I would do... what I still do. People still
come in.
Sometimes that's the most beneficial thing you can do
Q:
to listen in a supportive way.
Yeh, and you know, if she's really fucked
I think so.
J;
an
up her situation, she's going to figure that out, too,
.
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thinking
?erms ?f
whether or not you have training to do it,
but do yuu
you
feelL
ree
comfortable doing it?
J:
Well, it depends.
I can remember a couple
women have really wanted to talk to me that I of times when
felt I really
couldn t be very helpful because the situation
was
too hard, and... my feeling about the woman herself just
was that
she was only hanging on by a couple of threads,
and I just
didn t feel equipped to deal with that. Always, I've
just
really suggested over and over that she talk to one of
the
counselors, and in the several cases I can think of, she has
done that and to much benefit. So, if it's... I've a pretty
good sense of what's too, too....
Q:
Beyond your skills?
J:
Beyond my skills.
It's too dangerous in the sense of
her own psyche, you know, that things are too wobbly, and,
yes, that I wouldn't know what to <6lo.
I don't know how to
handle that. But, generally, I really enjoy talking to
people that want to talk to me, and I very often will
initiate conversations that I would consider counseling, in
the sense of sharing your own situation, or, "What do you
think about... this is what's happening to me right now."
"What do you think about that, or does that sound...?" "What
would you do in this situation?" is a question I ask, as
well, probably more often in my support group and with the
staff of The Women's Center than with other people who come
in, I would say.
But, my God, I have so many friends that way... I mean,
there are so many women that I trust and feel that I can
talk to, so that it's... mean, my world is an extremely
supportive world. It's a very fortunate kind of situation
for me.
It certainly is a help.
I don't mean that there
aren't times of anxiety and frustration and anger, and all
those things, but you know, by and large, I feel... and I
think most of us who work together that may not be true for
'
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everybody- but most of us who work
together feel supported
P
by the other people, and just sort of
generally, by
other
Y
feminists. We really have a big community
in this area
which is something I'm grateful for daily,
and would hope
for everybody.
I see it as something that
we need to help
StUff like that - 1 rea11
P
*

t^fift^ ^u; t iSn.
There

-

are... I have doubts about the kind of
work I do
in the sense that it's part of this
institution.
I have
real probiems with organized institutions
of this size
and
I think we'd probably all be better
off without them
generally— that's a personal point of view. I have
chosen
to work here, and certainly the human beings I
know within
the institution are people I enjoy knowing, although
their politics and processes are not ones I admire at some of
all
It s been a very growing experience and a really
positive*
experience, by and large, for me, and I'm glad that I'm going to be able to do it for another year anyway.
I look
forward to that a whole lot. We're getting ready to go on
our retreat, you know, and that's going to be nice.
I guess one thing about counseling is that a good counselor probably gets counseled as much as she counsels, and
it|s hard to tell the two apart sometimes. That's what I
think. And I think that's true a lot for our counselors, and
I think it's true for those of us who do kind of amateur
counseling, too.
This question you've already answered in many different
Q:
ways, but I'll ask it in case there's anything you'd like to
add.
Would you describe yourself as a feminist?
J:
Yes, right, I would, for sure, describe myself as a
feminist ... and a lot of other things, too, I guess. That's
a very strong identity for me, and I think of it as a very
positive one. Somebody was saying yesterday that somebody
she knows said it's impossible to be a positive feminist,
that feminists are all people who want to destroy what
exists now. And I was really surprised to hear that because
I've always thought of it as being extremely positive and
really not negative at all. Not in the sense that there
aren't certain kinds of ideas that we want to change pretty
quickly, and that there aren't a lot of structures that we
see crushing people, but they're crushing people and not

just women.
I really see our movement as one which is kind of our
door into human liberation in a sense, and a very important
door it is. It's where we come out of our own lives to try
and get through some of the damaging kinds of ways of thinking into some that allow for growth and for people to relate
on honest bases, and to make some decisions about what's
really important in their lives, but to make them themselves,
you know, and not because somebody else says it's important
or because it never occurred to you that you had no choice.
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e talked about feminism before
in terms of a movement
?
which Yis out to replace violent change
with some other kind
of more humanitarian approach to change,
and I really be eve
that our movement has that kind of
potential.
I see it as
great hope for all of us in terms of opening
up the kinds
WS an d° Wlth ° Ur lives that aren't
based on sex—
?
S malSS
fei ales
to °But my real identity is
?
with ntL
other women, there's
no doubt about it, and
I suddo^p
personally, with women who are iconoclasts,
who
really
believe that the way things have been done in
this industrial
society, particularly, are ways which have been
destroying
us at our very core, and that with feminism,
we may have the
possibility of approaching, anyway, a much more humane,
loving, non-authoritarian way of living our lives
and buildlng a world in which, our children can determine
what kind of
life they'll live as well.
Dale said the other day that, "...men can't help but
Q:
benefit when women suffer less." Would you agree with that
statement? She was saying that the feminist movement will,
time, benefit men because they can't help but benefit
when women begin to suffer less.
J:
Yes, I agree with that. Well, I don't think that it's
...I can see ways in which we could change things that would
benefit only women. I can see that... and I know... the reason
I can see that is that I've read some things that make me
feel that that is the possible goal for some women.
It's
one that I think is as destructive as some of the other goals
that men have set up, but if... I know what Dale is talking
about, and I know that I would agree with her that if... if
your life is one that you can learn to live deliberately,
which means that you do have a choice, which means you
aren't born into sex roles, either male or female, into
expectations that are based strictly on that either that
or race or any of those other things you're born with if
you have the kind of choice to determine your life, that's
going to be done in a context, a large context, of
human freedom, it seems to me, that is going to benefit males
and females. No doubt about it.
none of us is
I can't... I really believe in that adage:
I absolutely believe in that...
free until we all are free.
because I believe not only in the way people relate through
institutions but in a connectedness among human beings that
is in some ways, almost could be described poetically or
mv^tically, I can imagine. The kind of connection you have
with a tree, with something else that is living, so that
when one of us suffers, we all suffer, and when one is committing genocide, we're all guilty. That kind of way of
thinking is one which I subscribe to.
And if one-half of the human race is subjected because
we all suffer enormously.
of being a particular sex, we all
I can't imagine a man being happy who is married to half a
,
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ways,
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other people are doing
that.
That's why Thoreau
absolutel Y believed that he wanted
to live a life which
h°
he determined.
Not that he didn't..
° f C °? rSe ' abOUt a11 the ^cidents of
time and
.
fate and all that,
but at least that part of it over which
control was going to be lived deliberately
deliberately he was going to live his life, and he did,
an^~l
think that's a kind of word that is good for all of
us to
hear, and that feminists can... our time is now to do
that.
How would you define the concepts, "Feminist counselor"
Q:
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Feminist counseling?"
Well, X remember at the c******** Women's Center when
we started the counseling group, we said that we wanted
feminist counselors, and we decided what that meant then
was ... trained counselors that is, in the traditional sense
of educated and experienced counselors who were also feminists.
And we said that that criterion, of being feminists,
would mean that a counselor would not, more than likely,
have a Freudian, for example, Freudian or Eriksonian approach
to counseling.
That's a very sort of unsophisticated definition, but one that seems to have served pretty well for all
this time.
And now I think I would say, in the context of all the
other things we've said today, that a feminist counselor is
now, a woman and not a man, who considers herself to
. • . f or
be one of a group of women who have certain kinds of experiences in common which come out of... very much culturally
determined ways of being brought up and of experiencing our
experiences as human beings. That is, a woman who sees herself in what you might call political terms as a woman, as
a female, whose experiences are common with this whole
other group of people who are women, and whose experiences
are similar because they are women.
In other words, she has a kind of cultural, structural
analysis of woman's experience. She's thought about connections between being born a little girl and treated like
a little, sweet, delicate girl and what her life has been
J.
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like as an adult woman.

And she sees this connection

othir
® b «e n trained in some
fashion
which would enable her to talk with to have ce r tain^ skills
these women about their
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ln man y. case s- that may mean
taking
control of the
their
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Cases '. ib ma y mean simply beginning to
think of themselves
them
in positive terms for the first
time
in their lives, and not to think of
themselves as half-males
who have always to make up for that.
S ° * feminist counselor, I guess,
is a woman who
., 0
5 iders
herself a feminist which is the first part of conefmition which means that she sees women as having my
experienced certain kinds of things because they are
women, those
things haying been structured into our whole society,
and
that she is willing to share what she knows, using
skills
which she has with other women to help then and, in a sense
help herself to make changes which she sees are needed
in
that woman's life and which the woman herself feels strongly
enough about to begin to act on.
And feminist counseling would be what that woman does
in that relationship
and it's very definitely relationship.
I can't imagine a feminist counselor not talking about what
happens to her and the other woman in a growing relationship
and a kind of identification, one with the other, in some
ways
And that ... I see it very politically, I guess ... feminist
counseling. I can't imagine a woman doing feminist counseling or being counseled by a feminist counselor who doesn't
begin to change the power relationships in her life, and
that's what I mean by "political": who says to whom to do
what. And that's in the family situation, that's in your
mother-child situation, that's in relationship to your town,
county, state, and national government, yon know. .. that s ..
that's really beginning to look at yourself as a person who
lives within power relationships, and probably, primarily,
within a primary relationship with a man a husband or employ
er or a professor that kind of... that kind... it's the way
Kate Millett talked about personal politics that seems to
me is where feminist counselors really do their best work,
is to begin to share the way they see those relationships
with women.
Once you begin to see your life as lived in political
terms, nothing can ever be the same again, it seems to me,
because it makes it possible to see that that can be changedit's not natural, it's not immutable, it's something which
exists between people which we learn, which is political, and

^
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Client Questionnaire

THE WOMEN'S CENTER

Counseling Services Questionnaire

Y ? ur takln 9 a
few minutes to respond to it
The
to
»
u
e
data
Wl11
give
us a corn*
posite nictnrp n-F " hS
who have used our counseling
2 our
services' this first year of
ter and hhelp us design a future existence as a women's cenevaluation of those services
a
ed is confidential; you need not
sign your
n^e Po? ea^ question, ch «ck all answers
which
apply.
Pl^e
fell
?
Please feel free to use the reverse
side of this sheet to
nt<S) Y °U “ ight " ish t0 make
the counlelIng Ie?vto™?
T

,

i

^

AGE:

Under

18_

MARITAL STATUS:
Divorced

18-25__ 26-35

36-50

Single
Married
# of cKTTdren

EDUCATION: Some H.S.
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Doctorate

Over 50

Separated

H.S. diploma

Some college
Some graduate study
Further graduate study

ANNUAL INCOME: 000-3,000
3,000-10,000
10,000
Above response is: my income
combined family income

&

over“

WORK STATUS:

Housewife
Student
University staff /faculty
Occupation

Full-time
Part-time

PLACE OF RESIDENCE: Campus Town
b**********
N**********
r*******
h*******
F***********
H******
Other (please specify)

How did you hear about the Counseling Services of The Women's
Center?

269

How many times did you talk
with a counselor?
3
4 or more

1

2

Did you receive enough help to
resolve the problem?

Yes
No

Whether or not you resolved the
problem you came in to
C
at ° ther tenefitS if
9et from
the

ses^

If y

^

'

ted he
Wi
Problem (educational,
°LnS?
i?
^ another
sonal, vocational)
would you come back to a TWC
counselor?

per-

,

Yes

Maybe

No

Have you recommended the Center's counseling
services to
friends? Yes
No
Have you ever used another counseling service?

Yes

No

Was it important to you to be able to talk with a
woman
counselor? Yes
Neutral
No
Do you think of yourself as being involved in the women's
movement? Not at all
Just getting interested
Occasionally involved
Actively involved

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.

AN ADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE IS
ENCLOSED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE IN
RETURNING THE QUESTIONNAIRE.
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